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1. Introduction
In [l] D. E. COHEN proved that the variety of all metabelian groups is
hereditarily finitely based. (By a hereditarily finitely based variety we mean a
variety 7J such that every subvariety of 7J is finitely based). Cohen's proof of
this theorem introduced an important technique, the use of well-quasi-ordered
sets, and this technique has subsequently been used to obtain a number of
further results. (We also use the same technique to make the present work
possible) . Here we shall examine the analogous statement for the variety of
metabelian pointed-groups, where by pointed-group we mean an ordered pair
( G , c) consisting of a group G together with a distinguished element c of G.
(The idea of pointed-groups comes from the category of pointed-sets, see for
example [8]).
Now by a law of a pointed-group (G, c) we shall mean a word w of the
free group on the countable set {y ,x(,x2 , ... } such that w always becomes
equal to the identity element of G when c is substituted for y and arbitrary
elements of Gare substituted for x 1, x 2 , . • . (for example [y ,xi] is a law of
(G, c), iff c is a central element"of G) . Included among the laws of (G, c) are
the laws of the group G, or more precisely, those words in the variables x 1, x 2 ,
. .. which are laws of the group G. Thus the idea of laws of a pointed-group
generalizes the idea of laws of a group and the purpose of this paper is to
generalize the result proved by D. E. COHEN in [l], that every variety of
metabelian groups is finitely based. Detailed information concerning varieties
of groups may be found in [3].
A pointed-group may be regarded as a group with an extra nullary operation and therefore it is an algebra in the sense of universal algebra. The
more general concepts relating to universal algebras and varieties of algebras
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are described in [4]. It is useful to note some of these concepts taken for
pointed-groups.
As indicated above, the factor algebra of (G,c) is (G/N,cN) where N is
a normal subgroup of G not necessarily containing c. The subalgebra of ( G, c)
is (H,c) where H is a subgroup of G containing c. The cartesian product
of the family { G,i., c,i. I A. E A} is ( G, c) where G is the cartesian product of
{ 0 I A. E A} and c is the element of G with value c,i. at A. for all A. E A. A
generating set for a pointed-group ( G, c) is a subset S of G such that SU {c}
generates G. The endomorphism a of a group G is an endomoq)hism of ( G, c)
if ca= c. A subgroup H (not necessary containing c) of G is an admissible
subgroup of ( G, c) if Ha :::; H for every endomorphism a of ( G, c ). A variety
of pointed-groups is the class of all pointed-groups in which the elements
of some given set of words are all laws. Equivalently, it is a class closed
under the operations of taking factor algebras, subalgabras, cartesian products
and algebras isomorphic to these. (For un-explained terminology concerning
pointed-groups, see [6] and [7]).
2. Preliminaries

We call a pointed-group (G,c) metabelian if G is a metabelian group.
Here in this paper we shall discuss varieties of pointed-groups in which every
pointed-group is metabelian. Our aim is to generalize the result proved by
D. E. COHEN in [l], that the variety of all metabelian groups is hereditarily
finitely based, i.e. every subvariety of the variety of metabelian groups is
finitely based.
We shall need some notational definitions in the free pointed-group (X, y)
generated by x 1, x 2, .... For any group G we write c(l) to denote the derived
group [G, G] and (}.. 2 ) to denote the second derived group [d-- 1>, d-- 1)]. It is
easy to check that x<I) and x< 2 ) are normal admissible subgroups of (X,y)
which are closures of the words [xi,x2] and [[x1>x2], [x3,x4]] respectively in
(X,y ). The variety of pointed-groups defined by [xi.x2] is the variety of all
abelian pointed-groups (we call a pointed-group abelian if G is abelian) and
which we shall denote by .A., while the variety of pointed-groups defined by
[[x 1,x2 ], [x3,x4]] is the variety of all metabelian pointed-groups, which we
shall denote by .AA,PC_ Clearly .AA,PC is finitely based.
We will prove the following theorem which is a generalization of the
result in [1].
THEOREM 2 . 1.

Every subvariety of.AA,PC is finitely based.
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In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we need some results which are easy
generalizations of the results on varieties of groups.
LEMMA 2.2. Let 7J be a finitely based variety of pointed-groups. Let
V be the corresponding normal admissible subgroup of (X,y ). Then every
subvariety of?J is finitely based if and only if the maximal condition holds
for the normal admissible subgroups of(X,y) which contain V.

Now since the normal admissible subgroup of (X,y) which defines the
variety .Al PG is x< 2), in order to prove that every subvariety of .Al PG is
finitely based, it is enough (by the above Lemma 2.2) to prove that the maximal condition holds for the normal admissible subgroups of (X,y) containing

x<2)_

LEMMA 2.3. Let V and W be normal admissible subgroups of (X,y)
such that V ~ W . Suppose that the maximal condition holds for the normal
admissible subgroups of (X,y) containing W and suppose that the maximal
condition holds for the normal admissible subgroups Z of(X,y) which satisfy
V s;:; Zs;:; W. Then the maximal condition holds for the normal admissible
subgroups of(X,y) containing V.

Now by Theorem 2.1 of [6], every subvariety of the pointed-group variety A is finitely based. Thus the maximal condition holds for the normal
admissible subgroups of (X,y) containing x<l). Thus, to prove that every
subvariety of .J1PG is finitely based, it is sufficient (by Lemma 2.3) to prove
that the maximal condition holds for the normal admissible subgroups Z of
(X, y) which satisfy x< 2 ) ~ Z ~ xO }_
LEMMA
that V ~ Z.

2.4. Let V and Z be normal admissible subgroups of(X,y) such
Then Z/ V is a normal admissible subgroup of (X/ V,y V).

LEMMA 2.5. Let V and W be normal admissible subgroups of (X,y)
such that V s;:; W . Suppose (X/ V,y V) satisfies the maximal condition on
the normal admissible subgroups contained in W / V. Then (X,y) satisfies the maximal condition for the normal admissible subgroups Z such that
v~z~

w.

Now let C=X/X(2) . Then c< 1) =X(l)jx< 2). Thus to prove that every
subvariety of .Al PG is finitely based, it is enough to show (by Lemma 2.5)
that the maximal condition is satisfied for the normal admissible subgroups
of (G,yx< 2 >) contained in c<I).
Notice that G is a relatively free group with free generators y x<2),
x 1x< 2), .... We shall change the notation for the free generators of G and
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shall write ZJ to denote y x< 2) and Zi+ l to denote Xi x<2) for all i ;::: 1. Hence
(G,zi) is a relatively free pointed-group generated by z2. z3 , z4, ....
LEMMA 2.6. The maximal condition is satisfied for normal admissible
subgroups of(G,z 1), contained in G(l), if every normal admissible subgroup
of(G,z 1), contained in G(l), is the closure of some finite subset.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
A method for tackling the proof of Theorem 2.1, is due to COHEN [ 1]
and HIGMAN [2]. First we make some preliminary definitions.
DEFINITION. Let W be a set with a binary relation ::::. We say that

::S is

a quasi-order if:
i. s

::S s for alls

E

W.

ii. SJ ::S s2 and s2 ::S s3 => s1 ::S s3 for all si. s2, s3 E W.
We say that ::S is a well-quasi-order if it satisfies the following additional
condition:
iii. For every subset S of W there is a finite subset So of S such that, for
each element s of S , there is an element so of So such that so ·:::: s.
DEFINITION. Let W be a set with a binary relation ~ - We say that ~ is

a linear order if
i. w

~

w for all w E W,

ii. WJ :-::;; w2 and w2 :-::;; w3 =? w1 :-::;; w3 for all w1, w2, w3 E W,

iii. WJ ~ w2 and w2 ~ w1 =? w1 = w2 for all WJ,
iv. For w1, w2 E W =?either w1

~

w2 or w2

wz E W,

~ WJ.

DEFINITION. A linear order ~ on a set W is said to be a well-order if
every non empty subset S of W contains a least element, i.e., an element so
such that so:-::;; s for alls E S.
DEFINITION. Let g and h be elements of o(l). We say g is a consequence
of h if g belongs to the closure of h in (01),ZJ). We say that g is equivalent
to h, written as g ,...., h, if g is a consequence of h and h is a consequence of
g, that is, if {g} and {h} have the same closure.

The relation ,...., defined above is an equivalence relation on o(l).
The key to the method of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following
lemma:
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that W is a set with a well-order-S and wellquasi-order ~. Suppose that x is a function from c< 1)\ {1} to W such that,
whenever g and h are elements of c< 1) \ { 1} satisfyingx(g) :5 x(h ), then there
is a consequence g 1 of g and an element h 1 equivalent to h such that either
h1 =g1 orx(h1g} 1) <x(h). Then every normal admissible subgroup of(G,z1)
contained in d 1) is the closure of a finite set of elements of(G,z1).

PROOF. Suppose that U is a normal admissible subgroup of (G,z 1) contained in c<I). Let S {x(u) Iu EU \ { 1}}. Now since :5 is a well-quasi-order
on W, so there is a finite subset So of S such that, for every s of S, there is
an element so of So such that so ~ s.
Let A be a finite subset of U \ {I} so chosen that So= {x(u) I u E A}. Let
Uo be the closure of A in (G,z 1). Thus Uo ~ U. The proof will be complete
if we show that Uo = U .

=

Now suppose otherwise and let T be the non-empty set T = {x(u) I u E
E U \ Uo}. Now since S is a well-order on W, there is a least element of T
i.e., an element h of U \ Uo such that X(h) S x(u) for all u E U \ U0 . Since
X(h) E S, so there is an element g of A such that X(g) :5 X(h ). Thus, by the
hypothesis of the Lemma, there is a consequence gl of g and an element h 1
equivalent to h such that either g 1 = h 1 or x(h 1g} 1) < x(h). Since g 1 is a
consequence of g, we have g 1 E Uo. Also, since h 1 is equivalent to h, we
have h1 E U \ Uo. Hence h1 =I gi and so we have x(h1g} 1) < X(h) . But
h1g} 1 EU\ Uo. Hencex(h) S X(h1g1 1) which is a contradiction. Thus the
Lemma follows.
Now to prove that every subvariety of J1PC is finitely based, it is enough
to show (by Lemma 3.1) that there is a set W with a well-order S. a wellquasi-order ~ and a function x: o(I) \ {1}-> W satisfying the condition of
Lemma 3.1.
To do this, first it will be necessary to describe a suitable set W with a
well-order S and well-quasi-order ~Let J denote the set of non-negative integers. Let V (J) denote the set
of infinite sequences a = (ai) =(a 1,a2,a3, .. .) of non negative integers in
which ai = 0 for all but finitely many values of i. Let V3(J) denote the set
P x P x P x V(J) where P denotes the set of positive integers. Let <I> denote
the set of all functions¢ : J-> J such that 0¢ =0 and i¢ < j ¢ whenever i < j.
Now we define a relation :5 on V3(J) as follows:
We write (r,s,t,(ai)) :5 (r 1 ,s 1 ,t 1,(aj)) if there exists an element¢ E <I>
such that r<f> = r', s<f> = s', t</> = t 1 and ai '.S ai</> for all i E P .
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LEMMA 3.2. ::S is a well-quasi-order on V3(J).
PROOF. Clearly :::; is a well-quasi-order on J . Hence the Lemma is a
special case of the Lemma 3.2 of [5].
Next consider the subset V of V 3 (J) consisting of those elements
(r ,s,t,(ai)) in which t = 1. For brevity, we write (r,s , l,(ai)) simply as
(r,s,(ai)). Now since V3 (J) has a well-quasi-order::::;, it follows that V has
a well-quas-order ::S. In the abbreviated notation, we have:
1

1

(r,s,(ai))::::; (r ,s ,(ai))

if and only if there exists cp E <l> such that 1¢ = 1, rep= r 1, sc/J = s' and ai :::; ai<p
for all i E P.
Now let W be the set V x P. We define a relation ::S on W as follows:
We write (v ,p) =:::: (v 1,p 1) if v =:::: v' and p::; p'.
LEMMA 3.3. :::5 is a well-quasi-order on W.
PROOF. Since ::; is a well-quasi-order on P and ::::; is a well-quasi-order
on V, the Lemma is a special case of Theorem 2.3 of [2].
We have defined above a set W with a well-quasi-order. The next task
is to define a suitable well-order on W. To do this, first we need to define a
well-order ::; on V(J) as follows:
We write (a;)::; (ad if either (ai) =(a;) or there exists a j such that
a} <a}, but a; = ai for all i > j. It is easy to check that this is a well-order.
Now we define a well-order :S on V as follows:
We write (r,s, (a;))::; (r 1,s 1, (a;)) if either r < r' or r r', s < s' or r =r' ,
s =s' and (a;::; (di)- It is easy to check that:::; is well-order on V .
Now we are ready to define a well-order ::; on W as follows:
We write (v ,p)::; (v 1,p 1) , if either v < v' or v = v' and p ::; p 1. It is
straightforward to check that s is a well-order on W .

=

LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that (r,s,(a;)) and (f,s,ai)) are elements of V
such that (r, s,(ai)) < (r,s,(a ;)). Let if> be any element of <l>. Then
(f</>, s</>, cfti )) < (r</>, s</>, (j3;)) where /J;rp =ai and /3i</> =a; for all i' while f3j =0
and /3j =0 ifj is not in the range of if>.
PROOF.

The proof is straightforward.

LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that (r,s,(a;)) and (r,s,(a;)) are elements of V
such that (r,s ,(ai)) < (r,s,(ai)). Let (y;) E V(J). Then (f,s,(a; +yj)) <
< (r,s,(a; +y;)).
PROOF.

The proof is straightforward.
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c<O \ {1} -+ W so

Now the next task is to define a suitable function X :
that this function x has the properties required in Lemma 3.1.

Let N be the normal closure in G of the set of all commutators [zr,Zs]
where r,s E P. Then G/N is generated by the elements ZiN, Zi E G, and these
elements commute. Hence G/N is abelian. Thus 0: 1) ~ N. But [zr,Zs] E 0: 1)
for all r,s E P. Hence N ~
Thus 0: 1) = N. Therefore, 0: 1) is generated
by the conjugates of the elements [zr,Zsl

c<O.

Now let w be any element of G. Then we can write w in the form:

-h za1 z a1 . .. Znan

W -

where h E

0:

1

2

1) and the ai are integers. Thus

i.e.,
al az

an

= [Zr,Zs]ZI Z2 ···Zn
(because c< 1) is abelian and so [Zr, Zs ]h = [Zr, Zs]) ·
Consequently, every element of 0: 1) is a product of elements of the form
[Zr,Zs]w

a1 a1

[Zr,Zsfl

and their inverses. Moreover, since
Now consider

Z2

an

···Zn

c<n is abelian, these elements commute.

Now if we choose /31. /32 . ...• f3n to be large enough positive integers,
then a 1 + f31, a1 + f32 • ... , an + f3n will be non-negative.
Consequently, if g is any element of d 1) then there is a conjugate
/31 /32 pn
gz1 z2 ···Zn of g sue~ that g is a product of elements of the form
al a2

an

[zr,Zs]zl z2 ···Zn and their inverses where the ai are non-negative integers.
We call such an element of 0: 1) a positive element. Hence every element of
0: 1) is equivalent to a positive element. Now consider the element

where the ai are non-negative integers. With this element we can associate
an element of V namely (r, s, (ai )), where we take ai =0 for i > n .
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Now suppose g 1 is a positive element of

an
[Zr,Zs]zI ···Zn
al

.

1) \ { 1}. Since the elements

d

·

commute, so g 1 can be written as a product of powers of
al
an
·
·
distinct positive elements [Zr,Z.dzI ···Zn • We choose the power say
( [Zr,Zs ]z~I ...z~n

r

where p ::j'O in which (r,s,(ai)) is the largest with respect to the well order
S on V defined above. We call this the leading term of gl. Now if p is
negative we consider g1 1 instead of gl where g1 1 is equivalent to gl and if
. pis positive we may associate with g 1 the element (r,s,(ai)) of V.
Now suppose g E d 1) \ {1}. As g 1 varies over the set of positive
elements equivalent to g, the leading terms of the e_lements gl give a set
of elements (r,s,(ai),p) of W.
We define x : d 1) \ { 1} --+ W such that x (g) is the least element
(r,s ,(ai),p) in this set of elements of W (using the well-order S we have
defined on W). To complete the proof, it remains to show that if g and h are
elements of d 1) \ { 1} satisfying x(g) :::;x(h), then there is a consequence gl of
g and element h1 equivalent to h such that either hi= 81 or X(h1g1 1) < X(h).
Now suppose that g, h E d 1) \ {1} such that x(g)::::; X(h). Let x(g) =
= (r,s ,(ai ),p) and xCh) = (r' ,s',(ai ),p'). Now by the definition of there is
a positive element g 1 equivalent tog with leading term

x.

a1 a2

(

[Zr,Zs f1 Z2 ...

)p

·

Similarly, there is a positive element h 1 equivalent to h with leading term
ci1 ci2
( [Zr1,Zs1 fl Z2 ...

)p' .
.

Now x(g ) ::; X(h ). Therefore, by the definition of ::; we have p ::; p 1 and there
is an element <P of <I> such that 1¢ = 1, r</J =r', s<P =s' and aicp S ai for all
i. Now by Theorem 2.2.12 of [7] there is an endomorphism() of (G,z1) such
that zJ) = Zi<J> for all i ~ 2. But since 1¢ = 1, we have z/) =Zi<J> for all i ~ 1.
Now clearly g 1() is a positive element of
the leading te1m of g 1f) is

i.e.,

o<1>\ {1} and by Lemma 3.4
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where /3i :::; 6:i for all i.
ci1 -/31 ci2-/32

Now let g1 =(g8)z1
z2
···. Then clearly g 1 is a positive element
and by Lemma 3.5 the leading term of g 1 is
d1 ci2

([Zf,Z.flzl

Z2

··"f'

Clearly g1 is a consequence of g and we have p:::; p 1 • Now if p < p 1, then the
leading term of h 181 1 is
a1 a2

,

([zr,z.ff1 z2 ···)<ft-P),

while if p = p 1 then either h1=81 or else h 1gi 1 has leading term which is a
power of an element
a1 a2
[Zr11,Zs11 ]zl Z2 ... ,

in which (r",s",(a/')) < (r 1,s 1,(ai)). Thus if hi =f g1 then x(h1g! 1) <x(h) as
required.
Now, by Lemma 3.1, every normal admissible subgroup of (C,z 1) contained in dl), is the closure of a finite set of elements of (O,z 1). Hence every
subvariety of .M,PG is finitely based. This proves Theorem 2.1.
COROLLARY 3.6. The metabelian variety .M,PG of all metabelian pointedgroups is finitely based.
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A REFINEMENT OF THE ENTROPY INEQUALITY
By
H.ALZER
Waldbrol, F. R. Germany

(Received May 27, 1993)

1. Introduction
The well-known entropy inequality states:
PROPOSITION

n

LPi

A. If Pi (i

= 1, . . ., n) are non-negative real numbers

with

=1, then

i=I
n

log(n) + LPi log(pi) ~ 0,

(1.1)

i=l

•

with equality holding if and only ifp1 = ... = Pn = l/n .
(In ( 1.1) and in what follows we define OX log(O) := 0 (x > 0).)
Inequality ( 1.1) plays a significant role in the theory of information ([2]
p. 55, [3] pp. 13-14). It can be proved easily by applying Jensen's inequality

for convex functions. Closely related results are given in [1], [5], [6] pp.
405--407' [8].

.

.

In 1980 K. B. STOLARSKY , [10] presented an interesting extension of
( 1.1 ). By introducing a new variable .i , inequality ( 1.1) can be written as
n

( 1.2)

S(x) = L(npil log(npi) ~ 0
i=l

where x = 1. If the Pt'~ are not all equal, then . S is strictly increasing on
(0, oo ), so that the validity of ( 1.2) with x E (0, 1) would provide a sharpening
of the entropy inequality (l.l). The following result is proved in (10}:
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= 1, . .. , n ; n 2: 2) be non-negative real numbers

PROPOSITION B. Let Pi (i
n

with LPi

= 1. Ifh(n)= n~I

1

- 10g (n)'

!=l

then

S(h(n)) 2: 0.

(1 .3)

Because of h(n) E (0, 1), inequality (1.3) refines the entropy inequality
S(l) 2: 0. Moreover, STOLARSKY established that for n = 2 inequality (1.3)
is even true if h (2) =0.557 ... is replaced by 1/2, and that this result is best
possible. The problem to find the best possible value x = x(n) for n > 2
remains open.
STOLARSKY mentioned that for sufficiently large n inequality (1.3) "cannot be improved too much" ([10] p. 242), since there exist positive real
n

numbers Pi (i = 1, ... , n) with LPi = 1 and a sequence y(n) with y(n)--+ 1
i=l

as n --+ oo such that S(y(n)) is negative for sufficiently large n. In [10] it is
shown that S(y(n)) < 0 for large n, if

PI=

.!.o
+v;=l),
n

P2 =... =Pn

=.!.o
- 1/Vn"=!)
n

and
y(n)

=1_

4log(log(n)).
log(2n)

It is worth mentioning that a slight modification of the final part of Stolarsky's
proof leads to a refinement of ( 1.3) for all n 2: 2. It is the aim of this note to
present this refinement which is even best possible in a certain sense.

2. A refinement of the entropy inequality

In what follows we denote by
.

L(x ,y)=

x -y
log(x) - log(y)

,

x-:j:.y,

the logarithmic mean of the positive real numbers x and y .
T HEOREM. Let Pi (i
n

LPi

=1, .. . , n ; n 2: 2) be non-negative real numbers with

= 1. If

i=l

_ logL(n , 1)
t (n ) - log(n) '
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then
(2.1)

S(t(n))

2: 0.

REMARK. The function

logL(x, 1)
t(x)

=

{

log(x)

'

1/2,

x > 1,
x

=1,

is continuous and increases monotonically to 1 as x -+ oo. The monotonicity
of t can be proved as follows:
Let x > 1; we have

= xxlog(x)
- l

x (log(x)) 2 t (x)
1

(2.2)

1 - log(x - 1) + log(log(x) ).

If we denote the sum on the right-hand side of (2.2) by q(x), then we get
log(x)q 1(x)

=(G(x, 1))-2 -

(L(x, 1))- 2,

where G(x ,y) = ..jXY. Because of G(x ,y) < L(x ,y ), x :fy, (see [7] p. 272), we
obtain

q 1(x) > 0

and

q(x)>q(I)=O.

1

Hence, t (x) > 0 for x > 1, that is, t is strictly increasing on [1,oo). Furthermore, from the identity
1

h(x)- t(x) =xlog(x)t (x)

we conclude
h(n)

> t(n)

n =2,3, ....

for

This implies
S(h(n ))

2: S(t(n ))

n =2,3, ... ,

for

with equality holding if and only if Pl= ... = Pn = l/n.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Our proof is modelled after Stolarsky's proof
of inequality (1.3). It is shown in [10] that (1.3) follows from three propositions which are called Theorem A, Theorem B and Theorem C. An analysis
reveals that Theorem A, Theorem B and Theorem C, part (ii) remain valid if
h(n) is replaced by t(n). We show that the same is true for Theorem C, part
(i). We must prove the following:

If x 2: 0, y 2: 0,

(2.3)

e 2: t(n),

~ ~). ~ 1 AX+ (1 -A)y

k. and
=1,
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then for (x,y) ¢ {(l, 1),(1,0),(0, 1),(0,0)} it follows
(2.4)

To establish this assertion we may assume 0 < y < 1 < x.
From (2.3) we get

1

x <I::; n,

(2.5)
and

1-y
x -y

A.=--,
so that (2.4) can be written as
(1 - y)x 8 Iog(x) + (x - l)y 8 Iog(y) > 0

or
(2.6)

g(y) < g(x),

where
g (x ) =

x 8 log(x)
x -1

Since t is strictly increasing on [ 1, oo) we get from (2.5):
which implies
g(x) > 1

(2.7)

And, since
(2.8)

for

e

?: t(n) > t(x)

x > 1.

0?: t(n) > 1/2 we obtain
g (y ) <

y'ylog(y) G(y, l) 1 for y E (0, 1).
y - I = L(y, 1) <

From (2.7) and (2.8) we c_onclude the validity of (2.6). Hence, the Theorems
A, Band C in [10] are also valid jf h(n) is replaced by t(n). And, this implies
that inequality (1.3) with t(n) instead of h(n) holds, too. Inequality (2.1) is
proved.
I
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3. Concluding remarks.
The logarithmic mean L(x, y) is member of the one-parameter mean value
family
Lr(x ,y ) = [

x r -y r] l / (r-1)

(

r x -y

)

,

r E fil.-

{O, 1};

x,y Em_+,

smce
x -y
limLr(x,y)=----r-+O
log(x ) - log(y)
In the recent past Lr (x, y) has been investigated by many authors. This is
in particular true for the logarithmic mean and the identric mean L 1(x ,y) =
= ~(xx /y Y) 1/ Cx -y) _ We refer to the monograph ([4] Chapter VI) and the
references therein. If we define
IogLr(n, 1)
tr (n ) = - - - log(n)

and
L 00 (x,y) = lim Lr(x,y) = max(x,y),
r-+ oo

then the entropy inequality and inequality (2.1) can be written as
S(t 00 (n ))

20

and

S(to(n))

2 0.

Since r 1-+Lr(x,y) is increasing on fil. (see [9]) it follows that S(tr(n)) is also
increasing with respect to r. This leads to the question: What is the smallest
real number r, such that
S(tr(n)) 2 0

(3.1)

holds for all n 2 2?
We assume that there exists a number r < 0, so that
n

L(npdr(n)log(npi) 2 0

(3.2)

i=I

n

is valid for all n 2 2 and all pi 2 0 (i = l, ... ,n) with 'L.Pi

= 1. If we set

i=l

1
Pt=···=Pn-t= 2n'
then (3.2) is equivalent to
(3.3)

tr(n)

2

n+l
Pn=--,
2n

log((n - l)log(2)) - log(log((n + 1)/2))
log(n + 1)
.
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And, if n tends to oo, then (3.3) reduces to

1/(1 - r) ~ 1

or

Hence, inequality (3.1) holds if and only if r is non-negative.
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I. Introduction

Consider a string along the segment[O, 1] fixed at the two ends 0 and 1
and controlled on the interior of the domain with a function h(x , t) described
by the following wave equation
Ytt
(1)

=Yxx +fzxw,

y(O,t) =y(l,t) =0,
y(x,0)

=Yo(x),

x E (0, 1),

t>O

t>O

y1 (x,O) =Y1(x),

where w C [O, 1] is an open and non empty subset of [O, 1],
characteristic function of w.

xw

denotes the

The control problem of such system was investigated by many authors
see e.g. J. L. LIONS [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], J. L. LIONS and E. MAGENES [6],
A. HARAUX [7], [8], E. ZUAZUA [10], I. Joo [11], M. HORVATH [12], A.
BOGMER [13]. Up to present, as far as we know, the authors investigate
the problem of the controllability only in the case when the controls h run
over full space of controls, by different methods. J. L. LIONS, E. ZUAZUA
by method HUM showed that the system ( 1) (in general case) without restrained controls is always controllable to the origin. I. Joo, M. HORVATH,
A. BOOMER by using method of Riesz's bases investigated the system (1)
without restrained control, but in only sense of the controllability from the
origin. In recent years J. LAGNESE [9] have investigated in details the exact
controllability of solutions of wave equations by means of distributed control
forces constrained to vanish outside of a given subset of the region in which
the process evolves. Later I. Joo and N. V. Su [14], [15] have studied the
above system with restrained controls by using discretization method (see
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(16), (17)). They also obtained some conditions for approximate controllability to the origin (resp. from the origin). In this paper we will study the exact
controllability (to the origin) of the system (1) with restrained controls. Note
that the semigroup theory technics are used there with the results obtained in
(9) or the results of method HUM . Necessary and sufficient condition for the
controllability of the system (1) will be given.

II. Definitions, Notations
Let O.r c L 2 (w x (0, T)) be a convex subset for which int Or-f0 in
2
L (w x (0, T)) and 0 E O.r for all T > 0. Consider the system (I) in the
space HJCO, 1) x L 2 (0, 1) with restrained controls in O.y c L 2 (w x (0, T)). Let

=y(x , t) be the solution of the system (1) with the control h(x,t). Define
the following set

y

Sr(O.r) :={(Yo.Yi) E HJ(O, 1) x L 2(0, 1) :
there is h E O.r such that the solution y(x,t) of the system (1) satisfies
y(x,T)=O,

Yt(x , T)=O}.

The set
T>O

is so called the controllability set after unbounded time.
DEFINITION. We say that the system (1) is locally controllable in the
space HJ (0, 1) x L 2 (0, 1) with restrained controls if (0, 0) E int S and globally
controllable with restrained controls if

s =HJ co, 1) x L2 co, 1).
As in [18) (Lion's book, Chapter IV) we would like to rewrite the system
(1) (hyperbolic type) as a system of first order equations (parabolic case).
Let us denote
w(x t) = ( y(x,t)) ·
'
Yt(x,t) '
J{

= HJ(O, 1) x

L 2 (0, l);

A=(~~);
where I is the identity in L 2 (0, 1), /::. is the operator

o/ox 2 .
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Let further

hxw

= ( h~w )

·

Then we get formally the following first order equation in space J{
(2)

{

dwJ:,1) =.Aw(x,t)+iixw
w(x,0) = wo

where
wo = (Yo(x)) E Je.
YI (x) .

This first order equation unfortunately is not analogous to that J. L. LIONS
has studied in his book (see [18], Chapter IV, pp.306), because the operator
.A is not coercive. But from Lemma 3.6 [3] (or see more detail in PAZY's book
(24]) the "mild solution" of the abstract equation (2) in this case is represented
by semigroup in the form
t

(3)

w(x,t)= G(t)wo+

j

G(t-r)h(x ,r)xwdr,

0

where
G(t)=

( I

N(t) - 1

e1I

-

I

I)

.

Here N(t) is the semigroup generated by L1 = a2 /ax2.
REMARK. We may easily verify that
00

N(t)

=L:e.1.it (v , hsinjnr)
J=l

where
).. - -1' 2.7t 2
'}-

'

vE D(/i) := {v E L2(0, 1):

f=

2

IAJ 1 1(v, Vzsinjnr )I < oo } .

j=l

(see Example 1.3, Chapter III. [18]).
So the controllability set of the system (1) has the following form

Sr (O.r) =

={w E JC:

G(1)w +

l

G(T-<)ii(x ,<)Xwd<

=0 forsome h E O.r},
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and

s = LJ Sr(O.r).
T>O

REMARK. In general case (see J. L. LIONS [ 18]), the solution of the
following equation
d2y
dt2 + A(t)y = f'
where A is a second-order elliptic differential operator, can not be written in
the form (3).
For the next part we need some crucial results which can be stated as
follows.
THEOREM A. (KREIN-RUTMAN Theorem [21]). Let C be a convex cone
with non-empty interior in a Banach space X and Jet {S(t)} be a family of
commutative bounded linear operators, mapping the cone C into itself, i.e.
S(t)C C C for all t . Then there exists a positive functional f E C* C X*,
which is a common eigenvector of all dual operators:

for all t,

S*(t)f =/..(t)f,

where A.(t) 2 0.
THEOREM B. (see Lemma 1, (22]). Let Mn be convex subsets in an
arbitrary Banach space X such that int Mn -:10, 0 E Mn, for all n EN and
Mn C Mm for all nb < m. Suppose that

0 E int

(Q Mn) ,

then there exists some k E N such that 0

E

int Mk .

III. Main -Results
In this part we will give necessary and sufficient condition for the local
controllability of the system (1).
First we need the following Lemma.

Consider the system (1) with the conditions that O. r C L 2 (w x
x (0, T)) is convex subset for which int 0.r-:10 in L2 (w x (0, T)) and 0 E
E O.r for all T > 0. Then the controllability set S has nonempty interior in
HJ(O, 10) x L2 (0, 1), that is int S"f.0 in HJ(O, 1) x L 2 (0, 1).
LEMMA.
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PROOF. Since ~ = a2 I ax 2 it follows that the generated semigroup N(t)
a unitary (see (19]), so these are surjective too. By method HUM (see [4]
LION's or [10], ZUAZUA, or see [9]) we know that the system (1) without
restrained controls is globally controllable after some time To, that is, by
taking

53T: {O} x L2 (w x (0, T)) --t Je
T

53yh

=

j

G(T-r)h(x, r)xwdr

0

for

ii

E

{O} x L 2 (w x (0, T))

we have
(5)

Im G(T0 ) C Im53T0

where Im M denotes the image of the operator M. By the factorization
theorem of DOUGLAS [20] we have that there exists a linear, bounded operator
C : Je __. {O} x L 2 (w x (0, T0 ))

such that

(6)

G(To) = 53T0 C.

Since N(To) is surjective, it follows that G(To) is surjective too. From
int flr0 ;iO in L 2 (w x (0, To)) we have that the set int ( {O} x nr0 ) is non-

empty in {O} x L 2 (w x (0, To)). From (5) and the surjectivity of G(To) it
follows that there are some w E Je and ho E int ( {O} x !2r0 such that
C( T0)w

=53 T/io.

Frain (6) we get 53r0 ho =53r0 Cw , which implies that
(ker~To +int({O} x nT0 ))nim Cf:.f/J.

Consequently, the inverse image c- 1 (ker 53r0 +int ( {0} x !2r0 )) has a nonempty interior in Je. It is easily to verify that
(7)

- C- 1 (ker 53r0 +int ( {O} x !2r0 )) C Sy0 (!2r0 ).

In fact, if
w E ( - C- 1(ker53r0 +int({O} x !2r0 ))),

then -Cw
Hence

=b +ho for some b E ker 53 To

and for some

ho E int ( {0} x !2r0 ).
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But G(T0 )=fBr0 C (from (6)) therefore G(To)w+fBr0 iio=O.
This means that w E Sr0 (Qr0 ) , and (7) shows that int Sr0 (Qr0 )7i0, so

int S-:JO in HJ(O, 1) x L 2 (0, 1).
The proof of Lemma is complete.

I

THEOREM. Consider the system (1) with the restrained controlled set nr.
Assume that the conditions for controlled set QT in the above lemma are fulfilled. Then the system (1) with the restrained controls is locally controllable
if and only if the following condition is satisfied

There is no "line" ex +d,
(e(t) and d(t) are functions of time t , t E [0, T]) such that

( *)

for all h E nr

(ex +d,hx) L2(w,(O,T)) 2'.: 0
and for all T > 0.

PROOF. SUFFICIENCY. Assume that the condition(*) is fulfilled. We will
show that the system ( 1) is locally controllable. From the above Lemma we
have int Sr0 (nr0 )-:JO in X .
For T > To we put

S~ := { w EJ{ :

-G(To)w

EfBr ( riT)},

where

Since 0 E O.r for all T it is easy to see that

Sh c Sh if T1 < T1 and S~

is convex for T > To . By definition of S~ it follows that S~ = Sr0 (Qr0 ), so

0

this means that int S~;if 0 for T?:. To .
Setting S' =

U

Sf, we will show that 0 E int S'. Assuming the contrary,

T~To

we will show that the cone C =

LJ )..S'

is convex, not dense in

Je. In fact,

,bQ

are convexity of C is trivial. Assume that C is dense in Je, that C = Je,
so 0 E int C. Since int C-:J0 (because int S~-:/0 for T ~ To) it follows that
int C =int C. It means that 0 E int C, thus 0 E int S'. This is a contradiction.
We show that C is G(t)-invariant for all t, i.e. G(t)C CC for all t.
In fact if w E C, then for some T and )..

-G(To)w E A.fBr (

riT).
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It follows that for all t
-G(t)G(To)w EA.G(t):Br

(~T).

From 0 E Or we have that
AG(t):Br (

~T) c A.:Br+t ( n~+I) .

So we get
-G(t)G(To)w

c

A.JJT+t

(n° ).
r+t

This means G(t)w E A.ST+t so G(t )w EC.
Applying the Krein-Rutman's theorem [21), we find in the dual cone C*
a common eigenvector woof all dual operators G*(t), t 2 0, with nonnegative
eigenvalues A.(t), t > 0, i.e.
(8)

G*(t)wo =A.(t)wo,

A(t) 2 O for all

t 2 0.

Since JC is Hilbert space we have, by the differentiability of G(t), that
G*(t)Je c 5J(A*) for all t 2 0. Thus wo E 5J(A*) and G*(t)wo is differentiable
for t > 0. By differentiating the equality (8) we get
A * G*(t)wo = G*(t).A*wo =l(t)w0

for all t > 0.

From the strong continuity of G*(t) it follows that
lim G*(t).Awo =A*wo =lowo

1-++0

where lo= lim A(t). Thus we have shown that there is the eigenvector woof
1-++0

A * with real eigenvalue lo such that w 0 E C*. From the definition of S~ and
0 E Or for all T > 0 it is easy to see that for some t > 0
I

J

G(T-t)ii(x,r)xwdrEC

for all hEO.r.

0

This means that

( wo,

j

2: 0

G(t - r)ii(x, r)xwdr)

0

for all

h E 0.1.

x

From the strong continuity of G(t) we obtain that
(9)

(w 0 ,G(t)h(x ,r)xw)x20

forall t>O andforall hE0.1 .
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Since

A*=(~ ~)
and the eigenvalues of~ are -j 2n 2 , j = 1, 2, ... it follows that the eigenvector
wo of A* with real eigenvalue is only form:
(lO)

(c(t)x~d(t))

wo=

where c(t) and d(t) are functions oft . From the formula of G(t) and from
(9) and (10) we get
(c(t)x +d(t),hXw)L2(w,(O,T))

2: 0

for all h E n T and for all T > 0. This contradicts the condition (*) of the
Theorem. Thus, 0 E S'. In view of Lemma 1 of [22], these exists T 2: To
such that 0 E int Sj..
If T = To then 0 E int Sr0 (0.r0 ) because SJ. = Sr0 (0.r0 ).
0

If T > To we consider operator G(T- To): J{ ~ Jl.

Since 0 E int SJ. we have 0 E int (C- 1(T- T0 )S].). On the other hand,
it is easy to see that o- 1(T - T0 )S]. c Sr(O.r). Therefore, 0 E int Sr(O.r),
thus 0 E int S.
So the sufficiency is proved.
NECESSITY. Assume that the system (1) is locally controllable, we will
show that the condition (*) is fulfilled.
Assume the contrary, there exists some "line":= ex +d, where c(t) and
d(t) are functions of time t, t E [O, T] such that

(ex +d,hXw) L2(w,(O,T)»2: 0

for all h E 0.t and for all T > 0.

Let

Then it is easy to verify that
(11)

A*w0 =0.

since 0 E int S and int Sr0 'f.0 (by the above Lemma). It follows from Lemma
1 of [22] that there is some T1 2: To such that 0 E int Sr1(0.r1). It is well
known that
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Let w E Sr1(O.r1) be arbitrary, then
T1

G(T1)w +

J

G(T1 -T)ii(x,r)xwdT

=0

0

for some h E

Q Ti .

From this we get

r,
(wo,G(T1)w)+ j(wo,G(T1 -r)h(x,r)xw)dr =0.
0

This means
T1

(12)

( G*(T1)wo, w)

=-

j (G*(T1, r)wo,ii(x, r)xw )dr.
0

n :IJ(A_M), the function G*(T1 00

Since, obviously, wo E

r)wo is infinitely

n=I

differentiable in r and, therefore by the Taylor formula (see [23]) we get the
followings:
(13)

G*(T1 - r)wo =
n-I

A*k
.1:1

1
wo+(n-l)!

I

(T1-r-t)

n- I

G* \ .A*n
(t~ w0dr

o

k=O
n-1

(14)

J
T

k

'""' (Ti - T)
=~
k!

k

J
Ti

TI A*k w + (n-1 l)!
G* (T1)wo= '""'
~ k!.xt
0

\ .A*n w 0 dt
(T1 -t) n- I G* (t~

o

k=O

(n = 1, 2,3, ... )

From (11), (12), (13), (14) we obtain
T1

T1

(wo,w)=- j(wo,h(x,r)xw)dr=- j(cx+d,hxw)dr.
0

0

But for all h E O.y and for all T > 0 we have

(ex +d,hxw)
thus it follows that

~ 0,
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This contradicts the proposition 0 E int Sr (Qr ).
1

1

So the necessity if proved.
The proof of the Theorem is complete.

I
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1. Introduction
The Jacobi polynomials are orthogonal polynomials ([2], p. 285, (5)
and (9)) over the interval (-1, 1) with respect to the weight function
(1 - x )a (1 + x )'J, if Re a > -1, Re b > -1.
In this paper, we present an orthogonal type property for the Jacobi
polynomials over the interval ( -1, 1) with respect to the multiplier function
(1-x)a+l(l +x)h, if Rea> -2, Reb > -1.
The Jacobi polynomials are defined by the relation ([2], p. 170, (16)):
(ab)

(1.1)

Pn' (x)=

1-x)

(l+a)n
(
n! 2Fi. -n,n+a+b+l;l+a;-2

,

provided a is not a negative integer.

2. Orthogonal type property
The orthogonal type property to be established is
1

j

(2.1) (l -x)a+l(l +x)b P~a,b)(x)~a,b)(x)dx

=0,

if m-:fn - l,n,n + 1

-1

(2 2)= -

·

2a+b+2qa

+ n + l)r(b + n + l)r(a + b + 2n - 1)

(n - l)!r(a+b+n)r(a+b+2n+2)

,

if m = n - 1,
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2a+b+2 r(a+n+l)['(b+n+l) [(n+l)(a+n+l) _ n(n+a)]
n!['(a+b+n+l)(a+b+2n+l)
a+b+2n+2
a+b+2n'
if m =n,
where Rea> -2, Reb > - 1.
PROOF. In view of (1.1), the integral (2.1) can be written as
(2.3)

1-x)

I

(l+a)m(l+a)nf (1-x)a+I (l+x)b2F1. ( -m,m+a+b+l ; l+a;-1 1
m.n.
2
-1
·2F1

1-x)

(

-n,n +a +b + 1; 1+a;-2

dx

·

=

m
n
= (1 +a)m(l +a)n ~
(-m)r(m +a +b + l)r ~ (-n)u(n +a +b +Ou.

m!n!

L

(l+a)rr!2r

r=O

L

(l+a)uu!2u

u=O

I

.jo

(2.4)

-xr+r+u+l(l +x)bdx.

-I

Evaluating the last integral in (2.4) with the help of a modified form of the
integral ([I], p. 9, (5)), viz
I

(1 - x)a(l +x)b dx

=2a+b+I f'(a + l)l(b + l)
['(a +b+2)

/

R e a > - 1,Reb > - 1,
'

-1

then the right hand side of (2.4) becomes
(1 +a)m(l + a)n ['(b + l) a+b+2
2
m !n !

t
r=O

(-m)r(m +a+ b + l)r
(1 +a)rr!

(2.S)

r(a+r+2) F [ - n,n+a+b+l,2+a+r;l]
['(a+b+r+3) 3 2
1+a,3+a+b+r
·
Now applying Saalschutz's theorem ([I], p. 188, (3)):

(2 _6)

F

3 2

[

-n,a,b;l
]- (c-a)n(c - b)n
c,l-c+a+b-n -(c)n(c - a - b)n

to (2.5), we get
(2.7)

(1 +a)m ['(b + l) 2a+b+2 ~.

m!n!

L

r=O

(-m)r(-r - On(m +a +b + l)r['(a + r + 2)(-n - b)n
(1 +a)rr!r(a +b +r +3)(-n - a -b- r -2)n
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If r < n - 1, the numerator of (2.7) vanishes and since r runs from 0 to
m, it follows that (2.7) vanishes when m < n -1. By symmetry, it will be seen
that (2.7) also vanishes when n + 1 < m. Now, it is clear that form 'f:.n - 1, n,
n + 1 all terms of the series (2.7) vanish, which proves (2.1).
When m =n - 1, using the result (-n )n =(- l)n n !, we have
1

j

(1 -x)a+l(l +x)b P~~~)(x)~a,b)(x)dx

=

-1

2a+b+2qa + n + l)r(b + n + 1)

- -(n---l)!r(a
----------+b +n)r(a +b +2n +2)'

(2.8)

which proves (2.2).
When m = n, using the standard results like (-n)n-1 = (-l)n-ln! and
(-l)n (n + 1)! and adding the resulting two terms (r n - 1,n)
and simplifying, we have

(-n - 1)11

=

=

1

j(l-x)a+l(l+x)b{~a,b)}2dx =
-1

(Z. )
9

=

2a+b+2r(a+n+l)f(b+n+l) [(n+l)(a+n+l) _ n(n+a)]
n!r(a+b+n+l)(a+b+2n+l)
a+b+2n+2
a+b+2n '

which proves (2.3).
NOTE. In (2.8) replacing n by n + 1, the value of the integral form =n + 1
may be obtained.
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Dedicated to Professor P. Erdos on the occassion of his 80th birthday

In [l], we proved the following theorem:

for

THEOREM 1.
a fixed m E Z

If f is a completely additive integer valued function, and,
\ {O},f(n +m) =.f(n) mod n , thenf = 0.

In [2], P. V. CHUNG generalized my result as follows :
THEOREM 2. Let g denote an additive integer valued function and f a
completely additive integer valued function. If for some fixed a E N, b E
E Z \ {O} and c E Z g(an +b) =f(n)+c mod n , thenf = 0 and g(n) = 0 for
all (n,a) = 1.
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 2. If f is a completely additive integer valued
function andf(an +b) =f(n)+c mod n , thenf =0.
It is possible to generalize this corollary further. However, a slight
modification can cause difficulties. We are not able to verify whether f (n +
+ 1) =.f(n - 1) mod n or f(n 2 + 1) =f(n 2 - 1) mod n imply f = 0.
In this paper we shall prove the following special cases:
THEOREM 3. Let f be a completely additive integer valued function. If
any of the conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied, thenf = 0.
(i) f(n+l)=.kf(n-3)modn , kEZ\{1,-3} ,
(ii) f(n + l)+f(n - 1) kf(n) mod n(n -1), k E Z \ {2},

=

* Supported by the Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant No 1901.
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(iii) f(n 2 +n+l )==.kf(n)modn(n- l)orn(n+l), kEZ\{O},
(iv) f(n 2 +n+1) ==.f(n - 1) mod n(n + 1),
(v) f(n 2 - n + 1) =f(n - 1) mod n(n - 1).
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. (i) Substituting n 2 + 2n in
(1)

f(n + 1)

yields that
(2)

2f (n

+ 1)

= kf(n -

3) mod n

=

kf(n - 1) + kf(n + 3) mod n(n + 2).

Replacing n by n - 2 in (2) we have
2f(n - 1) = kf(n -3)+kf(n + 1) mod n.

(3)

Using (I) and (3) we get

(4)

2f (n - 1)

=

(k

+ l)f (n + 1) mod n.

Let us replace n by 3n in (I), (2) and (4 ), giving us
(5)

f (3n + 1) = kf(3n - 3) mod n,

(6)

2f (3n + 1) = kf(3n - 1) + kf(3n + 3) mod n

and

(7)

2f(3n - 1)

= (k + l)f(3n + 1) mod n.

Multiplying (6) by 2 and using (7) we get
4f (3n + 1)

= k(k + l)f (3n + 1) + 2kf(3n + 3) mod n.

Then by (5) we have
[4 - k(k + l)]f(3n - 3)

=

n

2f(3n +3) mod (n,k)

fork ;to. Multiplying by 2 again and using (4) we get that, for some l E 'IL,
•

2

n

k[4 - (k + 1) ]f(n + 1) = lf(3) mod (n,k) ·

If k tf_ {O, 1, - 3}, let us replace n by ns - 1. Then
ns - I lk[4 - (k+1) 2 ]sf(n) - lf(3)
l ,k)

(n 5

which impliesf(n)=O ass___. oo.

If k = 0, then f (n + 1) = 0 mod n implies f = 0 as in the last step of the
previous proof.
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(ii) Substituting n 2 in
f(n + 1) + f(n - 1) = kf (n) mod n(n - 1)

(8)

yields
f(n 2 + 1) + f (n 2 - 1)

(9)

Replacing (8) in (9) we get

f(n 2 +1)

(10)

Using the identity
(11)

(n 2

=kf(n

2

)

mod n.

=kf(n) mod n.
=kf mod n.

+ 1)(4n 4 + 1) = (2n 3 + n ) 2 + 1, (10) yields

kf (2n 2 + 1)

2

(2n )

Replacing n by 2n 2 + 1 in (8) we have
f (2n 2 + 2) +f (2n 2) =- kf (2n 2 +I) mod n.

Replacing ( 10) and ( 11) in this congruence, we get
(k - 2)[f(n) +f(2)]

=0 mod n.

The substitution n s for n impliesf(n) =0 ass -+ oo if k'l-2.
(iii) For the proof of cases (iii)-(v) we need the following lemma which
can be easily verified:
LEMMA. Let h(n) =n 2 +an +b. Then h[h(n) +n] =h(n)h(n + 1).
Let us replace n by n 2 + 2n + 1 in
(12)

f (n 2 +n+1)

=kf(n) mod n(n +

1).

By the lemma, we have
(13)

f(n 2 +n + 1) + f[(n + 1)2 +(n + l)+ 1] = 2kf(n + 1) mod (n + 1).

=

(12) implies f[(n + 1)2 + (n + 1) + l] kf(n + 1) mod (n + l)(n + 2).
Substituting this congruence and (12) in (13) we get

kf(n)

=kf(n +

1.e.

1) mod (n + 1),

n

f(n - 1) :=f(n) mod -k)'
(n,
Using a modified form of Theorem 2, we getf =0.
If the modulus is n(n - 1), the proof is similar to the one above. We

derive thatf (n + 1) =:f(n) mod

c:~k)

and then we again use Theorem 2.

(iv) Here, the proof is similar to the above case. Replacing n 2 + 2n + 1 in
(14)

f (n 2 + n + 1) =f (n

- 1) mod n(n + 1),
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we have

f (n -

1) +f (n) =f(n

2

+ 2n)

mod (n

+ 1)

i.e.
(15)

f(n - 1) =.f(n +2) mod (n + 1).

Replacing n by

n2

+ n - 1 in (15), we get by (14) that
f(n+2)=.0modn

which yields f

= 0.

(v) Replacing n by n 2 + 1 in
f(n 2 - n + 1) =.f(n - 1) mod n(n - 1),

(16)
we derive

f(n - 1) =.f(n) mod n
through similar use of the lemma as in case (iii). Therefore,
Theorem 2.

f =0

using
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1. Introduction

H;

HJl (

The equivalence of the martingale Hardy spaces
and
1 ~ p < oo)
generated by the maximal function and by the quadratic variation, respectively, was proved by BURKHOLDER, DAVIS and GUNDY [2], [3], [4] for
discrete time and later by DELLACHERIE and MEYER [6] for continuous time.
This theorem is one of the fundamental theorems of martingale theory.
Usually three other martingale Hardy spaces are investigated: the space

H) ) generated by the conditional quadratic variation and the spaces :Pp and
!2p generated by the predictions of the maximal function and of the quadratic
variation, respectively. With the help of the atomic decomposition several
martingale inequalities between these five Hardy spaces and a simple proof
of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality are given in WEISZ [13]. As a
supplement to these results it is verified in this paper that :Pp is equivalent
to !2,P for 0 < p < oo. This equivalence result was shown in the discrete time
with another method in WEISZ [ 11].

2. Preliminaries and Notations
Let (0.,.11'1.,P) be a probability measure space and Si= (Si 1 ,t E ~+) be
a nondecreasing family of sub-a-algebras of .A. The a-algebra VtEJR+.911 is
denoted by Si 00 and it is supposed that Si oo =.A.
This research was partly supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research Funds No F4189.
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With the family (:li,t E ~.+) the following families (:f 1+,t E IB.+) and
(fJ 1- , t E R+) of a-algebras are associated:
For t = 0 we set :J 0 _ :=:lo. In this paper it is assumed that the family
(:Ji,t E ~.+) is right-continuous (i.e. :Ji = fJ 1+ for every t) and that every
set F which belongs to the P-completion of the a-algebra :f 00 with P(F) =0
belongs to :Jo.
A real stochastic process X is a mapping from (R+ x Q) into R such
that, for every t E ffi.+ , w 1--+ Xi (w ) = X (t, w ) is A-measurable. A stochastic
process X is adapted if the preceding mapping is :Ji-measurable for every
t. A process X is regular if X is adapted and all the functions t 1--+ X(t ,w)
have left and right limit for every w E n. We use the notation X 1- (X1+,
resp.) for the left (right, resp.) limit at a point t. If these functions are
right-continuous (left-continuous, resp.) then X is called right-continuous
(left-continuous, resp.).
Let us denote the expectation operator by E, the conditional expectation
operators relative to fJ 1 and :Ji _ by E1 and E1- , respectively. Let us use
the shorter notation Lp for the subspace of Lp(O.,A, P) the elements of which
satisfy .Eof = 0 (1 ~ p ~ oo).
A stochastic process X is a martingale when X is an adapted process
with EIX1 I < oo (t ER+) and EsX1 = Xs for every s < t. For simplicity we
always suppose for a martingale X that Xo = 0. A martingale X is said to be
Lp-bounded if
sup

llX1 llP

< oo.

tEIR+

A mapping T : Q -> ffi.+ u { oo } is a stopping time if, for every t E ffi.+,
the subset { T ~ t} of Q belongs to fJ 1 . An adapted process X is a local
martingale if there exists an increasing sequence of stopping times Tn such
that limn-.oo Tn = oo a.e. and the processes Xlf\ Tn are all uniformly integrable martingales (n E N). We can suppose from a martingale or from a
local martingale that it is regular and right-continuous (see MEYER [9] p.
291 ). A local martingale. is said to be locally Lp -bounded if there exists an
increasing sequence of stopping times Tn such that limn-.oo Tn = oo a.e. and
the processes Xi A Tn are Lp-bounded martingales (n EN).
The following definitions will be used for a local martingale X:

(Xo = 0),

Xs* :=sup IXtl,
t::::_s

X~ := sup
t E JR+

IXi I·
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We say that a real process is optional resp. predictable if it is measurable
with respect to the a-algebra generated by the real regular right-continuous
process resp. generated by the real regular left-continuous processes.
If X is a locally Li-bounded local martingale then there exists a unique
predictable, right-continuous and increasing process (X) such that X 2 - (X)
is a local martingale vanishing at 0 (see DELLACHERIE and MEYER [6]). (X) is
called the sharp bracket or the conditional quadratic variation of X. Moreover, if X is a local martingale then there exists a unique right-continuous
and increasing process [X] such that X 2 - [X] is a local martingale and
Li[X]t = IL1X1 12 ([X]o =0). This process is called the square bracket or the
quadratic variation of X .
Let us introduce Hardy spaces for 0 < p ~ oo; denote by H) 1, H) ) and

H; the spaces of local martingales for which
llXllnrl :=

ll[XJ~ 11P < oo,

llXll ( ) :=

ll (X)~ 1Jp

2

p

HP

2

< oo

and

llXllH*
:= IJX,~Jp < oo,
p
respectively. It is a well-known s-tatement in the martingale theory that if

X E H;, H)l, H) )(p ;::: 1) then there exists X 00 such that X 1 ---+ X 00 a. e. and
in L1 as t---> oo_ Moreover, Doob' s inequality says that H;,....., Lp for 1 < p :S oo
where ,....., denotes the equivalence of the spaces (see e.g. DELLACHERIE and
MEYER [6]) _
A local martingale X is in the space :PP if and only if there exists an
adapted, left-continuous and increasing process A such that

A 00

:= sup

At E Lp.

IEJR+

Endow this space with the following norm:
(0 <p :S oo)

where the infimum is taken over all predictable processes having the property
above.
If, in the previous definition, we replace the inequality jX1 I ~ A 1 by

[XJ} 12 :S B1
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then the local martingale is in !2-p . We define the !2-p norm by
ll X ll.2p := infjJBoo llp

(0 <p :S oo)

where the infimum is taken over all predictable processes again.
It is clear that the infimums taken in the fPP and f2p norms can be
achieved. Indeed, for every k E N let A (k ) be a left-continuous process having
the above property such that

JIA~llP ----

A 1 :=

JIXll.?p whenever k ___. oo. Set

inf A 1(k )

k EN

It is obvious that the process A is adapted, left-continuous, increasing and a
majorant of X and
llXJJsip
The proof is similar for the

f2p

= JIAoo Jlp·

spaces.

The fPp resp . !2-p spaces were introduced by GARSIA [7] and BERNARD,
MAISONNEUVE [l] resp. by the author in [13]. With the help of these two
spaces a simple proof of Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality is given in [ 13].

3. Martingale inequalities
The following theorem is proved in WEISZ [1 3).
THEOREM 1.
(i)

llXllH* ~ CpJJXJJ ( ) ,

l!XllHn ~ CpJJXIJH()

llXJIH() :S CpJ/ XllHp '

ll X llH() ~ CpJJXllHu

.

(ii)

P

Hp

p

(iii)
(iv)

ll X llH; :::; i!X i15'p'
llXJIH; ~ CpJJXIJ.2p•

p

p

JJ X JJ HU :::; JJ X JJ.2p

p

p

(0 < p
(2

~

2)

s; p < oo)

(0 < p < oo)

p

llXll uU :S Cp l!Xllsip

(0 <p < oo)

p

(0 < p < oo),
I/XII H ( ) ~ Cp llXl/.2p
p
p
where the positive constants Cp depend only on p . (The symbol Cp may
denote different constants in different contexts.)

(v)

llX//H() ~ Cp l! X ll pp'

The inequality due to BURKHOLDER, DAVIS and GUNDY [2], [3], [4]
mentioned several times is given in the next theorem. They proved it in
the discrete case . Later DELLACHERIE and MEYER [6] have extended the
inequality to the continuous case (see also WEISZ [13]).
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THEOREM 2. (BURKHOLDER-DAVIS-GUNDY INEQUALITY). H)l and H;
are equivalent for 1 :S: p < oo, namely,

(1

:S:p < oo).

This inequality is not valid for 0 < p < l (see BURKHOLDER, GUNDY [3]).
However, the :Pp and :2-p spaces that are generated by the predictions of the
maximal function and of the quadratic variation, respectively, are equivalent
for every 0 < p < oo. Observe that :P 00 ,....., H~ ,. . ., L 00 and :2- 00 ,....., H/:l. Hence
:P 00 is not equivalent to 9- 00 .
THEOREM 3. :Pp and.!2,p are equivalent forO <p < oo, namely,
(1)

(O<p<oo).

PROOF. First we prove the left hand side of (1). Let XE :Pp and A be
the adapted, left-continuous and increasing least majorant process of X. It is
proved in DELLACHERIE, MEYER [6] that

J
I

(2)

[X] 1 =X/-2

Xs-dXs

0

where the second term on the right hand side is a martingale defined by a
stochastic integral. By the definitions of A and of the stochastic integral we
obtain
u

(3)

[X] 1 :S: Af +2sup
u<t

-

f

xs _ dXs

<

0

}~
u

:S: Af + 2sup
u<I

f
0

xs _ dXs

+H(/ X,-dX}

Since

(4)

"'(/ X, -dX,) X,-L'>X,
I=
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(see DELLACHERIE, MEYER [6]) and

IX1 -Mi / :S 2At, we can establish that
u

[X]1 :S 5At+2sup
u<t

f

xs_dXs =:Bf_

0

Notice that B is adapted, left-continuous and increasing. Henceforth
1/ 2

t

//Boo//p :S cpl!Aool/p +cp sup
tEIR+

f

xs_dXs
p/2

0

Assume that 0 < p :S 4. The sharp bracket of the martingale

f Xs-dXs

is

0

given by

j /Xs-J2d(X)s (see DELLACHERIE, MEYER [6]). Applying Theorem
0

1 (i) we can conclude that

(5)·

From Holder's inequality
(6)

[E(A~2(X)~4)]I/p :S E(A~)l/(2p) E((X)~2)I/(2p)_

Consequently, using Theorem l (v) we obtain

l/BooJJp :S Cp l/Aool/p + Cpl/Aoo l/~/2 1/Xl/ 1/~ )
Hp

:S cpl/Xl/.i>p +cpJ/Xll~ 1/XI/_;{: :S cpl!Xl/.'Pp·
2

The left hand side of (I) can be proved in the same way for 2 :Sp < oo with
the differences that we have to apply Theorem 2 instead of Theorem 1 (i) and
we have to change the sharp bracket to the square bracket.
To prove the right hand side of (1) let X E :2.p and B be the adapted,
left-continuous and increasing least majorant process of [X] 112 • Similarly to
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(3), it follows from (2) that

Taking into account (4) and the fact that

IX1-~X1I::; ~*_[x1: 12 ::; ~*_B1,
we have
u

x?::; B?+2X1*_B1 +2sup
u<t

f

xs_dXs

=:A?.

0

Of course, A is adapted, left-continuous and increasing. So
1/2

t

llAoollp :S CpllBoo llP + CpE(X~/ 2 B~2 ) 1 1P + Cp

sup
tEIR+

f

xs_dXs

0

p/2

If 0 < p ::; 4 then, similarly to (5) and (6), we get that

1/2

t

sup Jxs _ dXs
/EJR+

0

::;

jjX~(X)~ 2 11~j;::;

p/2

:S E(X;J)l/(2p) E((X)I;//)1/(2p) .
Applying Holder's inequality and Theorem 1 we can see that

llAc)Q llp :s
2
11 2
'.S CpllBoo llP + CpllXll~;llBooll~/ + CpllXll ~=llXll ( )
P
"P
H

::;

p

The case 2 5:. p < oo can be shown analogously.

CpllXll..2P .
I
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ON UNIQUENESS OF EXTENSION OF SUBOPERA TORS
By
V. PROKAJ
Department of Applied Analysis, Eotvos Lonind University, Budapest
(Received April 22, 1994)

A suboperator is a restriction of a bounded operator on a Hilbert space
5) to a linear subspace of 5). It is subpositive, subself-adjoint etc. if it is
the restriction of a positive, self-adjoint etc. operator, respectively. Intrinsic
characterizations of the subpositive suboperator were given by HALMOS (3)
and by SEBESTYEN in (7), (8). Their construction lead to the smallest positive
extension (see e.g. [8], [9]).
In this paper we consider the following problem: under what condition
does there exist only one positive extension of a subpositive suboperator
with the smallest possible norm. This problem was successfully handled by
KAPOS and PAEZ [4] and previously in the subself-adjoint case by KREIN [5].
None of these conditions provide an easy way of constructing examples or
counterexamples. I hope Corollary l is a step toward this direction. We need
some detail of Sebestyen's construction ([10)), so for the sake of convenience
we repeat the proof of this theorem in a slightly modified way.
THEOREM 1.

Let '.D be a linear subspace (not necessarily closed) of a

complex Hilbert space f), and b: '.D -t f) be a symmetric linear map. Then b
is subpositive if and only if
(1)

m :=sur{llbxll

2

: x E '.D, (bx,x) :S 1} < oo .

Denote 9'\ the range of b. Introduce an inner product (, , , )9'l on
9'\ by definition
PROOF.

(bx,by )9'l := (bx,y)

for x, y E '.D.

It is well defined: if x, x', y, y' E '.D and bx= bx', by= by' then

(bx,by)9'l

= (bx,y) = (bx 1,y) = (x',by') = (bx 1,by 1)fJI.·
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Finally, (.,.)~is positive definite since llbxll 2 :S m(bx,x) for all x E '.D .
Thus (~, ( . , . ) ~) is a pre-Hilbert space, .fJo denotes its completion. Define J : SJo ---+ .fj as the unique continuous extension to the natural embedding
of~( C SJo) into SJ. Then J J* is an extension of b. To prove this it is enough
to show that for all x E '.D the element bx - J* x of flo is orthogonal to the
dense subspace ~ of .f) 0 . But this is obvious, since
(by,J*x)~ = (Jby,x) = (by,x) = (by,bx)~

for all y E '.D .

I

The above extension J J* is proved to be the smallest positive extension
of b ([9], Thm. 1). The norm of J J* is just m because 11111 2 = m by definition.
The constant m defined in (1) is thus the smallest possible norm of the positive
· extensions for b.
There is a largest positive extension for b of smallest norm m. One can
get it by replacing b with b1 = mll1l - b in the previous theorem, since for
all x E '.D
2

2

2

2

llb111 =m 11x11 - 2m(bx,b ) + llbx 11 =
= m(b1x,x) + llbxll 2 - m(bx,x) :S m(b1x,x).
Let J J* be the smallest positive extension of b1. The largest positive
extension of b of smallest possible norm m is then ml - 11Jj .
b has unique positive extension with norm m if and only if the smallest
and largest ones are equal or what is the same
(2)

ml= JJ* +l1Ii-

This condition was formulated by Kapos and Paez in the following theorem ([4], Thm. 1).
THEOREM 2. L et b : '.D---+ .fj be subpositive suboperator satisfying property
(1). b has unique positive operator extension of smallest norm m to SJ if and
only if

mllxll 2 = sup{l(x,by)i 2

I y E '.D,

(by,y) :S 1

}+

+sup{l (x,my - by)l 2 : yE '.D, (my-by ,y ) :S l}

holds for each x from SJ.
Identity (2) can be formulated in an other way that involves x only from
'.D J_ , the orthocomplement of '.D, and does contain only one expression on
supremum.
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THEOREM 3. Let b: '.D---; Sj be subpositive suboperator satisfying property
(1). b has unique positive operator extension of smallest norm m to Sj if and
only if
(3)

2
2
llx11 =sup{ l(x, by)l : yE'.D, (by,my - Pby)::;t}

holds for each x from '.DJ_ , where P denotes the orthogonal projection of Sj
onto the norm closure of'.D.
PROOF. First we show that identity (2) is equivalent with the formally
weaker
(2a)

m(x,x ) = (JJ* x,x) + (I1Ijx,x )

for all x E '.DJ_

and after this that this weaker condition (2a) is equivalent to (3).
To do this, let us introduce some notation: let 91 and (S'.Jo, ( , )iR) be as in
the proof of Theorem 1, and 91 1 and (.fj 1, ( , ) 1) be the corresponding entities
when Theorem 1 is applied to b1 = mll'.D - b. Denote (R, (, )EJ:l ) the direct
sum of S'.Jo and Sj 1 , and define V : R ---; Sj by the formula

V(u,v)=lu+liv

for u E S'.Jo and v E Sj I .

Since V* : Sj---; R is the ' row matrix' (J*,Jj), V V * = JJ* +f1Ji*For the first step we only have to prove that (2a) implies (2). Notice first
that it follows from the definition of R and V that the image of '.D and '.DJ_
under V * are orthogonal linear subspaces of R. Indeed, for x E '.D and y E '.DJ_
we have that

( V*x, V*y) G1 = ((JJ * +11Jj)x ,y) = ((b +ml - b)x,y ) = m (x,y ) =0.
On the other hand identity (2) restricted to the norm closure of '.D holds by
definitions and continuity. Thus if (2a) holds then decomposing any x E .fj
into x = y + z, where y E '.D and z E '.DJ. we get that
2

2

((JJ* + l1Ij)x,x) =II V *x 11 = II V*yll +IIV*z 11

2

-

Where the last term is equal tom llz 11 2 by (2a) and the previous one tom llY 11 2
as we saw above, so assuming (2a) one gets

((JI* +lilj)x,x) =mllxll 2
that of course implies (2).
For the second step we have to prove that (2a) is equivalent to (3). To
do that let us calculate the norm II V*xll (x E '.D.l) as the norm of the linear
functional that V* x represents:

II V *x ll 2 =sup {1 V*x ,;) ©12

: ;

E R, (;,;)© ::; I}=
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=sup{l(x,Vs)l 2
=sup{lx,bu-bv)l 2

:

sE~ EB .R1, (s,s)GJ ::::;l}=

: u,vE'.D,

(bu,u)+(mv-bv,v ) ::::;1}.

The last condition can be then rewritten with .; = u - v, 'Y/ = u + v by
observing that
m {(bu, u) + (mv - bv, v)}

=

m

= 4{ (b(.;+ry),.;+ry)- (b(l] -.;),1J-.;)+m(1]-.;,1J-.;)} =
=\

bs, ; 'Y/) + \ ; 'Y/, bg) + 11 ;
2

.; II 2 + 11; 'Y/ II2 -

\;.;, ;

'Y/) - \ ; 'Y/, ; .; ) =

2

=11;sll +11;'Y/ll +((b- ; 1)s.;'Y/)+(;ry,(b-;1)s)=
2

2

2

=ll;s ll +ll;1J+(b-'; 1)sll -ll(b-;)sll

·

The infimum of m{ (bu , u) + (mv - bv, v)} where u , v E '.D and.;= u - v
is fixed is therefore equal to
2

2

ll;sll -JJP(b - ; 1)sll =

=II~ .;11 - II~ .;11
2

2
-

2

llPb.;11 +

(Pb.;,~.;)+ ( ~ .;,Pb.;)=

2

= m(s,bs ) - llPbs ll = (b.; ,mg - Pbs ),
where P is the orthogonal projection of SJ to the norm closure of '.D. We get
finally that
m- 11!V*x ll 2 = sup{l(x, by)l 2 : y E '.D, (by ,my-Pby ) :S l }.
This proves the equivalence of (2a) and (3) and completes the proof of the
theorem.
I
COROLLARY 1. Let '.D be a closed subspace ·of the Hilbert space SJ.
--t SJ a suboperator satisfying property (l). b has unique positive extension of smallest norm m if and only if there exists a co-isometry T : '.D --t '.D.L

b: '.D

in such a way that C = T(mA - A 2 ) 112 , where A= Pb, C = (I - P)b and
P : SJ --t '.D is orthogonal projection.
PROOF.

Since b satisfied (1) we have that

II Cx 112+llAx11 2 ::; m (Ax ,x)
Therefore

for all x E '.D.
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(CC*x,x) S (Ax,mx -Ax)

for all x E '.D.

In view of Douglas factorization theorem ([ 1] Thm. 1, [2]) this implies that
there is a contraction T from '.D into '.DJ_ such that C = T(mA - A 2) 112 . We
may also assume that the kernel of T contains the kernel of mA - A 2 , (this
additional requirement completely determines T). For each x E '.DJ_ we have
sup{j(x,by)l 2

=sup{j(x,by)l 2
=sup{IT*x,(mA-

:

y E '.D, (by ,my -Pby) S l} =

: y E '.D, (Ay,my -Ay) S l}

A2 ) 112y)l 2 :

yE'.D,

=

il (mA-A 2 ) 112 yii 2

s1}.

By assumption the range of T* is contained in the norm closure of the
range of (mA - A2 ) 112 , therefore the last supremum is simply II T*x 11 2 .
Hence, applying Theorem 3, we get that b has unique extension if and
only if T* is an isometry i.e. Tis a co-isometry.
I
REMARK. According to the notation of Corollary 1

C*C = (mA - A 2 ) 112 r* T(mA-A 2 ) 112 .
If T* is an isometry, then T* T is an orthogonal projection and therefore C* C

is an extremal point in the operator interval [O,mA - A 2 ], where 0 stands
for the identically zero operator. Conversely, if C *C is an external point in
[O,mA -A 2 ], then T*T is an orthogonal projection and therefore T* has to
be a partial isometry. So the corollary can be stated as follows. Under the

above assumption b has unique positive extension with smallest norm m if
and only if C* C is an extremal point of[O,mA- A2 ] and Chas dense range
(equivalently C* is injective).
We need a well n lemma about operator ranges, see e.g. [2] , [6].
LEMMA 1.

Let D =EE* be a bounded positive operator on a Hilbert

space SJ. Then
ranD 1/ 2 = ranE={SEfJ: sup{l~,y)l 2 : yEf}, (Dy,y)Sl}<oo}.
The next lemma characterizes extremal points of an operator interval.
L EMMA 2. Let D, E be positive operators and suppose that 0 SE S D.
E is an extremal point in [O, D] if and only if

(4)

ran E 112 n ran (D - E) 112 = {O}.

PROOF. First assume that E is an extremal point is [O, D ]. Then E =
= o t/ 2po 1/2 and E - D = D 112(I - P)D 112 , where P is an orthogonal
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projection. Therefore the range of E 112 and (D - E) 112 is equal to the range
of D 112 P and D 112 (J - P) respectively. So the only if part is almost obvious.
Conversely, since 0 ~ E ~ D, there is a self-adjoint contraction P in
such a way that E = D 112 PD 112 . We can also demand that the range of
P is contained in the closure of the range of D (in this case P is uniquely
determined).
Since ran E 112 and ran (D - E) 112 is equal to ran n 1/ 2p 1/ 2 and
ran D 112 (J - P) 112 respectively, and D 112 restricted to the closure of the
range of P is injective we have that condition (4) implies that ran P 112 n
n ran (I - P)l/2 = {O}. But then P(J - P) is identically zero, P = p2, So Pis
an orthogonal projection and D is an extremal point.
I
THEOREM 4. (KREIN'S CRITERION). Let B : '.D - t Sj be subpositive suboperator satisfying property (1). b has unique positive operator extension of
smallest norm m to Sj if and only if

(5)

sup{l(x,by)[ 2 : y E '.D, (by,my -by):::; 1} = oo

holds for each x f O from '.D.l.
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that '.D is closed. Write

b as a column vector as in Theorem 3. According to Corollary 1, Remark and
Lemma 2 we have only to prove that (5) is equivalent to the following: C*
is injective and the ranges of C* and (mA- A 2 - CC*) 112 have zero as the
only common vector.
Since for x E '.D.l, y E '.D

(x, by)

= (x, Cy)= (C*x,y)

and

(by,my -by) = (mby,y) - llbyll

2

=(mAy,y) -

2

(A y,y)- (C*Cy,y).

(5) can be rewritten as
(6)

sup{l(C*x,y)l 2 : y E'.D, ((mA-A 2 -C*C)y,y) ~ l}=oo

for all x f 0 from '.D.l.
Now (6) obviously implies that C* is injective and ran C*
-A2 - C* C) 112 ={O} (use Lemma 1).

n ran (mA -

Conversely, if C * is injective and x E '.D.l is not zero then C*x is also non
zero and therefore it is not an element of the range of (mA- A 2 - C*C) 112
which by virtue of Lemma l implies (6).
I
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The name 'Krein's criterion' can be supported with the following. It
was shown in (7), (9) that the extension problem of a symmetric suboperator
s to a self-adjoint operator can be traced back to the. positive case treated
before. Indeed, b: '.D -d), b = llsllll'.D +s satisfies condition (1) with constant
m = 2lls II · s has only one norm preserving self-adjoint extension if and only
if b has unique positive extension with smallest possible norm m. Applying
Theorem 4 to this special case we arrive at Krein's classical condition.
THEOREM 5. Lets: '.D - t Sj be a symmetric continuous linear operator. s
has unique self-adjoint norm preserving extension if and only if

sup{l (x,sy)j

2

:

YE '.D, llsll 2 11Yll 2 - llsyll 2 :'.SI} =oo

holds true for every x rf O element from '.D..l.
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CO-STABLE QUASI-UNIFORM SPACES
By
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(Received May 20, 1994j

FLETCHER and HUNSAKER [22] raised the following question: Does there
exist a natural class of quasi-uniform spaces containing all uniform spaces and
all equinormal quiet spaces in which the concepts of D-completeness, strong
D-completeness and bicompleteness coincide? In particular, do the locally
symmetric quiet spaces comprise such a class?**
[7] gives a counterexample for the second part of the problem, and a
solution for the first one, showing that the above notions of completeness
coincide for semi-symmetric uniformly regular spaces (which are the same
as the semi-symmetric quiet spaces, see [31] Theorem 4). Following the
newer terminology ([10], [15]), we shall say from now on "closed-symmetric"
instead of "semi-symmetric". KONZI [28] proved that closed-symmetry can
be replaced here by the more general notion of mixed-symmetry introduced
in [10]. (According to [10], quietness means the same as uniform regularity in mixed-symmetlic spaces, too.) It is the main purpose of this paper
to introduce an even more general class of spaces in which the notions of
completeness coincide. Calling a quasi-uniformity U
(A) co-stable if each co-D-Cauchy (= u- 1 - D-Cauchy) filter is stable
(= U-stable), we shall prove that the above notions of completeness coincide
in co-stable quiet spaces. (Quietness cannot be replaced here by uniform
regularity.) This is indeed a class larger than the one obtained by Ktinzi,
since, as we shall see, mixed-symmetric quiet spaces are co-stable.

* Supported by the Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research, grant No. 2114.
** The notions occurring in this introduction (and a few more needed later) will be recalled
in Section l.
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As a motivation for the definition, let us mention that there exist three
other classes of quasi-uniformities in the literature either defined or characterized by the stability of certain filters:
(B) A quasi-uniformity U is stable if each D-Cauchy (= U-D-Cauchy) filter
is stable. (See [29] for a detailed study of stable spaces, and [2], [12] 8.6
and [20) for a generalization.)
(C) Each (ultra)filter is stable in a quasi-uniform space iff its conjugate is
hereditarily precompact. (Independently in [ 12) and [29), with different
proofs.)
(D) ([14], [36]; we shall not define the notions used here.) A quasi-uniformity
has a completion in the sense of SMYTH [35] (see also [28]) iff each
weakly hereditarily Cauchy filter [14] ("Cauchy" in [35], [36)) is stable.
In addition to the results mentioned above, we shall also give some
characterizations of co-stable quiet spaces; e.g. a quiet space is co-stable iff
its D-completion is point-symmetric. Several examples and counterexamples
will also be included.
We would also like to call to the reader's attention that stable filters play
an important role in the theory of completeness, completions and extensions
of quasi-uniform and quasi-metric spaces, see [l], [2], [4], [5], [6], [8], [12],
[13], [14), [16), [19), [20], [28], [34), [35), [36), [37).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The authors are indebted to PROF. A. CSASZAR
for spotting a wrong counterexample in an earlier version of this paper.
1. Preminaries

See [24) for basic definitions and notations. Differences in the notations:
we write Ux and U[A] instead of U(x) and U(A) (where U in an entourage);
for a quasi-uniformity U, the uniformity sup{U- 1, U} will be denoted by
For the convenience of the reader, we begin with recalling some definitions
from [24): a quasi-uniformity U is point-symmetric if :J(U- 1) is finer than
:J(U); locally symmetric if for each U E U and each point x there is a
VE U with v- 1[Vx] c Ux; equinormal if disjoint closed sets are far;
bicomplere if
is complete in the usual sense, i.e. each U 5 -Cauchy filter
5
is :J(U )-convergent (a filter f in a uniform space (X, V) is Cauchy if for
each U E V there is an S E f with S x S c U).
Given a property P of quasi-uniformities, we shall say that the quasiuniformity U is doubly P if both u- 1 and U are P. A filter f in a quasiU[S] E
uniform space (X, U) is called stable ([25], [ 1)) if for each U EU,

us.

us

n

SEf

E

f; D-Cauchy [ 17] if it is the second member of a Cauchy filter pair (a filter
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pair (f- 1, f 1) is Cauchy ([32], [3]) if for each U E U there are Si E fi with
S_1 x 51 c U); co-D-Cauchy if it is u- 1-D-Cauchy, i.e. the first member of
a Cauchy filter pair. Sup-dense means 5(U5 )-dense.
A quasi-uniformity U is D-complete ([ 17], [22]) if each D-Cauchy filter
is convergent (= 5 (U)-convergent); strongly D-complete [26] if each co-DCauchy filter has a 5 (U)-cluster point; closed-symmetric ([7], see also [23],
[10]) if Aau B implies Bau A whenever A and Bare closed (=5(U)-closed);
mixed-symmetric [ 10] if A au B implies Bau A whenever A is open and B is
closed; uniformly regular ([l], [21]) if for each U EU there is a VE U such
that cl 1 V x c U x for each point x (where d denotes the 5 (U i) closure for
i .= ± l); quiet [17] if for each U EU there is a VE U such that x Uy holds
whenever there is a Cauchy filter pair (f- l, f I) with V x E f 1 and y- l y E f- l;
Cauchy bounded [26] if each ultrafilter is D-Cauchy.
Each quiet quasi-uniform space (X, U) has a standard D-completion ( Y, V-) ([ 17] , [18] , [9]); instead of the actual construction, we shall
only use the following properties ; V- is quiet and D-complete; (X, U) is
a doubly dense subspace of (Y,V-); for each a E Y, the trace filter pair
(f- 1(a), f 1(a)) is minimal Cauchy (here fi (a) denotes the trace on X of the
5 (?Ji )-neighbourhood filter of a), and each minimal Cauchy filter pair is the
trace filter pair of some point.
In counterexamples, quasi-uniformities will often be induced by quasi(pseudo)metrics. We shall use the following convention: for pairs of points
not figuring in the formula defining the quasi-metric d, let d(x ,y) = 0 or
1 according as x = y or not. The entourage {(x,y) : d(x,y) < c} will be
denoted by U(t; ) = U(t;)(d). U 50 is the Sorgenfrey quasi-uniformity on R i.e.
U so = U(d 50 ) where d 50 (x ,y) = y - x if x :Sy.
Some connections between the notions defined above: if U is quiet
then so is u- 1 [ 17]; quiet => (doubly) uniformly regular [21]; equinormal
==? closed-symmetric (evident); closed-symmetric ==? mixed-symmetric [10];
mixed-symmetric + regular ==? locally symmetric [I 0] ; locally symmetric =?point-symmetric (24]; strongly D-complete => D-complete (26]; D-complete
+ uniformly regular ==? bicomplete (22] ; totally bounded ==? Cauchy bounded
=> precompact [26].

Let us also recall that the intersection of stable filters is stable. This
implies that a quasi-uniformity is co-stable iff each co-D-Cauchy ultrafilter is
stable. (Since a filter finer than a co-D-Cauchy filter has the same property.)
For a filter f in (X, U), denote by U(f) the filter { U[S] : U E U, S E f}. (This
is the envelope off, i.e. the finest one of the round filters coarser than f.) f is
stable iff U(f) is so (cf [4] 7.18).
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2. Basic properties of co-stability
2.1. Let us begin with the observation that, although co-stability is a
rather strong property (e.g. the doubly stable quiet quasi-uniformity U50 is
not co-stable), there exist co-stable spaces in abundance:
a) Uniformities are doubly co-stable for the same reason as they are
doubly stable (cf [29] Example 2.1 (a)): the D-Cauchy = co-D-Cauchy filters
are now the same as the Cauchy filters in the usual sense (cf [ 17]), and Cauchy
filters in a uniform space are stable ([25] II 49).

u-

u

1 is hereditarily precompact then
is co-stable (and stable [29])
b) If
by (C). In particular, totally bounded quasi-uniformities are doubly co-stable.
c) The quasi-uniform Michael line (JR,.Al) defined by the quasi-metric
d(x,y) = min{lx - yl, I} if x E Ql is co-stable (Q denotes the set of the
rationals): Let (f- 1, f 1) be a Cauchy filter pair, and take Sn E f- 1, T,1 E f 1
such that Sn x Tn c u(l/n)· With Xn E Tn, we have Sn c Oxn - I/n,Xn +
+ l/n[nQJ) U {xn}, so f- 1 converges to some y in the Euclidean topology.
1. Fixing some£ > 0, we have
Now either Q E f-I or x1 =xz = ... =y E
in the first case ]y - s, y + £ [n(Q c U(2e) [ S] for each S E f- 1, since S contains
a rational in ]y - e ,y + e [. In the second case, f- 1 is the intersection of the
ultrafilter fixed at y and of a filter considered in the first case, thus f- 1 is
stable again. But the D-Cauchy filter generated by the sets ]0, s [\ Q (s > 0) is
not stable either in (JR,.Al) or in (JR,.AL- 1), thus .Al is neither stable nor doubly
co-stable.
d) The quasi-uniformity !2 on ~ induced by the quasi-pseudometric
d(x , y) =max {y - x , 0} is co-stable: Let f be a co-D-Cauchy filter, s > 0. Then
f has an element bounded from below. If each element off is unbounded then
U(s)[S] = ~ (S E f); otherwise, t = inf sup S E JR, and U(.s) [S] ::::>] +--- , t + .s [ E f.

nf-

SEf

:2, is in fact doubly co-stable, since it is isomorphic with :;,- 1. But :2, is not
stable: the sets ] +---, x [ (x E

~)

generate a non-stable D-Cauchy filter.

e) Co-stability is a hereditary property. (Proof: observe that a filter in a
subspace is stable iff it generates a stable filter in the larger space, and also
that a co-D-Cauchy filter in the subspace generates a co-D-Cauchy filter.)
f) The supremum of co-stable quasi-uniformities is so-stable. (Proof: Let
the ultrafilter u be co-D-Cauchy with respect to the supremum. Then u is
co-D-Cauchy in each coarser space. Thus we can apply [12] Lemma 5.9,
which states that, in case of ultrafilters, it is enough to consider entourages
from a subbase in the definition of stability.) .
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g) The co-stable spaces form a concretely reflective subcategory of the
category of quasi-uniform spaces. (In view of e) and f), it is enough to check
the trivial statement that co-stability is preserved by the initial structure under
a surjection.) In particular, co-stability is productive.
REMARK. A partial converse to b) (similar to [29] 2.8): If U is co-stable
and u- 1 is Cauchy bounded then u- 1 is hereditarily precompact. (Clear
from (C) and the definitions.) Analogously to [29] 2.10, it follows that if
u- 1 is Cauchy bounded and U is hereditarily precompact and co-stable then
U is totally bounded. (Cauchy boundedness is essential here: restrict U 50 to
{ 1/ n : n E N}.)

2.2. We have the following four properties of a quasi-uniformity: it is
stable or co-stable, respectively its conjugate is stable or co-stable. No three
of these properties imply the fourth one. For reasons of symmetry, it is enough
to give two examples; both spaces are very simple, and they frequently occur
in the literature:
EXAMPLES. a) U

but

= Uso l{O} U {1/n : n

u- 1 is not co-stable.

EN} is doubly stable, co-stable,

b) Let X = { - 1/ n : n E N} U { 0},
d(x,y)=

{~;x

if x ::; y < 0,
if x =0,

=U(d). Although U is not stable (the filter consisting of the cofinite sets is
I
D-Cauchy but not stable), it has the other three properties.

U

The space in a) is quiet; the one in b) cannot be quiet, since we shall see
later that a quiet doubly co-stable space is doubly stable.
2.3. Compare the following result with [30) Proposition 13, which states
the same for stable spaces:
PROPOSITION.

A quasi-uniform space is co-stable iff it has a sup-dense

co-stable subspace.
Let Z be a sup-dense co-stable subspace of (X, U), and take a
Cauchy filter pair (f- 1, f 1) in X. Then ( u- 1(f- 1), U(f 1)) is also Cauchy ([4]
PROOF.

Lemma 7.12 b)), hence so is the finer filter pair (U 5 (f- 1),U(f 1)). By the supdensity, this filter pair has a trace on Z, thus fJ = us(F 1)1Z is co-D-Cauchy
in Z . According to our assumption, fJ is stable, and so it generates a stable
filter r in X. It is enough to prove now that U(t) =U(f- 1).
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t :) Us(f- 1) :) U(f- 1), thus U(t) :) U(f- 1). Conversely, l~t S E U(t).
Then there are TE

f- 1 and

U EU such that S:) U

[cu- 1 n U)[nnz].

For each x ET, there is a z E Z with x U z U x, thus x ES, Tc S, SE f- 1,

um c t- 1, uce) c u(f- 1).

1

2.4. In order to formulate some statements more flowingly, let us introduce two auxiliary notions: a quasi-uniformity U is strongly stable if U is
1 is strongly stable
stable and u- 1 is co-stable; it is strongly co-stable if
(i.e. if is co-stable and u- 1 is stable).

u-

u

LEMMA.

The following conditions are equivalent for a quasi-uniformity

U:
(i) U is strongly stable;

(ii) each D-Cauchy ultrafilter is us-Cauchy(= us-stable);
(iii) each D-Cauchy filter is u s -stable.
(i) => (ii) . If an ultrafilter is stable with respect to some quasiuniformities then it is also stable with respect to their supremum ([12] Lemma
5.9). In a uniform space, an ultrafilter is stable iff it is Cauchy.
PROOF.

(ii) => (iii). The intersection of stable (ultra)filters is stable.
(iii) => (i). Evident.

I

We cannot add the stronger assumption that each D-Cauchy filter is us_
Cauchy (but see 4.1); On X = {O, 1,2}, let d(O, 1) = d(0,2) =0, U =U(d); now
{ {l , 2},X} is a D-Cauchy filter, which is not us-Cauchy. (An example with
better separation properties will be given in 4.2.)
REMARK. We shall later need the following statement shown in (i)::::} (ii)
of the above proof: any doubly stable ultrafilter is us-Cauchy.
PROPOSITION. !fU is a point-symmetric quasi-uniformity such that u-I
is D-complete then U is strongly co-stable.

Any co-D-Cauchy filter f is convergent in the topology 5(u- 1),
which is the same as 5(Us ) by the point-symmetry. Hence f is us-Cauchy,
1
.
implying that (iii) in the lemma holds for
I
PROOF.

u-
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3. Co-stability in uniformly regular spaces
3.1. It is straightforward that if U is point-symmetric then u- 1 is uniformly regular (e.g. [9] Remark 1.3). According to [31] Proposition 7 (com1 is hereditarily
bined with Lemma 4), the converse holds assuming that
precompact. More generally (cf (C)):

u-

PROPOSITION. A co-stable quasi-uniformityU is point-symmetric iffU- 1
is uniformly regular.

u-

1 is uniformly regular.
PROOF. Assume that (X, U) is co-stable and
Given y E X and U E U, we have to show that there is a W E U with
w- 1y C Uy . Take a VE U such that c1-I v- 1x C u- 1x (x EX). The
neighbourhood filter pair (f- 1, f 1) of y is Cauchy, thus f- 1 is co-D-Cauchy,
hence stable, and so there is a WE U such that w- 1y c V[S] (SE f- 1). Let
x E w- 1y. Then x E V[S] (SE f- 1), i.e. v- 1x nSrf0 (SE f- 1), implying
y E cl-I v- 1x C u- 1x , and so x E Uy, w- 1y C Uy.
I

Any doubly point-symmetric quasi-uniformity is doubly locally symmetric ([ 15] 1.1 ), hence a doubly co-stable quasi-uniformity is doubly uniformly
regular iff it is doubly locally symmetric. But point-symmetry cannot be
replaced by local symmetry in the proposition:
EXAMPLE. Let X = {0} UN, d(0,2n)=d(2n - 1,2n)= 1/n (n EN). U(d)
is quiet, co-stable, but not locally symmetric.
I
3.2. PROPOSITION. Any point-symmetric D-complete uniformly regular
quasi-uniformity is strongly co-stable.
PROOF. If U is D-complete and uniformly regular then
complete, too ((22] 2.1), thus Proposition 2.4 applies .

u- I

is DI

COROLLARY. A D-complete doubly uniformly regular quasi-uniformity
is point-symmetric iff it is (strongly) co-stable.
PROOF. Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.

I

REMARK. Any D-complete doubly uniformly regular quasi-uniformity is
quiet, see in [9] 1.3.
3.3. COROLLARY. Any compact uniformly regular quasi-unjformity is
strongly co-stable.
PROOF. Compact regular quasi-uniformities are point-symmetric ((24]
2.26 and 2.24); any compact quasi-uniformity is evidently strongly D-complete (cf [26]). Thus the conditions of Proposition 3.2 are satisfied.
I
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REMARKS. a) The conjugate of Example 2.2 a) shows that the compactness of U cannot be replaced by that of u- 1.
b) Although only regularity is used in the first step of the proof, uniform
regularity is essential in the corollary:
EXAMPLE. On X ={0} UN, let d(O,n)= 1/n (n EN), d(k,n)= I1/k - 1/nJ
if k, n EN, k is odd, n is even. U(d) is compact, but it has none of the four
stability properties.
I

u-

3.4. PROPOSITION. Let U be a quasi-uniformity such that
I is uniformly regular. Then U is co-stable iff there is a doubly dense co-stable
subspace.
PROOF. Let Z be a doubly dense co-stable subset in (X, U); by Propo1 is uniformly regular then Z is
sition 2.3, it is enough to show that if
actually sup-dense. Take a point p E X \ Z, and let (n- 1, n 1) denote the
neighbourhood filter pair of p in Y = Z U {p }. We claim that U I Y is
co-stable. Let u be a co-D-Cauchy free ultrafilter. There is a filter f such
that (u, f) is Cauchy; then (u, U(f)) is Cauchy, too, and this filter pair has a
trace on Z, thus u I Z is co-D-Cauchy, hence stable, implying that u is stable,
too (as it is the filter in Y generated by u I Z). The fixed ultrafilters are
evidently stable, so U I Y is co-stable indeed.
Uniform regularity is a hereditary property, thus (UJ Y)- 1 is uniformly

u-

regular, hence UJ Y is point-symmetric by Proposition 3.1. This means that
n 1 c n- 1, thus n 1JZ c n- 11z, implying that Z is sup-dense in each set
Z U {p }, therefore in X.
I

In some similar situations, it is enough to know in a uniformly regular
space that there is a dense subspace with the property in question (see [33]
6.4 for total boundedness, [28] Lemma l for Cauchy boundedness). In the
case of co-stability, density in one of the topologies is not sufficient, not even
in quiet spaces:
EXAMPLES. a) On {0} UN, let d(n, 0) = 1/ n (n E N). U = U(d) is quiet.
It is not co-stable, although N is a 5"(U- 1)-dense co-stable subspace.
b) On X

= [O, 1/2[2 \{(0, 0)} , let

{y'
d((x ,x ),(y ,y )) = x +y
I

II

I

1

II

11

1

11

ifx =0,x =y
ifx 1 =0=y 11 •

11

,

U = U (d) is quiet. It is not co-stable, but ]O, 1/2[ x [0, 1/2[ is a discrete, hence
co-stable, dense subspace.
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c) With x from b), let Y =XU] - 1/2,0[x]O, 1/2[. Using the notation
x

= (x 1,x 11 ), y = (y 1,y 11 ), define
_ { d(
max{lx'
- /I, Ix" - y"I}
e(x,y) )
x,y

ifx\tX,
if x, y EX.

= U(e) is uniformly regular, but not co-stable, since (X, U) from b) is
a subspace of ( Y, 1J ). Z = Y \ {0} x ]O, 1/2[ is a doubly dense co-stable
subspace: any co-D-Cauchy filter in Z contains Y \ X, and ?JI Y \ X is a
uniformity.

1J

This shows that the uniform regularity of
of U in the proposition.

u- 1 cannot be replaced by that
I

4. Co-stability in quiet spaces
4.1. THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent for a quiet quasiuniformity U :
(i) U is co-stable;
(ii) U is strongly co-stable;
(iii) each co-D-Cauchy filter is us-Cauchy;
(iv) if (f- 1, f 1) is a minimal Cauchy filter pair then f- 1 =::> f1;
(v) the D-completion ofU is co-stable;
(vi) the D-completion ofU is strongly co-stable;
(vii) the D-completion ofU is point-symmetric.
REMARK. (i) ==? (ii) generalizes [31] Proposition 10; where hereditary
precompactness is assumed, and it is concluded that the D-Cauchy ultrafilters
are us-Cauchy (cf. Lemma 2.4).
PROOF. (i) ==? (v). Proposition 3.4.

(v)

¢:;,

(vi)

¢:;,

(vii). Corollary 3.2.

(vii) ~ (iv). Each minimal Cauchy filter pair is the trace filter pair of a
point from the D-completion (see in Section 1).
(iv) ==? (iii). Let (f- 1, f 1) be a Cauchy filter pair. U being quiet, there is
a minimal Cauchy filter pair (m - l, m 1) coarser than (f- 1, f1). (This follows
from [4] Lemma 7. 11; we shall return to the details in 4.3.) From m- 1 =::> m 1
we have that (m- 1,m- 1) is also Cauchy, i.e. m- 1 is U 5 -Cauchy, and then so
is f-1 =::> m - l .
(iii) ==? (ii) . Lemma 2.4.
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(ii) =? (i). Evident.

I

Another proof (of a more general result) will be given in 4.4.
COROLLARY. The following conditions are equivalent for a quiet quasiuniformity U:
(i) U is doubly co-stable; ·
(ii) U is doubly stable and doubly co-stable;
(iii) if(f- 1, f 1) is a Cauchy filter pair then f- 1 n f 1 is U 5 -Cauchy;
(iv) if (f- 1, f 1) is a minimal Cauchy filter pair then f- 1 = f 1;
(v) the D-completion ofU is doubly point-symmetric.

u-

1, and the D-completion of U can be
PROOF. If U is quiet then so is
identified with that of u- 1, see [17], [18] or [9].
I

4.2. Assume now that U is not quiet, but only doubly uniformly regular.
The construction of the D-completion cannot be extended to such spaces,
so only the following question remains: is any of the conditions (ii) to (iv)
from Theorem 4.1 equivalent to co-stability? Let us first observe that the
implications (iii) =? (ii) =? (i) and (iii) =? (iv) evidently hold in any space.
((iii) =? (iv): if (f- 1,f 1) is minimal Cauchy and f- 1 is U 5 -Cauchy then
(f- 1,f 1 nf- 1) is also Cauchy, thus f 1 n f- 1 = f 1 by the minimality.) The
examples below show that nothing more holds. In each case, both topologies
are discrete, thus the spaces are doubly uniformly regular.
EXAMPLES. a) (i) ":/? (ii). On X ={± l / n : 1 rfn EN}, let d (x ,y) = IY - x I
if either x < y < 0 or 0 < x < y or y < 0 < x . Then U =U(d) is doubly co-stable,
1
but neither nor
is stable.

u

u-

b) (ii) ":/? (iv). (A well-known space.) On X from a), let d(x ,y) =IY - x I
if either x y > 0 or x < 0 < y. Then U =U(d) is totally bounded, hence doubly
strongly stable. f- 1 consisting of the cofinite subsets of X and f1 generated
by the cofinite subsets of {x E X : x > O} form a minimal Cauchy filter pair
for whichf- 1 15! 1.
c) (iv) ":/? (i). On X =N2 , let
d((l,k),(m,n))=(l/k)+(l/n)

if 1 <m <k,

U =U(d) . Assume that (f- 1, f 1) is a Cauchy filter pair. Then either f- 1 =f1 is
a fixed ultrafilter or A1 E f- 1, X\A1 E f 1 where Am= {m} x N (m EN). We
are going to show that (f- 1, f 1) cannot be minimal in the second case. Take
S; E fi with S_ , x S1 C U ( l)· and pick a k E N such that (1,k) E S_ ,. Then
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k-1
S1 C

LJ

am. Now (f- 1, g) is a Cauchy filter pair strictly coarser than (f- 1, f 1)

m=2

where the sets SU C (SE f 1, C is a cofinite subset of Ak) form a base for g.
Thus f- 1 = f 1 for each minimal Cauchy filter pair, but neither u not u- 1 IS
co-stable.
I

4.3. We shall consider now another generalization of quietness neither
implying nor implied by double uniform regularity. A Cauchy filter pair
(f- 1, f 1) in the quasi-uniform space (X, U) is weakly concentrated [4] if for
any U EU there is a VE U such that Vx E f 1, v- 1y E f- 1 imply x Uy;
a family of Cauchy filter pairs is uniformly weakly concentrated [4] if the
above condition holds with V depending only on U, and not on the filter
pair. Using this terminology, quietness means that the Cauchy filter pairs are
uniformly weakly concentrated. Let us call U locally quiet if all the Cauchy
filter pairs are weakly concentrated (but not necessarily uniformly so). Some
results for quiet spaces can be generalized to locally quiet spaces, see [9] 1.3
and [28] Footnote 13. Parts of Theorem 4. 1 can be generalized similarly:
PROPOSITION. Fat any locally quiet quasi-uniformityU, Conditions (i) to
(iv) from Theorem 4.1 are equivalent.
PROOF. As no D-completion is available now, we have to proceed differently.
(i) => (ii). Assume that U is co-stable, and let u be a co-D-Cauchy
ultrafilter. Pick a filter f such that (u,f) is Cauchy. Given U E U , choose
VE U such that Vx E f, v - 1y Eu imply x Uy, and then S_1 Eu, S1 E f
with S_1 x S1 c V . As u is stable, we have T= S_1 n
V[S] Eu. For

n

S Eu

f; on the other hand, z E V[S] (S E u), thus
v - 1z E u (as u is an ultrafilter). Therefore
x Uy (x ,y E T), implying that u is U 5 -Cauchy. Thus Lemma 2.4 yields that
U is strongly co-stable.

z

E T, V x ::::> S1, thus V z E

v - 1z n S-f:.0

(S E u), and so

(ii) => (iv) . . Let (f- 1, f 1) be a minimal Cauchy filter pair, and take an
ultrafilter u ::::> f- 1. Then u is U 5 -Cauchy (Remark 2.4), thus (u, u) is a Cauchy
1, f1) are Cauchy
filter pair, and so is (u, u n f I). Now (u, u n f1) and
filter pairs coarser than the weakly concentrated Cauchy filter pair (u, f 1).
According to [4] Lemma 7.11, there is always a coarsest one among the
Cauchy filter pairs coarser than a given weakly concentrated Cauchy filter
pair, thus (f- 1,unf 1) is also Cauchy, i.e. u ::::>f 1 by the minimalityof(f- 1,f 1).
This holds for each ultrafilter u ::::> f- 1, therefore f- 1 ::::> f1.

u-
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(iv)=> (iii). Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, using [4] Lemma 7.11
(see above).
(iii) => (ii) => (i). See at the beginning of 4.2.
I
The doubly uniformly regular spaces in Examples 4.2 are not locally quiet
(use the above proposition or check directly). On the other hand, a locally
quiet, not doubly uniformly regular space is given in [9] Example 1.3 f).

4.4. A quasi-uniformity is weakly quiet [9] if it is locally quiet, and the
minimal Cauchy filter pairs are uniformly weakly concentrated. The construction of the D-completion can be extended to weakly quiet spaces, and it has
the properties mentioned in Section 1, except of course that the D-completion
of a weakly quiet space is in general only weakly quiet, and not quiet. (See
[9] 2.1 and 2.2.)
LEMMA. A D-complete locally quiet quasi-uniformity is point-symmetric
iff it is (strongly) co-stable.
PROOF. By proposition 4.3, it is enough to prove that, for D-complete locally quiet spaces, (iv) is equivalent to point-symmetry. As the neighbourhood
filter pairs are minimal Cauchy ([4] Lemma 7.14), (iv) always implies pointsymmetry, and let (f- 1, f 1) be a minimal Cauchy filter pair. Then f1 converges
to some point x. Denote by (n- 1, n 1) the neighbourhood filter pair of x. Now
n 1 C f 1, thus (f-I n n- 1,f 1) is Cauchy. Both (f- 1 nn- 1,f 1) and (n- 1,n 1)
are Cauchy filter pairs coarser than (n- 1, f 1), therefore (f- 1 nn- 1,n 1) is also
Cauchy ([4] Lemma 7.11 is used in the same way as in 4.3). The mini1,f 1), respectively of (n- 1,n 1), gives that n 1 = f1, respectively
mality of
f-1 n n - 1 = n-1, thus f-1 :J n-1 :J nl =fl.
I

u-

REMARK. The spaces figuring in the above lemma are in fact weakly
quiet, since the neighbourhood filter pairs are always uniformly weakly concentrated ([4] Lemma 7.16).
THEOREM. All the conditions from Theorem 4.1 are equivalent for any
weakly quiet quasi-uniformity U.
PROOF. (i) to (iv) are equivalent by Proposition 4.3, and (v) to (vii) by
the lemma above. (v) => (i) is evident.
(i) => (v). As (iv) follows from (i), the original space is sup-dense in the
D-completion, thus Proposition 2.3 can be applied.
I
According to Proposition 3. 1, the conjugate of the D-completion of U is
uniformly regular in the above theorem. But U is not necessarily uniformly
regular:
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EXAMPLE.

On X

= ({1/ n : n E N} U { -1, 0}) x N,

d((O,k),(l j n,k))= l/n,

let

d((-1,k),(l/n,k))= l/k

for k, n E N. U(d) is D-complete, weakly quiet, co-stable, but not uniformly
regular, since
(0,k+l)E(cl 1 u(l/k)(-1,k+l))\Uo)(-l,k+l)_

I

5. Completeness in co-stable spaces
5.1. THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent for a locally
quiet co-stable quasi-uniformity:
(i) it is bicomplete;
(ii) it is D-complete;
(iii) it is strongly D-complete.
PROOF. (i) => (iii). Let u be a co-D-Cauchy ultrafilter. By Proposition
4.3, u is us-Cauchy, so it is 5(Us)-convergent, hence 5(U)-convergent.
(iii) => (ii). This implication holds for any quasi-uniformity, see [26]
Theorem 3.
(ii) =? (i). Let f be a U 8 -Cauchy filter, and take the (unique) minimal
Cauchy filter pair (f- 1,f1 ) coarser than (f,f). Then (f- 1,f1 ) is the neighbourhood filter pair of some point x: add to the reasoning in the proof of Lemma
4.4 that, by the minimality of (f- 1, f 1), we also have f- 1 n n- 1 = f- 1, thus
f- 1 = n- 1 . Therefore f 5 (U8 )-converges to x.
I
In quiet spaces, the argument in the proof of (ii) =? (i) can be replaced
by recalling that any D-complete uniformly regular quasi-uniformity is bicomplete ([22] Proposition 2.2). A bicomplete doubly uniformly regular doubly
co-stable space is not necessarily D-complete, see Example 4.2 a). But all the

bicomplete strongly co-stable spaces are strongly D-complete (apply Lemma
2.4), hence:
PROPOSITION. Conditions (i) to (iii) from the above theorem are equivalent for strongly co-stable uniformly regular quasi-uniformities.

I
The class of spaces occurring in the proposition is actually smaller than
the one in the theorem: any strongly D-complete uniformly regular quasiuniformity is quiet ([22] 3.6). The theorem, but not the proposition, can be
applied to U(d) from Example 4.4.
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5.2. According to [28] Proposition 6 (b), any mixed-symmetric quiet
quasi-uniformity is D-complete iff it is bicomplete. The classes of spaces
in Theorem and Proposition 5.1 are larger:
PROPOSITION. Any mixed-symmetric quiet quasi-uniformity is co-stable.
PROOF. It was established in the proof of [28] Proposition 6 (b) that if U
is mixed-symmetric and quiet then for each co-D-Cauchy filter there exists a
finer U 5 -Cauchy filter. Hence each co-D-Cauchy ultrafilter is U 8 -Cauchy, and
Lemma 2.4 applies.
I
There are not mixed-symmetric quiet spaces to which Theorem 5.1 can
be applied :
EXAMPLES. a) On X =N, let d(2n,2n + l) = l/n (n EN). Then U(d) is
quiet, doubly strongly stable, D-complete, but not mixed-symmetric.
b) (The quasi-metric Pixley-Roy space.) Take the metric e(s,t) =
on ffi./I!R. Let X consist of the non-empty finite subsets of
ffi./IIR, and define U = U(d) by

= min {Is - t I, 1}

d(x,y)=inf{c >O;y C U(r)Ce)[x]}

if x Cy.

5(U) is the well-known Pixley-Roy topology, see e.g. [24] 7.38. Each
co-D-Cauchy filter is a fixed ultrafilter, thus U is strongly D-complete and
strongly co-stable. U is uniformly regular: check that, for U = U(e)(d), we can
take v = u(E / 2)(d) in the definition. Therefore, being strongly D-complete,
U is also quiet ([22] 3.6). But U is not mixed-symmetric: if it were then,
being quiet, it would be locally symmetric; however, with U = Ucl)(d) and
V = U(e)(d), we have {t:/2} E v- 1[ V {O}] \ U {O} (as {O} V {0,£ /2} and
{t:/2} V {O,t:/2}). Or recall that a topological space admitting a compatible
locally symmetric quasi-metric is metrizable ([24] 2.32).

u-

1 is not co-stable: consider
Let us also observe that U is not stable and
the D-Cauchy filter generated by the sets { {O,s} : 0 < s < t:} (E > 0).
I

Quietness can be replaced by uniform regularity in the proposition (because of the mixed-symmetry, see [ l 0]); regularity, however, is not sufficient,
see Example 3.3. Corollary 3.3 can be deduced from the proposition (taking
(i) ~ (ii) from Theorem 4.1 into account): any compact quasi-uniformity is
equinormal, hence mixed-symmetric.
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0. Introduction
The results concerning minimax theorems have many applications in several fields of pure and applied mathematics. Our purpose is to study the following two problems: let X and Y be nonempty sets, and let
f, g : X x Y -> R <.p : X -> Y be given functions such thatf g on X x Y .
Under which hypothesis on X, Y,f, g and <.p holds

s

(A)

inf supf(x,y)
YE y xEX

s

sup inf g(x,y)
x EX YE Y ·

or
(B)

inf supf(x,y)
yE Y xEX

s

sup g(x,<.p(x)).
xEX

Results related to problem (A) (called minimax theorems, since in case

f = g we have equality) have been obtained by several authors. These can
be ·applied in game theory, mathematical economics and optimization theory.
Problem (B) has been studied just in case X = Y and cp (x) = x . These results
(called minimax inequalities) are useful for studying variational inequalities,
differential equations, potential theory, etc. It is easy to see that (A) implies
(B), therefore (B) can be usually stated under weaker hypothesis.
The aim of this note is to state theorems which extend some of the
most important known results concerning problems (A) and (B), to study the
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connection between them and to give some applications. The first section is
concerned on problem (B). Using a convexity concept introduced by Joo [14],
Theorem l,l contains, in particular KY FAN [4], while Theorem 1.3 those
of BREZIS-NIRENBERG-STAMPACCHIA [l], SIMONS [25] and KY FAN [5].
Here we use a method related to KNASTER-KURATOWSKI-MAZURKIEWICZ
(KKM in short) theorem which first appeared in KASSAY-KOLUMBAN [17].
In section 2 we apply our results from section 1 and deduce Brouwer's fixed
point theorem for this kind of convexity (pseudoconvex spaces). Further, we
show that Brouwer's fixed point theorem fails in a more general convexity
structure (interval spaces, introduced by STACHO [28]). Although problem (A)
can be treated in interval spaces (see the results of Joo [14] , [15], STACHO
[28], KOMORNIK [21]) our counterexample shows that problem (B) cannot
be attached in interval spaces using the argument of section 1 (which uses
Brouwer's fixed point theorem). This question remains open (i.e., problem
(B) in interval spaces) .
In section 3 we are concerned on problem (A). It is shown how one can
prove a general minimax theorem (Theorem 3.1) using three methods: the
KKM-method used in section 1, the level set method discovered by Joo [11]
and the mixture of the level set and cone method (discovered in the strongest
form by Joo [13]) given by KASSAY [19].
Theorem 4. 1 (section 4) is deduced using Theorem 1.3 and extends a
result on variational inequalities due to BROUWER [2].
Recently, SIMONS [27] introduced the concept of upward-downward
function in order to establish minimax theorems. He asked whether his result
remains true for two functions . In section 5 we answer in the negative to both
of Simons conjectures. On the other hand, we prove these conjectures under
an additional hypothesis.
Finally, in section 6 we state generalized Kuhn-Tucker theorems for cone
constrained and inequality constrained (nonlinear) optimization problems.
For other results concerning problems (A) and (B) see also [3], [7], [8],
[9], [10), [16), [18), [29].
The results of this paper were first announced in [ 15].

1. Minimax inequalities on pseudoconvex spaces
The aim of this section is to give a minimax inequality without linear structure which, in particular implies KY FAN [5], BREZIS-NIRENBERGSTAMPACCHIA [l] and SIMONS [25]. Instead of the usual convexity in linear spaces, we consider a convexity concept introduced by Jo6 [14] which
doesn't need the linear structure. First we recall the following definitions:
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DEFINITION 1.1 (KOMIYA [20]). Let
be a nonempty set. A mapping
h : 2X --+ 2X is said to be convex hull operation if it satisfies the following
conditions: h(0) = 0, h({x}) = {x}, h(A) = n{h(F): F c A is a finite set},
h(h(A)) = A(A C X). One says that A c X is convex, if h(A) =A.
DEFINITION 1.2 (Jo6 [14]) . A triple (X,h/J) is called pseudoconvex
space if

X is a topological space and h is a convex hull operation on it;
(2) :J = {'lf!p : F C Xis finite}, 'ljJp : D.'1 --+ h(F), (n = cardF - 1) is a
continuous mapping of Lin onto h(F) , where Lin denotes the standard simplex
of m;n;
( 1)

(3) For each finite F C X, 1/Jp is convex hull preserving, i.e., if Lin =
=(ea,e 1, ••. ,en) and F= {xo,xi, ... ,xn} for each subsimplex (ei 0 ,ei 1, ... ,eik) C
c (ea, e J , ... , e11 ) we have 'ljJ p((ei0 , ... , eik)) =h(xi0 , .. . ,xik ).
In [ 12l can be found an example for pseudoconvex space (see the next
section too), where X = m;n and which differs from the usual convexity. We
also mention that pseudoconvex spaces include convex spaces in the sense of
KOMIY A [20].
Now we state a result which extend the well known Ky Fan's intersection theorem [4] (often called the Ky Fan's lemma). For, we first need the
following definition:

DEFINITION 1.3. Let (X,h,:fi) be a pseudoconvex space and let X 0,X1,. ..

.. ., X, 1 be a family of subsets of X. The set {xo,x1,. . .,Xn} C X is said to be
KKM-selection for Xo,. . ., Xn if for any subset j C {0, 1, . . ., n} we have
h({Xj : j

.EJ}) Cu XJ·
jEJ

Note that thi s concept differs from that in Ky Fan 's lemma even in case when
the convexity above reduces to the usual one, since the elements xo, .. . ,Xn are
not necessarily distinct. For instance we could have XQ =XJ = ... = Xn; then
n

nxi::)0.
i=O
n

Moreover, we have the following property:

n Xi 'f.0 if and only if there
i=O

exists a KKM-selection for X1,. . .,Xn which contains one element. The
following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the existence of such a
KKM-selection.
THEOREM 1.1. Let (X,h,:fi) be a pseudoconvex space, I a nonempty
set and (Xi\EJ a family of compact subsets of X. Then
X'f.0 if and

n

iEl
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only if for each finite subset io, i 1, ... , in E I, the family (Xik )og::;:n admits a
KKM-selection.
PROOF. The necessity is obvious. We prove the sufficiency. By compactness, it is enough to show the "finite intersection property" for (Xi )i El.
Let xio,xi,,. .. ,Xin Oo,i1 ,. .. in EI) be given and let {xo,x1,.--Xn} be a
KKM-selection of them. Without loss of generality we may suppose that
xo,x1, ... ,xn are distinct. Otherwise, if, say x1 =Xp for l -f p then the corresponding sets Xi1 and Xip could be changed with their (nonvoid) intersection.
Let Ek =1./Ji 1(Xik nh(F)), 0 ::; k ::::; n, where F= {xo ,x 1,. . .,xn} - Then for
{eo,e1,. . ., e11 } =~n we have co {ej :j E J} C LJ ~ for each JC {O, 1,. . .,n }.
jEJ

Indeed, let z E co{ej :j E J}. Then 1./Jp(z) E h({xj :j E J})

c U Xi ..
jEJ

Jo

E J such that 1./Jp(z ) E Xi . . Therefore, z E 1./Jp- 1(Xi.
Jo

Jo

Let

J

n h(F)) = E1·0 .

By a

variant of the classical KKM theorem (see [ 17], Lemma 2.1) it follows that

n
n
k=O

Ek

f.f/J ; thus

n
n
k=O

X ik

f.f/J. This completes the proof.

In the following we give an extension to an intersection theorem due to
BREZIS-NIRENBERG-STAMPACCHIA ([I], Lemma I).
THEOREM 1.2. Let (X,h,:J) be a pseudoconvex space, I a nonempty set
and <p : I -+ X a given function. Let (Xt)i EI be a family of subsets of X for
which
(4) there is an index io EI such that Xi 0 (the closure of Xi ) is compact;
0
(5) for each i E I and for each finite subset F of X , Xi n h(F) is closed;
(6) for each finite subset F of X we h;J ve

( n xi) nh(F) =(.n xinh(F)) ,
1E l p

1E lp

where Ip :=cp- 1(h(F)) (may be empty);
(7) for each finite subset J of I we ha ve
h({cp(j) :j E J}) C

nAJ·
j Ef

Then

n Xif.0.

iE/

PROOF. Let <D = {F: F c X
is a finite set, <p(io) E F} and Je = { h(F) :
F E <I>}. For simplicity, denote the family J{ by (Hs )s ES· On S introduce the
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ordering relation as follows: s :::; t (s, t E S) iff Hs C H 1 • Let s E S be fixed
and Is :=<p- 1(Hs) (Since io E Is for each s ES, Is is nonempty). Define

i E Is

E{ :=Xi nHs,

Then we have

(8) E/ is nonempty and closed for each i E Is;
(9) Bi~ is compact;
(10)

For each finite subset J of Is we have

1

h({cp(j):jEf})C LJE~.
jE]

Properties (8) and (9) are obvious. For (10) let J be a finite subset of Is.
It is clear by (7) that h ( { <p (j) : j E J}) c LJ Xj. On the other hand, using the
}El

axioms of h we have h ( { <p (j) : j E J}) C Hs. Applying Theorem 1.1 (without
are compact, i E Is),
f. 0. For
loss of generality we may assume that

n Et

Et

each s E S, choose an element

Us

E

n E{ and let Ks:=
iEls

iEls

LJ {ut}.

We have

(?::_s

Ks C Xio; further for s J, s2 E S there exists s3 E S with Ks3 C Ks 1 n Ks2 .

UsingcompactnessofXi0 itfollowsthat
that x E

x E Hso·

n Ks -f.0. Let.:XE n Ks . Weshow

sE S

sES

n Xi. By definition, Ks n X; . Choose an index so
C

iEI

i E is

Let i E I be arbitrarily chosen ands::::

E S such that

so such that cp(i) E Hs.

Then

by (6)

.x E Ks n Hs c

(.n xi)
1Efs

nHs

=

(.n xi)

nHs.

1Els

Thus x E X;. This completes the proof.
Our next purpose is to establish a minimax inequality for pseudoconvex.
spaces. First we need the following definition.
A pair (X,h) is said to be convex space of Xis a point set and h: 2X -2X is a convex hull operation (see Definition 1.1).
THEOREM 1.3 Let (X,h 1) be a convex space and ( Y,hz/}) be a pseudoconvex space. Letf, g: Xx Y --m. such thatf :::; g on Xx Y, letcp: X -- Y
be a function and a:= sup g(x,cp(x)). Suppose

xEX

for each finite subset Xo of X, hz({cp(x): x E Xo}) C <p(h1(Xo));
(12) f is J.s.c. in its second variable on h2 (Yo), for each finite Yo C Y ;
(11)
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(13) g is quasiconcave in its first variable, i.e. the set {x EX: g(x,y) > {3}
is con vex for each y E Y and j3 E ~;
(14) for each finite subset Yo c Y and for each filter Ya E Y converging to
y Eh2(Yo), wehave:f(x,ya)$.a foreachx Eio impliesf(x,y)$.a foreach
x E I0 , where 10 := cp- 1(h2( Yo));
(15) there is a compact subset D of Y and xo EX such thatf(xo,Y) >a for
each y E Y\D.
Then there exists Yo E Y n D such that f (x,y0) :S a for all x E X. In
particular, inf supf(x,y) $_ sup g(x,cp(x)) .
yEY xEX

xEX

REMARK. Assumptions (14) and (15) are clearly satisfied if Y is compact
and f is l.s.c. in its second variable on Y.

PROOF. For each

x E X define the sets
Yx := {y E Y :f(x,y) $_a}.

Using Theorem 1.2, we show that

n

Yx ~0 . It is easy to see that properties

xEX

-

(4), (5) and (6) follow by (15), (12) and (14) respectively, with I := X,
Yx := Xi. We have to verify that (11) anq (13) imply (7). Let x1 ,x2, ...
n

.. .,xn E X and suppose h2( {cp(xi): i E { I, ... ,n}})

rt U

Yxi . Then for some

i= l

y E h2({cp(xi): i E {l, . .. ,n} }) we havef(xi,y) >a for each i E {1,2, ... ,n}.
By (11), y E cp(h1({x1, ... ,xn})), hence there exists z E h1({xJ, ... ,xn}) such
that y =cp(z). Since g(xi ,Y) >a for each i E {1, ... ,n}, by (13), g(z,y) >a ,
i.e., g(z,<p(z)) >a, which contradicts the definition of a.

This completes the proof.

I

COROLLARY I. I (BREZIS-NIRENBERG-STAMPACCHIA [l]). Let z be a
closed con vex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space E and let

f :Z x Z
(16)

--7

JR such that
f(x,x) :S 0

for each x E Z;

( 17) f is l.s.c. in its second variable on the intersection of Z with any finite

dimensional subspace of E;
(18) f is quasiconca ve in its first variable;
( 19) Whenever C is a convex subset of Z and Ya is a filter converging to
y EC, thenf(x,Ya ) :S 0 for eve1y x EC impliesf(x,y) :S 0 for every x EC;
(20) ThereisacompactsubsetD ofE andxoEDnZ such thatf(xo,y)>O
for y E Z\D .
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Then there exists Yo E D n Z such that f(x,y 0 )
partkular, inf supf(x,y) 0.

s

yEZx EZ

PROOF. Apply Theorem 1.3 with

s 0 for all x

E Z. In

X = Y = Z,f = g, cp(x) = x for each

x EX and h1(A) = h2(A) = coA if Ac X.
COROLLARY 1.2 (SIMONS, [25)). Let Z be a nonempty convex subset of
a topological vector space, letf: Z x Z--> IR be l.s.c. in its second variable,
g : Z x Z--> JR quasiconcave in its first variable and f :S g on Z x Z. Then
min supf(x,y) :S sup g(x,x).
yEZxEZ

xEZ

COROLLARY 1.3 (KY FAN [5]) . Let Z be a nonempty compact convex
subset of a topological vektor space and f : Z x Z - t JR be quasiconcave
in its first variable and J.s.c. in its second vadable. Then min supf(x,y) :S
yEZxEZ .

:S supf (x,x).
xEZ

2. Application in fixed point theory
Using the results above, in this section we prove that Brouwer's fixed
point theorem holds under convexity introduced by I. Lo6 and L. L. STACH6
[12]. This is a kind of pseudoconvexity defined in ]Rn.
Let x = (xo, ... ,xn), y =(yo , ... ,yn) E :im.n +I . The interval joining x and y
will be defined as a polygon with at most n + 1 pairwise orthogonal segments
as follows (see also [12] and [14)) . If Xn ~ Yn then let In= {(xo, .. .,Xn-J,t):
Yn :St :S Xn}· If Xn :S Yn then let In= {(yo,. . .,Yn-1,t): Xn :St :S Yn}. In
the first case we get In - I analogously to In; if, for example x11 - I :S Yn-1
then / 11 _ 1 = {(yo, ... ,y 11 _ z, t,y 11 ) : Xn-1 :St :S y 11 _J}; if Xn-1 > Yn-1 then
In-I= {(xo, .. .,x11 _2,t,y11): Yn-1 ~ t ~ Xn-d · In the second case (xn :S Yn)
we construct analogously In-I an9 in the third step In-2• etc. The segments
Io,11,. .. ,111 parallel to the axis will join x and y. A set A C ffi.n is convex if
x ,y E A implies that the interval joining x and y is contained in A. It can be
shown that ffi.11 with this convexity is a pseudoconvex space in the sense of
Definition 1.2 (see 106 [ 14)).
In which follows, we use the notions of convex set, quasiconvex (quasiconcave) function in the sense of Jo6-STACH6 [ 12), described above.
LEMMA 2.1. The Chebyshev norm in ffi.11 , i.e. llx lie= max{lx1 I,. .., lxnl}
for x = (x 1, .. . ,x11 ) E ffi.11 is a quasicon vex function.
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PROOF. It is easy to see that each Chebyshev sphere centered at the origin
is a convex set. Let x ,y E IIRn and z E [x ,y] (the interval joining x and y ). Let
R=max{llx llc,llYllc}. Then the sphere centered at the origin with radius R
contains z. Hence llzllc :::; R=max{ llxllc,llY llc} .
We mention that this statement is false for the Euclidean norm. For
instance let x = (-2, 0), y = (1,-1) E TIR2 . Then z = (-2,-1) E [x,y] and
llzll > max{llxll,llYll} where 11 ·II denotes the Euclidean norm.
THEOREM 2.1 (See. also KY FAN [6]), Let X be a compact convex subset ·
of ]Rn and f, J : X ---+ ]Rn be two continuous mappings. Suppose

llx-](x) llc2:'.llx-f(x) llc

foreach xEX.

Then there exists a point x0 E X such that
(21)

!Ix -](x) ll c 2 llxo - f(xo )llc

for each x EX.

PROOF. Take f(x,y) = llY - f(y)llc - llx -}(y)llc- It is clear that! is
continuous in its second variable and (using Lemma 2.1) quasiconcave in its
first variable. Applying Theorem 1.3 with X = Y, h 1 = hz,J = g, cp(x) =x for
each x E X we obtain (21 ).
REMARK. If in addition Xis invariant under], i.e.](X) C X, then (21)
is equivalent with f(xo) = xo.
In [28] L. L. STACHO introduced the· following convexity structure: the
pair (X, [-, ·]) is called an interval space if X is a topological space and
[., ·] : X x X---+ 2X is a mapping such that x 0 , x 1 E [x0 ,xi] and [xo,xiJ is a
connected set for each xo , xi EX. A set ACX is called convex if xo, x1 E A
implies [xo,x 1] c A. We can define the concept of quasiconvex (quasiconcave)
function f : X ---+ DR in a similar way as above. It is easy to see that every
pseudoconvex space (X,h,;;f) is an interval space, where the interval [xo,xd
is defined to be 'ljJ p(!:l 1),' with F = {x0 ,x 1 } C X. It is natural to ask whether
Brouwer's fixed point theorem remains true for interval spaces. We answer
to this question in the negative. Let X = [Q, l] c R Introduce the following
topology in X : A c X is closed iff A is finite or A = X. It is clear that
X is a compact topological space with the topology above. For each x 1,
x2 E X let the interval joining x 1 and x2 be the whole space X. Then every
interval is closed, connected and contains its endpoints. Now consider the
function! : X ---+ X defined by f (x) = x + 1/2 for x E [O, 1/2], f (x) =x - 1/2
for x E]l/2, I[ and f(!) = 0. Then f is bijective, without fixed points. It
remains to prove that f is continuous. Let x E [O, 1] be an arbitrary element
and Jet V be a neighbourhood of f(x) . By definition V must contain each
element of X except a finite number of them. Let V = [O, l]\ {yl ,yz, ... ,yn}
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and Xi :=f- 1(yi), (1 ~ i ~ n). Then the set U := [l,O]\{x1,xi, .. .,xn} is a
neighborhood of x for which f ( U) C V. Thus f is continuous at x.
In section one we bave seen that results concerning minimax inequalities
(problem (B)) can be extended for pseudoconvex spaces. The proof is based
- on KKM methods which use Brouwer's fixed point theorem. As it could be
seen, these theorem fails in interval spaces. Therefore, in these spaces, the
results in section one can ' t be proved using the argument above. However, it
would be interesting to attack problem (B) in case of interval spaces.

3. Minimax theorems
In thi s section we are concerned on problem (A). We start with the
following definition.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, h /}) be a pseudoconvex space. A function f :
X -+ ~ is said to be convex if f o 1fJ p is convex (in the usual sense) for
each finite F c X. f is said to be concave if-! is convex. Recall that f is
quasiconcave if -f is quas iconvex. It is clear that if f is convex (concave)
then it is also quasiconvex (quasiconcave).
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X,h1,~1) be a pseudoconvex space, ( Y,h2.f/i) be a
compact pseudoconvex space. Let f: Xx Y-+ R be u.s .c. and concave in
its first variable and l.s.c. and convex in its second variable. Then

min supf(x,y)= sup inf f(x,y).
YE Y xEX

·

xEXY E y

We shall deduce Theorem 3. 1 in three ways: the first one uses the
results above concerning minimax inequalities (therefore, the proof is based
on KKM methods and its generalizations); the second one uses the HahnBanach method (separation of convex sets), while the third one will be the
method of " level sets" di covered by I. Jo6 [ 11] which uses neither KKM nor
Hahn-Banach 's theorems.
For the beginning, we give a minimax theorem for two functions which
follows by Theorem 1.3 and which clearly implies Theorem 3. 1. This contains, in particular SIMONS [25], Theorem 1.4, and H. NIKAID6 [24].

Let (X,h 1 ,~ 1 ) and (Y,h 2 ,~2) be two pseudoconvex
spaces with Y compact,f,g : Xx Y-+ IR with!~ g on Xx Y such that
(22) f is l.s .c. in its second variable and quasiconcave in its first variable;
THEOREM 3.2.
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g is u.s.c. in its first variable and quasiconvex in its second variable.

(23)

Then
min supf(x,y)
YE Y xEX

:s;

sup inf g(x,y).
xEXYE Y ·

PROOF. Suppose first that X is compact. If the result were false, we could
choose r E ~ such that
(24)

minsupf(x,y) > r > supinfg(x,y).
y

x

x

y

Let Z =Xx Y. Then (Z,h,::J) is a compact pseudoconvex space, where h and
ff are defined as follows: if F= {(xo,Yo), .. .,(xn,Yn)}, F1 = {xo, ... ,xn}, F2 =
={yo, ...• Yn} then 'ljJ F :=1.jJ J,F, x 1./J2,F2 : !:JP - t (i.e. 'ljJ p(t) = ('l/J1,F, ,'l/J2,F/t))

z

if t E Lin) and ::J = {'ljJ p : F c Z is finite}. The convex hull h(F) of a finite
set F c Z is defined by 'ljJ p(Lin )(n + 1 = cardF) and the convex hull of any set
Ac Z is determined by h(A) = n{h(F),F c A is a finite set} .
Consider the function <I> : Z x Z
<P((x,y),(i,y))

-+ ~

defined by

= min{J(x,y)- r,r -

g(i,y)}.

It is easy to see that <I> verifies the conditions of Theorem 3.1 (with f = g :=
=<I>). We have <I>((x,y),(x,y)) :s; 0 for each (x,y) E Z. Thus, there exists
(x,y) E Z such that <P((x,y),(i,y)) :s; 0 for each (x,y) E Z, or, in other words
f(x,y) :s; r or g(x,y) ?: r for each (x,y) E Z. This contradicts to (24). Now,
n

considering the general case, it can be seen that for each x1, ... ,Xn EX

n{y E
i=I

E Y :f(xi,Y)::; a }¥0 where a:= supinfg(x,y). Using the finite intersection
x

property for compact sets, we have

y

n {y E Y :f(x,y) :S: a }¥0, as required.

xEX

In paper [19], G: KASSAY gave a simple proof for Konig's minimax
theorem (22] based on geometrical properties on ~2 . Konig's theorem has

extended by S. SIMONS "[25] for two functions. We prove Simon's theorem
using the method in (19] .
THEOREM 3.3 (S. SIMONS, (25]). Let X be a nonempty set, Y a nonempty compact topological space, f,g : Xx Y-+ ~ with f :S: g on X x Y
such that
f is l.s.c. and 112 convex in its second variable, i.e. for all YI· Y2 E Y
there exists y3 E Y such that
(25)

f(

) < f(x,yi)+f(x,Y2)
x,y3 2

foreach xEX;
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g is 112 concave in its first variable, i.e. for all xi, x2 E X there exists
x3 E

X such that
g(x y) > g(xJ,y)+g(x2 ,y)
3, . 2

( 26)

for each y E Y .

Then
min supf(x,y) :S sup inf g (x,y ).

(27)

YE Y xEX

xEXYE Y

Let c* := supinfg(x,y). We have the following statement which has
x y
proved for one function by I. Jo6 [13].:
LEMMA 3.4. (27) holds iff

n {y E Y

:f(x,y)

:S c}10,

c > c*.

x EX

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2 [13]; we omit the details.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. Since Y is compact andf is l.s.c. in its second
variable, hence the sets Hf := {y : f (x ,y) :S c} (c > c*) are compact. Thus,
it is enough to prove that the family of sets {Hf : x E X } (c > c*) has
the finite intersection property. We prove that any two sets of this family
have nonempty intersection. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that there exists c >
> c* and x 1, x2 E X such that H_i1 n H_i2 = 0 and define p : Y --> IIR2 by

p(y) = (c -f(x,,y),c - f(x2,y)) . If K = {(s, t) E IIR2 : s 2: 0, t 2: O} then
p( Y) n K = 0.We show that cop( Y) n int K = 0 (co A denotes the standard

convex hull of A

c

IIR2 ). For this, suppose that there exist A1,. .. ,)..k E [0, I]

k

k

with LA;= 1 and Yo,Y2, .. . ,yk E Y such that LAiP(Yi ) E intK. Using (25)
i=l

i =1
k

we can choose XJ,A.2, .. .,Ak with ..A.. 1 :::: 0
k_
L A1p(yi) E K and for which there exists
i=l

( 1 :S i

:S k) and

L Ai = 1 such that
i=I

yE Y

such that p(Y) -

k _

L AiP(Yi ) E
i=l

E K. This means that p(Y) E K, which contradicts the hypothesis. By the
well-known separation theorem of Hahn-Banach in l!R2 , there exists a line
which separates the sets cop( Y ) and K. That is, there exists b =(b1 ,b2) EK
with b 1 + b 2 = 1 such that (u,b) :S 0 for all u E p( Y) or, in other words
bif(x1>y)+bzf(x2,y) 2: c for every y E Y. Let c 1 E llR such c* < c1 < c and
d: =c 1 -c. Then we have b 1[c 1 -f(x 1,y)]+b2[c 1 -f(x2,y)] S:d for every y E
E Y, hence the set p 1( Y) is separated from K by the line b1 s + b2t =d, where
p1(y)=(c1 - f(xJ,y),c1 -f(x 2,y)) (d <0). Since/(x1,-) and /(x2,-) are 1.s.c.
on Y, hence there exist a ,(3 > 0 such that Pl ( Y) C ( -CXJ,a] x ( -CXJ,(3]. The
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line b 1s + b 2 t =d intersects at least one of the lines s =a and t ={3; suppose that
it intersects the second one. It is clear then, that the line b 1{3 s + ( -d + b2.{3 )t =
= 0 separates Pl ( Y) and K. Let 81 (y) = (c1 - 8(xi,y),c1 - 8(x2,y)). Since
P1(y)- 81(y) EK for every y E Y, each line which separates P1(Y) and
K, separates 8I ( Y) and K too. Using (26), chooseµ E [O, 1] and xµ E X
such that 8(xµ,Y) 2'.:µ8(X1,y)+(l -µ)8(x2,y) for every y E Y and such that
µs + (1 -µ )t =0 separates 81 ( Y) and K or, in other wordsµ [c1 - 8(xi,y)] +
+(l -µ)[c1-g(x2,y)]~0 for every y E Y. Therefore, g(xµ,y) ~ c1 for
every y E Y which leads to supinfg(x,y);::: c 1 > c*. This is a contradiction.
x

y

Hence any two sets of the family {HJ : x E X} have nonempty intersection.
n

(In order to prove that for any c > c* and XJ, ... ,Xn E X we have

n Hf. f:r/J

i=l

l

we use induction. For the details, see [ 13]). This completes the proof.
Observe that Theorem 3.3 implies Theorem 3.1 (note that l/2 convexity
implies convexity in a pseudoconvex space):
Finally, Theorem 3.1 follows by a result of I. Jo6 ([14]. Theorem 3).

Let X be an interval space, Y a compact
interval space and f : X x Y ---+ IR such that
(28) f is u.s.c. and quasiconvex in its first variable;
(29) f is 1.s.c. and quasiconcave in its second variable.
Then
min supf(x,y) = sup minf(x,y).
THEOREM 3.4 (I. Jo6, [14]).

YE Y xEX

xEXYE Y

4. Application to variational inequalities
In this section we apply the results from section 1 to obtain an existence
theorem for variational inequalities. Our statement will be an extension of
F. E. BROUWER [2].

Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space E and
let T: X ---+ E*, where E* denotes dual space of E. The problem is to find
y E X such that
·
(30)

(Ty,y-x)::;O

forevery

xEX.

This problem has been studied by many mathematicians who have solved
(30) under some hypothesis on X and T. (see for instance [2], [23], [25]).
Now we will study a generalized form of (30). Let X be a convex subset of a
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topological vector space E, ( Y, h, :J) a pseudoconvex space and E* the dual
space of E . Let T: Y --+ E*, g : Y --+ E.
We study the following problem: find an element y E Y such that
(Ty,g(y)-x)) :S 0

(31)

for every x EX.

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a convex subset of a topological vector space
E, ( Y, h, :J) a pseudocon vex space, T : Y --+ E*, g : Y --+ E and <p : X --+ Y.
Suppose that

(32) foreachx1,x2,. . .,Xn EX, h{cp(xi),. . .,cp(xn)} C cp(co{x1,. . .,xn}).
(33) ( T(cp(x)), g(cp(x)) - x) ~ 0 for every x EX;
(34) T: Y--+ E* and g : Y - t E are continuous;
(35) there is a compact subset D of Y and xo EX such that (Ty, g (y) - xo) >
> 0 for every y E Y\D.

Then there exists Yo ED solution of(31).
PROOF. Letf: Xx X--+ ~defined by f(x,y) = (Ty,g(y)-x) (x EX,
y E Y). It is easy to see that f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.3
(considering f = g). Since supf(x,cp(x)) :S 0 by (33), there exists Yo ED
xEX

such thatf(x,yo) :S 0, as desired.
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that (32), (33), (34) hold and Y is compact.
Then there exists Yo E Y, solution of(31).

Let
subset of a topological vector space E and T : X
Then there exists Yo E X such that
COROLLARY 4.2 (F. E. BROUWER, [2]).

(Tyo, Yo - x) :S: 0
PROOF.

Apply Theorem 4.1 for X

for every

x
--+

be a compact convex
E* a continuous map.

x EX.

= Y, g(x) =<p(x) =x for every x

EX.

S. Upward~downward functions
A disprove for two conjectures of S. Simons
In [27] S. SIMONS has given the following definitions. Let X and Y be
nonempty sets. A function f : X x Y --+ ~ is said to be upward on Y if
'v'c > 0 3 c5 > 0 such that 'v'y1 ,Y2 E Y 3y3 E Y such that:
(

36

)

'v'x EX :f(x,y3) :S max{f(x,y1),J(x,y2)} and
{ f (x ,y ) >max {f (x ,Yi ),f (x ,y2)} - c5 =?jf (x ,y1) 3

f (x,y2) I<£·
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One says thatf is downward on X if Ve > 0
3x3 E X such that:
(

36

3

o > 0 such that Vx1 ,x2 EX,

{Vy E Y :f(x3,y) ~ min/(x1 ,y),f(x2,Y) and
f(x3,y) < min{f(x1 ,y),f(x2,y)} +o =>lf(x1,Y) - f(x 2 ,y)

,)

J< E.

SIMONS has proved in [27] that if f is upward on Y, downward on X, Y
is a compact topological space and f is l.s.c. in its second variable then
minsupf(x ,y) = supminf(x,y). The question whether this statement remains
y

x

x

y

true in case of two functions remained open. Namely, [27] concludes with
the following conjectures:
(37) Suppose that f,g : X x Y - IR, f is upward on Y, g is downward
on X, f :::; g on X x Y, Xo is a nonempty finite subset of X. Then
inf maxf(x,y):::; sup inf g(x,y).
yE Y xEXo

xEXYE Y

(38) Suppose thatf,g: X x Y - ffi., f is upward on Y , g is downward on
X, f :::; g on X x Y, Y is a compact topological space and f is Ls.c. in its
second variable. Then
min supf(x,y):::; sup fof g(x,y).
YE

y xE X

xEXYE y

We shall give negative answer for both conjectures of S. SIMONS (27] .
Our counterexample shows that these conjectures fail even in a special
case: X and Y are both compact, f,g : Xx Y - ffi. are continuous, f
is upward on Y, g is downward on X and f S g on X x Y. However,
min supf(x,y) > sup inf g(x,y).
yE y xEX

xEX Y E y

To this end, we need the following Lemma:
LEMMA

5.1. Let X and Y be compact subsets of ffi. andf

:X

x Y - ffi.,

f(x , ·) is either strictly monotone, or a constant function. If Y is convex, then

f is upward on Y.
PROOF. It is enough to show that for each E > 0 there exists O > 0 such
that for each x EX and Y 1>Y2 E Y,

f

(x/'? 2 )

:::;

max{f(x,y1),f(x ,y2)}

and I f(x,y1) - f(x,y2) [~ c; => f (x , Y1? 2 ) :::; max{f(x,y1),f(x,y2)} - 0 .
The first relation is trivial. For the second on let's suppose that there exists E > 0 such that for all n E N there exist Xn E X, yf ,y2 E Y with

[f(xn,Y?)-f(xn,Y!l)

J2: E

andf ( x,

Yt?l) > max{f(xn,Yl ),f(xn,Y2)} - k

for all n EN. Using compactness, one can suppose (xn), (yf), (y2) convergent
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(if it is necessary, we choose subsequences). Since f is uniformly continuous
on X x Y, there exists Oo > 0 such that I Yt - Y2 12: oo for all n E N. Let
Xn --+ x, Y} --+ Y1, Y2 --+ yz. Then we obtain the following contradiction:

f ( x, YI ;yz) 2: max{f(x,y1),J(x,yz)}.
A similar property assures that g is downward on x.
Now let X= Y = [-1, l],f,g: X x Y--+ IR given by

f (- 1, - 1) = g ( - 1, - l ) =f (1, 1) =g ( 1, 1) =2,
f (- 1, 1) =g (- 1, 1) =f (I , -1) = g ( 1, - I ) = - 2,
· J(-1,0) =g(-1 , 0) =f(l,O) =g(l,O) = 1,
f(0,-1) =g(0,-1) = f(O, 1) = g(O, 1) = - 1;
on the segments
[( -1, -1 ), ( -1, O)], [( -1, 0), ( -1, 1)), [( -1, 1), (0, 1)],. . ., [(0, -1 ), ( -1, -1 )]

letf

=g

be affine; f(O,y)

=-

I for each y E [-1, 1] and g(x,0)

=1 for each

x E [ -1 , l] (see figure 1). At the interior points of the square [-1, 1] x [ -1 , 1)
we construct f such that for each y E ( -1, 1),f (x, y) is affine for x E ( -1, 0)
andf (x ,y) is affine for x E (0, l) (see figure 2); g such that for each x E (-1, 1),
g (x, y) is affine for y E ( - 1, 0) and g (x, y) is affine for y E (0, 1) (see figure 3).
y

-2

-1

I x

l

2

2

-1

Fig. I

-2
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y
-I

x

- I

Fig. 2

y

I

I

Fig. 3
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Geometrically, both f and g are formed by two conoidal surfaces.
Using Lemma 5.1, f is upward on Y and g is downward on X. It is
easy to verify that f ~ g on [ -1, 1] x [- 1, 1]. On the other hand, we have
infsupf(x,y)= 1 and supinfg(x,y)= - 1.
y

x

x

y

Therefore, the second conjecture of S. SIMONS fails (i.e. (38)). The first
one (i.e. (37)) fails too: let Xo = {-1, 1}.
It remains an open question: under which additional hypothesis (37) and
(38) can be proved?
We answer to this question in case when one of the sets X and Y is
finite. To this end we prove the following lemmas.
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose thatf : Xx Y - t JR is downward on X and X is a
finite set. Then there existsx* EX such thatf(x*,y) ?J(x,y) foreachx EX
andy E Y .

PROOF. Let X

={x1 ,x2, ... ,Xn }. It is easy to see that (36) implies
Vx1 ,x2 E X : 3.x3 EX

(39)

\iy E Y :f(x3,y)
{ f(x1 ,y) :f f(xz,y)

such that

2 min{f(x1,y),f(x2,y)} and
=:}

f(x3,y) > min{f(x1,y),f(xz,y)}.

We use induction. If n =1 the conclusion is trivial. Suppose that for n =k
the property holds and prove it for n = k + 1. First we shall prove
(40) There exist

i,j E { 1,2, .. .,k + 1} with i:fj such thatf(xi,Y) 2f(xj,y) for each y E Y.
Suppose the contrary. Then the sets A1 = {y E Y :f(x1,y) <f(x2, y)} and
E Y :f(x 1,Y) > f(x2,y)} are both nonempty. Choose x 3 as in (39)
and let A3 = {y E Y :f(x3 , y) <f(xJ,y)} . If A3 = r/J, then (40) holds. Suppose
A3:f0. It is easy to see by (39) that
Az

= {y

f(x3,y) > f(X1>Y)
f(x3,y) > f(xz,y)

for every
for every

y E Ai

and

y E Az.

We also have A3 C A 2 . Let x4 be the element which corresponds to
xi and x3 by (39). Then f(x4,y) > f(x3 ,y) for every x E A 3. Let A4 :=
= {y E Y :f(x4, y) <f(x 1,y)}. Then A4 C A 3· If A4 =0, we have (40). Else,
we continue this procedure. It is also clear, that the elements x 1,x2 ,x3 , ... are
distinct (supposing that the corresponding sets A 1' az, A3, ... are nonempty).
Hence, it is impossible to continue this procedure indefinitely since X is
finite. Then, for an i E { 1, 2, .. . , k + 1} we must have Ai = 0, which implies
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(40). Choose i,j E {1,2, ... ,k + l}, ii) such thatf(xi,Y) '2.f(xj,y) for every
y E Y. Then (39) remains true for {x1,x2, ... ,Xk+d\{xj}, or in other words
the functions f (xp, ·), p E { l, 2, . . . , k + 1} \ {i} satisfy (39). Using induction,
the conclusion of Lemma 5.2 follows.
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose f : X x Y-+ IR is upward on Y and Y is a finite
set. Then there exists y * E Y such that f (x, y *) S. f (x, y) for each x E X and
y E Y.

The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.2. We omit the details.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that f is downward on X and X is finite.

Then
inf supf(x,y)= sup inf f(x,y).
y E y xEX

xEXYE y

PROOF. By Lemma 5.2 there exists x* EX such thatf(x *,y) '2.f(x,y)
for every x EX and y E Y. Then supf(x,y) =f(x *,y) for every y E Y, from
xEX

which we have
inf sup f (x,y ) = inf(x* ,y):S sup infj(x, y).
YE Y xEX

.

YE Y

xEXYE Y

PROPOSITION, 5.2. Suppose thatf is upward on Y and Y is finite. Then
inf sup f (x,y) = sup inf f(x,y).
y E y xEX

xEXYE y

The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1 and uses Lemma 5.3.
COROLLARY 5. 1. Suppose thatf,g : Xx Y-+ Rare such that f S: g on

X x Y.
(41 ) If f is upward on Y and Y is finite, then
inf supf(x,y) :S sup inf g(x,y);
yEY x E X

x E XYEY

(42) if g is downward on X and X is finite, then
inf sup/(x,y) :S sup inf g(x,y).
YE Y xEX

xEXYE Y
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6. Saddle points and generalized Kuhn-Tucker theorems
In this section, using Konig's. minimax theorem [22], we extend the
Kuhn-Tucker principle (see for instance [30]) for noconvex optimization
problems with side conditions. Our results contain, in particular, those of
[30]. For other extensions of Kuhn-Tucker type theorems which uses KONIG
[22] see S. SIMONS [28].

First we discuss the case when the constrains are given in operator form.
Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space, Y be reflexive Banach
space, Y * the dual space of Y and K a closed convex cone of Y such
that its interior is nonempty. Let K* be the dual cone of K, i.e. the set
{y* E Y*: y*(y) 2:: 0 for ally EK}. Consider the ordering relation« on Y
defined by YI « Y2 iff Y2 - YI EK.
Let/: X ___.IP&, G : X---> Y and A := {x EX: G(x) « O}. Consider the
problem

f (x) ---> min
{ xEA

(P)

Then we prove
THEOREM 6.1 . Suppose that the following conditions hold:

(43) f is l.s.c. on X, G is I.s.c. in the sense that the functionals x --->
y*(G(x)) are I.s.c. onX for ally* E K*;
(44) for each x1 ,x2 EX, there exists x3 EX such that 2f (x3) ~f (x1) +f(x2)
and 2G(x3) « G(xi) + G(x2);
(45) there exists x EX such that -G(x E int K (Slater condj{jon).
Then the following two assertions are equivalent:
(46) (P) has a solution xo;
There exists y0 E K* such that
(47)

0

0

f(xo)+y (G(xo))= min{f(x)+y (G(x))}
xEX

0

and y (G(xo))=0

PROOF. Define the lagrange function L: X x K*---> .IP& by L(x, y*) = f (x )+
+y*(G(x)). Let K,; = {y* EK*: llY * ll ~ n}. Then we have:
For each x 1, x2 E X, there exists x3 E X such that

(48)

2L(x3,y*) ~ L(x1 ,y*) + L(x2,y*)

for each y* EK;;

(49) the functions L(x,.) are affine and continuous on K;; for each x EX;
therefore they are weakly continuous:
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The functions L(.,y*) are l.s.c. on X for each y* E K * . Since K; is
weakly compact, by Konig's theorem (22], there exists a saddle point (xn,y;)
of L(x,y *) on X x K;, i.e. L(xn,y*)::::; L(xn,y~)::::; L(x,y~) for each x EX
and y* EK;. In particular
(50)

It is easy to see that the sequence (y~) is bounded. Otherwise, by (45)
one can choose a neighborhood of - G(x) which is contained in int K, that
is, there exists r > 0 such that
y *( - G(x) ...:.. r h) 2: 0

and h E Y with
(51)

llh II : : ;

rllY* ll =

for each y * E K*

1. Therefore

sup y*(rh)::::; y*(-G(:X))

for each

y* EK*.

llhll=l
Now if llY;ll-+ oo, by (10), -y;( G(x)) -+ oo. Since L(., O) is l.s.c. on X, this
contradicts (50). Without loss of generality, we may suppose Xn -+ z E X,
y; --+ Yo E K * (converges weakly) and L(xn,y;)-+ a as n -+ oo. Therefore
L(z,y*)::::; Jim L(xn,y *):::; a::; lim L(x,y;)
n--.oo

n~oo

=L(x,y0)

for each x EX and y * E K*. In particular, L(x,y0)=a , hence (x,y0) is a
saddle point of L on X x K *, i.e.
f (z ) + y*( G(z )) :S f (z) + y

0(G(z)) :S f (x) + y0(G(x ))

for each x EX and y* EK*.
(52) In particular z E A and Yo ( G(z)) = 0.
Now let xo be a solution of (P). Then y0(G(x))::; 0 (since x 0 E A and
f(xo) = inf sup L(x , y * ).
xEAy* E K *

Indeed, L(x, y *) ::; f (x) for each x E A and y * E K *, hence
sup L(x,y*) :5:/(x)
y*EK*

for each x E A. Therefore
inf sup L(x,y * ) ::::; sup L(xo,y*) :S f(xo).
xE Ay* E K*

y*E K *

It is easy to see that we also havef(x0 ) 2: inf sup L(x,y*) using the fact
xEX y*EK*

that xo is a solution of (P). Thus f (xo) =a , hence f (xo) + y0(G(xo)) :5:! (xo)::::;
::; f (x) +Yo ( G(x)) for each x E X. On the other hand,·if we put x0 instead of
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= 0. Hence (46) =? (47).
0
(47) =? (46) is trivial. This completes the proof.
Now consider the case when the constraints are given in the form of
inequalities. Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space,f0 ,Ji. ... Jm be
real functions on X. Consider the problem:

x. and 0 instead of y* in (52), we obtain y (G(x0))

Jo(x) --+ min,
x EX
{ Ji (x) ::; 0, ... ,Jm(x) ::; 0

(P')

Suppose
(53) Ji is I.s.c. on X for each i E {O, ... ,m };
(54) for each x1,x2 EX, there exists x3 EX such that
COROLLARY 6.1.

2Ji(x3) :=;fi(x1)+J1(x2),

(55)

i E {O, ... ,m};

for each

there exists x E X such that fi (x) < 0 for each i E {I, 2, ... , m}.
Then the folJowing two assertions are equivalent:

xo is a solution of (P);

(56)

There exist (Lagrange multipliers) A. j .A.2, .. . )~ such that
m

(57)

m

Jo(xo) + "\' A7fi (xo) = min lfo(x) +
~
i=I

A7fo(xo) = 0

xEX

L A.7fi (x)}

and

i=I

for each i E { 1,. .. ,m }.

PROOF. Take Y=~m, K={h=(h1,. . . ,hm)E~m; hi 2:0, i E{l, . .. ,m}},

J =Jo, G =lfi. ... .fm) : X--+ ~m

and apply Theorem 6.1.
Finally we give an account on the the connection of the results considered, in Figure 4.
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EINIGE PFLASTERUNGEN DES HYPERBOLISCHEN RA.UMES
MITTELS FLACHENTRANSITIVER BEWEGUNGSGRUPPEN*
Von
E. MOLNAR** und J. SZIRMAI**
Lehrstuhl fi.ir Geometrie, Technische Universittit, Budapest

(Eingegangen am 17. Oktober 1994)
Herrn Professor Julius Strommer zu seinem 75. Geburtstag gewidmet

1. Einfiihrung
In der Arbeit [1] wurden diejenigen euklidischen Pftasterungen (T, r)
klassifiziert, bei denen eine Bewegungsgruppe [' auf den Flachen der Pftasterung T transitiv wirkt. Der benutzte kombinatorische Algorithmus und das
Computerprogramm fiir die Theorie der sogenannten D-Symbole (zur Ehre
von B. N. DELONE, M. S. DELANEY, A. W. M. DRESS) ergeben auch solche
Pftasterungen, die nur in gewissen nicht-euklidischen Raumen realisierbar
sind. Die Frage nach der metrischen Realisierung einer kombinatorischen
Pftasterung ist schwierig; u.a. sind beispielweise die Raume H 2 R 2 , S 2 x R 2
zu beriicksichtigen [6] und [8].
Eine Moglichkeit fi.ir die Kennzeichnung der metrischen Realisierbarkeit der kombinatorischen Pflasterungen ist die projektiv-metrische Geometrie, wie dies in der Arbeit [2] illustriert wurde. In [9] wurde mit unseren Methoden gezeigt, daB die Verallgemeinerungen des Lambertschen Wiirfels im
hyperbolischen Raum realisierbar sind. Im folgenden werden wir emeut Methoden der projektiven Metrik benutzen.
Wir untersuchen nochmals solche kombinatorischen Polyederpftasterungen (T, f), bei den die Symmetriegruppe r der Pftasterung T ftachentransitiv
wirkt. Die Symmetriegruppe r wirkt auf der Pflasterung T ftachentransitiv,

x

* Diese

Arbeit entsantd in Kooperation der Geometer der TU Budapest und der Univer-

sitat Potsdam
** Unterstiitzt von der Ungarischen Wissenschaftlichen Forschungsstiftung (OTKA) No.
T. 7351 ( 1993).
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wenn es filr je zwei Flachen / 1 und h ein Element y E r gibt, das die Flache
in /1 in h =f ( so Uberfilhrt, daB die ganze Pftasterung T auf sich abgebildet wird. Zwei Pf!asterungen (T1,[1) und (T2,r2) sind in derselben Klasse (aquivariant), wenn es eine bijektive inzidenztreue Abbildung <I>: T 1 _. T 2
gibt, fi.ir die f' 2 =cp- 1f' 1<D ist. Falls zwei Pftasterungen kombinatorisch isomorph sind (T 1 ~ T 2 ) kann die Gruppe f'2 reichhaltiger als r 1 sein. In diesem Fall sagen wir, daB (T 1, f' 1) ein Symmetriebruch von (T z, r 2) ist. Wir interessieren uns dann fi.ir die Pftasterung (T, f'), mit maximaler Bewegungsgruppe, d.h .. daB die Wirkung der Gruppe r auf T zur Wirkung der die Inzidenzstruktur erhaltenden Automorphismengruppe aquivariant ist: r ~ AutT.
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In den Satzen 4.1, 5.1 beweisen wir, daB die Pflasterungen (Tp,rp)
siehe den kombinatorischen Fundamentalbereich in Abb. 1
- im hyperbolischen Raum realisierbar sind. Jeder Pflasterstein Tp E Tp besitzt entsprechend 12, 24, 60, (oo ) Vierecke als Seitenftachen nach dem Stabilisator 23 = [3,3]+, 432 = [4,3)+, 532 = [5,3r, (p6 = [6,3r, d.h. T6 ist eine Horospharenpftasterung mit Enden als Ecken ein unendliches Polyeder).
T3, T4 und Ts konnen nur mit nicht-ebenen Seitenflachen realisiert werden.

p

=3, 4, 5, (6) -

2. Uber die D-Symbole
In der Arbeit [l] wird die Theorie der D-Symbole skizziert. In den Arbeiten [4], [5], [6], [7] finden wir einige zwei- und dreidimensionale Anwendungen der D-Symbole.
Es sei eine kombinatorische dreidimensionale Polyederpflasterung T mit
ihrer formalen baryzentrischen Unterteilung gegeben. Die baryzentrische Unterteilung von T fiihrt zu einer Simplexzerlegung C. Die formalen Mittelpunkte eines Korpers , seine inzidenten Flachen, Kanten und Ecken bilden die Ecken eines Simplexes von C. · Diese Ecken markieren wir mit 3,
2, 1 und 0 ebenso wie die entsprechenden gegeniiberliegenden Simplexseiten. Die Ecken eines Simplexes von C werden mit Ai, i EI:= {O; I; 2; 3} bezeichnet.
·
Es sei ai (i EI) eine involutorische Operation (lokale topologische Spiegelung), die die bei der Seitenflache i benachbarten Simplexe C1 und C2 von
C vertauscht (in BezeiChnung C2 =ai Ci). So werden die auf den Simplexen
von C von links frei wirkenden involutorischen ai-Operationen und die <lurch
sie erzeugte zunachst freie Coxeter-Gruppe mit der Darstellung
E1={ai:

a?=l,

i El}

definiert. Wir fiihren ferner eine Matrixfunktion
M: C -> N1x1,

C ~ miJ(C),

i,j E I

ein, um die Wirkung der Gruppe I:1 und so die kombinatorische Struktur der
Pftasterung T zu beschranken. Es sei mi} ( C) die minimale natiirliche Zahl,
die die folgende Gleichung erfi.illt
·
caiaj rijcc)cc)

= c.

Das bedeutet, dal3 genau 2mij ( C) benachbarte Simplexe sich beim Schnitt der
i- und j-Seitenflachen des Simplexes C von C treffen. M ist die verallgemei-
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nerte Coxeter-Schliiflische Matrixfunktion mit dei;i folgenden zusatzlichen Eigenschaften for alle C E C und i, j E I
mii(C) =I , mij(C) = mji(C) =mij (ai(C)),
mi) ( C) = 2 fiir Ii - j I 2 2,
mij(C)2::3 fiir li-jl=l fiirjedes CECundi,jEI.
Wir nehmen an, dal3 r eine nicht triviale Gruppe ist, die auf T wirkt. Ferner
erhalt jedes Element von r die baryzentrische Unterteilung von T und so die
ai -Operationen. Die Zerlegung C und auch die Matrixfunktion M werden
durch die Gruppe r faktorisiert. Ein Element D von D := C/r ist eine Bahn
(Orbit):
D :=

er := { cY

E

c :

y E r}

D ist mit den induzierten ai-Operationen versehen. Die von C induzierte
Matrix~unktion

ist
M:D--.N1 x1, D~(miJ(C)), CED, i,jEI.
Nun kbnnen wir ein sogenanntes D-Symbol D(1:1,M) definieren, das zu einer
Pflasterung (T, f) gehbrt. Das D-Symbol besteht aus dem D-Graph und aus
der entschprechenden Matrixfunktion M =(mij ). Der D-Graph wird <lurch die
D-Menge D und die Operationen ai E 1:1 (i E I) definiert.
Die Bezeichnungen der Kantenlinien des D-Graphs und auch der entsprechenden ai-Operationen sind ao: .. . ... . . . ... ; al : --' - - - - ; USW.
Von einem D-Symbol ausgehend, sehen wir, daB es die entsprechende Zerlegung (wenn sie i.iberhatipt existiert) bis auf aquivariante Bijektion kennzeichnet (vgl. Abschnitt 3).
Von den D-Symbolen fordert man:

2.1. Der D-Graph durch D2 , der von D durch Streichen der a1-0peration
entsteht, hat genau eine Komponente (Fliichentransitivitiit).
2.2. Zu einem D-Symbol D existiert keine surjektive Abbildung 'I': D ~
D auf e in anderes D -Symbol mit (ai, D) 'l' = ai (D'I'), mij (D'l') = mij (D) for
jedes D E D alle i, j E I (Maximalitat der Gruppe, r '::' AutT).

n°cM

0 ). das durch Streichen der a -0peration und
2.3. Das Teilsymbol
0
der 0-ten Zeilen und Spalten der Matrizen entsteht, hat nur solche Komponenten D~, fi.ir die die sogenannten Kri.immungskonstanten

Ko=
De

1 - -2l) >0
L (m 121(D) + m23(D)

DED~

positiv sind. So erhalten wir ausschlieBlich eigentliche Ecken mit endlichen
Stabilisatoren rO fiir die Pftasterung (T, r).
2.4. Eine analoge Forderung gilt fiir das Teilsymbol D 3 (M3 ) und r

3

.
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3. Die Polyederpflasterungen
(Tp,rp) (p = 3, 4, 5)

3.1. Wie wir bereits erwahnt haben, ist die vollstandige Aufzahlung
der kombinatorischen flachentransiti ven Polyederpftasterungen (T, r) bei der
Arbeit [1] enthalten, wobei die Polyeder von T eigentliche Ecken besitzen.
In dieser Arbeit interessieren wir uns fiir diejenigen Polyederpftasterungen
(T,f), die mit den folgenden CTi-Operationen gelistet wurde
CTQ: (1,2)(3,4)(5,6)(7,8) ............ .

CTI: (1,8)(2,3)(4,5)(6,7)
CT2: (1,4)(2,3)(5,8)(6, 7)
CT3: (1,2)(3,8)(4,7)(5,6)

------

mit der Abkilrzung z

{:=:::=?

Dz

~

Auch die Matrixfunktion fiir jede Polyederpflasterung bekommen wir aus der
Computerliste
mo1(D)=4
m23(D) = 4

fi.ir jedes DE D
fiir jedes DE D

m12(D1) = m12(D4) = m12(D5) = m12(Dg) = 4.
m12(D2) = m12(D3) = 3
m12(D6) = m12(.D,) =p,
p = 3, 4, 5.
BEMERKUNG. Nach 2.1 sehen wir, daB die diesen D-Symbolen entsprechenden Pflasterungen (T, f) flachentransitiv sind. Nach 2.3 und 2.4 besitzt die Pfiasterung (T, f) endliche Stabilisatoren fiir die Karper und fi.ir die
Ecken.
In Abb. 1 sehen wir die Schemata. des aus 8 Simplexen zusammengeklebten Fundamentalbereiches fiir die Gruppe r.
. . 18
.. 12
12
23
23 A A34 A34A A A45
(3.1) Fr:= A 0 A1A3A 1 U A 1 A1A3A0 U A 0 A1 3 1 U 1 2 3 .0 U

u165 A1A3Aj6 uAj6 A1A3Ag7 U Ag7 A1A3Ai8 U Ai8A1A3AA8.

Die erz~ug~nden Bewegungen filr die Gruppe

r 1:

r

sind

r: ist eine Spiegelung an Achse r = A}2 Aj6 ,
ist eine Drittel~Drehung um die Achse ri = A53A3,

r 2: ist eine p-Drehung um. die Achse r1 = Ag7 A3, Ari5

f-j,

A68 Ari5 ,
A68 , (p = 3, 4, 5).
f-j,

Unter diesen Erzeugenden bestehen die folgenden definierenden Relationen
.
in der Gruppe r
(3.2)

r 2 = r[ = rf

=(r1r2) 2 = (r.;-_1rri)r(r; 1rr2)r = 1
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nach dem Poincareschen Algorithmus [7],
Weiterhin bezeichnen wir die obigen kombinatorischen Pftasterungen mit
(Tp , rp) (p =3, 4, 5). Das Hauptproblem ist, im welchem Raum werden diese
kombinatorischen Pftasterungen Tp mit einer Bewegungsgruppe rp metrisch
existieren.
3.2. Es sei V 4 ein 4-Vektorraum iiber dem reellen Korper Ilt Der duale
Raum von V 4 wird mit V 4 bezeichnet. Wir betrachten zunachst das Tetraeder
AoA 1A2A3 in Abb. 2. Die Formen b 0 , b 1 , h 2 , b 3 vom dualen Raum V4 , mit
kursiven fetten Buchstaben, stellen die Flachenebenen dieses Tetraeders dar
(Abb. 2), <lessen Coxeter-Schlafli Matrix die Folgende ist:
1
2
l
-cos/3°
-cosf3° -cos/3°3 ]
-cos{3° 1
l
_1.2
0
..
(3 3) (b 1l )" =
(p =3,4, 5)
2
·
-cos{:3°
1
-cos~

l

-i

- cos/3°3

- cos~
p

0

Die Matrixelemente bi} · { I,
.=

-

i

1

=j

kennzeichnen die Keilwinkel

cosf3 iJ,

f3 ij zwischen den Ebenen (bi )(bi).
Wir konnen mittels (bi)) ein Skalarprodukt
(

) : V4 x V4

;

--t

(u,v) := (biui,~ u)) = u;bij Uj

JR,

und somit eine Metrik definieren, wobei wi.r die Einstein-Schouten Konventionen benutzen. Die Vektoren ai E V 4 , i E I = {0, 1, 2, 3}, mit stehenden fetten Buchstaben, bilden die duale Basis zu {b 0,b 1, b 2 ,b 3 } mit der Gleichung aj/J =o{ (das Kronecker Symbol). Sie kennzeichnen die Eckpunkte unseres Tetraeders AoA 1A1A3. In dem Fall Det(biJ);iO ~onnen wir die inverse M atrix (aiJ) = (biJ )- 1 mit a;kbkJ =
bilden und ein S.lcalarprodukt

o{

) : V4 x

v4

--t

IR,

(x,y)

:=

(xiai ,-J a1 ) =xiaiJ-J . in V 4 definieren.

Die lineare Polariti:i.t und ihre Inverse
(

*) : V4

--t

V4 : u

r-t

u* = u,

*)

:

v4 .l'4 : "
--t

sind <lurch
u * -- (biu I·)* -- u I·bi* -- u I·bija'}·
x := x* = (x i ai )* = ai*x i =·bk akix t
U ·
.--

definiert, wobei (x,u) = xu = (x,u) gilt.

f-+

x* = x,

IOI
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Uber der Teilraurnstruktur von V4 bzw. v4 gewinnen wir den projektivmetrischen Raum :P 3 (V4 , v4 (, )). Wenn xE V 4 und u E v4 die Gleichungen
0 = xu = (x,u ) erfi.illen, sagen wir, daB (u) und (x) ortogonale Ebenen sind,
oder (x) und (u) konjugierte (polare) Punkte in :P 3 sind, oder die Ebene (u)
den Punkt (x) enthalt.
3.3. Weiterhin setzen wir voraus, daB wir eine hyperbolische Metrik mit
der Signatur (+, +, +, - ) haben. Eine Gerade wird <lurch die Punkte E(e0 ),
E1 (el ) festgelegt. Die Geradenspiegelung an r oder die Halbdrehung urn die
Achse r EoE1 ist durch (2)

=

a ,/3 E {O, 1}

definiert.
Die Spiegelung s an der Ebene (b) und an seinem nicht inzidenten Pol
(b) wird durch die Formel
X

(3.5)

~

X5

;:::;;

X -

2 ( X, b ) b
(b, b )

fi.ir beliebigen Punkt (x) und sein Bild (xs) definiert.

I

I

I

I

I

,~jJ'(a J )
4

A,(aJ

&

,,,'',,,~-----------------------,

/ / 1~:(e 8 )

/~(~)

Abb. 2.
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Der Abb. 2 und der Matrix (bij) entnehmen wir wir zum Beispiel, daB
die Spiegelung an der Ebene (b 2) und ihrem Pol (b 2 ) den Punkt A2(a2) in
den Punkt A4 (a 4 ) fiihrt :

4. Die metrische Existenz der Polyederpftasterung (T3, f 3)

r

SATZ 4.1. Die Polyederpffasterung (T 3, 3) ist im hyperbolischen Raum

H3

so metrisch realisierbar. daB die Bewegungsgruppe r 3 auf den Flachen der
Pffasterung T 3 transitiv wirkt und jedes Polyeder eigentliche Ecken besitzt.

BEMERKUNG. In diesem Fall ist die Bewegungsgruppe 1 3 nicht maximal,
d.h. AutT 3 =r > r 3 und (T 3,f3) ist ein Symmetriebruch von (T3,l).

,'
·J
I
I

I
I
I

A2J/

/~\\
'___ _
~_,

_,

I
I

/H

l
I.,

Abb. 3.

BEWEIS. Wir betrachten dasjenige Polyeder, das wir aus dem Fundamentalbereich Fr nach (3. l) der Gruppe r 3 bekommen, indem wir sein
3

2 6
r-Bild mit ihm verkleben (es formal um d.ie Achse
Af um 180° drehen,
Abb. 3). Die Abb. 4 zeigt einen Teil von Abb. 3, das SP,iegelungstetraeder

Al
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A6 8A63 A3A3 (eines von den 9 Lannerschen Tetraedem [3]), d.h.

den Fundamentalbereich einer hyperbolischen Coxeterschen Raumgruppe. Das Spiegelungstetraeder, als Hilfstetraeder HoH1H 2 H3 in Abb. 4, haben wir entsprechend in vorigem Polyeder in Abb. 3 dargestellt. Die metrische Existenz dieses Polyeders und auch der Polyederpflasterung (T3,r3) folgt aus der Exi8
3 A3A3 =H2HoH3H1.
stenz des obigen Hilfstetraeders

A6 A6

= l/

//3

3

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

,.,.....-'

~"

I

-<

1/1-' --

\ " 11

II- II

I

\
\

I

..

I
I
I
I

\
I

\

I

I
I
I

Abb. 4.

Die Coxeter-Schlafli Matrix (hij) und das Coxeter-Diagramm des Hilfstetraeders HoH1H2H3 sind
I

0

- J2

I

-2

0

0

- 2
0

l

- J2

I

(4.1)

(h ij)

=

I

- 1
I

I

-2

(4.2)

I

-72

1

I

- J2

l
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Hier stellen die Formen ho, h 1, h 2 , h 3 aus dem dualen Raum v4 die ge~
geni.iberliegenden Fliichenebenen des Hilfstetraeders HoH1 H2H3 dar, und die
Matrixelemente hi} := -cos(xii) kennzeichnen seine Keilwinkel. Mit Hilfe der Inversen der Matrix (hii) und den Formeln (3.4), (3.5) konnen wir
8 7
3 bestimmen.
7 ist das Spiegelbild von
die Form der Ebene
A53 =Ho an der Ebene H1 H2H3 =A~Ab 8 A3. (Hier sehen wir, daB die Punk8 , A87 , A63, A65 in keiner Ebene liegen.) Die Ebenen A68A63A ,
te
3

A6 Ag A6

A8

A6

A63A87 A 3, Ab8 A87 A 3 wurden im Punkt 3.2. durch die Formen b 1 , b 2, b 3 ge-

kennzeichnet (vgl. Abb. 2).

13°J

Wir bestimmen die urspri.inglichen Parameter 13° 1, 13°2 , 13°3 . Der Winkel
zwischen den eigentlichen Ebenen (bo), (iJ) (j = 1, 2, 3).

cos(3°J

(4.3)

=

-(ho

J

'

iJ)

(bo,bo ) (/J ,JJ)

In dem Fall (T3 , i 3 ) haben wir (ohne Details) die folgenden Resultate bekommen

{3~ I

=13~3 =0.95531662,

/3 302 = l .27795356.

Die Winkel sind in Radian gerechnet und werden bei den folgenden Rechnungen als wichtige Anfangsinformation benutzt.

5. Die metrische Existenz der Polyederpflasterungen
(Tp,lp)

(p

=4, 5)

SATZ 5. 1. Die Polyederpflasterungen (Tp,lp) (p = 4 , 5) sind im hyperbolischen Raum H 3 metrisch realisierbar, wobei jede Bewegungsgruppe ip (p = 4, 5) maximal ist (ip ~ AutTp) und auf den Flfichen der Pila~
sterung Tp transitiv wirkt und jedes Polyeder eigentliche Ecken besitzt.
BEWEIS. Wir gehen von der Coxeter-Schlafti Matrix des Tetraeders
3 A aus, wie wir sie im Punkt 3.2. beschrieben haben (Abb. 5). Die
3
Flachenebenen dieses Tetraeders werden <lurch die Formen bi E V4, i EI gekennze ichnet. Die Keilwinkel zwischen den Seitenflachen (bi), (iJ) bezeichnen wir mit 13iJ. Wir werden die Parameter {3° 1, 13°2 , 13°3 for p 4, 5 so festlegen, dal3 wir schliel3lich zu einer hyperbolischen Metrik gelangen. Die Parameter werden <lurch ein Gleichungssystem festgelegt, das wir mit Hilfe der erzeugenden Bewegungen und der definierenden Relationen for die Gruppe i 3
(p = 4, 5) nach 3.1. gewinnen.

Ab

8 A87

A6

=
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A•'
u

Abb. 5.

5.1. Die Gerade r wird durch die P;.inkte A{2(e0 ), A~ 6 (e 1 ) festgelegt.
Die Formel der Spiegelung an der Achse r haben wir im Abschnitt 3 mit
8 7 3 werden
(3.4) gekennzeichnec. Die Eckpunkte des Tetraeders
durch die Vektoren Ab 8Ca2). Ag 7 Ca1). A6 3(a3) A3(ao) festgelegt, wie sie im
Punkt 3.2. und Abb. 2 beschrieben wurden.
8 ~ A6 3 :
Die ers te Gleichung ergibt sich aus der Forderung

Ab A8 A6 Ao
Ab

a;= a2 -

(~'2'2
a,

2 (a2, ea ) eaf3 ef3

) (

0=2cos/3 02 a02+ . - + !
I

a12-

=

/a 22 a3

Va33

{::::::;>

n f£)22
-af3
- + !) a22+ (2cos-a2 3 .
a, 1a33
P
a33

5 ..2. Die zweite Gleichung gewinnen wir aus der Forderung

fC!ii ) a120=2cosf3 02 ao2+ ( -va~~+I

-(

a87 ~ A65 :
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5.3. Die dritte Gleichung bekommen wir von der definierenden Relation
= 1. Diese Relation impliziert, daB die Punkte (A}2y2,
8
6
A
und (A} )r1 r (Abb. 5) in einer Gerade liegen. Diese Bedingung ist
8,
7 , (A}2y2, (Aj 6y1r liegen
aquivalent mit der folgende~: die Punkte
in einer Ebene. Die Kennzeichnung der erzeugenden Bewegungen werden
<lurch die Formel (3.4.) und (3.5) gewonnen
(r) 1r r1)r(ri 1r r2)r

i

A6 Ag

-2A ( 1 +

Jf!!;) (cos{3°

+(

2cosf302

P

e51,

+cos{3°2) - 4Bcos{3°2+

~+2cos~

· (-2Acos::_ (1+
wobei A= eo0 e11 -

1

B

{§_)

Va11

+ 2cosf303) .

+2C {§__4Bcos:'.:.) =0.

Va33

P

= ( e~ 1 , e0 ) e01 - ( e~ 1 , e 1 ) eoo.

1

C ~ ( e~ , eo) e11 -

- ( e~ 1 ,e1 J eo1 mittels der Matdx (aiJ) =(bi} )- 1 nach (3.3) ausdrtickbar sind.
Nun haben wir for die drei Unbekannten {3° 1 , {3°2, {3° 3 drei komplizierte
Gleichungen gefunden. Wir haben zur Losung des Gleichungsystems zwei
Computerprogramme (Eureka, Maple) benutzt. Die exakten Losungen des
Falls (T3,!3) haben wir bei der Computerlbsung des Gleichungssystems als
wichtige Anfangsinformation verwendet.
Wir haben die folgenden Winkel in Radian bekommen:
1 ~ 0.71006493,
2 ~ 1.43646972, /3J 3 ;:::;; 1.00485229,
(T4,!4)

/32
/32
f32 1 ~ 0.58962576, {3g2 ~ 1.52197366, (3g3 :::::: 1.03132995.

(T5,f5)

Im Fall p = 6 gewinnen wir auch eine hyperbolische Polyederpflasterung for das Polyeder AoA1A2A3 in Abb. 2, wobei die Eckpunkte des Polyeders der Polyederpftasterungen auf dem Absolutgebilde liegen. Wie es bekannt ist, sollen die gegentiberliegenden Keilwinkel von
AoA 1A2A 3 dann gleich sein. Die Parameter in diesem Fall sind die Folgenden:
1= ~ ~ 0.5235987, 2 = ~ ~ 1.5707936, 3 =~ : : : 1.0471976.
(T6• ['6)
B EMERKUNG.

pg

pg

Wir bekommen, daB die Parameter
Folgen bilden.

/3~1 > 13g1 > fJ2 I > pgi'

/3~2

pg

pg 1, {3g2 , pg3 (p = 3, 4, 5, 6) monotone

<pg2<13g2<13g2,

fJ~3

</323 </3g3 </323.
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BEMERKUNG. Der Bahnenraum H 3

/rp ~Fr
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in Abb. 1 kann <lurch das

verallgemeinerte Knotendiagramm in Abb. 6 dargestellt werden. Die numerierten Linien bezeichnen die Drehachsenklassen mit ihren Ordnungen. Die
Knotenpunkte weisen ·auf die entsprechenden Eckenklassen von Fr hin.

~ /

I

( _

\2

fJ~

2
J

Abb. 6.

Endlich gewinnen wir, daB die Polyederpflasterungen (Tp,fp) (p

= 3, 4.

5) im Bolyai-Lobatschewskischen hyperbolischen Rat1m H 3 wirklich reali-

sierbar sind. Die Satze sind bewiesen.
Unsere kombinatorischen Uberlegungen und Rechnungen ergeben auch
die weiteren Behauptungen am Ende der Einfiihrung.
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AN ALMOST SURE LOCAL AND GLOBAL CENTRAL LIMIT
THEOREM FOR WEAKLY DEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES
By
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1. Introduction
In recent years the investigations of almost sure central limit theorem
has attracted considerable attention in the literature. The basic results of these
studies are the almost sure central limit theorems proved by SCHATIE (1988)
and BROSAMLER ( 1988) for i.i.d. random variables having finite (2 + c )th
moments. Later LACEY and PHILIPP ( 1990) proved similar results assuming
only finite variance.
THEOREM 1.1 . Let X1, X2, ... be i.i.d. r. v. 's with EX;
set Sn = Xi+ .. . + X,1 • Then

( 1.1 )

1

lim --~n ~1{~ <x } =<l>(x)
n-=
logn L__,k=I k
ylJ( -

=0, EX/ =1 and
a.s.

where <l>(x) is the standard normal distribution function and I denotes indicator fun ction.
The same result was proved by PELIGRAD and SHAO (1995) for r.v.'s
with finite second moment under the condition (2.7) with ~k = Skf JEI Sk 12
and the usual central limit theorem holds. The functional version of (1.1) was
proved by HURELBAATAR (1993) for <P -mixing r .v.'s having finite (2 + c )th
moments .
An interesti ng result of this kind was proved by CsAKI, FOLDES, and
R.Evfsz (1993) . They proved the following theorem:
THEOREM 1.2. Let S 1, S 2, •.. be sequences of sums of i.i.d. r. v. 'shaving
expectation 0 and finite third moment. Let {ai , i ~ 1} and {bi , i ;:::: 1} be
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sequences of real numbers such that ai

s 0, bi 2: 0. Assume that

n

L

(1 .2)

3

logk

k=I k2P(ak

S

= O(logn),

as n--+ oo

Sk <bk)

Then
( 1.3)

a.s.

This theorem may be called almost sure local central limit theorem, while
(1.1) may be called almost sure global central limit theorem.

In this paper we give an extension to ,Q-mixing case of the almost sure
central limit theorem proved by HURELBAATAR (1993) for a sequence of
<p-mixing random variables. We also establish a sufficient condition of (1.3)
for ,Q-mixing stationary random variables.
2. Definitions, notations and auxiliary results
Let {Xi, i 2: l } be a sequence of r. v.' s on the probability space (n, ,g;, P)
and let M/j
be the a-algebra generated by the random variables

{X;,a

s i s b }.

Define
<p(n) =sup

sup

f

P(B[A) -P(B)/

k?_ I AEMk BEM 00
I '

k+n

and
,Q(n) =sup

sup

k?_I XELz(M~), YELz(M~n)

ICov(X, Y)I
1

1

·

(VarX)2(VarY)2

The sequence {Xi, i 2: l} is said to be <p-mixing (respectively ,Q-mixing)
if <p(n)--+ 0 (respectively ,Q(n)--+ 0) as n--+ oo .

In the sequel we shall denote by C, C 1, C2 , ... various positive constants
and by =? the weak convergence. Throughout this paper <l>(:x) will denote the
standard normal distribution function and W the standard Wiener process.
The following earlier results will be used in the proofs.
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THEOREM 2.1. (Theorem 1.1 in SHAO, Q. M. (1993)). Assume that
=0 and EIX; 11 < oo for some t 2 2. Then there exists a positive constant
K = K(t,[!(·)) depending only on t and .fl(·) such that for any k 2 0, n 2 I

EXi

E

max ISk(i)j 1

IS:i:S:n

sK(n1 (K [II:] g(2i)))
exp

i=O

[logn]

(2.1)

+nexp

where Sk(n) =
.

(

K

L.

)

pf(ii)

t=0

max

k:S:i:S:k+n

max

(Exhi+

k:S:i:S:k+n

(EIXil)1

k+n

I:

Xi and logx stands for the logarithm with base 2.

i=k+l

THEOREM 2.2. (Theorem in ZUPAROV, T. M. (1991)). Let {Xn,n 2 l}
be a stationary sequence of random variables with mixing coefficient

y>O

(2.2)

and

(2.3)

y --I +
2<s<so(y)= y

(·yy- I ) 2 + 4 +y2y .

If

µ >0

(2.4)

then there exists a constant C(s, y, k ,µ) depending only on s, y , k andµ, such
that

(2.5)

where f3 s

s~plP(sn sxFsii)-<t>(x)I :S C(s,y,k,µ) n~
= EIX1 Iss .
(EX{) 2

REMARK on Theorem of ZUPAROV. By Theorem 4.1 in PELIGRAD (1982)
it is clear that there exists no E N such that the condition (2.4) holds for all
n 2 n0 . So we can see that (2.5) remains valid for n 2: no under the only
conditions (2.2) and (2.3). We also use the following .
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LEMMA 2.1.

= 1, k + 1, 2, . . ..

A ssume thats J,
Then we have

s2, . ..

1

(2.6)

lim - - E
n--+oo Iogn

If furthermore ;k 2 0, k

= 1, 2, ... and

(2.7)

Var

(t Skk) ~

are random variables such that E£k =

(~
Sk) -- l ·
L k
k=I

ClogC2 - e) n,

n = 1,2, . . .

k=I

with some E > 0, then we ha ve
lim

(2.8)

n--+oo

-1 -~ Sk
logn L

k

k=I

=I

a.s.

PROOF. (2.6) is obvious. (2.8) can be proved by applying Chebyshev's in2

equality for a subsequence nk
and SCHATIE (1988)).
LEMMA 2.2.

=exp(k 2-e) (see BERKES and DEHLING (1993)

Assume that we have Sk

1

(2.9)

n

S

lim " ' __!
n--+ oo logn L
k

~ 0

=1

and
a.s.

k=l

and the sequence {17k} is such that foranyc > 0 there exists a k0 =ko(c,w)
for which
k 2 k0 .

(2.10)

Then we have
1

/1

Jim "'Y/k
n ~oo logn L
k

(2. 11 )

=1

a.s.

k= I

The proof is obvious.
THEOREM 2.3. (Theorem 2.5 in PELIGRAD, M. (1982)). Let {Xn,n 2 1}
be a p -mixing sequence of random variables with EXi = 0 satisfying the
following three conditions

(2.12)

ES 2

lim _ n

oo

(2.1 3)

n

n--+ oo

=a 2 > 0,

I

I:p2c2n) < oo,
n= I
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(2.14)

{ XJ, n 2: I} are uniformly integrable.

Then
(2.15)
2.1. By Theorem 4.1 in PELIGRAD (1982) if statinary, p-mixing
random variables having the finite second moments satisfy
REMARK

(2. 16)
then the condition (2.12) holds.

3. Main results
Setting Sn =X1 + ... +Xn define the usual "broken line" process Sn(t) on
[O, I] for some numerical sequence dn > 0, by
sn(t)=

(3.1)

S·

{

ifn,

O:SJ:Sn,

fort=tnj•

linear in between.

Here for every n 2: 1, 0 =tno < tn 1 < .. . < lnn
that

(3.2)
If tnJ

max ltnJ Sn

I SJ

(3.3)

fnJ I ---t 0

n

as

---t

oo.

= k. then the partition is called uniform.

THEOREM

EXi

I -

= 1 is a partition of [O, 1] such

3.1. Let {Xi, i

=0, satisfying (2.16) and

2: I} be a sequence of p-mixing r. v. 's, with

n max EX/ :S Cd'fj,

(n

2: 1)

ISjSn

where d11 is the same as in (3. I) . assume that
(3 .4)

:~

2: C

(~ )Y

(l;:::: k 2: ko)

with somey > 0. Then for any Borel-subset A of D[O, l] withµ(aA) =0 (µ is
a probability measure on D[O, l]) the following two statements are equivalent:
(3.5)

~ ~l{skO EA} =µ(A)

1
Jim - n-+oo Iogn ~ k ·
k=I

a.s.
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;wd the exceptional set of probability zero does not depend on A.
1

lim - -t-kl P{SkO EA} =µ(A).

(3.6)

n->oo Iogn

k=l

The equivalence of (3 .5) and (3 .6) was proved by BERKES and DEHLING
( 1993) for independent random variabl~s under the condition

Ef

(I Sn~ I) s
bn

(loglogn)-1-Ef

(e(logn)l-E)

(n

2'. no)

for some function/ and numerical sequences dn > 0 and bn. The equivalence
of (3.5) and (3.6) was obtained by HURELBAATAR (1993) for <p-mixing random variables under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 replacing .q( *)by <p 112 ( *)
in (2.16).

3.2. Let {Xi,i ~ 1} be a sequence of ~-mixing random variables with EX'i = 0, EIXil 2 +E < C, (i ~ 1) for some e > 0 satisfying (2.12)
and (2.13). Putting
THEOREM

(3.7)

in (3 .1) and assuming uniform partition we have

1
(3.8)

logn

n

1

L yo {siO}

·
=}

a.s.

W

i=l

Here O{x} is the point mass at x E D[O, l].
Let {ak} and {bk} be two sequences of real numbers such that
(3.9)

.- oo Sak SO ::; bk .S oo,

k

= 1, 2, ...

and put

(3.10)
and
if Pk rf O,
if pk =0.

(3 .11)
Our second result is the following

THEOREM 3.3. Let {Xk ,k ~ 1} be ·a stationary sequence of random variables satisfying (2.2) and (2.3). Let ak , bk sat~sfy (3.9) and assume that

(3.12)

c
pk ~ logE k

.
and 0 < e <

s

3+is
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wheres is as in (2.3). Then we have

.
l Ln ak
-=l
11m - -

(3.13)

logn

n -=

k=l

a.s.

k

Our next result is
THEOREM 3.4. Let { Xk, k 2:: l} be a stationary sequence of p-mixing random variables satisfying (2.2) and (2.3). Let ab bk satisfy (3.9) and assum_e
that

(3.14)

and
(3.15)

where

0</3<

(3.16)

y

2(1+3y)

Then we have
n

(3.17)

lim _I_Lak
n-+ = logn
k

=l

· a.s.

k=l

For the conditions (3 . 14) and (3.15) see Lemma 4.3.

4. Proofs
Let BL(D[O, l]) denote the set of the functions g : D[O, l]---* R such that
for some C > 0
(4.1)

lg(x)- g(y)I S Cd(x,y), lg(x)I SC

for all x,y E D[O, 1)

where d is the Skorohod metric. To prove Theorem 3.1 it is enough to show
that for any g E BL(D[O, 1))

I

(4.2)

n

1

lim - - ~ -:;i = 0
n-+ CXJ logn L t

a.s.

i=I

where ;i =g(si0) - Eg(si(-)) (see BERKES and DEHLING (1993)).
In view of Lemma 2.1, if we show that (2.7) holds for any k < l, the
function s k,1 : (0, I] --> R by

o,

(4.3)

s'klt) = { 51 a/k '

if 0 ~ t ~ ft,k
if ltj ~ t ~ ltj+I

(k

~j ~

l -1)
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where d 11 is as in (3.1).
It is clear that d(s1,s'k, 1) :S lls1 - s'k,1\1 00 and thus, by (4.1)

*

A

lg(s1) - g(s 2k,t)I :SC

(4.4)

max1g<2klSjl
d~

Now we consider the covariance of Sk and

£1

for 2k < l.

for 2k < l, k ~ ko

IE(sks1)I

= lcov(g(sk),gCS1))I = Jcov(g(sk),g(s1)-g(sik ,t)+g(sik,t))I ~

(4.5)

::::;

lcov (g(sk),g (s1) -

g(szk,t))

I+ ICov (g(sk),g(szk,L)) I·

By definition of p-mixing
(4.6)

since g(sk) E _li(Mf ), g(szk,l) E £i(M2J:).
Further by (4.1) and (4.4) we can see that
(4.7)

ICov (g(sk),g(sz) A

A

*

g(s2k ,1)

)J :SC E(max1g<2k
lSjl)
di·

Condition (3.3), Theorem 2.1 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality jointly imply
that

E( gmax:S2k 15) 1) :S (E

(4.8)

I

I

2 2
max 15) 1) :S Cd2k·
I :9 :Slk

Hence from (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) it follows that
IE (SkSI) I :S C1 ~lk + C2p(k)

(4.9)

for 2k < l.

Notice that
E

(t }si)

2

<

t= I

IE(~k~1)I
- -- =
kl

(4.10)
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Now by easy calculation we can see that
oo l
.
(4.11)
ei
k 1 < oo,

I:,:::; I:
k=I
n

(4.12)

2k

2.::: 2 :::; C2 L L

ki = O(logn).

k=l l=k+I

n 1-1

(4.13)

l

n

l /-1

(k)

L3 ~ C3 LL kl-yz I-y + C3 LT L pk
1=2 k=1

1=2

= O(logn),

k=1

where we used (2. 16), (3.4), (4.9) and boundedness of ~i. The bounds (4.11)(4.13) together imply (2.7). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. Since EIXnl 2+E < C for all n, (2.14) holds.
Hence from Theorem 2.3 it follows that under the conditions of our Theorem
the weak convergence

avn =>

(4.14)

S[nt]

W(t)

holds, which in turn implies (3.6) with dn given in (3.7), uniform partition
of (0, 1] and the Wiener measure µ. Thus our Theorem immediately follows
·
from Theorem 3.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. The main point of our proof is to verify the
condition (2.7). We use the following elementary inequality a lemmas.
(4.15)

l<I>(x)-<l>(y)l:::;Clx-yl

x,yER.

First we prove our Theorem in the case of
(4.16)

bk:=:;q../k

ak:'.:':-C2../k,

and

k = 1,2, ....

LEMMA 4.1. Assume (2.2), (3.12) and (4.16). Then the following bounds
hold:
I

""-1
n

(i)

f!(k)

L...,L...,zp kP.
1=2 k=I

I

k

= O(log2-i: n) '

(ii)

~~

(iii)

"
bk- -- 0(1 og2-t n ) .
L..., "
L..., - l .-

1 lakl _ O(l 2-t )
f;;5_ f;;( LP1 k0 - og n '
11

I

1=2 k=I

The proof is obvious.

lP1 kVf
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LEMMA

4.2. Assume that

(4.17).

3E

-<b<l-2e
s

and

wheret: ands are as in (3.12). /f(3.12) holds, then we have

~~-1 PCISkl?.:Ek)=O(l

( i)

L L

l P,

k P,

1

1=2 k=I

og

n ,

k

~· ~ _l P(IS2kl?.: Ek)_ O(l

(ii)

2-e ).

L L l P1

k

-

2-e )

n '

og

1=2 k=I
n
I

LL l~

(iii)

Ek/I= O(log2-e n).

tkvl

1=2k=I

PROOF. It is clear that (ii) follows from (i). We can see that (i) and (iii)
follow from Chebyshev's inequality and Theorem 2.1. This completes the
proof of Lemma 4.2.
Let l > 2k. Then we may write

Cov(abal)

I

:S

.

:S Pk Pt ( P(ak :S Sk <bk> al - bk :S St - S2k + S2k - Sk < bt - ak) - Pk Pl)
1

:S pk p (PCIS2k-Sk l2:.Ek)-PkP1+

(4.18)

1

+P(ak

:S sk < bkoal - bk - Ck :S S1 - S2k < b1 - ak +Ek))

Here ck is as in (4. 17). By the definition of p-mixing it follows that

:S sk < bkoal - bk - Ck '.'::'.: St - S2k <ht - ak +Ek) :S
:S P(ak :S: Sk < bk)P(a1 - bk - Ek :S: S1 - S2k < b1 -ak +Ek)+[>(k)

P(ak

(4.19)

and
P(at - bk - Ek :S: St - S2k < bt - ak +Ek) :S:

(4.20)

'.': '.: P(IS2k I ?.: Ek)+ P(a1 - bk - 2Ek '.': '.: St < b1 ,-- ak + 2Ek ).

Now applying (2.4 ), (4.15) and Theorem 2.2 we get
P(at - bk - 2Ek :S St< b1 - ak +2ek) - P(b1 :S St< b1)

=

= P(a1 - bk - 2Ek ::::; S1 < ai) + P(b1 ::::; S1 < b1 - ak + 2ek)::::;
(4.21)

I

:S Ci l (s 2

2)

+ C2

Ciak I+bk)

,/[

Ek

+ C3 ,;r·
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Thus, by _Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we get

L

(4.22)

Cov~t'az) = O(log2-< n).

l<k<l<n
-2k<l

We can also see that for l

~

2k

(4.23)

But Var(ak) = 0 if Pk = 0 and
(4.24)

if

Now it is easy to prove Theorem3.3. We have

Var
(4.25)

= ~ Varak
~

k=I

k2

+2

"""'
~

(t,:k) =
Cov(ak,aL)

l <k<l <n
-2k ?./

+i """'

kl

~

l<k<L < n
-2k<l-

So (4.22), (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) together imply
(4.26)

Var

(t ~k) : ;.

ClogC2 -E) n

k=I

and hence, applying Lemma 2.1, Theorem 3.3 is proved under condition
(4.16). Now we drop the condition (4.16). Fix x > .0. By Theorem 4.1 in
PELIGRAD ( 1982) (2.12) holds. Hence we can define that
(4.27)
(4.28)

(4.29)
Then
(4.30)

ak =max(ak· - ax Vk),
bk= min(bbaxVk),
Pk =P(ak' ::; Sk < b'k).

PI ::; Pk, hence assuming PI rf O,
I
pk I{ak ~ Sk <bk}~ -
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:s ;*I {a'k :s sk < b'k} + ;
k

(I {ak

:s sk < a'k} +I {b'k S sk <bk}) S

k

1

S -;I {a; S sk <bk}+ .

pk

p

i{sk<-axfi}
(-ax vk :S sk

<

0)

1{sk2'.:azfi}

+

p(

0:S sk < ax vk)

By Theorem 2.3

n~~ P ( - ax vk :S Sk < 0) = <I>(O) -

(4.31)

<I>(-x)

and

(o::;

lim P
Sk < axvfk) =<I>(x) - <I>(O).
n-+oo
Applying Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.2 we get
(4.32)

l
n
1{sk<-axv'k}
<l>(-x)
-I:
= -- - n-+oo logn
kP(-axvk :S Sk <0) <I>(O)-<l>(-x)
.

(4.33)

lim

a.s.

k=l

and

Since ak_,

I { Sk 2: axVk}

n
.
l
hm - n-+oo logn k = l

l _ <I>(x )

L kP (0 :S Sk <ax vk) =<I>(x) _:. cJ>(O)

(4.34)

b'k

satisfy (4.16),
l
n a*
lim - - °"""' __!_

(4.35)

n -+oo

logn L..- k
k=I

=l

a.s.

·

where

(4.36)

* {
ak =

f*
I {a; :S sk < b'k}
k

I

if

Pk rfO,

if f'k

=0.

(4.30), (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35) together imply that
(4.37)

.
I ~ ak
2(1 - <I>(x))
i:::s~ logn L..- k :S 1 + <I>(x) - <l>CO)
k= I

a.s.

a.s.

.
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1I
~ P*
k
(4.38)

{ak* :S

Sk < bk*} x

P ( Sk <

x (

-axv'k) +P ( Sk > axv'k)
)
l - min(r(-axv'k:::; sk <0),r(o:s; sk <axv'k))

and by Theorem 2.3
(4.39)

-axv'k) +P ( Sk > axv'k)
2(1-<I>(x))
k~~ min (r (- axv'k ~ Sk < 0) ,P ( 0 ~ Sk < axv'k)) =<I>(x)-<I>(O).
.

P ( Sk <

Applying (4.35), (4.38) and Lemma 2.4 we get
(4.40)

liminf-1- t a k > 1- 2(l -<I>(x))
n->oo 1ogn k=I k <l>(x) - <I>(O)

a.s.

So, by the arbitrariness of x and (4.37), (4.40) implies

.
1Im

( 4.41)

n

n->oo

1 2=ak
--=1
Iogn

k=I

a.s.

k

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. In view of Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show that
the condition (2.7) holds. We use the following inequality and lemmas.
For each K there exists C =C(K) such that
l<I>(x)- <I>(y)I ~

(4.42)

Clx - YI,

for every x, y ER, lxl + IYI :S K.
LEMMA 4.3. If ak and bk satisfy (3.14) and (3.15), then we have
(4.43)

C1 k - (3

~ Pk ~ C2k - /3,

(k ~ ko).

PROOF. It follows from (3.16) and (2.3) that

f3

(4.44)

s-2

< -.

s
Hence applying Theorem 2.2 and (4.15)
P(ak

(4.45)

~ sk <bk)~ jr (~ < ~) j+Ir (~ < ~) - <I> (~)I+
+ l<I> (~) -

Vf

<I>(!!!_)
__9__ + C2 <C3.
v'k I<
- ekf3 - k/3
2

s
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If k is large enough, then using (4.42) we get
(4.46)

P(ak

:S Sk

<bk)=

=P(~< '1z)-~('1z)-r(~< ~)+$(~)+
bk )

+<I> ( y'k_

( ak )

- <I> y'k_

C1

::'.': - k s -

2

+ C2

bk - ak

..ff 2'.

s

C3
k/3.

Our Lemma immediately follows from (4.45) and (4.46).
LEMMA 4.4.

Assume that

2(3 =ay

(4.47)

and

Et =I

~+2/J.

Then the following asymptotic relations hold as n

-->

oo.

(4.48)

under (2.2)

L

(4.49)

a

I

12

kl Pt Pk

f; = O(logn),

l <k<l < n
k<[ - [Cr

(4.50)

""""'

-

L

I

I

kl Pt f.l - k-'- la .)s-s 2

l <k<l < n

= O(logn),

X

k<[ -/Cr

L

(4.5 1)

_ I l<I> ( al - bk +e1 ) - <I>

l < k<l < n

Jt - k - l6a

kl P1

k<i - [Cr

L

(4.52)

l < k<l <n

(!!i__)
I= O(log n),
VT

.

_I
klP1

l<l> ( Jtb1 --k-ta
ak +e1) -<l> (~)I= O(logn).
VT
.

k</-[Cr

PROOF.

""""'

L

l < k< L< n
k<i-[Cr

p(la)

kl p p :S

C

I

I k

""""'

L

l<l<n
-

:SC2

-

L

19:-::;n

'L°"'

1

t I - fJ +ay

l < k<l-la

1 <
k 1- /3 -

-

1

/l-{3+ay l

/3

L

I

:SC2
y =O(logn),
·
1:-::;L:=;n
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proving (4.48).

<
- C1 "°""'
Lt -/ I +{J
l:::;t :Sn

S C2

L

I

"°""'
Lt

<
k 1-{J
-

l:Sk<l-la

l~{J 1/J S C2

ISISn l

L
1SLSn

f=

O(logn),

proving (4.49). By (4.44) we get
l
L -klP1I (l -la -k)s-:i,2
< C""""' ·
l~n [1-/J

l <k<L <n
k-<t-iG.

s C2 "°""'
L_;
.

- -

log/
R

I SL'.5:n l

s- 2

l - p+ -

2

Thus (4.50) is proved. Using (4.15) we can write

+C

.L
l <k <L <n

1
C/
- klP1 Jt - la - k

=L

I

+

L 2 +L 3 .

k < f-/Cl

Now applying the same procedure, as before we can obtain that

L.

<C

1 -

L
.
l <k< l <n
k-<t - {b.

la1I
klP1

(

1
k
) <
+
/1-a Jt-l a -k LJl-la -k .
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(4.53)
and

(4.54)
By (3.16) and (4.47) we can see that a +6{3 < 1. Hence

"'"'
<C
L.,..3 -

"'"'
L.,..

l<k <l <n

1

<

a

1I - 3f3 -2 k- f([ - [a - k) V

f<l-W

~ Ci L 1 1-3~-~ (~
1::;1::;11

(4.55)

'°'

~ C2 ~

1::;1::;11

I:

19 <~

~+ u-

1
za) .

'°'

L

l ~k<~

~)

<

log/ a ~ C3 ~ l1 = O(logn).

3 3

n- f3-2

1::;1~n

(4.53)-(4.55) imply (4.51). The proof of (4.52) is similar to the proof of
(4.50). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4.
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Let k < l -1° (k ;:::: ko) for a > 0 as in (4.47). Then we write that

(4.56)
Cov(ak;,a1) :S
I
.
:S pkpl (P(ak :S Sk<bk>az-bk:SSz-Sk+la+Sk+la-Sk <bz-ak)-PkPt):S

1

:S pk p

1

(p (I

Sia I 2'.: Ef) - Pk Pt+

+P (ak :S Sk < bk ,al -bk -E1 :S Sz -Sk+la < bt -ak +Et)).

By the definition of g-mixing it follows that
(4.57) p (ak :S sk <bk> al - bk - E[ :S Sz - sk-la <bi - ak +e1) :S

:S P(ak :S Sk < bk)P (a1 - bk - e1 :S St-k-ta < b1 - ak +Et)+ {}(la).
Now using Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2, Chebyshev' s inequality and (4_. 15) we
get

P (a1 - bk -E1 :S Sz-k-l a < b1 -ak +t:1) -P(a1 :S Si< bz) :S

< <l> ( bz - ak +Ez)

-

-<l>

vl - k - 1°

+

(4.58)

(!?i_)
+<I>(!!.!:___)- <I> ( a1 ~bk +Et)+
../[ .
../[
vl - k - 1a
C1

(l - k - la)s2_2

+ C2
l s22

and

(4.59)
Applying (4.56)-(4.59), Lemma 4.4 imply that

(4.60)

Cov(aba1) - 0(1
kl
ogn.)

""""
L

l <k<l<n

k-<1 - ra

On the other hand we can obtain that for l -1° < k < l

L

(4.61)

Cov~t'az) =O(logn) . .

l <k<l <n
k->1-ia

We have
(4.62)
Var

n )-I:n

(L
k=I

ak
k

-

k=I

Varak
k

2

L

L

Cov(aba1)
Cov(ak>a1)
+2
kl
.
kl
.
l < k<L < n
l<k<l < n
k->1-ia
k"<1 - 1a

+2
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So (4.60)-(4.62) and (4.24) imply that

Var

(4.63)

(t ~k)

= O(logn).

k=I

This completes our proof.
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ASCOLl-ARZELA THEOREM FOR A CLASS OF RIGHT
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
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Departmento de Matematicas, Universidad de Oriente, Cumana, Venezuela

(Received October 31, 1994)

1. Introduction
Spaces of noncontinuous functions can be found in many branches of
theoretical analysis. The field of applications of these functions involves
the theory of stochastic processes [2], impulsive differential equations and
differential equations with non continuous right hand sides [1], [7], control
theory [4], etc ...
The space of noncontinuous functions we introduce in this artide is
motivated by the theory of impulsive equations. In this case it is necessary to
work with solutions that are piecewise continuous functions, and allow points
of discontinuity ofthe first kind [ l]. Frequently these solutions have separated
discontinuities, that is, if t 1 and t2 are two points of discontinuity of a given
solution, then they satisfy lt 1 - t 2 12 m, where m is a fixed positive number.
In this paper we show that these solutions are contained in a metric space of
right continuous functions where an Ascoli- Arzela theorem can be proven.

2.. A class of piecewise continuous· functions

In this section J will denote one of the following intervals
[to,t1], [to,t1), [to, oo).

If the interval is finite then we denote ]
DEFINITION

=J \ {ti}. If J is not finite then J =I.

1. We say that/ : J - .Ill belongs to the space C+(l) iff

(i) The function f is bounded.
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(ii) The interval

J can be written in the form LJ h, where ff is a subset
kE:J

of the set of natural numbers, h is an interval .of the form Ik =
= [tk, tk+ I• where tk is a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers
(this sequence depends on each function f).
(iii) The function f is continuous on each .interval Ik.
(iv) For each tk+l the left hand side limit lim f(t) exists, and this limit
l-+tk+I

will be denoted by f(tk+I).
In the space C+(J) we define the norm

llloo = sup{lf(t)j;

t E J}.

It is easy to see that the pair ( C+(J), lloo) defines a normed space, and this
space is not complete. This last observation follows from the forthcoming:
EXAMPLE. Let J = (0, l] ; for n a natural number let us definefn(x) = 1,
for x E [l/n +I, l/n) and fn(X) = 0 is x E [0; 1) \ [l/n + 1, 1/n). Then the
functions
n

gn(X) = Lfk(x)/2k,
k=I
are functions belonging to the set C+(J). This sequence converges uniformly

to the function
00

8n(x) = Lfk(x)/2k,
k=I

not contained in C+(f).
DEFINITION 2. For a positive number m, we denote by C+(f, m) the subset
of those functions of C+(f) with the following property: if t1, t2 are points of
discontinuities off then lt1 - t2I ~ m.
THEOREM l. ( C+(l, m ), {! ), (.!(g ,f) = lf - g

loo is a complete metric space.

PROOF. Letfn)~ 1 be a Cauchy sequence on the space C+(l,m),f.!). Then
this sequence converges uniformly to some function f : J -+ l1t If f is not

(!n.)n=l we have that all
00

continuous at some t*, then for some subsequence

J

functions fnJ- are discontinuous at t*. Since fnJ· E C+(f,m),
then all functions
.
f 11j . are continuous on the interval [t*,t* +m). This implies that the function!
is continuous on this interval and the points of discontinuity off are located
in a distance greater than m.
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Let us assume now that f is continuous on some interval [t*, t*). We
shall show that there exists the limf(t). Let Ctn)~ 1 be a sequence such that

t-+:;

tn < t* and lim tk = t* . Then the inequality
n~ oo

lf(tn) - f(tm)I :'S lf(tn) - fk(tn)I + lf(tm) - fk(tm)I + lfkCtn) - fk(tm)I,

and the existence of lim fk (t ), show that for a given E > 0, there exists a large
t-->t;

N such that n, m ~ N imply lf Um) - f (tn)I < E. Thus there exists the limit
lim f Ctn). It is easy to see that this limit does not depend on the sequence

n--><XJ

~~·

I

REMARKS .

Rl: If J = [a,b], then a function! E C+(f,m) has at most [b;;;a J points of
discontinuity, where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function.
R2: The space C+(f, m) recall the space of right continuous functions :D[O,l]
with the Skorochod metric [2]. For J =[a,b] the set of functions C+(f,m)
is not in the space .2![0, IJ• because a function belonging to C+(f,m) not
necessarily is left continuous at t = b. The Skorochod metric used in the
theory of stochastic processes seems to be appropriated to study spaces
of discontinuous functions, but working with impulsive differential equations it is difficult to give a description of these deterministic equations
with such a metric.

3. The Ascoli-Arzela Theorem in C+(f, m)
Let :J be a family of functions belonging to the space C+(f), and defined
on the interval J = [a,b]. In order to establish the main result of the section
we need the following definitions:
DEFINITION 3. We shall say that ::J is a bounded family iff there exists a
all t E J and allf E F.
positive number M such that lf(t)I :'SM

for

DEFINITION 4. We shall say that :J is a right equicontinuous set of functions in the space C+(J) iff for any e > 0 and any x in J, there exists a
O(X,E) > 0 such that
(i) For any x E J, any f E :J and any y E [x,x +o) n Jone has

lf(x) - f(y)I < E.
(ii) For any x E J, any f E :J and any y E (x -6,x) n Jone has

lf (x -) - f (y) I < E.
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=

EXAMPLE. Let J [0, 1]. Let q be a rational number in.I. Let us define
0 if x E [0,q),fq(x) 1 if x E [q, 1]. This sequence is right continuous

fq(x)

=

=

at no point x belonging to [O, 1].
DEFINITION 5. We shall say that a family of functions F C C+(J,m) is
compact iff from any sequence of functions contained in F it is possible to
select a subsequence converging to a function of C+(f,m).

We will prove the following
THEOREM 2. Let J =[a,b] . A family g. contained in C+(J, m), is compact
iff the family g. is bounded and right continuous.
PROOF OF THE NECESSITY. Let us assume that the family g. is compact. Then for any E > 0, there exists a finite E-net of family :J, say
N = if1 ,J2, .. ., fn}. From here it follows the boundedness ·Of the family :J.
Let x be a fixed point of the interval [a, b ]. Then there exists a ~ > 0 such
that for ~ny fi E N we have

(1)

lfi (y) - fi (x) I < E

if 0'.Sy-x<O,yE[a , b],

and

(2)

if 0 < x -y < 6, y E [a ,b].

For a fixed function! of :J we can choose an index i, such that uniformly on
all interval [a ,b] we will have lfJt) - f(t) j < E. This property, together with
(1) and (2) give
lf(y)-f(x)j<3t:,

if O:Sy-x<o,yE[a , b] ,

and
if O :S x - y <o, y E [a ,b] ,
implying the right equicontinuity of function f.

·,;.

PROOF OF THE SUFFICIENCY. Let lfn)~, be a sequence contained in

:J.

Dn denotes the set of points of discontinuity of the function fn. Since fn
belongs to C+(f,m), then the set Dn is finite. Let
D = LJDn = {d1idz,d3, .. . }.
n

Let E denote a countable dense set in J \ D: E
consider the following sequences:

= {e J, ez, e3, ... }. Let us
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These sequences are bounded. Therefore there exists a subsequence lfn1);;i of
lfn);;i assuring the existence of the limits:
Y1

=n->oo
lim f,i(e1),

Z1

=n->oo
lim fn1(d1),

W1

=n-+oo
lim fn1Cdi).

If we repeat the preceding process for the sequences

we can define a subsequence (j;f)~ 1 of lfn1)~ 1 such that there exist the limits:

Y2

= lim f ;f Ce2),
n --+(X)

Zi = lim J;f (d2),
n ----+cx:i

W2

= Jim fn2 Cd:;).
n -+ <X>

Thus we can construct a family of sequences (j~)~ 1 , where (j~+l)~ 1 is

a subsequence of (j~ )~ 1 and for each j we have the following property:
Is;i s; j,

~ = n-+oo
Jim f~ (di),
Wj

=n->oo
Jim f~ (d-:-),
1

Let us define the diagonal sequence 8n =Inn. Then for all i
sequence satisfies

= 1, 2, ... ,

this

(3)

Let us define on EU D the function f by

By standard arguments, similar to those of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem for
continuous functions, it is possible to show that for any x E J the sequence
(gn(x))~ 1 is a Cauchy sequence and therefore for any x E J we can defirie
f (x) by means of:
f(x)

=n->oo
lim 8n(x).

We will show that (g 11 )~ 1 converges uniformly to f. By the right
equicontinuity of (g 11 )~ 1 at x we have, that for a given positive number e > 0,
the existence of a (x, e ) such that

o

O~y-x<o(x,e)

and

implies lgn(y)-gn(x)l<e/3,
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But the family of open intervals

{(x - O(x,E),x +O(x,E))},
is an open covering of J from which we can select a finite subcovering, which
we shall denote by

= 1,2, ... ,q.

i

Let x E 1, then x is contained in some interval (xi - oi,xi +Oi)· We have two
possibilities Pl and P2:
Pl: x E [x; ,xi +o;). In this case we have the inequality:
lgn(X) - 8m(x)I ~ lgn(X)- gn(xi)I + l8m(x)- 8m(x;)I + l8m(Xi)- 8n(Xi)I :S
~ E /3 +E /3 + l8m(x;) - 8n(Xi)I,

where the convergence of (g 11 (xj))~ 1 allows to fix an Ni, such that for n E Ni
we will have
lgn(x)-f(x)I <E,

for n·2

Nf .

P2: x E (x; - O;,xi)· In this case we will have
l8n(x)- gm(x)+

(4)

:S

lgn(X)- 8n(Xi-)I

+ lgm(X)-gm(Xi-

)1+

+lgm (xi-) - 811 (x;-)1 :SE /3 + E/3 + l8m (x;-) - 8n (xi-)1.

D then all functions g11 are continuous in xi and therefore g11 (xi-) =
=g11 (x; ). Because the sequence (gn (xi ))~ 1 converges, then for some positive
N; we have that

If x;

rf

n' m >
N,.l
-

(5)

implies

lgn(X) - f(x)J :SE .

Finally, if x; E D, then from (3) we have the convergence of the sequence

g11 (x;-) and for some large Ni we will have

implies
and again from (4) we obtain the estimate (5).
Since i

= I, .. ., q,

then for N

Jgn(X) - f(x)J ~

E

= max{N1,N2, ... ,Nq}

we have:

forall n2".N and xEl=[a,b].

Thus the sequence g 11 (x) converges uniformly to f. Since the space C+U, m)
is complete, then/ E C+(J,m).
I
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4. Examples
In this section we will consider two examples where we apply Theorem 2.

4.1. Approximation of continuous functions
Let us consider a real continuous function! defined on the interval [a, b].
Then for each E > 0, there exists a o > 0 such that, for any pair of numbers
x, y belonging to [a,b] with Ix -yl < 26, we have lf(x)-f(y)I < E. Let us
consider &0 E the set of functions defined by the following properties: g E &0 E
implies the 'existence of a partition :P = {xo ,x1, ... ,xn} of interval [a,b] su~h
that

• g =constant on [xi-I ,xi), i = 1, 2, ... , n - 2 and [xn - 1• l].
• lf(x)-g(x)I

< E for all x

E [a,b] and all g E &0 ,E.

• The points belonging to the partition P satisfy lxi+l,xiJ 2:'.: o.
We term the functions to the set 8 0 ,r the o-step functions . Let us define
V(g) =

lf -

gloo;

Because V(g) < E for all g E &0 ,E, then there exists sequence (gn)~ 1 in &0 ,E
such that

s d~f Inf { V(g); g E &0 e} =
,

lim V(gn).

n-+- c:x:i

The bounded set of functions &0,f. is right continuous, therefore using
the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem 2, we can assume that the sequence (gn)~ 1
uniformly converges to function 80· It is easy to see that 80 E &0 ,e. Moreover:

S=

lim lgn -

n ~oo

fl oe = Igo - f loo·

This last identity shows that the upper lower bound of the functional V(g) is
attained at the set So E . In other words, there exists a o-step function, giving
'
the best approximation to the continuous function f in the set &0 ,e .
I
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4.2. An optimal control in impulsive systems
Let us consider a particle moving from the starting point ( 1, 0) by the law
of the following impulse differential system:

(6)

where 0 < !1 < t2 < ... < tm < Tis a finite sequence of impulse times contained
in a finite interval [0, T], and T is a fixed positive number. The position and
the number of impulse times in this interval can vary. We only require that the
following condition of separation between impulse times must be observed:

o ~o.
The numbers A.k appearing in the definition of the impulsive systems stand to
change the velocity of the particle at time tk. The impulses A.k can vary in the
set

IA.-

11

~

y,

where y is a positive number. Thus, the impulsive (6) system is defined by
the pair (5,:f), where

5

= {t1,t2, ... ,tm},

is the set of impulsive times on the interval [O, T], and
:f = {A. 1,A.2, .. . ,Am},

denotes the set of changes of velocity of this particle at chosen times 5. Let
M be a point in JR 2 . We will assume that this particle can be controlled by
the impulsive equation (6) to the point M in the interval on time [0, T], this
means the existence of a pair (5,:f), termed an admissible pair, such that the
trajectory x(t,5,:f) starting from (1,0) satisfies x(T,5,:f) = M . Finally we
assume that each impulse Ak has a cost ck and this situation ,defines the cost
function:
m

Let t = Inf { C(5 ,:£)}. Our question concerns the existence of an admissible
pair (9',/l), for which t = C(f!,fi!). Certainly, such optimal pair exists. To
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prove this, we can identify each pair (5,:£) with a set of functions :J such
that a function g E :J is defined by the following properties:

g(t)

=

{

I,

t E [O,t1)

Ak,

t E [tblk+J),

Am , t

k

= 1, 2, ... , m -

1.

E [tm, T]

Let (5 11 ,:£11 ) be sequence of admissible pairs such that C = lim C(5 n,:£11 ).
n-+oo

Let us consider the respective sequence of functions gn. This sequence is
equicontinuous and bounded, and therefore by Theorem 2, we can assume that
this sequence converges to a function g(t). Clearly, this function is contained
I
in :J, and therefore defines the optimal pair (!J,i).
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0. Introduction*
In the present article we study the first order boundary value problem

(1)

-idy /dx =Ay,
a

(2)

U(y)

=

-1::;x::;1,

J

y(t)da(t)

=0

- a

where a(t) is a function of bounded vanatlon on [-a,a]. Set L(A) =
and let kL(A) be the zero-divisor of the generating function
L(A), i.e. the non-negative integer-valued function ). --+ kL(.1) with support
A = L - I (0) which takes the value m if ). is the zero of L of order m and
equals zero otherwise.

= U(exp(iAt))

Set e:{ (x) = xi · exp(i.1x ), - a :::;: x :::;: a . The set
(3)

R(A) :=

{~, j

=0, ... ,kL(A)-1} J\ **

constitutes the family of all eigen- and generalized eigenfunctions of the
problem (1)-(2).
Using the concept of a sine-type function B. YA. LEVIN and V. D. GOLOhave established the following deep facts concerning spectral properties
of the system (3) [7], [3].
VIN

*
**

The research was supported be the Hungarian National Foundation OTKA No TOl4244
The sign ":=" means: equal by definition.
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THEOREM A (B. YA. LEVIN, V. D. GOLOVIN). Assume that
(4)

a(a)-a(a - O)rfO,

a(-a)-a(-a+O)~O.

Then
sup {Im.A.. IA.EA}< oo;

(5)

(6)

L

kL(A.)

=0(1),

- oo < s < oo;

s::SRd::Ss+l

there exists a certain partition {An }~ 1 of A,
CXJ

(8)

LJA 11 =A,
n=I

and the family of subspaces E ={En }~ 1 , E11 := spanR(An) constitutes an
unconditional basis in L 2 ( - a ,a) . Further we shall write briefly EE (UB).
Afterwards V. A. MOLODENKOV and A. P. HROMOV proved convergence
and equiconvergence with a trigonometric series for corresponding eigenfunction expansions provided (4) is valid (11], (12). Further results about
convergence, equiconvergence and summability of eigenfunction expansions
for this and more general boundary value problems may be found in the series
of A. M. SEDLETSKII' s works (see the review [ 17)) as well as in the important
paper by G. M. GUBREEV (4).
However, nothing is known when the conditions (4) are dropped. Of
course today two criteria of upconditional basisness of exponentials in
L 2 ( - a ,a) are established. One is due to S. A. AVDONIN and I. Joo and
describes zero-divisors of the generating function as "small" perturbations of
zero-sets of sine-type function provided the spectrum lies in the strip (5) (1),
(2). The zero-set of a sine-type function has also a very interesting description
via its behavi or in the critical points, i.e. in the zeros of the derivatice [5].
Another one has been established by B. S. PAVLOV-N. K. NIKOL'SKIIS. V. HRUSCEV in the case inf{ImA. IA EA}> - oo (15], [13], [6], [16] and by
·A. M. MINKIN in the general case (9) , This criterion gives a full description
on unconditional bases from exponentials in terms of their generating function
L(A.) . Nevertheless from the view-point of boundary value problems it is
important to establish a criterion in terms of a boundary condition itself. But
it is obvious that su~h a translation from the generating function's language
to the one of the boundary condition yields a new problem which seems to
be nearly as difficult as the original each.
Therefore in this article we restrict ourselves to the case of the boundary
condition (2) and aim to investigate a spectrality of the problem (1 )-(2').
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1. Notations and definitions
Let k (A) be a divisor in the complex plane '<5 with a discrete support A
which has a single limiting point at oo and let
00

(9)
n=d

be its partition into disjoint subsets An called clusters. Further we set

= 0 otherwise;
and assume that An lies in a circle Kn (C, Ci > 0, C1 < 1)
(11)
AnCKn:={lz-snl:Srn};
rn:SC+Ci·llmsnl;
(12)
sup Card An= N < oo,
Card An := 2:.::)nO.).

(10)

kn(A) = k(A),

A EA and

A

n

DEFINITION I. Let

En be the span

(el Ij

=0, ... , k(A) -

1;

A. E An);

E := {En}. Suppose (9)-(12) are valid and E E ( U B). Then we shall say
that Eis a block-basis in L 2 (-a,a) (notation: EE (BB)).
In the sequel we shall need a block-basis generalization of the criterion
in [9].
Let A+ be the union of all An such that sup{lmA IA E A} 2 O; A- be its
complement in A and k±(A) be their divisors.
THEOREM B [I 0] . Suppose the family of subspaces E is defined as above.
Then E E (BB) if and only if the following relations hold:
(A) k(A) is a zero-divisor of some entire function L(z) of exponential type a;
(B) dist(An,Am) 2': E. > 0, ntm ;
( C)
:= LJ{ An I inf(±lm Kn 2': h} E (CV); for some fixed h > 0;
(D) IMC - iy)l 2 E (A2), for some y > 0.
Here dist(X, Y) := inf{lx - YI Ix EX, y E Y}; (Sz) and (CV) are the
well-known Muckenhoupt and Carleson-Vasjunin conditions [14] and M(z)
is an entire function of the first order where zero-divisor

At

(13)

=

REMARK l. Let 8±a exp(±iaz); B(z,k) be the Blaschke product with
divisor k. Then in Theorem Bone can replace (D) by

(14)

distvxJ ( 8~B(.,kM( - iy)),H±00 ) < l.

Set also '<5± := {±Imz 2 O} and '<5q := {Imz 2': q}.
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2. Main results
THEOREM I.

Assume
a( - a+O)-a(-a)=O,

(15)

a(a)- a(a -

0)~0.

Then
(16)

(i)

inf{ImA. I A EA} > -oo.

(17)

(ii)

E ~(BB).

An analogous statement js vajjd when the measure da carries a mass at the
pojnt ·- a while another end-pofat +a j~ mass-tree.
THEOREM 2.

Assume

a( - a +0)-a(-a) =0,

(18)

a(a) - a(a - 0) = 0

and Jet da be a sum of a purely djscrete measure dad and absolutely con{jnuous partfdx: do =dad +fdx,f E L 1(-a,a),
a

j ydad(t)= I:C1 y(a1);
-a

J

Then
(19)

- E ff- (BB )

3. Proof of Theorem 1
3.1. Let

Cx

be the jump of da at the point x. Then
a-0

L(J..) -

Ca

exp(+iJ..a) + Lo(J..);

LoCA.) =

J

exp(iA.t)da(t),

-a

ca rfO, and it is obvious that

ILoCA.)I ~

E ·

lexp(iA.a )I,

ImA.

~

- Nf. <0.

Therefore L(A.) has no zeros in the lower half-plane {lmA < -Nf.} and (16)
is proved. Clearly
(20)

jL(J..)j ~ I exp(iJ..a)J ,

provided E is chosen less than

*

lea 1-

Here and in the sequel A x B means that d 1 S IA/B I S dz with some positive constants

d 1, dz which don't depend on variables A, B .
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3.2. Suppose now on the contrary that E E (BB) . Without loss of generality assume that inf{Im.A \ A E A} > 0 and that (20) is valid for Ne = 0.
Otherwise we shall replace U.A.) by L(A.- iNe ). Then we employ Theorem B
and observe that the spectrum A E (CV) . It is well-known that the latter
implies the following relation:
(21)

\B(z, k;\)\ :::::: l ,

z E Ka

Ka := {Imz 2: 0, \z -A.\ 2: 6 · \Im..l\, A.EA} .
Recall that L(z) is a function of the class Cartwright. But basicity implies
completeness in L 2 (-a ,a) and the latter yields the fact that the indicator
diagram of L(z) is an interval of length 2: 2a . At the same time this diagram
lies inside the interval [ -ia , ia] because U.z) is a Fourier-Laplace transform
of a measure supported in [-a ,a]. Therefore the diagram .coincides with the
interval [ -ia , ia ]. Hence
L(z) = TI(z ) := v.p.

IT (1 - Iz)

k (A.)

,

the product here is taken on the principal value sense over all A. E A Next
B(z, kA) = TI(z )/TI~(z),

(22)
where

n~(z) :=

Il(z). Since we put Ne = 0 we have (see (20)) that
\Il(z) \ :::::: \8a(z)\,

z E cg _

or equivalently

z

E

'6'+

whence, taking into account (21) and (22) we conclude that
(23)

ILCz)\

=

From the other hand
(24)

L(z) =

ITI~(z) \

· IB(z, kA)I :::::: \8-a(z) \,

CL ZJ
+

z

E K0 .

e'"da(t) = L,(z )+ L'(z ).

The first summand 4: (z) is an entire function of exponential type S a '6'+. The second one admits an estimate

E

in

-a+t:

(25)

\4: (z)\

s exp(a · Im z) ·

j

\da(t)\,

Z E

'&+.

-a

The second factor in the right-hand side of (25) tends to zero as to -+ 0 since
the point -a carries no mass . Thus (23) fails and we came to a contradiction
which completes the proof.
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4. The proof of Theorem 2
Set
a

a

and

Ld(Z) := / exp(i z t)dad(t)

F(z) := / exp(izt)f(t)dt.

-a

-a

Then L(z) = Ld(Z) + F(z) and its behaviour is described by the following
LEMMA l.

In any square
R(t,h) := {z : IRe z -

ti::; h, IIm z I::; h },

h being any fixed positive number, L(z ) has 0( I) zeros counting multiplicities
and outside their -neighborhoods L(z) is uniformly bounded from below:

o

[L(z)[ 2:

(26)

E

z E Sa (2h, A) := { [Imz I ::; 2h} \Sa (A);
s0 (A):= U C.i..a := {lz..ll ::; o}.

> 0,

A.EA

This statement is well-known for the almost-periodic function
Ld(Z) (8, Ch. VI. §2] and the proof therein exploits two facts:
l. normality of the set of functions <I> 1 (z) := Ld(Z +t), z E R(0,2h), where
the parameter t runs through the real axis;
2. for any subsequence tk-+ +oo or tk-+ - oo ask__. oo the limiting function
lim <ll 1k (if exists) doesn ' t vanish identically.
PROOF.

k__.=

However these properties are also satisfied for the generating function
L (z ). Indeed it is clear from the definition that IL(z )j is bounded from above
(and hence normal ) in the strip
(27)

jlmz I ::; 2h.

Further [F(z)[-+ 0 as z -too remaining in the strip (27). Thus F(z) doesn ' t
affect the limiting function lim L(z + tk) at all. Then it remains to repeat
k..- oo

·

considerations from [8] word for word ·and the lemma is proved.
Now choose in (26) h such that - ~ < inflm A+. Upon reflecting An EA_
to the upper half-plane we come to a new generating function M(z) instead
of L(z) with a di visor of zeros kM(Z) defined by (13). Clearly
(28)
(29)

infM-(0) >

h

-2,

M(z)/L(z)=B(z,k/\._ ).
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The zero-di visor of B ( z, k 11 _) satisfies the Carleson-Vasjunin condition.
Therefore

B (z,k!i_) ~ 1, z E 50 (2h, .1L

),

0:::; Im z:::; 2h.

Since B(z ) = s - 1(z ) for any Blaschke product B(z) we can extend this
estimate to the lower half-plane:

s(z, kA_) ~ I , z ESo

(2h,A_UA-).

Taking into account (29) we get that
M(z ) ~ L(z ),

z E S0 (2h,A_ U A-),
whence, employing (26) we conclude that

(30)

IM(z )I ~ I,

z E S0 (2h , A _ uA).

According to (28) M (z ) doesn't vanish in the domain Im z:::; -~.

o

Let us choose now
in (26) such that (2N + I )o < ~ and consider
connected components of the union of circles q 0 over all A E A_. Each
component consists at most of N circles (see (12)). On account of the
maximum modulus principle the estimate (30) is valid inside any component
lying entirely in the domain - 2h :::; Im z ~
All other components are placed outside the region
.
h
- 2h + 2N a <
(31)
- Im z <
- - -2 - 2Na.

-r

Hence
(32)

M(z ) ;::: I,

whenever

z

satisfies (31).

All the more M (z ) ~ I , Im z = - h.
Further on, let us introduce a function M1 (z ) :=M(z - ih ) . Since M1 (t) ~
1, - oo < t < oo it is a function of the class Cartwright. Besides it has no zeros
in '(5 __ In [9, §8] it has been explained that M 1(z ) might be taken as a product
M1(z ) = v.p.TI ( 1 -

~ ) k i (v) ,

over all v E M+ ih := {µ + ih Iµ E M} , k 1(v ) := kM(v - ih). Moreover it has
an inqicator di agram [ - ia , a] coinciding with that of the generating function
L(z). Here we merely put k = 0 in [9, (8.9)] because a generating function is
uniquely determined up to a· factor exp(ik z )which can be taken identically 1.
Thus we have

z E '(5 _
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whence
(33)

M1(z) :o::: 8_a(z),

zE'f5+.

On the other hand recalling (29) with the argument
(34)

z - ih

we obtain that

Imz --+ +oo

just as L(z - i h) · 8a (z - i h) does because the point -a is mass free. It
remains to see that
(35)

Upon collecting together (33) and (34) we conclude that

M1 (z)/M'J(z)---+ 0

as

Imz--+ +oo.

Thus we came to a contradiction with (35) which completes the proof.

5. Final remarks
Theorems 1, 2 give a background for the following main conjecture
CONJECTURE 1. Assume that the measure da in (2) is not purely absolutely continuous, da 1.J dx and conditions (4) fail. Then

E ~(BB).
As a first step towards its proof it will be helpful to investigate the case

dadf.0. i.e. when there exists a discrete component of the measure da. The
situation with purely absolutely continuous measure da =f dx,f E L 1(-a,a)
needs a separate treatment. We shall mention here only the papers [ 17], [ 18]
and the articles cited.therein.
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A METHOD FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF WEIGHTED
K-FUNCTIONALS
By
NGUYEN XUAN KY*
Mathematical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest
(Received November 16, 1994)

1. Introduction

The concept of K-functional introduced by J. PETREE plays an important role in the theory of interpolation spaces and approximation theory.
In this paper we present a simple method for characterization of weighted
K-functionals. Let v(x) be a weight on a finite or infinite interval I= (a,b).
This means in this paper that v (x) > 0 a.e. and measurable on (a, b ). Let
1 ~ p ~ oo and let r be an integer. The weighted K-functional is deQ_ned as
Kr(f,t)x=

(l)

inf

{llf - glfx+trl/g(r)llx}

gE W(rl(X)

(JEX,

t>O),

·

where
X := X[I,p, v] := {f: vf E lP[J]},

llf llx := llvf llV'[IJ

and wCr\X) denotes the class of all functions g r-times locally absolutely
continuous on (a,b) for which g, g(r) E X.
For characterization of the K -functional (1) we introduce the following

moduli of smoothness of functions in the space X:
(2)

Wr(j,O)x := sup llvr,h(x)i'.lhJ(x)llU'[l.h ]'
lh l$0
I,

0 < 0 < IIl/r,

where
l:!.hJ(x) =

t (- 1/+m (~)f(x +mh),
m=O

Vrh(x) := min v(x +mh),
'
0$m~r

Ir,h := {x: x, x +rh EI}.

* This research was supported by the Hungarian National Science Foundation under Grant
No. T 4270.
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We shall prove the equivalence between K-functionals (1) and moduli
(2) for a class of weights v defined below. Some applications of this kind of
moduli in the case r =I were presented in (1), [2], [3], [4] and [5]. We will
return to further applications in another paper.

2. The equivalent theorem

=

Denote by M *(I) M *(a,b) the class of all weights v defined on the
interval I =(a, b ), having the property that there exist two numbers (a <)A <
< B(< b) such that v is nondecreasing on (a,B) and nonincreasing on (A,b).
Let M(J) be the class of all weights u equivalent to some weight v E M*(J),
that is, there exists a weight v E M*(l) such that c1 v(x):::; u(x):::; c2v(x)
(x E J) with some constants c 1 and c2 independent of x .
For example
i5a,f3 (x ) =(I - cosxr(l +cosxf E M(O,n)
wf3 ,y (x) =x/3 e-lxJY E M(O, oo)
U_A. (X)

(a,{3

2: 0),

(./3,y 2: 0),

=e-lxlA. E M(- 00, 00) (A. 2: 0).

The following theorem is true:
THEOREM. Let I= (a,b) be a finite or infinite interval. Let v E M(J),
S oo. Let Kr if, t) x and w r if, t) x be the K -functional and the modulus
defined by (I) and (2) resp. Then there exist constants c1, c2 depending only
on r, p , v and a constant c3 depending on v such that for anyf E X, 0 < t S c3
1S p

we have
(3)

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. For simplicity we shall use the notations
c(x, y, . .. ) for constants depending only on x,y, .. ., not necessarily the same
at each occurrence.
Note that if two weights are equivalent then the corresponding K -functionals (and moduli) are also equivalent. So, it is sufficient to prove the
theorem for weights belonging to M *(I). This will be assumed throughout
the proof.
A. Proof of the inequality

(4)

Wrif,t)x

~

c(r,p,v)Krif,t)x.
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The proof is based on the following three properties of the moduli. If / 1,
EX, g E w<r)(X), then
Wrifi +Ji,t)x 5: Wrif1,t)x+w2if2,t)x,

(5)

(6)

wrif1,t)x :S

(7)

Wr(g,t)x :S

Yllf1llx,

t'llg(r)llx·

Indeed, (5) and (6) follow immediately from the definition of the moduli_
To prove (7) we notice that since v E M *(I) we have v,...., 1 on every compact
subinterval of (a,b), or in other words, v,...., 1 locally on (a,b). Now for any
g E w<rl(X)
h

h

Lihg(x)= J ... Jg(rl(x+t1+ ... +t,)dt1 ... dtr .

(8)

0

0

On the other hand, since v E M * it is easy to see that
vr,h(x) :S cv(x +t)

(9)

(ltl :S rlhl :S c(v),

sgnt = sgnh).

Therefore by (8) using Holder inequality we get
llvr,hLihg llIP[Jr,hl '5:
h

5:

h

j . .j llv(x +ti + ... + lr )g(r)(x +ti + . .. +tr )llLP[I,,h]dt1 .. .dt, 5:
0

0
h

h

:S J...J llvg(r)ll LP[l]dt1 .. .dt,
0
Hence (7) follows.

=

hrllvg(r)llLP[J]·

0

Now from (5), (6), (7) we have for any f EX, g E wCr)(X)
Wrif,t)x :S Wrif - g,t )x +wr(g,t)x :S

Yllf - 8llx +trllg(r)llX·

Hence by the definition of Kr we have (4).
B. Proof of the converse inequality
(10)

Krif,t)x 5: c(r,p,v)wrif,t)x.

We need the following further simple properties of the modulL
a) If v is nondecreasing on (a,b) then for any f EX
(11)

Wrif,h)x

=

sup llvLiUllIPUr,tl ·

O<t~h
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b) In the case when v is nonincreasing we have

Wrlf,h)x = sup llv~~tf llIPUr _ 1 ]·

(12)

O<tSh

.

Indeed, in the Case a) we have
v (x)

VrJi(x) = { v(x+rh)

for h > 0
forh <0.

Hence by the definition of the moduli we get

Wrlf, h)x = sup ll vr,1~UllIPUr,1l

It IS h

=

=max { sup llv LiU l! u[I,,cl• sup l!v(x - rt)Li'.:..tf(x) l!LP [Ir,-t1} =:
O<tSh

O<t S h

=: max{A. 1) ,2}·

From this, changing y = x - rt we get A1 = A.2 which proves ( 11 ). The proof
of (12) is similar, therefore it is omitted.
Let now f E X[l,p , v],
(13)

lh I < III/ r . Let

f[r ,h](X) :=

~ h - ' ]]'f
0

H)'+<+

1

(:)! (x '~
+

'(11 + .. +1,)) d11

.di,

0 s=O

locally on I, the integral on the right hand side of (13) exists
E Ir ,h . The function f[r,h ] has the following properties. Let
< b be two numbers appearing in the definition of the class
to the weight v . Recall that then v is nondecreasing on (a,B),
noninc reasing o n (A,b) . Choose two numbers A< A1 < B1 <Bas A1 = A+
+ BJA , B 1 = B - ¥
= A+ 2(BJA) . Let I 1 :=(a,B1), lz := (A1,b). Then for
0 < h < c( v) we have
Since v ""' I
for every x
a < A < B
M * applied

(14)

llfrr,hJ - f

llxu1 ,p,v ] :S Wr lf,h)x[!,p,v]'

(15)
(16)
(17)

llf[r,- lz] - f

llxu2 ,p,v]

:S Wrlf,h)x[I,p,v],
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We prove only (14) and (15) since the proof of (16) and (17) is similar. By
(11) and (13) using HOlder inequality we get
h

llt[r,h] -fllx[l1,p,v] ':5: h-r

h

J· · J

Jlt:..(r 1+...+tr)/Jllx[J1,p,v]dt1 . . . dtr ':5:

0

':5: sup
O<t~h

0

llt:..Ullxu1,p,v]:::; Wr(f,h)x[(a,B ),p,v]:::; Wr(f,h)x[J,p ,v ]·

To prove (15) we observe that for a.e. x E Ir,h
r-1

f[~h](x) = h-r 2:)- l)r+s+I (r s)t:..~·-s /(x).
s=O

r

By this and (11)

llf[~h 1JI X[I1 ,p,v]

:::; (2r )' h-r Wr (f, h) X[I,p,v ]·

We have (15).
Return to prove (10). With the numbers A 1 and B 1 defined above let 1jJ
be the function defined as follows: 1jJ (x) = 1 (a < x :::; A 1), 0 (B 1 :::; x < b)
and 1jJ is r-times continuously differentiable on I, 11/J (i)(x )I :::; 1 (i = 1, ... , r;
A1 ':5: x :::; B1). Such a function was defined for example in (6, p . 141].
Now for f E X[J,p, v], 0 < h < c(v) introduce
(18)

f(r,h) =1/Jf[r,h] +(1 - 1jJ)f[r,-h] =f[r,-h] +1/Jlf[r,h] - f[r ,-h])·

By (14), (16) and (18) we have
(19)

llf -f(r,h) llxu.p,v]:::; 2w,(f,h)x[J,p,v]·

On the other hand, by (18) and the definition of 1jJ we get
(20)

llf(~~)llX[(A1 ,B1),p,v] '.S

:::; c(r ){ llfr~~h] llX[(Ai.B 1),p,v]

r

+L

llt[r,h] - f[r,-h])(i) llX[(A 1,B1),p,v]} ·

i=O

Since v E M *(J) we have II· ll x[(Ai,B i),p,v] "'II· llLP(Ai ,Bi)· Therefore from
(20) using a well-known inequality between l.P-norm of derivatives of different orders we get (see e.g. (6, p. 18])

llfc~~) llX[(A 1,B 1),p,v J :S c(r ,p ){ llf[~f1 i llx[(A 1,B 1),p,v ]+

+llf[~~hl llX[(A 1,B 1),p,v] + llfrr,hJ - f[r ,-h]IJ X [(A1>B 1),p,v] } ·
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Hence by (I 4), (15), (I 6), (17) we have

(21)
Combining (19) and (21) and noticing thatf(r,h) E w<r)(X) we have (10).
this the proof of our theorem is complete.

By
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COMPRESSED AND CAUCHY FILTERS
By
B. BALAGUER

Department de Mathematiques, Universite de Perpignan, Perpignan, France
(Received January 3, 1995)

1. Introduction

Classically compactness and completeness have similar characterizations,
one by convergence of compressed filters the other by convergence of Cauchy
filters. Moreover every Cauchy filter is compressed for the proximity associated with the given uniformity; the converse is true if and only if the
uniformity is precompact (see [3]).
In this paper we give a definition of compressed filters relative to a
quasi-proximity and we show that compactness of the induced topology is
characterized by convergence of the compressed filters (see Definition 2 and
·
Theorem 1).
We introduce a notion of Cauchy filter for a quasi-uniformity (see Definition 3) that satisfies the following properties:
(i) coincidence with the classical definition in the uniform case,
(ii) every convergent filter is a Cauchy filter.
(iii) every Cauchy filter is compressed for the associated quasi-proximity,
(iv) the converse of (iii) is true provided the quasi-uniformity is totally
bounded.
These conditions lead to the well-known notion of D-Cauchy filter (see [6]).
However the coincidence of Cauchy filters and compressed filters does
not characterize totally bounded quasi-uniformities, but an intermediate class
between the classes of precompact quasi-uniformities and totally bounded
quasi-uniformities (see Theorem 2). This class is that of Cauchy bounded
quasi-uniformities, and at last we give another proof of KOPPERMAN's result
[10]: the topology induced by a quasi-uniformity is compact if and only if the
quasi-uniformity is D-complete and Cauchy bounded (see Theorem 3).
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2. Preliminaries
If O is a binary relation on the power set fP(X) of X, and .iJ. a subset of
f/J(X) let us set
A 0 =n {b(A): A EA}

where o(A) :={BE :P(X):

Ao B}.

The application A - t .A. 0 is a polarity (i.e turns every union into intersection) and so is decreasing; moreover for all subsets A and $ of :P(X) we
have:
A x 53 <;;;, 0 {:::} A <;; , 53° - I ¢=:;:}- 53 <;;;, A 0 .
In particular, for the relations # and
and A;ztX \ B we obtain:
A#= { B E f/J(X): B#A

*· respectively defin~d by An B f:.0

for every

A* = { B E :P(X) : X \ B ~A}
Let us note that A
tion into union.

-t

A EA}

(grill of .il.),

(conjugate of A).

A * is an involutive polarity and so turns every intersec-

Following [ 11] we say that a subset A of :P(X) is a stack on X if every
set that contains an element of A is element of A. The grill of .A is a s~ack
and stacks are exactly those sets for which grill and conjugate coincide; they
are also those for which A= (.iJ.#)#.
A grill (of a filter) on X is a proper stack ~ on X that satisfies:
AUBE~=> A

E ~ or BE~

Equivalently ~ is a stack and ~# is a filter.
Recall that ultrafilters on X are filters which coincide with their grill.
The ultrafilter generated by {x} will be denoted by [x] .

3. Basic quasi-proximities on X and filters on X x X
We refer the reader to (8) for the basic definitions concerning quasiuniformities and quasi-proximities .
. According to the terminology of [ 11] a basic quasi-proximity on X is
a bi nary relation
on :P(X) satisfying: (P1) A B implies A and B non
empty; (P2) Ao B , A<;;;, A', B <;; , B' imply A 1 0 B'; (P3) A#B implies Ao B ;
(P4) (A1 U A1) (B 1 u B 2 ) implies A; BJ for some (i,j) . If fulfils only
(P1), (P2) and (P4 ) we say that-a is a weak '. quasi-proximity.

o

o

o

o

o
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The conjugate relation of

o, denoted o*, is defined by:

iff B Eo(A)*

Ao* B

(i.eAb (X\B) where

6 :=nono).

Recall that the closure operator associated with the topology i(O) induced
by a quasi-proximity is defined by:

o

x E cl(A) iff {x }oA.
For this topology, the neighbourhood filter of x is

o(x )# (since this filter is

o*(x) =o(x)* and o(x) is a stack).

DEFINITION I. For every subset :J? of :?(X x X) we denote by
binary relation on !P(X) defined by
Ao(:l?)B

o(:J?) the

iff (A x B)#R for each RE :J?.

o

Clearly (:l?) is a weak quasi-proximity provided :J? is a filter, and turns
into a basic quasi-proximity if and only if each element of the filter :J? contains
the diagonal of Xx X. Moreover if :J? is a (quasi)-uniformity then o(:J?) is a
(quasi)-proximity.
A filter :J? on X x X is said to be compatible with a weak quasi-proximity
ifo(:l?)=o .
Let us denote by

a

H(A,B)

the relation

(X x X) \(Ax (X \ B)),

:l?(o) the stack generated by the finite intersections of the members of the set
{H(A,B): Ao* B}.

THEOREM ([2, (19.38)-(19.40)] and [9, Theorem l]).
(i) If :J? is a filter on X x X and = (:l?), then :l?(o) is the coarsest filter

compatible with

o.

o o

(ii) Moreover, if() is a quasi-proximity, then :l?(6) is the only totally bounded

quasi-uniformity compatible with

o.

REMARKS 1. a) If o is a weak quasi-proximity, then :l?(o) is not necessarily a filter, because a finite intersection of H(Ai,Bi) may be empty. This
is not the case if = (:J?), where :J? is a filter, because any finite intersection
of H(Ai, Bi) contains a finite intersection of elements of :J?.
b) Although the first part of this theorem is not explicitly given in [2] or
[9] it is implicit in the proofs given there.
c) For a basic quasi -proximity the filter :J?(o) is totally bounded, but it is
not the only compatible filter of this type; nevertheless (ii) can be extended
to basic quasi-proximity by introducing the notion of simple filter (see [1]).

o o
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COROLLARY I. Let :R 1 be a filter on X x X and :R2 a totally bounded
quasi-uniformity on X. Theno(fll1 ) ~0(5?2) if and only iffll2 ~ 5?1 .

oi

PROOF. Let 01 =0(:1?1) and 02 =0(:1?2). If 01 ~ 02 then 02 ~
and
therefore 3?.(02) ~ 3?.(o 1). Consequently we have by the preceding theorem:
:R2 = :1?(02) ~ 3?.(a 1) ~ :R 1. The converse follows from the fact that the
application :R ---'* (3?.) is decreasing.

o

4. Compressed and Cauchy filters
If A and :J3 are subsets of :P(X), we denote by A ® :J3 the stack generated
by {A x B : A E .A, B E 53}.

Let us recall that a filter :Jon Xis called a Cauchy filter for a uniformity
:R if 3?. ~ ::f ® ::f . It is a proximity, a filter ::f on Xis said to be compressed
if g# x g# ~ 0.

a

For the main results concerning these notions we refer the reader to [3].

4.1 Compressed filters for a quasi-proximity
The standard definition of a compressed filter cannot be used in the case
of quasi-proximities since a convergent filter need not be compressed: for
example, the euclidian topology of ~ is induced by the quasi -proximity
defined by A#cl(B ) but for the neighbourhood filter o(x)# we don't have

o

o(x) x o(x ) ~ o.

Let us now introduce the following definition.

a

DEFINITION 2. Let
be a quasi-proximity on X. A filter ;:} on X is
compressed for o if there exists an ultrafilter U on X such that U x :J# i;:;; o.
LEMMA 1. Leto be a quasi-proximity on X, U an ultrafilter on X and

A, 53 subsets of fP(X) . If A x U <;: d and U x 53 <;: d, then A x :S <: c5 .
PROOF. Suppose that .A x :J3 is not included in

o.

Hence there exists

(A , B) E .A x :J3 such that A CfB, and consequently there exists a subset C
such that A Cf C and (X \ C) CfB . It follows that neither C nor X \ C belongs

to the ultrafilter U -

a contradiction.

o

PROPOSITION 1. If
is a proximity, then the preceding definition is
equivalent to the usual definition.
Moreover we have
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Leto be a quasi-proximity on X . Then (i) every convergent filter is compressed and (ii) the space (X;r(6)) is compact if and only
if every compressed filter is convergent.
THEOREM 1.

o(x )# ~;} or equivalently g,# ~ o(x ).
Clearly o(x) = [x J°, so the convergence of;} to x implies [x] x g,# ~ o i.e. ;}
PROOF. (i) If;} converges to x then

is compressed. (ii) Suppose (X, -r(o )) is compact and let;} be a compressed
filter. Hence there exists an ultrafilter U and x E X such that: U x g,# ~ o
and U ~ (x ). As in the preceding discussion U ~ (x) is equivalent to
[x] x U ~
So we have U x g,# ~
and [x] x U ~
by lemma 1 we
obtain [x] x g,# ~ o or equivalently o(x )# ~ ;:J<. Hence;} converges to x. The
converse follow s from the fact that every ultrafilter is compressed.

o
o.

o

o
o;

4.2 Cauchy filters for a quasi-uniformity
We now introduce a notion of Cauchy filter for a quasi-uniformity which
satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) from the introduction. Let us first look at condition
(iv) ; our definition will be motivated by the following lemma.
LEMMA 2 . (i) If A

and$ are stacks on X then we have
.A x :J3 =0 (.A# ® $#).

(ii) If g, 1 and g,2 are filters on X and :ll a totally bounded quasi-uniformity

on X then we have

;:J<f X ;}! ~ 0 (:Jl) iff :Jl ~;} J ® g,2·
PROOF.
(i) By Definition I we have (C,D) E o(.A# ® :J3#) iff
(C x D)#(E x F) for each EE A# and each F E :J3#, or equivalently (C,D) E
E (A#)# x ($#)# i.e. ( C, D) EA x $. (ii) By the preceding result Sif x Si~~
~ o(J(.) means o(Si1 ® !J2) ~ o(J(.) and by corollary 1, :R i; 311 ® 3'z.

Consequently, if :ll is totally bounded, a filter;} is compressed for o(fil)
if and only if there exists an ultrafilter U such that :ll ~ U ® Si. We now state
the following definition.
DEFINITION 3. Let J(. be a quasi-uniformity on X. A filter ::J on X is
called a Cauchy filter if there exists an ultrafilter U on X such that J(. ~ U ® Si.
The space (X,:R) is complete if every Cauchy filter converges.
REMARK 2. This definition is equivalent to the definition introduced by
Doitchinov to resolve the problem of completion for quiet quasi-uniform
spaces (see [6]).
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PROPOSITION 2.

Let :R be a quasi-uniformity on X .

(i) If :R is a uniformity, then the preceding definition of Cauchy filters is

equivalent to the usual definition.
(ii) Every convergent filter is a Cauchy filter.
(iii) Every Cauchy filter is compressed for (!R).
(iv) If:R is totally bounded, then every compressed filter foro (Jl) is a Cauchy
filter.

o

PROOF. As a consequence of Lemma 2 we have already obtained (iv).
We let the reader verify conditions (i) and (ii) (a proof in term of sequences
is given in [5]). Let us prove (iii): if fR ~ U 0 fJ then o(U 0 fJ) ~ o(fR) and
by the first point of Lemma 2 we have U x :J# <; o(Jl).
However the coincidence between Cauchy filters for :R and compressed
filters for (Jl) does not characterize totally bounded quasi-uniformities as
we show in Theorem 2.

o

LEMMA 3.

Let fR be a quasi-uniformity and o the associated quasi-proxi-

mity.
(i) ff:} is a filter on X , then :; 0 is a grill on X .

(ii) A filter fJ on X is a Cauchy filter if and only if (:! 0 )# is a Cauchy filter
(see also [4, Lemma 1.2]).
PROOF. (i) We omit this straightforward proof (see [11, Theorem 3.10]
where it was carried out for fJ an ultrafilter). (ii) By the preceding point
(:f 0 )# is a filter on X. Moreover axiom (P3) of quasi-proximities implies
that g# ~go, or equivalently (fJ 0 )# ~ fJ. Consequently if (:J 0 )# is a Cauchy
filter so is :f. For the converse suppose that :J is a Cauchy filter, then there
exists an ultrafilter U such that :R <; U ® fJ. We are going to show that
5?, c;,

(u0 _ ')#@(:J 0 )#. and this will imply that (:J 0 )# is a Cauchy filter. For this

let us note that go is a stack so (go)# =(;} 0 )*and (;} 0 )* =U{o *(A): A E ;}}.
Thus BE (:f 0 )#if there exists A E;} such that A b(X \ B), or equivalently if
there exists A E fJ and SE :R such that S(A) -~ B; in particular S(A) E (:f 0 )#.
Then if R E :R let us choose S E :R such that s 3 ~ R; by :R ~ U 0 ;} there exists
(A,B) E U x g such that A x B ~ 5. So we have 5 - 1(A) x 5(B) ~ 5 3 ~ R
withS- 1(A) E

(u0 - )# and 5(B) E (:J 0 )#. Hence:R ~ (u0 -')# @ (:f 0 )# . .
1

Let us recall the following well known results [8, theorem 3-14]. A
quasi-uniformity :R is (a) totally bounded if and only if every ultrafilter is
a Cauchy filter for the uniformity generated by :RU J?,- 1, (b) precompact if
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and only if every ultrafilter is Cauchy in the sense of Pervin (i.e U satisfies:
for each R E :R there exists x E X such that R(x) E U).
DEFINITION 4. A quasi-uniformity is Cauchy bounded if each ultrafilter
is a Cauchy filter.
In [I OJ, R D . KOPPERMAN introduced the above definition, and showed
that a quasi-uniform space (X,:R) is compact iff :R is complete and Cauchy
bounded. We give a characterization of Cauchy bounded quasi-uniformities
in the following.
THEOREM 2. (i) Given a quasi-uniformity :R, Cauchy filters for Jl and
compressed filters for (Jl) coincide if and only if :R is Cauchy bounded.

o

(ii) Any totally bounded quasi-uniformity is Cauchy bounded and any Cauchy

bounded one is precompact.
PROOF. (i) If we have coincidence between Cauchy and compressed
filters then every ultrafilter is a Cauchy filter, since it is clearly compressed
for (:R). For the converse suppose that every ultrafilter is a Cauchy filter.
Let 9' be a compressed filter for (5?); then there exists an ultrafilter U such
that U x g,# <;;_ (5?), or equivalently such that (U 0 )# <;;_ 9' where
(Jl). By
Lemma 3, (U 0 )# is a Cauchy filter and so is 9'. (ii) By Proposition 2 and the
preceding point if :R is totally bounded then :R is Cauchy bounded. Moreover
every Cauchy filter is Cauchy in the sense ofPervin since Ax B <;;_ R implies
B <;;_ R(x) for each x E A; so if :R is Cauchy bounded every ultrafilter is
Cauchy in the sense of Pervin and :R is precompact.

o

o

o

a=o

As a corollary of Theorem I we give another proof of the fundamental
result due to KOPPERMAN ([ 10, Theorem 6]).
THEOREM 3. Let :R be a quasi-uniformity on X. Then the space (X, r(:R))

is compact if and only if :R is complete and Cauchy bounded.
PROOF. If (X,r(!R)) is compact then by Theorem I every compressed
filter for (:Jl) converges. But every Cauchy filter is compressed, so (X,:R)
is complete. Moreover by compactness every uJtrafilter is convergent and so
is a Cauchy filter; hence :R is Cauchy bounded. The converse is immediate.

o

I would like to thank the referee for his valuable suggestions.
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AN ALEXITS TYPE THEOREM
By
I. 106*
Department of Analysis, Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest
(Received February 17, 1995))

The classical Alexi ts theorem [I], [2] states that a function f E Lp can
·be approximated by its Fejer means a,J in the order llanf -

f llP= 0 ( k) if

and only if the derivative of its conjugate function]' belongs to Lp. In what
follows we extend this result for Fourier integrals instead of Fourier series.
Denote](t)=

Jin

00

J f(x)e- ix dx the Fourier transform off E L1(IR) further
1

-oo

let
1 sin.A.x
DA_(X)=--n x
be the Dirichlet kernel. It belongs to Lq(IR) for 1 < q ::; oo, so for f E Lp(lll),
1 ::; p < oo we can define the A-th partial sum of the Fourier integral expansion
off as
00

SA.(j,x) = /

f(y)D1..(x -y)dy

=! * D,i_(x).

-oo

If f E L1 (Ill) then by the Fubini theorem we obtain

(I)

s, lj,x) =

~_
l f (1e;(x-y dt) dy
(y)

11

=

Jin1e;"'j

(t )dt.

* Supported by the National Scientific Research Found. OTKA N° T 024244
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The Fejer kernel is defined by
..l.

..l.

j
I j sintx
K..i.(x) = X D (x)dt = X ---;r;-dt =
1

(2)

1

0

0

. AX

I 1 - cosA.x

=;:-

2

2 ( sm T )

=-;r

nx2

Ax2
It belongs to all Lq, I 5:. q 5:. oo, hence for f E Lp. 1 5:. p 5:_ oo we can define
its A-th Fejer means

=

j f(y)K..i.(x - y)dy =f * K..i.(x) .

a..i.(f,x) =

-=
If f E Lp, I

5:. p 5:. oo, then again by Fubini theorem
..l.

a..i.(f,x)=

±j S (j,x)dt
1

0

and if f E L1 then

lin j (I - l~I)
..l.

(3)

a..i.(f,x) =

eixlj(t)dt.

-..l.

Further define the conjugate Dirichlet kernel by
) - i 1-

.D_

A(x -

~.

J[

.

COSAX

x. ...

and for f E Lp, l 5:. p < oo let

·=
S..i.lf ,x) =

j

f(y)D..i.(x - y)dy

=f * D..i.(x)

-=
be the A-th conjugate partial sum off. Let further

j=I
..l.

-

K..i.(x)

1

Di(x)dt

i Ax - sinh

=n

AX2

0

be the conjugate Fejer kernel and for f E Lp, 1 5:.p 5:. oo let 61 (j,x) =f

* k..i. (x ).

If there exists J E Lp such that a;f ~ J then J is called the conjugate function
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off. We shall see that if 1 < p < oo, every f E Lp has a conjugate
which can be characterized by the equality

J E Lp

f(t) = l:lj(t)

(4)

t

meant in (Schwartz-). distributional sense, in S' (~.). Our main aim is to prove
the following version of the Alexits theorem
THEOREM.

Let 1 < p < oo then

lla,J" - f II =

0

(±) {::} J is locally abso-

1

lutely continuous and f E Lp .

I
Analogous result is obtained in D.V. GIANG [9] for p = 2.
The proof needs some auxiliary results. We begin with the widely known
PROPOSITION I .

a)

b)

Jla,J"llP::; cllfllp
Jla,J" - f llP --t 0

and . f E Lp(ffit),
(A --too)

1 ::; p ::; oo,

f E Lp(IR),

for

A. > 0,
I S P< oo.

For the convenience of the reader we provide a proof.
PROOF.

a)

IJa,J"Jlp = Jlf * K;JJp S HK;.ll 1 JlfJlp hence we have to check JIK;.111 Sc.
JxJ < f then IK;.(x)J S ~A. hence

But this is easy to see: if

j

IK,i(x)ldx

Sc

lxl<t
and analogously

j

JK;.(x )ldx

S

lxl>±

j },, :

2 dx

< c.

lxl>±

b) It is enough to find a complete set off in Lp for which b) holds
because b) follows then from a) by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. This
complete set consists of the orthonormal Hermite functions
x2

<{J 11 (x) =

h11 (x )e - T

where hn is the normed Hermite polynomials. The functions <{Jn (x) form an
orthonormal basis in .Li(ffit), are complete in Lp(ffit), 1 ::; p < oo and are the
eigenfunctions of the Fourier transformation:

c/>n

=( -

ir<Pn·

r. J06
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We have then
S). ('{Jn ,X ) - 'Pn (X )

I
= v'2Ji

j

e

ixt cp~ (t)d t

ltl>A

·1).

(-i)n [eixt

=- V2J(

(-i)n

-.-<PnU)

- -V2J(

lX

J

e

ixt <(Jn (t )d t

=

ltl>l

eixt

I

.

-.-<p11 (t)dt =
lX

Jtj>l

t=-l

= ~ ~ (e_ih<Pn(A) -

J

= (-i)n
v'2Ji

11

e-i,l.x<Pn(-.A.)) + 0

(e-~ Ix 1- 2).

Another integration by parts gives that
.

. l

a,i.(<{J11,X)-<p11(x) =

~ J(S1(<pn,X)-<p

11 (x))dt

=

0

(e_l~ lx1-2) .

0

On the other hand
IS,i.(<pn ,X) -<Pn(x)I :S

vk J
ltl>A

hence

a,i.(<p 11 ,x) ~ cp11 (x)=0(e-~ l+~x j 2 )
I

consequently lla,i.cp 11 -<p11 jlp __, O(). __, oo). Proposition I is proved.
PROPOSITION 2.

Let 1 <p < 00 and define! by (4). Then

a) Every f E Lp(lR) has conjugate] and llf llP :S C:pllfllp.
b) a;J

=aJ,

c)] can be described by the other way given before (4).
PROOF.

1}l =

a) Follows from the Marcinkiewicz multiplicator theorem because'
is a multiplicator, see N.K. NIKOLSKII [3]. In b) we have to verify

= sgnt
(5)

Iff E Lp nLi then we can apply Fourier transform in (5), so we have to show
ili~
.
] · k,i. =

af · k;.
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which in turn follows from

(6)
Indeed,
A.

ci;-1( .j2;r
1 ( 1-y
ltl) XJtJd )

1 / ( 1-y
ltl) e ixt dt =.r
KA,(x)= 2n
-A.

.

where ff- l denotes the inverse Fourier transform, and
A.

K (x)= _l

A.

2:rr

j (1-11)
A

-(1-11)

1

l1eixtdt =:;-I ( t
.j2;r

A

l1x

t

·)
ltld

-A.

which implies (6). So (5) holds if f E Lp n Lz. Now since KA., KA. E Lq,
1 < q :::; oo hence by the Young inequality both sides of (5), f r--t f *KA, and
1
f r--t * KA. are continuous from
Lp to Lr if .pl + -q1 = ~ + l and pl + -q > 1. On
.
the dense subset Lz n Lp the two mappings are identical hence (5) extends to
the whole Lp. This proves b).

J

Now the point c) follows from a) and b) since 6Af
Lp by Proposition I b ).

=a;} tends to J in
I

Introduce the kernel

* . Ax sinAx +cosA.x - l

DA. (x)

=

:rr x 2

A.
j
= ,.,_ It Ie ixtd. t
1

£,./£

-A.

and the corresponding partial sum operator

Si_(j,x) =f * Dx(x),
further its Fejer summation
A.

* _1
KA.(x)-;:

f

E Lp,

l

:::;p < 00

j D *(x)dt-_ 2sin?i.x - ?i.x (1+ cos?i.x)
:rrAx 3

1

.o
If f E L 1,

a1(j,x) =f * KA.*(x)
f E Lp,
l :::;p:::; oo.
then changing the order of integrations we get
A.

=·Jn -A.J ltleixtj(t)dt,
a1if,x) =Jn J \ti (I - ~) eixtj(t)dt.
Si_(j,x)

(7)

A.

,
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The following variant of the Alexi ts lemma [ 1] holds
LEMMA I. lff E Lp(11R) with some I :<::; p :<::; oo then

(~)

lla,tf -!llP = 0

llalfllP = 0(1)

?

(.A. __.

(A ___, oo)
PROOF. a)

Suppose first

lla;f lip.:::; K.

00 ) .

A short counting gives that

!!_K
_ _!_!!._ (.A.K* )) _ .A.x sin.Ax - (I - cosAx)
dA. A. (x) - A2 dA.
l (x .:rrx2.A)
.
Consequently

Taking the Lp-norm of both sides we obtain

llaA./-a;./llP :<::::

1
I
.A.i K + ). K +2
2

JA.2

K

A.1

lla,tf - flip :S 1f-.
b) Conversely suppose that Ila.if - f llP ::; f.

Since

lla,tf - f llP ___, 0,

). dA..:::;
2

4K
T·

hence

Introduce the means

A.
a;. ,2if,x) = .A.-22 ; · tac(f,x)dt =! *KA. ,2(x)
0

where

j

}.

}.

2 ; ·
2
K;., 2 (x)=;., 2 tK1 (x)dt=.7r
0

0

= 2(.A.x - sin.Ax)_ K

n.A.2x3

1 - costx
.A. 2x 2 dt=

-

;.(x)

_ ~K*( )
A. l x .
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Hence

a;..,'21 =a}f - ±aJf and then
;..

lla;.,if - JllP = 11,12, 2 ;

J
}..

· t(arf - f)dtllP

:<::;

,12, 2

0

K
t7dt

= T2K

0

implies

1

*

K

2K

Illa;..fllP = llaJJ -a;..,ifllP :<::; llaJJ - fllµ + lla;..,'21 - fllµ::; T + y
i.e. llaJf llP ~ 3K. Lemma I. is proved.
I
LEMMA 2. If llaJfllP = 0(1) and 1 < p < oo then aJJ tends weakly to
some g E Lp when ,1, --+ oo.
PROOF. Introduce the operators

- oo

We have to show that there exists g E Lp with
oc

(8)

T;.h --.

J

hg,

- oc

Prove first that the numbers T;.h converge to some limit for every fixed
h E S(IR) where S(JP1.) is the Schwartz class of test functions (used to define
tempered distributions). We know h E S and
CC•

T;..h

=j
=

OC

h(x)

j f(y)K;..*(x -

y)dy dx

=

- oo

- 00

.. ·.

00

00

J

j

f(y)

- oo

j

00

h(x)K;,.*(x -y)dx dy =

- oo

- oo

Using (7) we obtain

s;,(h,y) - s;, (h,y)

f(y)aJ(h,y)dy.

=

7-7'
)
V1

)s, (

eiyt th(t)dt .

-Az

A simple integration by parts gives the estimate

s;2 (h,y) -

s;, (h,y) =a;.. ( 1 +liY I)
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A.

consequently S{h is convergent in Lq and then a;h

= } J Si*hdt

is also

0
00

00

J ha;f = J f a;h

convergent i.e.

- oo

is convergent in C. The functionals

- oo

TA. are uniformly bounded:

IT;..hl::; llhllqlla;J llP::; ciihJlq·
In the dense subset S c Lq the functionals converge so they converge on the
whole Lq to some continuous functional. T which can be represented by some
00

g E Lp: Th=

J gh . Lemma 2. is proved.

I

- oo

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We can easily check that
d K_ 1 (1 +cosA.x)A.x - 2sinA.x _ . *
(9)
- zKA. (x)
;.. (x) - - .
A. 3
dx
l1i
x
and hence fxihlf,x) =ia;lf,x)
a) Suppose first that

(±).

llaAf -f llp = 0

Then by Lemma 1. and 2.

there exists g E Lp such that
00

.j

00

[~ ihlf,x)- ig(x)] h(x)dx = j

-oo

if A.

--> 0o

[ia{lf, x)- ig(x)] h(x)dx--> 0

-oo

and h E Lq. In particular for h

=X[a ;y l we obtain

y

(10)

(.A.__,, oo,y E ~) .

a;..(f,y)-?hlf,a)--+ Jig
a

LpSince a)] --+ f, we get that
y

(11)

](y)=c+ jig
a

i.e.

J is locally absolutely continuous and j' E Lp.
b) Suppose that (11) holds with some g E Lp. Then

*
d
d
-,
ia;..(f, x) = d/hlf,x)= dxa;..(f,x)=a;..(f ,x)=ia;..(g,x)

a{ =a;.. (g ). This implies by Proposition 1.
lla;J - f llP = 0 (±) which completes the proof.

i.e.

that

li'a{ lip =

0(1), .thus

I
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ON A PROBLEM CONNECTED WITH THE WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION OF THE REED-MULLER CODE OF ORDER R*

By

A. G. HORVATH
Department of Geometry, Technical University of Budapest

(Received March 6, 1995)

1. Introduction
Let W(k) be the characteristic vector of a k-dimensional subspace of a
vector space V of dimension n over the Galois-field GF(2) where k 2 l. Let
V1, .. . , Vn be n - I -dimensional subspaces of V that are generated by the
subsets of n - l elements of a fixed basis in V. It is well-known that the .
collection of binary vectors formed by component-wise multiplication of the
rth order Reed-Muller code (r :::; n ). The question is the following

How many elements can be found in the rth_order Reed-Muller code
with the property that the weight of their component-wise product with the
characteristic vector of W (k) is 2k- 1 ? (The weight of a vector is the number
of l 's among its components.)
In the case when r = 2 this problem is solved (see in [3]), and the sought
number for the case k = n is the number of codewords of weight zn- l . We
show that the numbers for the other values of k only depend on this one and
formulate this connection. Let zn be the dimension of the subspace W(k) . Let
A(n,r,k) denote the above number. We will prove the following equalities:
A(n,r,k)=2

(I +('!)+ .. .+(,1) )-(I +(1)+ ... +(~))

A(k,r,k)

if

r~k,

and
if r 2 k.
* Supported by Tempus JEP- 06044-93 and Hung. Nat. Found for Sci. Research (OTKA)
grant No. 7351 ( 1993)
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2. Notation and Lemmas
Let R(r,n) and B(n,r) be the Reed-Muller code of order r and the
corresponding group of subsets of V, respectively. We denote the group
operation be ~ which is the symmetric difference of two subsets of V. In this
terminology we have that
A(n,r,k ) =

l{M E B(n,r) I JM n W(k)j = 2k-l }j.

We will call the collections of subspaces { V 1, .. . , Vn} and
~

={V, V1, .. . , Vn, V1 n V2, ... , Vn - r+I n ... n Vn}

basic generators and generators, respectively.
as can be seen in c .h. 13 in [I].

~

is a linearly independent set

LEMMA I . Let C(k) be a k -djmensional coset in V. Then

A(n,r,k) = j{M E B(n,r) I IM

n C(k)j = 2k-I }j .

PROOF. It is known that B(n, r) is generated by the collection of its
minimal weight elements i.e. by those ones for which IMI = 2n-r. It is also
true that these elements are precisely the cosets of dimension n - r (see Th.8
in Ch. 13 and Th.12 in Ch.13 in[!]). This means that the group B(n,r) is
invariant under a regular, ini)omogeneous linear transformation of V so that
the number A(n,r,k) is also invariant. Therefore the statement is true.
I

Let C(k) denote the coset (V\ Vn) n ... n(V\ Vk+J) and let~ be the
set of those generators which do not intersect the coset C(k ). If B(n, r) and
B(n, r) are the groups generated by the sets~ and ~ \ ~. respectively, we can
regard the group B(n, r) as the direct sum of these groups. This means that
the rowspace R(r,n) is the direct sum of the rowspaces B(n,r) and B(n,r).
(In the following we do not distinguish a set-group from the corresponding
rowspace.) We can compute the number of elements of B(n ,r).
LEMMA 2. The number of elements of B(n, r) is

IB(n,r) I=2

1+('j)+...+G)- (1+C1)+...+(~))

,

wheres:= min{k,r }.
PROOF.
~we

Using the previous remark and the linear independence of the set

have:
/ { B(n, r)} [ ~ 2ctimB(n,r) = 2ctimB(n,r)-dimB(n,r)_
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But B(n, r) is generated by those elements of ~ which contain at least one
vector from among the sets Vn, ... , Vk+ I as a factor. So the other generator
set ~ \ ~ is the collection of those generators which are intersections of the
sets V, V 1, ... , Vk and whose dimensions are not less than n - r. This
means that the dimension of B(n , r) is equal to

(1+(~)+ ... +(~))

s :=min {k, r}. This proves the lemma.

where

I

The Theorem .
We now prove the following theorem:
THEOREM.

.

A(n,r,k) =2

(I +(1!)+ ... +C) )-

(1 +(1)+... +(~)) · A(k,r,k)

ifr

:<::::;

k,

and
r

.

L(j)-(i - I)

A(nrk)=2 1 =D
' '

( 2k )
·

2k-l

if r 2 k.

We will use a theorem about the recursive setting up of the Reed-Muller
codes.
STATEMENT. (See Th.2 of Ch.13 in [I].) Denote by lu [ v I the direct sum
of the vectors u and v . So it is a vector of length n + m if the length of u and
v is n and m, respectively, the first n components being those of u, the last
m components those of v. Then

R(r,n +I)=

{lu

I u +vi

where u E R(n,r) and v E R(r -1,n)}.

provided that in the codewords the order of components is the lexicographical

order of the points of V, with respect to expansion in the fixed basis, and the
basis in CF(2)(n+l) has first n elements those of the basis in CF(2)n.
THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let 1 :::; r :::; n be an arbitrary integer and
consider the value A(k + 1, r, k ). First we assume that r :<::::; k. Without loss of
generality we may also assume that W(k) is the subspace of V spanned by
the first k basic vectors. So if M is an element of the set

H(k + l,r,k) :=

{ME B(k + l,r) I IM.n W(k)I =2k-l}

then M has the form lu I u +vi, where u C W(k), u E B(k,r) and
v E B(k, r - I). On the basis of the definition of H (k + I, r, k) it can be seen
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that u is in the set H(k,r,k), too. (In the definition of H(k,r,k), W(k) can
be taken as the k-dimensional vector space.) This means that
A(k + I,r,k) = l{B(k,r - l)}I · A(k,r,k).

But

so
A(k + 1, r,k) = 2 1 +(7)+(~)+ ...+(r~ 1) · A(k, r, k).

Similarly, the codewords in H(k +2,r,k) have the form
I lu

lu+vl 1lu I u+vl+wj

where lu I u +vi E H(k + 1,r,k), and w is an arbitrary element of
B(k + l,r - 1). Thus we get that:
A(k+2,r,k)=2

( . l +(kf I )+(k!I )+... +(;.:':11))

·2

( 1+(1)+(~)+ ... +(r~ l ))

· A(k,r,k).

Since we can continue, in this way we have the following equality

~l (1+(~)+ ...+(r~ 1))

A(n,r,k) = A(k,r,k). 21 =k

.

Add now the number 1 + (~) + ... + (~) to the exponent of 2. Then we get the
expression 1 + (~) + .. . +
so we have the more simple form of A(n,r,k):

C)

_ . ( 1+(7)+...+G))-( 1+C1)+... +(~))
A(n,r,k)-2 .
·A(k,r,k).
This proves the first stateme nt of the Theorem.

Assume now that r ;: k. From Lemma 2 of the previous paragraph we can
seethatifC(k)=(V\ V,1 )n ... n(V\ Vk+ 1), ~={ME~ I MnC(k)=0}
and B(n,r) := (~ \ ~) 6 then
A(n,r,k) :=

j{ M E B(n,r) I IMn C(k)I =2k - I }I·

In the case when r 2:: k the generator set ~ \ ~ is the collection of those
generators which are intersections of the vectors V, V 1, ... , Vk of dimension
at least n - r so
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Thus B(n,r) = B(n,k 1 so A(n , r,k) = A(n,k,k) = A(k,k,k). (We used at the
last equality that we have two formulas for the number A(n,r,k) if r = k.)
Since
2k )
A(k,k,k) = ( k-I
2

and

we have proved the second statement of the Theorem, too.

I

4. On the computational methods of H(n, r,n)
It is clear from the proved formulas that the algorithmic handing of this
problem is very hard. (This is an NP-hard problem:) But for a small n
(n :S 5) by the help of the GAP system (see [3]) the number A(m,r,k) can
be determined. In particular the obtained values lead to the discovery of the
above statements. However the numbers A(n,r,n) are not known if n 2 6.
We now sketch a possible method which raises some new research problems .
In the proof of Lemma I we used that the automorphism group of B(n, r)
contains th9se permutations of the elements of the vector space V which are
generated by a regular affine transformation of V. However in general the
group of these permutations (which is the so called general affine group and
is denoted by CA(n)), is equal to the full automorphism group Aut(B(n,r)) if
1 :S r :Sn - 2 cf. Ch. 13 in [ 1]. (We note that in the case when r = 0, n - 1 or n
then this group of S2n, see Th.24 of Ch.13 in [ 1].) Such an automorphism does
not change the weight of a codeword (or set) so H(n,r,n) is invariant under
the automorphisms of B(n,r). Take now an element Min H(n,r,n) and
let BM be the subgroup of Aut (B(n,r)) consisting of those automorphisms
which fix the element M . If now Aut M(B(n , r)) is the equivalence class of .
those elements of H(n , r,n) which are isomorphic to M then we have that

IAut M(B(n, r))I

= IAut (B(n, r))/ BMI.

This means that A(n, r,n) is the su.m of the cardinalities of the classes of the
isomorphic elements of H (n , r, n ). Thus
A(n,r,n)=

L

IAutM(B(n,r))I

ME:R

where :R is the maximal set with th~ 'property; if M and N are in :R then M
is not isomorphic to N .
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For instance if M := V1 then the cardinality of Bv1 can be computed
easily:

IBv1

I= IGA(n -

l)I · 211-1 _

So
IGA(n)I

IAut v (B(n,r)) I= IGA(n -

n+I

=2 - 2.
l)J -211 - 1
The sketch of a possible algorithm is the following. Take an element M from
H(n,r,n) and determine the group BM . Then we compute the cardinality
of the coset space Aut (B(n,r))/ BM and those elements N of B (n,r) which
are isomorphic to M are struck off the list of the possible elements. Finally
we choose another element from the set H(n,r,n). This concept raises the
following (research) problems:
1. Over to find (rapidly) such an element of H(n,r,n) which is not isomorphic to the found o.ne?
2. How can we determine the group BM and the orbit Aut M(B(n,r))?
Lastbut not least I would like to express my thanks to Prof. J. NEUBDSER
for some discussions.
1
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•

1. Unconditional bases of scalar exponentials in a finite interval (0,a)
have been completely investigated during the previous 15 years [1)-[6]. In
the case of a system of vector exponentials (here X(O,a) denotes an indicator
function of the interval (0, a), a > 0)
<I>a

= {ef(t)·~;.};.Ea '

e;_(t)=exp(-iA.t),

ef(t)=e;_ ·X(O,a)>
~;.EE, dimE=N<oo

a criterion of unconditional basicity of <Pa in L 2 (0,a) (notation: <I>a E (UB))
has been established only in the case of a half-bounded spectrum (see for
instance, [3]) :
inf{ImA. I A. Ea} > 0.
However, it is rather difficult to extend the arguments in [6] to vector exponentials. Therefore we restrict ourselves to the case
(1)

inf{IImA. IA.Ea}> 0

when there is a strip in the spectrum. Our considerations basically follow
those in the scalar situation [4] but a special care is needed to handle manipulations operator-valued inner functions.
Nevertheless, in the vector case not all scalar results are possible to
obtain. We mean that there are yet no analogues of the well-known Muckenhoupt condition (A 2 ). Therefore the criterion obtained in the theorem 1
requires further improvement. We refer also to the article [5] for some
sufficient conditions of boundedness of the Hilbert transform in a space of
vector-valued functions with a matrix weight.

* The research

was supported by the Hungarian National Foundation OTKA No T 014244.
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2. We shall need the following definitions and notations.

C±={±lmz >0},

a±=anC±, a-={X°j.A..Ea-};
eA. = e,t · X(O,oo)' eA.
e,t · X(-oo,0);
+

=

L 2 (IPl..,E) - the space of all square summable £-valued functions where
E is an auxiliary N-dimensional euclidean space;
Hl(E) - the corresponding Hardy space of £-valued functions analytic
in the upper/lower half-plane;

P± - the Riesz projection onto Hi(E) in L2 (IPl..,E);
L(E - t E) - the space of linear operators acting in E;
for an inner (in C±) operator-valued function 1/J±, taking values in
L(E - t E), set

•

where

e

stands for the orthogonal difference between two subspaces.

For any subspace M c L 2 (IPI.., E) and operator-valued function 1jJ,
1/J(k) E L(E - t E), set 'ljJM = {1/Jf If EM}.
Let also
La= span <I>a, La C L 2 (0,a; E);
Lt= span <I>t
where

<I>t = {e,t ·SA. IA. E O±} and set <I>= <t>+ U <I>-;
<l>+={e,t+ .~;.IA.Ea+};

<l>-={e_l(t-a)·s,tJA.Ea-};

±
i
I
2
XA. = ~ · ---sA. E H±(E),

v2.n z -A.
x±={XA.±JA.Ea±}, X=x+uex-,

A. E C±

ex-={Bxx-IA.Ea-},

8=exp(iaz)· 1£,

IE is the unit operator in E.
Further let I be the unit operator in L 2 (IPl..,E) and set

Pe= I - 8P+8*,

Xe= PeX =Pex+ u Pe8X___,

= x~ u Xe.

At last let :;- 1 be the inverse Fourier transform
00

1

(:ft - J)(s)

=(2.n)- 1

12

j

exp(its)f(t)dt

-oo

and let Pa be the orthoprojection onto L 2 (0,a;E) in L2 (IPl..,E).
For the sake of brevity we shall denote below L 2 (IPl..,E) as Hand let

G= span x+,

F= span ex-.
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3. Let us derive at first some needed properties of vector families introduced above. Evidently,
Pa<I>- = {Pae{(t - a) IA Ea-}=

Pa<I>+ =<I>~,
={eA-(t-a)·£Jc,

o::;t::;a IAEa-}={ef ·£A(-a)jAEa-}.

Therefore all the properties: unconditional basicity ( U B), uniform minimality
(UM) and minimality (M) are one and the same for both systems, <1>.:; and
Pa<I>- or Pa<I> and <I>a. By direct calculation we find that

Moreover, Pe= ~-I Pa~ is an orthoprojector onto H(8) in H;

;y.- 1Pa<I> =g.-I Pa<I>+ u ;y.- Pa<l>-

=PeX+ UPeex-

because
~- 1 (f(t - a))(s) = exp(isa):J- 1f(s).
LEMMA I .

Xe E (M)

=?

x+ E (M).

PROOF. For a finite linear combination

L:

cµxiJ we have

wl-A

x{- L cµxiJ

> Pe

(x{- L cµxiJ)

µ ,µ 'fJ..

because

XE;

~ o =O(A) > 0

µ,µ#

I

E (M).

Quite analogously, if XE) E (M) then ex- E (M). But for the families
it is known ([4], p.52) that minimality yields the so-called Blaschke
condition for the portions of the spectrum (notation, a± E (B)):

x±

(B)

'°"'
L

IImAI

1 + J..tJ2 < oo .

J..Ea±

Hence, there exists the corresponding Blaschke-Potapov products TI± ([4],
p.36) such that

det11±(z)

=B(z,a±)

is a Blaschke product in <C± with zeros a± and
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LEMMA 2.

x0 E (UM)=} x+ E (UM).

PROOF. We have only to check the double-sided inequality

llx{ II :::: llxf;;. II
where A:::=::: B means that Ci :SIA/Bl :S C2
positive absolute constants Ci, C2 . But .
(2)

+ 2

1

2

llx..1. II = 2 !ImA.I · 11£A.ll ,

for variables A, B and some ·

A Ea+;

llxe;.11 2 = lief ·£;. lli2(0,a;E) ::=::: (1 + IImA.1)- 111£;. 11 2 ·
It remains now to apply Pavlov's lemma ([l, p.228)) which completes the
proof.
I
REMARK 1. This lemma is clearly valid for the system Xi; =Peex-,
or equivalently, <I>a. One must only take into account that the elements :Ix(;;.
and ef · .;;. differ by the multiple ef. But really uniform minimality is a
property of the set of subspaces {span (ef . s;.) I A E a_} and not of their
individual elements.
4. Let us state now our main results.

<l>a constitutes an unconditional basis in
if and only if the following two conditions are valid.
i) x ± is an unconditional basis in its span (in H±(E), respectively); notation: x± E ( U B') .
ii) the Toeplitz operator T1p· with the symbol
THEOREM I. The system

L 2 (0,a; E)

1/J(k)

=0*(k)IT(k),

k E ~.

is an isomorphism onto H](E);
TVJ : H}(E) ---+ H}(E);

T1/Jf := P+l/Jf.

Here
IT(z ) =IT_ (z) · IT+(Z ),
IT(z ) is a Blaschke-Potapov product in C+ with zeros a+Ua-.
THEOREM 2. <I>a E ( U B') if and only if the following two conditions are
valid:
i)X± E ( U B 1) ;
ii) Tl/J H+

2

=H] .

It is known that in the theorem 1 condition i) is equivalent to the uniform minimality of the system x ± ([7], theorem 9.1). The latter has been
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investigated and encoded in [7], see for instance lemma 15.3 therein, and we
refer to the reader to this deep article for further details. Condition ii) may be
written as follows:
dist (1/J,H~(E)) < l,
dist (1/J, H~(E)) < 1,

(3)

(4)

where the distance "dist" is taken in the space vx.i(E). Condition ii) of the
theorem 2 is equivalent to (4) (see [8], lecture VIII).
Proof of the theorems 1,2 is carried on below in sections 5-8.
5. First we prove theorem 2 provided the set a_ is empty. Then
<Pa E ( U B') ::::} <Pa E (UM) ::::} x+ E (UM) {::} x+ E ( U B 1).

Hence, using the scheme of the projection method we come to an equivalence:
[<Pa E ( U B 1)]

{::}

1) x+ E (UM) and
2) Pelspan x+ is an isomorphism (onto span Xe).
If L and M are closed subspaces, we say that the algebraic sum L+ M
is a direct sum (notation L M) if the angle of the subspaces L and M is
positive; the angle is defined below just after (10).
Since span x+ = H(TI+) we conclude that 2) is equivalent to the following:

+

H (IT, E) + ker Pe

(5)

is a direct sum.

Here we employed the well-known
PROPOSITION I. Let L, M be closed subspaces in a Hilbert space H; L 1-,
M 1- be their orthogonal complements in H , and Jet P be the orthoprojection
onto L in H. Then
A) (PI M - isomorphism)~ [M + L 1- is a direct sum] ~ H = M 1- + L;

is an isomorphism onto L) ~ M -i- L1- = H ~ M1- -i- L= H;
C) for any pair of closed subspaces T, S in H [T + S is a direct sum] {:'}
T1-+S1-=H;
D) T -i- S = H {::} y 1- -i- 51- =H.
B) (PIM -

For the proof see [8], p. 258; the main tool is the Banach embedding
theorem.
Clearly, ker Pe= H~(E) EB GH](E) and adding the summand H'!:.(E) to
the first term in (5) we come to a new direct sum: I1+H'!:(E).f.8H.'l(E). Going
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over to orthogonal complements and exploiting part C) of the Proposition 1
we obtain
fl+H}(E) + eH'!_(E)

(6)

=H.

Therefore the Toeplitz operator Tip in Hj:(E) with the symbol cp
an epimorphism, i.e.

= e*TI+ is

Trp H}(E) = H}(E).

(7)

and this completes the proof.

I

6. Let us make further transformations. Clearly, Xe E ( U B) is equivalent
to the following three conditions

xt

E ( U B').

(8)

1.

(9)

2. cp(span Xe, span Xe)> 0.

(10)

3.

span (Xe, Xe)= H(8).

Here cp(M,N) stands for the angle between two subspaces M, N
·M
<P (

)
. f
'N = }gM arccos

c H:

l(x,y)I
llx 11 llY II

yEN

LEMMA 3.

Relation (9) yields

(II)

<p(C,F)>O.
PROOF. First we note that

C =span x+
because x+

F

c

c

[span PeX+] EEl eH}(E) =span Xe EEl 8H}(E)

HJ(E). Similarly ex- C 8H'!_ (E) and

=span ex_ c H'!_ (E) EEl span Pe ex- =H '!_ (E) EEl span XE)

Xe

But span
+span XE; is already a direct sum. Adding orthogonal summands
to it we obtain again the direct sum C + F which is equivalent to (11).
I
LEMMA 4.

(12)

Relations (8)-( I 0) yield
Pe

I (C +F)

is an isomorphism onto H (8).

PROOF. Recall that the sum C + F is a direct one according to the
lemma 3. Let g E C , f E F. Then

Ilg +f II ::::: Ilg II + llf II ::::: llPeg II + IIPet II
according to (8) and to the part of the theorem 2 proved above in the section
5. However (9) implies that

llPeg ll + llPefll ::::: llPeg +Pefll = llPelf +g)ll
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and this completes the proof.
LEMMA 5. Xe E ( U B) if and only if
X±E(UB 1 )

(13)

and conditions (I I )-( I 2) are satisfied.
PROOF.. Indeed, the necessity of (I I )-(12) was established in the lemmas
3, 4. Relation ( 13) stems immediately from lemma 2 and the main result
of [7].
Sufficiency. Clearly, (I I )-(13) yield (8), (10). Let us show now (9). For
u E span Xe and v E span Xf) there exist g E G, f E F such that

Pe(g) = u , Pelf)= v, llu +vii= llPe(g +f)ll ::::: Ilg +fl!::::: llgll + llfllIn this calculation we employed first (12), then (11) and at last the proved
part of Theorem 2.
I

7. PROOF OF THEOREM I. We shall reduce the set of three conditions
( 11)-(13) to a chain of equivalent relations. Applying proposition 1 we readily
replace ( 12) with the following
[C-i-F]-i-kerPe=H

(14)
or equivalently

[H(Il+) -i- 8H(I1 _ )]

-i- [H~(E) EB GH](E)] = H.

Regrouping summands we obtain
H

= [H(Il+) +H~(E)] +[8H(I1_) +GH](E)] = Il+H~(E) +en_H](E).

Taking advantage of the relation (B) in proposition 1 we get
H = Il+H}(E)

(15)

+en_ H2(E).

Clearly multiplication by an inner function or its adjoint is a unitary
transformation in H = L 2(ffi,E). Then, multiplying both sides of (15) by
TI~ 8 * on the right and applying the Riesz projection P+ we conclude that
T1/J is an isomorphism onto H}(E), the symbol 'l/J = I1~8*I1+ = 8 * TI::.TI+
since e commutes with IJ_. Hence, it remains to remove condition (11)
LEMMA 6. Condition (I I) follows from the relation

Il+H}(E) + en_ H~(E) = H.

(11)

PROOF. We have that (11) 9

[ C + F is a direct sum ] 9

c.l + p.l

But
c1-

=H(I1+ )1- = H~(E) Efl TI+ H}(E),

p1-

=[8H(I1_ )]1- = 8[H(I1_ )]1- = 8 · [Il _ H~(E) Efl H}(E)].

=H .
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Hence,

H~(E) + IT+H](E) + err_H~(E) + 8H](E) = H.
Multiplying this equality by
(17)

IT~ 8*

we come to a relation:

rr~e* H~(E) + rr~e*IT+H}(E) + H~(E) +IT~H}(E) = H.

Multiplying now ( 16) by IT~ 8* we see that the sum of second and third
summands in ( 16) absorbs other two terms which completes the proof of the
lemma 6.
I
Hence, the proof of the theorem 1 is finished.
8. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2. All the considerations coincide with those
of the theorem 1. We have only to remove (10) as well as words "onto H(0)"
in (12). Then (14) means that the summands from the left constitute a direct
sum and we have to replace below all direct sums by algebraic ones.
Therefore we come to the relation H. = IT+H](E) + 8IT_H~(E) or,
equivalently, [T111 is an epimorphism onto H}(E)]. The latter yields that
I
( T'l/J )* = T111 * is an isomorphism which completes the proof.
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ON WEIGHTED (0,2) INTERPOLATION
By
I. 106
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Dedicated to Professor JANOS BALAzS on his 75th birthday

Firstly E. EGERV ARY and P. TURAN have started the study of (0, 2) interpolation in order to get approximate solution of the differential equation
y" +f. y =0.

Their results had been developed by some other mathematicians. These so called - lacunary interpolation polynomials usually cannot be determined
uniquely. An other difficulty is that they have no simple explicit form and
therefore the convergence theorems related to these polynomials are rather
complicated.
In order to avoid these difficulties P. TuRAN suggested the following
modified problem.
Let (a, b ) be a finite of infinite interval,

-oo ~a < gn,n < ... < g l,n < b ~ +oo

(n EN)

distinct fundamental points and p E C 2 (a,b) a weight function. How can a
polynomial Rn of lowest possible degree satisfying the conditions
Rn(Si,n) =a i ,1ii

11

([!Rn) (s1 ,n) =/3i,n

(i

= 1, 2,. .. , n),

be determined where a 1,n and f3i ,n are arbitrary given real numbers? J.
BALAZS [ 1OJ was the first who investigated this so called weighted (0, 2)
interpolation problem. He proved that if the fundamental points are the roots
of tqe ultraspherical pol ynomial P~a ) (a > -1), and the weight function is
{}(x ) = (I - x 2)(a + I )/ 2 ( - I :::; x :::; I), then generally there does not exist any
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polynomial of degree :S 2n - 1 satisfying the requirements. But he could show
that under the condition
n

Rn(O)

= Lai,n li~n(O)
i=I

there exists a unique polynomial of degree :S 2n. (If n is odd then .the
uniqueness is not true.) He gave the explicit form of this polynomial and
proved convergence theorem. His result was generaliz~d and sharpened for
Jacobi polynomials p~a ,/3) with any a, f3 > -1 in [ 15).
In [5] L. SZILI investigated some analogous problems in that case when
the fundamental points are the roots of Hermite polynomials and the weight
function is
W(x)

=e-x2/2.

He proved the following convergence theorem ([5], Theorem 4):
If the interpolated function f : ~ ---+ ~ is continuously differentiable,
lim x 2 rW(x)f(x)=0 (r=O,l, ... )and lim W(x)f'(x)=O,furthermore

lxl-.oo

lxl->oo
2

fl = 0
Y·t,n

(

( i = I, 2, ... , n;

1 ) )
e {:Jx i ,n Vr;:
n. . w ( f / ' -fa

0 :S f3 <

l) ,

then the weighted (0, 2) interpolation polynomials Rn (i = 2, 4, .. .) satisfy the
following estimate:
2

e-yx lf(x)- Rn(x)I

=0

(1ognw

(r'. Jn)) ,

here w (j,<'J) the so-called Freud modulus; y > 1, 0 does not depend on n
and x , the estimate holds on the whole real line.

In this paper we prove that if f3 = ~ then the following estimate is true:
THEOREM.

e - x 2 lf(x) - Rn(x)I
.

1 )
= O(l)w ( f,I fa

1
+ O(l) fa'

.

where 0( 1) does not depend on n , x andf .
This estimate is not refinable (best possible) in some sense.
For the proof we need some lemas.
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We shall use the following notations:

where
Q·

1,n

=-

W"(xi n)
2
' =1-X·
W(x · )
1,n'
1,n

and
(i
Hn(x)
l;,n(X) := - 1- - - - - Hn(X;,n)(X - Xi,n)

(i

= 1,2, ... ,n),

= 1,2,. .. ,n),

the roots of H,1 satisty the following relations
- oo < x 11 ,11 < .. . < x1+l,n < 0 < x1,n < ... < x1,n < +oo
- oo <
Xi,n

Xn n

'

< ... < Xn+I 1
2+ ,n

=0 < ... < x 1,n < +oo

(n

=2n),

(n ::::: 2m + 1),

( i = 1, 2,. . ., [ ~]) .

= -Xn -i+l ,n

Then (see [5], Theorem 2) for even n
n

Rn(X)

n

= LYi,nAi,n(x)+ LY['.11 B;,n(X)
i=I

i=l

are the uniquely determined polynomials of degree :::; 2n satisfying the following requirements:
(i = 1,2, .. .,n),
n

Rn(O)

= LYi,nl;~11 (0).
i=I

We shall use the following notations: x ; :=x; ,n, l; :=l;,11 , A; :=Ai,n • B ; :=Bi,n·
LEMMA 1 ([14), Lemma I). !fl.; (i =1, .. .,n) are the Christoffel-numbers
on Hermite nodes, then
.
n
x2
I
-x2
A, 1. ::::::e - i
~e
1 .,n11 (x ·)
l = 1,. . .,2,
1
r
'
n 1/ 6 · t· I/3 ~
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where <pn(Xi) =xi -Xi+I (certainly x 1 > x2 > ... > Xn). A; =An-i+l·
LEMMA 2.

Let n be even, then
11

2
2
1
sup e-x L exi 12 IB;(x)I x - .

xER

fo

i=l

~

Without loss of generality we can assume that x
Lemma 1 we get
PROOF.

IH~ (xi)I =2nl Hn-1(xi)I =2n · n l / 4. · J2n-I !(n -

0. Using

1)! · lhn-1 (Xi)I

=

. ~ ·A~ l /2 ~ c. ex?/2. ~ -cp;; l /2(xi), i = l, ... ,n.

= JTl/4 . h

We have

We need an estimate for

x
.Hn(t) t - Ix
J
0

We investigate the cases:

I.

Xi

dt .
l

:S 0, 2. 0 :S Xi :S fo, 3. fo :S x; :S.

:S ffn+J.
In what follows we will use many times the result of [2], p. 700, table.
1. Xi :S 0.
Integrating by parts and using that Hn +I (0) = 0 because of n is even we
obtain
(1)

J
x

I
H
x ·- I-2(n+l) n+ I ( ) x - xi

+ 2(n I+l)

H

t ·

1

n+ i( ) (t - xi)2

dt

·

0

From this we get

_
_
J
x

I_

Hn(t)

0

t - Xi

_

_!_ x2 ; 2

dt - 0(1) e
n

J2

11

n

(n + !)! . _I_ _
x2 ; 2
1/ 12
O(l)e

Ix; I -

y'2n,i!. _I_
n

7/12

Ix;

1·
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n

1
n2/ 3

x2

(2)

+O(l)e

"\:"""

~ · 1/6 ·I/3
vn n
·l

L

i=I

=O(l)e

x21ogn

v:5_-Jri

= 0(1)ex

where we used JHn(x)I

2 2
1 J2nn!/n 1112

and Xi~

n

2/3'

z;l

if - yn ~

~Xi :::; 0.

2. 0 ~

Xi

:S

Vn·
b) x:I - 1 -< x <
x·I - --b
yn'
-< x _< X1· + 1, e) X1· + 1 <_ x <_

We disting~ish 6 cases: a) 0 _< x _< x.l_ - 1'
1
c) x·I - -Vn
-

~

1
-< x -< x l- + -.jri'

(Vl- O.l)yn,
a) 0 :S X ~Xi

1d) x l- + -Vn

f) x 2 Cv'2 - 0.l)yn.

1.
In this case from (I)
-

.
J
x

1

_

H 11 ( t ) -- dt - O(l)e

y'2nnT

x 2 /2

fa · n 114

t - xi

0

.

Hence
11

2=

(3)

i=I

O~x;~ Vn
O ~x ~xi - 1

b) x·l - 1 <
X
-

<
xl
-

In this case

_,

x

Xi- I

J
0

1
- .
- -Jn

1
Hn(t)--dt
t - x1

Hence

=

x

; · + ;· . = O(l)e(x;-I)212
0

v'2n;f·

fonl/4

x; - 1

j.
x

(4)

I

_

H 11 (t) - -dt - O(l)e
t - x;

0

+O(l)ex 212 v'2n;f·.

x 2 /2

v'2l1ilf

-

n 114

nl/4
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and
11

(5)
i=I
O~x;~Jn

1
x·-l<x<x--I
--1
.j/i

C) X 1•

I
I
;::- < X < X 1
· + r.::.
vn vn

-

In this case
x

f

1
Hn(t)-- dt
t - xi

=·

0

x·--'
.j/i
I

=

J
0

X

2

=O(l)e

+ /

I
( Xi _ _

./Ii

) /2~

--+
n 1/4

x- --'
.j/i

x---'
I
.j/i

I

Since H~ (x)

=2nH

11

_1 (x ),

therefore using the mean-value theorem we obtain

x

J

(6)

Jx

H 11 (t) t

I
-

_
x 2 /2 J2ilfl!
- dt- O(l)e
.
Xi
n 114

0

Hence
n

(7)
i=I
O~x; S/il
1
1
x·-L
Jn-<x<x·+- I Jn

d)

Xi

+

Jn :'S

:'S Xi + I.

X

In this case
x ·

J

x·+1
1
.fiix

I
Hn(t)t-xidt=

0

J/
+

0 x-+'
I

=O(I)e

.j/i

2

) /2~
(x-+2/ ~
'./Ii
nl/4'+0(1)ex 2 nl/4'.
1
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Hence
x

f

(8)

Hn(t)-1-dt

= O(l)ex2/2 Jfrin!ln/n4!
n

t-Xi

0

and
/l

(9)
i=l

osx;s/i!
x·l ----l
vn -<x<x·+I
- l

:S x :S cv'2-0.l)Jll.
In this case

e) Xi+ I

I

x

f

x;+2

1
Hn(t)--dt= ; · +

t -Xi

0

)2

j._
x

_ O(l)e

(x;+~ /2 ~ + O(l)e x2/2

I

0

n 114

.

x;+I

.J2ii1i1"
v'n·n 114

.

Therefore
n

n

i=I

2=
i=l

(x;+i)
e

.

o::;x;s/n

osx;s.Jri

x;+I sxs( J2-0 . l )/ii

x;+lsxs(J2-0.l)/i!

2
/2

+O(l)e

x2

Here
n
-

4

I:

.

e(

x;+ 2I

) 2

.
/2

x-l

J

4

:S cvn

i=I

2

et 12 dt

2

= O(l)vnex 12 ,

0

Osx;sJil
x;+l sx

where we used x; -

Xi+ I ::::::

Jn (0 :S

Hence
11

(10)

2=
i=I
o:s;x;s/n
x;+l:S:xS<h-0.l),fo

.

Xj

:S

x

2

x 2 /2

vn) and Jet 1 dt = O(l)~+lxl .
0

2

1

· -01 .
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n x 2: cvz-o.1)Jf1.
In this case
x

f

1
Hn(t)--dt
t -Xi

=

0

( ,/2-0. I )jil

=

x

j

+

0

(,/2-0.J)jil

;·

=O(l)e(<v'2-o.2)ji1)2/2

J2nnf

Vn. nl/4

+O(l)ei2/2

J2nnf.

n. nl/12

Hence
I!

i=l

OsxisJil
x2::(,/2-0.l)ji1

From (3), (5), (7), (9), (10) and (11) we obtain ·
11

(12)
i =I

Osxi sJil
3.

Vn:::; Xi:::; V2r!+T.

For the sake of definiteness we choose an i 1 index, such that
:::; xi 1 :::;

> x ti

-

-

fa. We disti nguish 3 cases: a) x 2: x 1 +
·
n
~
c)
x
<
x
·
---+.:.
vn'
. 'I
vn

a) x 2 XJ +

/
/1

l;

16 . We have to ~stimate the sum
n

(13)
i=l

JitSx;$V2n+I
n

n

=

+
i=I
.,/i1:'Sxi $ v'2n+ 1-n 1/ 3

2=

i=I
v'2n+l-n l / 3 <x-<
v'2n+l-n
1-

+

6

,

b) x 1 +

../ii -

Jn :S:

1
n 116

2: x 2:
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n

n

2=

+

+
i=I

=: S11 + S12 + S13 + S14.

i=I

J2n+l-n I / 6 SxiSV2n+J-I

v2n+l-1$xi$V2n+I

The estimation os S1 1:
In this case
x

0

J

x,·+~n 1/3
L

x·+-1
l,fii.

x---1
I
,fii.

Using (1) we obtain
x

I

I

Hn(t)--dt
t-xi

J2n1lT
= O(l)e x2 /2 fa·n
I/! · n
.
2
113

Xj+!n 1/3

Since x 2 xi +in 1/ 3 therefore using (1) in A I• A3 and using the mean-value
theorem in A3 we obtain
_

A1, A2,

A4-0(l)e

x 2 /2

~

fa·nl/12 nl/3"

Hence
(14) S 11 =

n
~

Ix2
e2 i

L.,

2

l

IBJx)l=O(l)ex--;

n
~

L.,

<p 11 (Xi)=O(l)e

i=I

i=I

vn=xi:::;J2n+l-n l/ 3

vn:Sx;:SJ2n+1-n l/J

The estimation of S12:
Similarly as in the estimation of S 11 we obtain

j.
x

1

xz/ 2

_

Hn(t)t-Xidt-O(l)e

V2nllf . _1_
fa·nl/12 nl/6"

0

Hence
(15) S12

n

2=

=

i=I

J2n+ 1-n 1/ 3 Sx; $ Jzn+ I -n 116

= 0(1 )e

x2

n

1
n5 /6

i=I
J2n+l-n 113 :.:;xi :::;J2n+l-n l/ 6

x2

1

fa"
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The estimation of S13:
·similarly as in the estimation of S 11 we obtain
x

J

1

_

H11 (t)--dt - O(l)e
t-Xi

x 2 /2

J2nn!
l/l

fa · n

2.

0

Hence
n

(16)
i=I
V2n+l-n l / 6 ::;x; ::;,/2n+ l - I

The estimation of
We know
obtain

S14:

ffn+T - x 1 ;:::::

16 . Similarly as in the estimation of S11 we

.

x

j

)

1
2
~
Hn(t)--dt = O(l)ex 12
· · n l/6 .
t -Xi
fa.·nl/12

0

Hence
n

(17)

2=
i=I
,/2n+ 1-1 -:;x;::; J2n+ I
2

= O(l)ex -

1

Jri

n

2=
i=I
V2n+ 1-1 -:;x;::; V2n+ I

From (13)-(17) we obtain
n

(18)
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Denote io the index ( l ::; io ::; i 1) for which Ix - xi I is minimal. First we

estimate the sum
(19)

Using (l) we obtain
I

(20)

2

e'lxi IBJx)I

IHn(x)J
1
1
2nni 'Pn(xi)~IHn+1(x)l Ix '-Xii+

= 0(1)

J
x

+0(1)

IHn(x)J
n

2 n.1

1

'Pn(Xi)- ·
n

1
dt
(t -xi) 2

Hn+i(t)

0

where

w~ used

IH11 (x)I

= O(l)ex

.
2:

Ix -xii

clxio -xii::::: n

2 2
/ J21ifi!/n 1112 .

_l (.-t
6

lo

Using Lemma 1 we obtain

1i·2/3 - io.2/31
.
_
1)
+ ... +1 3
:::::
nl/6
.

Hence
2

(21)

1 io-1

T1 = O(l)ex -n2/3

L
i=I

I

x2

= O(l)e

io/2 i-1/3

n2/ 3

·-I /3
1

·2;3 - .2/31 =

l

lo

L :2/3 + O(l)e
i=I

1

x2

n2/3

lo

i(;l/3

io-1

L . -1/3 Ii. - iol. = O(l)e
i=io/21
0

Now we have to estimate the sum
n

(22)
i=io

.,fo <Sxi 'S ../2n+ I
If 'Pn(xi 0 )::::;

) ;3

then we can write
n

n

T2

=

I:
i=io
.,fo:Sxi :S ../2n + l
113
x·1<x-n
-

+

I:
i=io
.,fo:Sxi :S ../2n +I
x-n 113<x-n l/6
<x·
I-

+

I:
i=io
vn:Sxi:::;J2n+1
x-n 116 <x·<x-1
-1-

+

x2logn

n2/3.
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n

n

I:

n

i=io

I:
i=io

...fii:Sx;:::; J2n+ I
1x-l<x
·<x--Ini/6

...fii:Sx;:SJ2n+I
I
I
x - -;;I76 $x; $x - :J73

+

(23)

+

=: T21

If <fJn (x; 0 ) 2

ll

n

1x2
io

2:
i=io

+

+e "2

...fii:Sx; ::;J2n+I
1
x-*3<x·<x-n13-1Vn-

n

+ T22 + T23 + Tz4 + T25 + T26 + Tz7.

i13 then we can write
T2 = T21 + T22 + T23 + T24 + T25 + Tz7.

(24)

The estimation of T21:
In this case
x;- vn
~

x

x;+ vn
~

x·+lnl/3
1 '2:

x

f H11 (t)t~x/t= J J J J
+

+

0

x;--)n

0

+

x;+"fn

x;+inl/3

Same as in the estimation of S 11 , we obtain

j.
x

_I_ _
x2/z ~ __
1_
Hn (t) t - x; dt - O(l)e
Vn. n 1/12 n 1/3

0

and
11

(25)
i=io

Jli ::;xi:::; J2n+ I
x·,_
<x -11 113
The estimation of Tzz, T23, Tz 4 , T25 are the same.
The estimation of T26:
In this case
x·__
I

x·+l _I
I
2..;ri

.fii

I

X

J J J
+

0

+

x·- - l
l

Vn

x·+l_l
I

2

Vn

Using (I) we obtain

Di. D3

= O(l)e x

2 /2

v'2lifi!
l/l

vn ·n

2 ·

fo.

IBio (x )j =:
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Using the mean-value theorem
_

Di -

O(l)e

x 2 /2 ...;znni_
n 1/12 .

Hence
(26)
i=io

.Jri ~x; ~ V2n +I
1
x----h,
<x«x- -Vn
nl;3- t -

The estimation of T27:
lx 2

J2nnT

2

T27=e2 io lBio(x)l=O(l)ex /2 nl/12 . .

J
IH~(xio)I
x2 /2
e io

x

x~ /2

e io

0

Using [6], (2.36) we get
n

2

2

2

exiozi~(t) ~Lexi t?(t)= 0(l)e 1

..

i=l

Therefore
1 2

x
12/ 2
e2 ioJli
. 0 (t)I = O(l)e

Thus

J
x

(27)

T27 = O(l)e

x2 ; 2

I

nl/ 6

e

0

Hence from (21 )-(27) we obtain
n

2=
i=l

.Jri~x;~J2n+I
I

I

x; l - Vn~x~x i+,,l /6
I
c) x <x·
- - 'I
.jii..

12 ; 2

dt = O(l)e

x2 I

" .;n·

llio(t)ldt=
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In this case f x - Xi I ~ c fxi 1 _ 1 - Xi 1 I and we can repeat the method of the
estimation of T1 in the case b). Hence
n

L:
i =l

(29)

vn:S:x;:S,J2n+ l
x<x- _ _L
- 11 .ji1

From ( 18), (28) and (29)
n

2=

(30)

i=l

From (2), (12) and (30) the upper estimate follows.
Now we prove the lower estimate.
Let 3 S x* S 4 be such that fH,1 (x*)f ::=:: e(x*)

L

exi

·

~~/~'.We will prove that

e(X *)2

2

ll

(31)

2

Jri .

/2f BJx*)f ::=::

i=l

In this case
I

.

j

1

x;+ n 1/ 3

x;- n 1/ 3

x*

1

Hn(t) - -dt =
t -xi

0

x*

J J J
+

0

+

+h+h.

1

I

x;- n 1/3

=:/1

x;+ n 1/3

For the estimate of h we need a sharp estimation. Obviously
I

l

xi+nl / 3

(33)

h=

J

x---11
11 l/ 3

J

x; +nl /3

1
H11 (t)--dt
t -Xi

=

H 11 (t)- Hn(x;)dt =
t

-Xi
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I

x;+ nl / 3

=

J

I

I

JJii~(z)dz
x·I

J

x; +nl / 3
dt

t-~

=2n

I

I

J Hn-1(z)dz
x·I

dt.
t-~

I

x; - n I/3

x; - n 1/ 3

We know ([4], (8.22.8)) that

r ( ~ + 1) r(n + I )e -x 12 H 11 (x) =cos ( 5n+Jx 2

n;) + 0 (Jn) ,

(Ix I S co), where the error term is uniform in x. From this we get
2

H11 (x)=ex 12

(34)

(2)1/4
n ~-

~)) n114 (cos ( 5n+Tx - n;) + 0
1

. ( 1+ 0 (

(Jn)) .

Since n is even, n = 2k, therefore
Hn-1 (z) =

=e z

2/2(3-) 114 1211-l(n -1)! ( (-l)k sin(V2n V
(n _ 1)1 / 4

l)+O(n 314)) .

7 ,;

The remainder term gives in (33)
(35)

O(l)e

v'2iifi!

(x*)/2

nl / 4+1 / 3.

Therefore it is enough to estimate

k+t(2) J2
114

( - 1)

-

:re

x·+-'-JI
2/2
~
' nl / 3 ez
sin(v2n
- lz)dz
11

- l(n - l)! 2n
(n - J)l / 4

·1

x;
--'---

- - - - --

t - xi

I
x;-;;Jl3

Here

2
2
e z /2 = ex? /2 . e z /2 - x? /2 = ex? /2 ( 1+0(1)jz2

=ex? /2 (I + 0(1 )n - I/3) .
The remainder term gives in (33)
(36)

O(l)e

(x*) 2 /2

·~
nl / 4+1/6'

-x?I) =

- dt.
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Therefore it is enough to estimate
(37)

(-1)

k

(2)

1/4 J2n . .!. l(n -1)!

-

n

(n - 1)1/4

2n

ex?/2
·
J2n - 1

I

x; +nl /3
COS ( v'2n=It) - COS ( )2n - lXj)
------------dt.
t -xi

I
Here

ffn-=tt) -

COS (

COS

(~Xi) =

. v'2n=1 (t -xi)sm
. J2n -

= -2 sm

2

2

1

(t+xi),

. v'2n=1 (t+xi)=sin v'2n=1 (t-xi +2xi)=

sm

2

2

. v'2n=1 (t =sm
2

~

xi) cos v 2n - lxi +cos

V2rl=1 (t 2

Hence
cos (

.J2n"=lr) - cos ( J2n -

= -2cosv~
L.n - 1xi

lxi)

=

(·sm ~
2

(t -xi)

)2 -

- sin J2n - lxi sin J2n - l(t - xi)·
Using this we have

l

x;- nl/3
1
x·+
1 - -

.

/1

= -2cos.J2n"=lx
Xj-

j

I / 3 ( sm
· /2n - I ( t -xi ))

I
nl/3

2

t

2

dt-

Xj

.

~

xi) sm v 2n - Ixi.
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(sin v'Z~-

1

t)

2

-'----~dt

t
~

-;;in

I

l

sinud

- - u=
u

- 111 /3
00

= - sin J2n -

j

lxi

si:u du+ 0(1) n

1
116

= -Jt sin J2n -

1
lxi + 0(1) n 1 ,
16

- oo

where we used

j .sinuu du= O(l)_!_a
00

(a

2'.: l).

a

The remainder term gives in (33)

x~/2 J2nnT

(38)

O(l)e,

nl/4+1/6'

Therefore it is enough to estimate
(39)

.

( - l)

k+l(2)yl211 - I(n-I)!

-

TC

(n -1)1/4

2n

ex?/2
.
· re · sm J2n - lxi.
~

We know from [2], Theorem I, (I) that

xv

=

~
+ 0 (_!_) ,
2n + l
n

if n is even, 0 < x 1 < x2 < ... <xv the positive zeros of H 11 (x) then-th Hermite
polynomial and v = 0( I )yin.
Obviously we can write

xv=

~+0(2-)
.
2n - I
n

.
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Since I S: Xi S: 2 therefore v:::::: fo and J2n -

ffv =v.n

-1" + 0 (Jn} Hence

I sin J2n - Ixi J ~ ~, if n 2:: no, no is an absolute constant. Thus we obtain from
(33)-(39)

(40) .

From (32) and (40)
x*

I
* 2 J2n,iT
Hn(t)--dt:::::: e(x ) 12 - -·.
t-Xi
nl/4

J

0

.Hence
n

2=n

2 12
c *)2 1
1
exi
IBi(x*)I:::::: ex
-- · --

L
i=I

nl/4 nl/4

I Sxi:SZ

'fJn(xi) ::=:: e

i=l

cx*)2

1
r.;n ·
V"

ISx;Sl

I

The (31) is proved. The Lemma 2 is completely proved.

LEMMA 3. ([5], Lemma 2). The "first-kind" fundamental polynomials
can be writen in the following form:

J
x

l;1(x)

Ai(x) = -

2

-

Hn(x)
+ai - , H,1 (xi)

J
x

nHn(X)
li(t)dt +
Hn/ (x;)

0

li(t)dt +

H/i(x)
li(x)/
2Hn (Xi)

0

Hn(x)
Hn(x) /
-x H/i(xi)l;(x)- 2H/i(xi)li(O),

LEMMA 4. Let n be even. Then we have

~ IAi (x) I =0
~ W(Xj)
t=I
PROOF.

It is well-know ([6], (2.36)) that

(41)
i= I

Since
(42)

(ex.2vn)..

Jai J= j l - x?I.

thus we obtain that

i = I,. . .,n
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Further
n

(43) n Li.=l

x

J

W(~~~~j(xJI

li(t)dt

n

=2n ~ IBi(x)I = O(l)ex2 . Vn·

0

~

IH~(x)

L.,, W(x ·) · IH.'(x·)I
i=I

n

1

ll·(x)I

=O(l)nlHn-1(x)I ~

i

1

= O(l)vn· IHn-1(x)j

i=I

V.<:."n!

· e-x 2/2 ·ex2/2 (

J2n(n - I)!

1/2( ·)I[.( )I=
L.,,'Pn x, ix

~

i=I

~
~

I:

I:

lxil 2 2 .JiOg"n

Ix; 122.JiOg"n

i=I

and
n

n

I:

I:

where we used [I] , Hilfssatz 4, Satz 1.

Hence

~
~

lx;l2~~ lx;I~~~

Here

i=I

+

) .
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!cl

2fo, then
that Ix I ~ 2fo. Hence
If

~

IH

n

2

(x)l·e-x / 2

ffn!

= O(l)e-cn,

therefore we can assume

(45)

From the obvious equation
H 111(x) l[ (O) = -Hn (x) l[ (O)
2H11 (xi)
2Hn (0)

we obtain that
(46)
n

where we used that

I: L?(O) = 0( l)

(it will be proved later more exactly).

i=I

From (41)-(46) we get the Lemma.
LEMMA 5 ([7]. Theorem 4 and [8], Theorem 1).

limx 2'f(x) W(x) =0,

(r

± oo

!ff

E C 1(R)

=0, 1, . ..),

limf (x) W(x) = 0,
1

± oo .

then there exist polynomials Pn of degree :::; n such that
W(x)lf(x)- Pn(x)I
W(x)lf I (x) -p 11I (x)I
LEMMA 6 ([5] , Lemma. 4).

l
= 0(1) Vnw

=O(l)w

l )
f,/ Vn

,

,

x E JR,
x E ll.t

For Pn(x) in Lemma 5 we have

= 0(1)
W(x )lp: (x)I = 0(1)

W(x ) lp 11 (x)I
1

W(x)lp 11If (x)I

(

( f,/ Vn
l )

(x E IR),
(x ER),

1)

r.: · w (f,
' Vn ,
= O(l)vn

Now we prove the Theorem.

!xi< V2n+l.
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.
Let n be even. From [5] Theorem 2 it follows, that every polynomial On ·
of degree :::; 2n satisfies the equality
n

On(x)

n
11

=L

On(Xi ,n)Ai,n(X) + L(WQn) (Xi,n)Bi,n(X)+ CnHn(X),

i=l

i=l

where

Cn = Hnl(Oi { On(O)-

E

Q,,(x;,n)l,:,.(0)}

Let Pn be polynomial of degree ::; 2n satisfying Lemma 5, then we have
e-

x2

lf(x) - Rn(x)I

= 0(1) {

=
.

-

W(x)lf(x)- p 11 (x)I +e x

2

~

Aj(X)

f:J'(f(xi)- Pn(xd) W(xi) W(xi) +

Using Lemma 4 and 5 we obtain

+e-

n
x2 ~

L

W(xd·lp 11II (xi)·Bi(x)l+e- x

i=l

+e-x'

t, I

n

2

I
I
.~
LIW(xi)-Pn(Xj)·Bi(x)I+

i=I
2

W 11 (x;) · Pn(x;) · B;(x)I +e-x ICnHn<xll}.

Using Lemma 2 and 6 we have
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and therefore

Here

n

= 0(1) Pn(O)- LPn(Xi)t?(O)

=

i=I

t,

~ 0(1) lt,(pn(O) - Pn(x;))l,2(0) + Pn(O) (I -.

t,2(0))

It is clear that
Pn (0) - Pn (xi )= XiP~ (xi)+ 0( l)x?IP~ (Zi )I,

where 0

~ Zi ~ xi

or 0 2':

Zi

2': xi ·

Therefore
(48)
n

n

n

L (pn(O)-pn(Xi ))l?(O) = LXiP~(xi)l?(O) + 0(1) I:x? ·Ip~ (zi)l · l?(O) .
i=I

Here

i=I

i=l
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V', Jn).

= O(l)w

Therefore
tx?IP;{cxi)l · t?(O) :Sc ·w

(49)

V', Jn).

t=I

In consequence of (48)-(49)
(50)

t(pn(O)-pn(xi) )t?(O)=

txip~(xi)t?(O)+O(l)w

t=I

1=!

vJn).
1

,

Here using Lemma 5

Ln XiP~ (xi )t?(O) =L xif' (xi )t?(O) + 0( 1)w
11

i=I

(

I )

f 1, Vn ·

Ln - lxi lexi 1

2 2

· t?(O).

i=I

i=I

Taking [5], (5.7) and [5] p. 166 into consideration

~
1
2
~ /
2
Iogn ( , 1 )
~ XiPn(Xi )li (0) = ~ xd (Xi)li (0) + 0(1) Vn (J) f 'Vn .

(51)

1=1

t= I

In consequence of this and (50)
1

t(pn(O) - p 11 (xi))t?(O)= t x J (xi )t?(0)+0(1)w

(52)

1=!

1=!

Here

Therefore

~

l

Vn

/1

L
i=I

lx; l> I

2/
2/
I
e-x; 2.e -xi 2 . lf'(xi)l · ~·<pn(xi):S

~ 1 , )n)..
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c

~fa L

e

I

-x2/2
i

m6

.

I

~ ·<f>n(Xi):::. fa.

i=I

lxil>I

Therefore from (52)

t,

(53)

(p" (0) - p,, (x;) )1;'(0)

~

t,

x;f' (x; )t;' (0) + 0( l )w

(r', Jn) .

lxilSl

Since
H~(x) =2nHn-1(x),
([4], (5.5.10)) and H2m+I (x)
and
xi,n

= -Xn-i+l,n•

= (-1r · 2 2m+I · m ! · x · L~/ 2 )(x 2 )

(i = l, .. .,n),

therefore

([4], (5.6.1)),

t;2(0)=l;_i+l(O).

Thus
n/2

n

L

xJ' (x; )t?(O)

=

L

1

(xif (xi) - xJ' (-xi ))l?(O) =

i=I

lx;l$1
n/2

=

L

x;(f(x)+f(-x))~=xi·l?(O).

i=I

!x;l$1

Since f (x) +f ( -x) is even function therefore there exists a polynomial rn (x 2 )
for which it is true that
2

W(x)lf(x)+f(-x)- r 11 (x )1=0(1)

)nw (

(j(x)+f(-x))

1
,

Jn),

(x ER)

l)

, (x ER)

(*)
I
2 )I= O(l)w ( (f(x)+f(-x)),
t fa
W(x)l(f(x)+f(-x)) I -2xrn(x

Here
1

1) =w ('
/
1) ~2w ('l)
[f(x)-f(-x)],fa
f,fa '

w ( (f(x)+f(-x)),Vn

since W and r are eve1i functions.
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Therefore
n/2

L

xJf(x)+f(-x))~=xi · L?(O)=

i=l

x;<I

nn

=L

nn

2x? r/i cxhL?(O) + 0( I )CV

V'' Jn.) L

1=1

i=I

x;::; I

xi::;!

n /2

=2

L

x? r/i cx?)L?(O) + 0( I )cv

2

ex? 1 1?(0) =

~'' Jn) '

1=1
x;:S I

where we used [6], (2.36) with x = 0. Therefore from (53)
n

L(p (0) - Pn(Xj))L?(O) =

(54)

11

i =I

We know ([I]), that
1

I

~ex?. 211 n! . Jn'

CH,i(xi)) 2

Using this we obtain from (54)
11

i=I

H 112 (0)
=O(l) - 11- 2 n!
'

I

n/

2

·..fan """
L
i=l

x;:S I

1
(
l )
2
le - xi r/i(x?)l+O(l)Vn+O(l)cv f',.;n
n
n

:::
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1 n/

(55)

2

:::::: -;; L

2
.
1
(
1 )
le-xi r~(x?)I + 0(1) Vn + O(l)w f', Vn ·

·

1=1
x;::SI

We know ([8], Lemma 3) that the polynomial
rn

qm+i(x) :=

k

L~!
k=O

satisfies
:::;

$
(Choose m

qrn+I (x)
q~+! (x)

<

m

- -4 <x
<
- 0.

=

= lOOn).

Using that
qm+I

(-~) r~(x) = [qm+l (-~) rn(x)]' + ~ · q~+I (-~) rn(X),

we obtain
2 2 01 2
/ rn ( xi

e -xL

I

)1 :::::: [qm+I (-2x) rn (x )] x=x? +O(l)e-xl12 ·1rn(X1~)1.
1

Therefore
n
L(pn(O) - Pn(Xj))L?(O)
i=l

I n/ 2
2
2
L e-x; 1 [qm+I

= 0(1)-;;

X

I

(-2) rn(x)L=x 2 +

i=I

I

x; S I

+0(1)~ I: ,-x,'fi (I+;,, w ~',;,,)) + 0(1);,, +O(l)w
i=I

x; S I

v;,,)
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From this
n

(56)

L(pn(O) - Pn(Xi))l?(O) =
i=l

n/2

=0(1)~ L:e-xf/2

[qm+I

(-~) rn(x)L=x 2 +0(1) Jn+O(l)w (:',Jn)·

i=l

i

x;:"::I

We know ([ 17], Problem 20 in Ch. IV., or [ 18]) that if t(x) is a polynomial and its degree :::; n then

lt'(x)I Sc

R

1-x 2

sup It
x

(x + n~) - t(x)I Sc

R

1-x2

sup

lt(a)- t(b)I,

a,b

la-bj:"::*

where Ix I. Ja I, lbl < 1
The function s(x) :=

'2x

is bijection between [-1, 1] and [O, 1]. Therefore

;x) we obtain

applying this theorem for t ( 1
ir'(y)I

sc

n

sup ltCa)- t(b)I,
1 - y 2 o::;a,b~ l

where 0 Sy< I.

ja-bj::;*

From this we get
Jt'(y)I Sc

n

.J

sup
o::;a,b S n
ja=bj::;c

where 0 Sy< d .

la-bl:"::c~

Use this inequality in (56) for qm+I

Sc

jt(a)- t(b)j,

sup

d 2 - y 2 05,a,b:"::d

(-1) rn(x) with d = n. Then we obtain

lqm+I (-~) rn(a) -

qm+l

(-~) rn(b)I S

le-zl

2
Sc sup lqm+I (-~) r11 (z)I:::::: sup
r11 (z)I,
o::;z::;n
o::;az~n
in the last step we used ( **) and that if 0 S z S n then -!!f S - ~ S 0 (we

recall that m = lOOn).
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Here

Using (*) we have

Hence

Using this estimate we get from (56)

n

~(pn
(O) L

(1 + -fa1 ·w (t',_I
) )
fa

nP

Pn(xi))lf(O) = 0(1

)~n~
L
i =I

i =I

( ,I)

+ 0( 1)w f , Jri

x; :S: I

I+

= 0( I ) fa

0( l )w

('I)
f , fa ·

n

The estimation of I -

L: L?(O).
i=I

We know that (see: e.g. [4], (14. 1.7.), (14.5.6))
11

I= _I)1 +2xl)ti2(0).
i =I

From this

i= I

i= l

i =I

1

+ 0(1)- + .

fa
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Here
n/2

n/2

t1 (H,~(Xj))2 = 2=
1

n/2

1
I

(H,1 (Xj ))

i=l

2+

X(SVn

2=
i=l

(H/i(Xj)) 2

x;>Jn

n/2

~I:
i=I

x;>Jn

Therefore
I -

t

t?(O)

~~

i=I

I:
i=I

x;Svli

n/ 2 ·
(57)

2=
i=I

n

e

- x2

i+O

(

1)

n2

1
~Vn.

Hence

1 + O(l)w (f,I Vn
1 )
e -x2 JC,1 Hn(x) J= 0(1) Vn

(58)
REMARK

·

1. Let bef(x) :=x 2 , xo :=0. Then we have
x2

e - o lf(x0 ) - Rn(xo)J 2:- c ·

I
vn.·

Indeed, because if we choose Pn (x) = x 2 , then

~22
lf(xo) - Rn(xo)I = IC,1H11(xo)I =~xi
li (0) ~

1 ('1)
'yn ·

yn ~ w

f

i=l

Consequently the estimation in Theorem is not refinable.
REMARK 2. The ideas and methods given above can be applied to investigate the maximal class of functions for which other interpolating processes
converges. As an example we show the case of Lagrange interpolation.
The mean convergence of interpolating processes was first investigated
in the famou s work [ 19] of P. ERD6S and P. TUR.AN (see also (20]) where
the weighted L2 -convergence of the Lagrange interpolation on a finite interval is proved if the nodes of the interpolation are zeros of the polynomials
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orthogonal with respect to this weight, satisfy some conditions. The mean
convergence of the Lagrange interpolation on infinite intervals was solved
only in 1961 by J. BALAZS and P. TURAN in [16]. For finite intervals the
Erd6s-Turan theorem gives estimate for the speed of convergence by En
(see [21]). In [16) BALAZS and TURAN proved only the L 2 -convergence for
infinite intervals. In connection to the work [ 16] TURAN raised the question
of the estimate of rate of the L 2 -convergence of the Lagrange interpolation
for infinite intervals. Seemingly, the first such result is proved in Jo6-KY
[31] answering a problem of PAUL TURAN [32, 33; Problem 17). In [23]
Joo and SZABADOS, in [24] Jo6, in [25] SzAB6, proved an L 1-convergence
theorem. In [26] NfVAI proved IP-convergence (I < p < oo) theorem for
Lagrange-interpolation based on Hermite nodes without the estimate of the
rate of convergence.
We shall investigate the convergence of the Lagrange-interpolation
II

Ln<J, x) := L.f(xkn)lkn(X)
k=I
2

in L (~) . where we write briefly Xk :=xkn and lk(x) :=lk11 (x). Denote W(x) :=
=e-x 212 and

_l

00

llfllP :=

{

}

l /p

(1 ~ P < oo),

lf(x)jPdx

llf lloo := vrai max lf(x)I

(p = oo).

For a function f : ffi. ---> ffi. we shall use the generalized continuity modulus
wp(f, o) (see e.g. [28]-(30])
wp(j,o) := sup

II W(x +t)f(x +t) -

W(x )f(x)llP + llr(ox) W(x)f(x)llp,

ltlS:o
where
r(x) :=

{

lxl,

if Ix ! ~ l,

1

,if

IxI > t.

Our result is the following.
STATEMENT. If Wf E L2 (~) n C(~), L 11 (f,x) is the Lagrange interpo-

lation process,

w2

(f, Jn)

and w 00

(f, Jn) are the generalized continuity
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modulus, then we have

ll
(

00

)

1/2

=

,-x'lf(x)- Ln+llf,x)l'dx

= O(l)w2

V· ~)

4

+ O(l)n l/ w oo

V· ~).

Here .the factor n 1/ 4 is not refinable.
For the proof we need a lemma.
LEMMA. If Wf E IY (JR) and 1 :S p :S oo then there exist polynomials Pn
of degree :S n such that

II W(f - pn)llP :S c(p)wp

v' ~),

where the constant c (p) > 0 depends only on p.
PROOF. See (8), (27], [28].
REMARK. The polynomials p 11 do not depend on p , because in the proofs
the de La Vallee-Pqussin means was used which is independent on p.
PROOF OF THE STATEMENT. Using the Lemma we obtain

(le

(59)

<

(l

I

-x' lf<x) - Ln+ 1(f,x Jl

, - x' lf(x) - pn(x)l 2 )

= O(l )wz

(t.Jn)+

where we used that

0(l)w 00

Je - x

- oo

2

i+

(l

dx)

2

1

<

,-x'II,,+1 (pn - f,x)l 2dx) i =

(t.Jn) ·(l ,-x' t,x[ lf(x)dx )

1

n

e

0 e kfk(X)";::::.e
k =I

,

Lk (x)Lk (x)dx = 0 if k1 ::;1:.k2. Using [14), (6.1)
2

and (6.2) we obtain
- x2 ~ x2 2

I

1

- x2

2

n

H 11 (x) ~

·

1
2nn! 0'Pn(Xk)· (x - x )2'
k= I

k
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where lf>n(Xk) =Xk - Xk+I ·
Since HJ(x) = H,~(-x ), the zeros are symmetrical with respect to the
1
1
)2 ~
)2 if x ~ 0,
origin, Xk = -xn-k> <pn(xk) :::::: <pn(Xn-k) and
(x-xk

(x-xn-k

thus
(60)

00
2
{Joo e-x texfl[(x)dx)~ : : (f e-x 2 ~~~~)~<Pn(Xk) ·

l oo

k=I

k=I

0

_
(x

1
Xk)

2

dx)i.

Here

oo
(61)

J

Q

J +Joo.

xn /2 n -1 x·J
2
H2(x)
1 2dx =
e-x 2 _2n
I
L'Pn(Xk)+
L
11
n.
(x -xk)
.
n /2

J

k=I

Q

j=l x·+l
J

Xt

We know [29]
2 n

2

2.:::>xk lfcx) $

e-x

I

(x E Ill);

k=I

this means that finitely many members of the sum (60) and (61) can be
estimated by 0( I). Hence
(62)

n

2

I:
k= I
k""-)J ± IJ+2

We know [2]
(63)

Xk

- x

~n - 1/6.k-l /3
k+I ~
'

n
I <
- k<
- -.
2

If xj + 1 $ x $ Xj and k :;t:. j , j ± 1, j + 2 then

(64)

. ~
~ - 1/ 6(j·-1 / 3 + ... +k - 1/3 )~
~
lx - xkl ~ lxj - xkl~n

We know [3], p. 700 that
-x2/ 21H (

(65)

11 x
-e -ffnnT
- --

)I

I
~
)-4I ,
<
c·n - -8 ( VLn+
1-x·
2
1
J

[k

213

- 1213 1 .

nl/6
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We know from [4] that

J2rl+T-x 1 xn- 116, hen.ce by

(63)

j

(66)

.J2n+I -xj

x :I:>-1 /6. i-1/3 x

n-1/6}2/3

i=l

Using (63), (64), (65) and (66) we obtain
xj

J

(67)

e

-x2

n

2

2

H (x)
-11 211n!

Xj+ I

2=
k=I
k;e.jJ±IJ+2

x-

n/2

2

J

2
Hn (x)
xn 1/8 ;· e -x 211n!

k-1/3
- - - - - dx =

2:
k=I

(k2/3 - j2/3)2

k;t.JJ±IJ+2
n/2

2=

k=I
k¢)J±IJ+2
n/2

k-1/3

2=

= oo)n-1 161 -213

k-1/3
-----=
(k2/3 - j2/3)2

k=I
k;e.JJ±IJ+2

Obviously
n/2

k-1 / 3

2=
k=I

(k2;3_ 213)2 =

1

k;t.jJ±IJ+2

j

3) /2

/2

2=
2=
+
k=I
k=J /2

n/2

I:

+

k¢JJ±IJ+2

k=3J /2
k¢jJ±IJ+2

Here
j /2 k -1 /3
~ ' " ' - ~ · -2/3
L.., (k2/3 - 1·2/3)2 ~ L.., 1·4/3 ~1

j /2
'"'

k - I /3

k=I

k=I

and
n/2

2:/2

k=3j
k,c.jj±IJ+2

k-1/3
- - - - - <c·
(k2/3 - j2/3)2 -

n/2

2:
k=3j /2
k,c.j+IJ+2

k-1/3

-=
k4/3

213
oorI]
.

i . Jo6
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Finally
3j/2

3j/2

l:
k=j/2

I:
k=j/2

·-1/3
)

...... ·1/3

j-2/3(k - j)2 " 1

.

btjj±lj+2.

k~jj±lj+2

Hence
n/2

l:

j-213

(68)

k-1/3

k=l
k""jj±lj+2

(k

2/3

-

·-1/3

·2/3 2 - O(l)i
- }
)

1

+ O(l)}·4/3.

Using (68) we obtain from (67)

J

!-1 Xj

~
~

J=lx. 1
'}+

n/2

~

e-x2HJ(x)
2"n!

L.J

k=l

k~jj±lj+2

Using the above estimation and (62) we haye
x1

J

(69)

e-x

xn/2

1

2 H2(x) n/2

~

'2::: 'l'n (Xk) (x -xk)2 dx = O(l)n 112 .

2 n.1 k=l

Similarly

xn/2
(70)

J

e-x

0

2 H2(x) n

/2

2 n 1. k=l
~

L'l'n(Xk)

1
2
(x -xk)

dx =O(l)n 112 •

We know from [3], p. 700 that
x2

(71)

.

e-TIHn(x)I

<

~

-

S c-n-ilv'zn + 1-•l-! -exp
l

[-Wn + l)l (• -v'2n+ I) ~i S
l

S. x S. v'2xl>
is some positive number. Introduce the numbers x/ (1 S. j S. n/2) in the
S. c · n-&'(x -v'2n + 1)-4, ·

~

xi

following way:
(2 S.j S. n/2).
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Then we can write

Similarly as we proved (69) we obtain
x:;2

(72)

n/2

-x2H,;(x)~
J
x,

( )
1
d -O(l) 1/2
2n n.' L ../Pn Xk (X - Xk )2 x ·n
.

e

*

k=I

We know from [3], p. 700 that
-x2; 21

~(x )

e

I

= 0(l)exp(-3x 2 ),

x

2nn !

2:

hx1.

Using this we obtain easily
oo

(73)

n/ 2

H 2 (x)
1
e-x - 1111- ~ <{Jn(Xk)
dx
2 n! 6
(x - Xk) 2

J

*

2

= 0(1).

k=I

xn / 2

From (60), (61), (69), (70), (72) and (73) we obtain

,

00

(74)
(

j

e - .x

2 n

2

~exk lf(x)dx

)

1/ 2

= O(l)n I/4 .

00

Now we prove that the estimation (74) is sharp. From (60), (61) and (67)

(75)

n / 2-1

?.. c·nl /6

I:

Vn

J

e

- x2 HJ(x)d

- - x.
znn!
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We know [4], (8.22.12) that
(76)

e-x

2

12 Hn(x) = 2~+~ (n !)i(nn)-~(sincp )-i ·
· {sin [ (

~ + l) (sin 2cp -

where x = ffn+! cosip, ·o< E :S cp :Sn - E,
constant, the error term is uniform in <P.
Using (76) we obtain

./ii.

(77)

j.

e

HJ(x) i

-x 2

--GX

2nn!

E

3
2cp) + ; ] + o ( *) } ,

is an arbitrary but fixed absolute

>
-

v'ii/2
.

'Pa

3

~ c /{sin[(~+l)(sin2cp-2ip)+ ;] +o(*) }dcp,
'Pb

where Vn = ~ COS<f>b• Vn/2=V2n+1 COS<f>a·
Since sin2 a = 1CJ - cos2a) therefore
~

j { sin[(~+l)(sin2ip - 2ip)+ :]}
3

2

=

'Pb

='Po;"'" - Qcos [ (n +D (sin2<p -2<p)+ 3;'] dq> =
'Pb
<pa

=

<f>a

~ <Pb - ~/sin [ ( n + ~) (sin2ip -

2cp)] dcp.

'Pb

Introducing the new variables :=sin 2cp - 2cp and integrating by part we obtain
'Pa

J

sin [ ( n +

l)

(sin2ip - 2cp)] dcp = 0 (

Hence from (77) we obtain

.

v'ii

(78)

j

v'ii-/2

2H 2 ~)

e-x _n_

2nn!

dx

.

> c > 0.
-

~) .
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From (75) and (78)
00

J

-oo

2 n

e -x

2: exk2lf(x )dx 2: c.,/n,

k=l

which means that (74) is sharp. The Statement is proved.
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF LEBESGUE FUNCTIONS ON THE
SUMMABILITY OF DOUBLE FUNCTION SERIES
By
S. BARON and I. JOO*
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan and
Department for Analysis, Ei:itvi:is Lorand University, Budapest
(Received April 3, 1995)

In this paper we investigate summability of double function series. First
we prove a convergence theorem for arbitrary (not necessarily orthogonal)
systems, after we prove a divergence theorem for orthogonal systems.
We introduce some notations . If the limits of summation are not indicated, they are 0 and oo on each index, and the free indices assume all values
0, 1, ... ;

limamn =a

ni,n

means that for every E > 0 there exists indices mo, no such that Jamn - aI < E
if m >mo and n >no, i. e. the convergence in Pringsheim's sense. Denote
by Q a d-dimensional interval,µ is a posjtive measure on Q. Let E ~ ~d
withµ (E) < oo, and let f = {ftnn} be a system of functions f mn E
(E). We
assume thatµ is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure A..
We still prefer to retain it in order that the sets of µ-measure zero should at
the same time be sets of measure zero in the sense of Lebesgue also (cf. [l],
p.10). The state of things is, viz., as follows: Without our condition a set,of
µ-measure zero is not necessarily of measure zero in the sense of Lebesgue.
But ifµ is absolutely continuous with respect to A. (see [9], p. 124), then
the Radon-Nikodym derivative dµ/dA. (see [9], p. 133) exists and is uniquely
determined A-almost everywhere. If dµ / dA. > 0 is true A-almost everywhere
on E , then we obtain

Li

µ(D)

=

j "dµ dA.
d}..

D

* The authors acknowledge the support of the Minerva Foundation in Germany trough the
Emmy Noehter Institute at Bar-llan Un iversity.
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(see [9], p. 134, Theorem B), where D c Eis any measurable set. Hence (see
[9], p.104) if µ(D) = 0, then we have A(D) = 0.
'
We note, thatµ fulfills the assumptions when µ(x) = µ1(x1) ...µd(xd),
whereµ 1, .. .,µd are positive, bounded and monotone increasing in their domains of definition (see [12], p.45) and the derivative of µ1 , wherej = 1, .. ., d,
equals zero only in sets with Lebesgue measure zero (cf. [1], p. 9).
.
Let T be a triangular matrix method of summability with 1:mnkl are its
elements of series to sequence transformation. We assume that the double
limits
(1)

!kf := limrmnkl

m,n

exists and

roo = I.

(2)

Denote Kmn the T-kemels of the function systemf, i.e.
m,n
Knw(u,x) :=
1:mnklfkt(u)fkt(x),

L

k,l=O

wherex :=(x1, ... ,xd), u :=(u1, .. . ,ud) andx,u EE. Let
Lm 11 (x) :=

(3)

j

1Km 11 (u,x)jdµ(u),

E

(4)

L'm 11 (x) :=

j

max

IKmt(u,x)jdµ(u),

max

IKk 11 (u,x)jdµ(u).

0$1$n

E

(5)

L::in(x)

:=/

095,m

E
The functions Lrn" , Linn and Li~n defined by (3 ), ( 4) and (5) are called the

T-Lebesgue functions of the systemf.
Let
M,N

(6)

<PMN(u,x) :=

L

!mnkJ1:µvkLfkt(u)fk1(x),

k,l=O

where

M := min{m,µ },

N:=min{n,v}.

We consider the double function series
(7)

~cmnfmn(X),
m,n
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where the double sequence c = (cmn) belongs to the Banach space t 2 , i.e.

I:= C~n <

(8)

00 ,

m,n

and denote the T-means of (7) by Omn, i.e.
m,n

(9)

Omn(X) :=

L

•mnk/CkLfk1(x).

k,l=O

In the paper [6] we proved the following
THEOREM

I. Let be condition (8) is fulfilled and for(6) are existf,kl 2 0

so that
M,N

(10)

cf>M N(u,x)

= 0(1) L

f,k/ IKkz(u,x)I

k,l=O
for u,x E E and there exist~~ (M), ~;' (N)

2 0 such that

M,N

(11)

I:=

;kl
k,l=O
Suppose, further, that

= 0(1 ),

(12)
(13)

Lmn (x)

= 0( 1),

L;n 11 (x) = 0(1),

L~ 11 (x) = 0(1)

are fulfilled for x E E. Then there exist
(14)

lima11111 (x),

m,n

limamn(x),
m

lima111 n(X)
n

almost everywhere on E .

We will prove that in Theorem 1 the strong conditions (12) and (13) one
can replace by that of the following weaker conditions
(15)

(16)

Lmn(x) =Ox Cl),
L;n 11 (x) = Ox(l),

L~ 11 (x)

= Ox(l).

For this proof we needed the following two theorems of Banach (see [4], p.
36 and 37, Theorems II and III) for operators U11 defined on the all Banach
space X, that is dom U11 = X for each n.
Denote S := S(E,µ) the metric space of µ-measurable, µ-almost everywhere finite functions on E, endowed with the complete metric of convergence in measure.
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THEOREM 2. Let dam Un = X for all n and Un : X
linear operators from the Banach space X to S and

(17)

-+

S are continuous

Jim( Unx )(u)
n

exists for µ-almost every u E E . If
(Ux)(u) := lim(Unx)(u),
n

then the limitoperator U : X

-+

S is linear and continuous.

THEOREM 3. Let dam Un = X for all n and Un : X -+ S are continuous
linear operators from the Banach space X to S. Then the following two
statements are equivalent:

a) limit ( 17) for all x E X exists forµ -almost every u E E;

f3) a dense subset X' c X exists such that ( 17) exists for all x E X' and
sup IC Unx )(u )I < oo for all x E X and forµ -almost all u EE.
n

.

In the Theorems 2 and 3 the set
{u: iJlim(Unx)(u)}
11

may depends on x.
Now we can to prove the following
THEOREM 4. If condition (8) is fulfilled and the method T satisfies the
conditions (10), (11) , (15) and (16) for u,x EE, then (14) holds.
PROOF. Let us put that ( 15) and ( 16) are satisfied. Introduce the sets

ER:= {x EE : supLmn(x) ~ R, supL~ 11 (x) ~ R, supL~ 11 (x) ~ R}.
m,n

nt,n

m,n

Then
00

(18)

E= LJER,
R=I

since, for example, from (15) follows that for every x EE be exists some R
such that Lm 11 (x) ~ R . By Theorem 1 we see that from the conditions (8) and
(10)-(13) the existence of the limits (14) a.e. on each ER follows. From (14)
we obtain that
(19)

sup lomn (x )I < oo
m,n

is fulfilled a.e. on every ER. By (18) we obtain that (19) is satisfied a.e. on E.
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We define the operators
u; ·n: l

2

-

s

(m, n, R fixed)

by the formula
R

(20)

=L

u;·nc

0 mnk[Cktikt·

k ,1=0

The operators u;·n are linear and continuous, since if Cr - c in 12 , where
Cr = (c;;_ 1) , then
(U;•ncr)(x) ___, (U;'nc)(x)

(r - oo)

for every x EE. By Theorem of Lebesgue (see, for example [9], p.92, [13],
p.100)
oo),
on E, i.e. converges in measure on E. Further, since Tis a triangular method
of summabil ity, then for every m ,n we obtain from (20) and (9) that
(r -

Jim(

(21)

R

u;· c)(x) =<lmn (x ).
11

Let
Umn: l

2

-

S

by the formula
(22)

( UmnC )(x)

=<lmn (x ).

From (21) and (22) we see that
Jim( U~i,n c)(x) = ( UmnC)(x)

R

.

for x EE, therefore by Theorem 2 the operators Umn are linear and continuous, since dam U, 1111 = t 2 for each m,n. From (19) and (22) we obtain
(23)

supl(U,nnc)(x)I < oo

a.e. on E.

111,11

Further, the set of sections {cA}, where cA = (cj) and cj = ckl if k,l :SA
and cj = 0 if k > A or l > A, is dense in L2, and the double limit
A

(24)

M~(UmnCA)(x)=
'

L

1:k/Cktfk1(x)

k,l=O

by ( 1) exists on E. Denoting

R = min{m,n },
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from (24) we get the existence of
A

(25)

=L

likn( U,1111 c A)(x)

-ckl cktfkt (x)

k,l=O

on the dense set {c A} . By Theorem 3 from (23) and (25) follows, in view of
(22), that
lirn( U,1111 c)(x) = lirnam 11 (X)
R

m,n

for all c E l 2 a.e. on E. The proofs of the existence of the simple limits in

(14) are analogous and more simpler. Thus Theorem 4 is proved.

I

We remark that the existence of the equality
lim( U,1111 c)(x)

111,11

=m,n
limamn (x)

a.e. on E follows from (23) and (24), instead of Theorem 3, also by the
following
THEOREM 3' . Let Tinn : X _, S are continuous linear operators from the
Banach space X to S . If

Jim TmnX
m,11

exists for each x in a dense set, and if for each x in X the set { TmnX} is
bounded, then the double limit
Tx = lim TinnX
m,n

exists for each x in X . and T is continuous and linear.
Theorem 3' is a particular case of Theorem 18 on p. 55 in [7].
Let A. = (Amn) be a nondecreasing double sequence of positive numbers, .
i.e. (Am,11 0) and (A. 1110 ,11 ) are nondecreasing sequences for any fixed mo and no.
We define a new function system F = {F11111 }, where
.

fmn(X)

F,nn (x) = .;I;;;;;,
and consider the function series
(26)

2.:= amn Fmn (x)
111,11

with
(27)

I:: a;
111,11

111

< oo .
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We denote by Kmn (F; ·, ·) the T-kernels and by Lmn (F; · ), L'mn (F; ·) and
L'/nn (F; ·) the T-Lebesgue functions of the function system F, i.e.
m,n
Kmn(F;u,x): =
TmnktFk1(u)Fk1(x),
k,1=0

L

Lmn(F;x):

J

=

!Kmn(F;u,x)Jdµ(u),

E

L:nnCF;x): = ; ·

.
max JK111 1(F;u,x)Jdµ(u),
OSI Sn

E

J

L::111 (F;x): =
max IKkn(F;u,x)Jdµ(u) .
OSkSm
.
E

Analogously to (6) we denote
M,N
<PMN(F; u,x) :=

L

Tmnk/iµvklFkl(u)Fkt(X).

k,L=O

From Theorem 4 we now obtain the following
THEOREM
(28)

s.

If the condition

L C~ 11 Amn <

00

111,ll

is fulfilled and there exist £kL, £~ (M), £~' (N) 2': 0 such that T satisfies the
conditions ( 11) and
M,N
(29)
(30)
(31)

. <PMN(F;u,x) = 0(1)

L

f.kl IKki(F;u,x)J,
k,l=O
L 11111 (F;x) = Ox(l),

L;11 n(F;x) = Ox(l),

L~n(F;x)

=OxO)

for u, x E E, then ( 14) for the double function series (7) holds.
PROOF. Denoting cm 11 =a 11111 / ~. we obtain that (28) transfers to (27).
By the Theorem 4 from (27) and other conditions of Theorem 5 follows that
(14) for the double series (26) holds, since (27), (29), (30) and (31) are instead
of (8), (10), ( 12) and ( 13 ). But (26) is the double series (7).
For simple series Theorem S was proved in [3], see also [2], p. 266-270
and 297-298.
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Now we consider a divergence theorem, from which we see that no exist
a strong relation between the magnitude of the Lebesgue functions and the
summability a.e. not only of the general double function series (7), but even
for orthogonal double series.

Li (

Let cp = {cp 11111 } be a orthonormal system of functions 'Pmn E
Q). We
say that the double sequence A. is a Wey! multiplier for the T-summability of
the double orthogonal series
·

(32)

L

Cmn'Pmn(X)

ni ,n

if the satisfying of the conditi on (28) implies the T-summability of the double
series (32) a.e. on E ~ Q with µ (E) < oo. For simple orthogonal series
EFIMOV [8] proved , that there exist orthonormal systems and regular methods
of summability, for which the monotone increasing of the rnajorant of the
Lebesgue functions (even in any power a ~ 1) is not a Weyl multiplier for
thi s summability. A simple proof of the Efimov's theorem found ULYANOV
([ 15] , p. 35-36). Using the idea of [ 15], we can generalize it for double
orthogonal series (32).
We need the fo llowing Lemmas.
LEMMA

6. If Umn.

~

0 and the double series
LUmn
1n,n

converges, then there exist 0 < Ym

i

oo and 0 < 0 11

L UmnYm On <

i

oo such that

00.

m,11

PROOF. See [I 0] , p. 94.

I

We denote
m,n

Vmn

=~mY/n

L

Uk[ ·

k,1=0

In the sequel we write r-limx11111
111 ,11

1im xm 11

m,11

LEMMA 7.

If Umn

~

=0 instead of

= lim
xm 11 = limxmn = 0.
11
m

0 and the double series

L~mYJnUmn
m,n
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converges with
(33)

'Y}11

l

0,

then
r-lim V,n 11 =0.
m,n
PROOF. See [I] , p. 72, and [5], p. 177.

I

LEMMA 8. There exists a non-factorizable double series (32), divergent
everywhere on Q and its coefficients satisfy the condition (8).
PROOF. See [5], pp. 185- 186 and this is based on the results of (14], pp.
91, 101 and 104.
I

Let I the convergence method, that is method T with Tmnkl

= 1.

LEMMA 9. If (33) hold and the series L~m and L'YJn converge, then
the I -Lebesgue functions L11111 (I; ·) of every orthonormal system cp a.e. on Q
satisfy the following estimate
·

(34)
PROOF. (Cf. [I I], p. 173, Theorem 551.) For the system cp we have

L11111U;x) =

.)

JL

m,n

IKmnU; x )ldµ(u) =

Q

'Pk1(u)cpkz(x) dµ(u).

Q k ,l=O

Further,

L~1111]11 /
1n ,11

2

l'Pm 11(x)l dµ(x)

Q

= L~m17n

<

00,

m ,n

and by B. LEVI theo rem (cf. [I], Theorem 1.2.2, (5), Lemma I, [6], Lemma 3)
we obtain that the double series

L ~mr/n l<Pmn (x )J 2
ni,n

converges a.e. on Q (by our assumption on the measureµ). Consequently,
by Lemma 7 we obtain
m,n

(35)

"°'

r-lim~mr/n
n1 ,n
L

k ,l=O

l<Pk1(x)l

2

=0
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a.e. on Q. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get
2

2

ILmnU;x)l ::S / 1 dµ(u) · / IKmnU;x)fdµ(u) =

Q

Q

~ <fJk/(U)<fJkL(X) ~ <fJij(U)<{Jjj(X)dµ(u)=

=µ(Q) /

Q k ,l=O

iJ=O

m,n m,n

=µ(Q)

L L

m,n

<Pk1(x)cpiJ(x)okioLJ =µ(Q)

k,l=OiJ=O

L

l'Pkl(x)l

2

k,l=O

and from this by (35) we obtain
2
r-lim~m1Jn
ILmn (I;x)l =0
m,n

a.e. on Q, that is (34).

I

Let A.= (Arnn) be a nondecreasing double sequence of positive numbers.
THEOREM 10. For any function g of two variables with 0 < g(x) j +oo
as x1 ,xz __, +oo there exists:
1) a triangular factorizable method of summability T =A 0 B with regular
factors A and B,
2) a non-decreasing unbounded factorizable double sequence A.= (A.~ll~),
3) an orthonormal system cp,
such thatµ -almost everywhere on Q the T-Lebesgue functions satisfy the
estimate

Lmn(T;x) = O(ilmn) ,

(36)

but.on the other hand some double orthogonal series (32) is not T-summable
a.e. on Q, although

L lcmn l2 G(Amn) <

(37)

00,

m ,11

where G(Amn)

=g(ll;n,A;~).

PROOF. By Lemma 8 we can choose some system

cp and some double

sequence c such that the double series (32) diverges on Q, but (8) is satisfied.
By Lemma 6 from (8) follows that there exist 0 < Ym j oo and 0 < 6 11 j oo
such that
(38)

L lcmn 2YmOn <
1

111,11

00 .
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Since 'L l / n 2 < oo , then by Lemma 9 for any orthonormal system cp the
I-Lebesgue functions satisfy a.e. on Q the estimate
(39)

Lm 11 (I;x) = O(l)(m + l)(n +I).

Further, for finding A we remark that the double sequences (g (m, n)) and
(ymon) increase, therefore we can find non-increasing sequences (mi) and
(nj) of integers, which take the all natural values, such that mi :S i + 1 and
nj :SJ+ I, but
(40)

g(m;,nj) ::::: Ay;oj

for all i ,j ?:. p , where A and p
Now we choose

?:. I are some constants.

k·lj --(m {· + l)(n·J + 1)

(41)

and put Tmnkl = I if k :Sm; ::::: m and l :S nj Sn, but Tmnkl = 0, if k > m; or
I > nj . This method T =(Tmnkl) has regular factors and from (39) we deduce
that a.e. on Q the estimate (36) hold, since for
mi,nj

~ 'Pk1(x)cpk1(u)

Lij ( T ;x) := /

dµ(u)

Q k,1=0

in view of (39) and (41) we have
Lij(T;x)

= 0(.A;.i).

On the other hand, since we has assumed that the double orthogonal series
(32) diverges everywhere on Q and (m;) and (nj) take the all natural values,
therefore the double sequence (sm ,· ,n·)
of partial sums of the double series
J
(32) also diverges everywhere on Q. This means that (32) is not T-summable
everywhere on Q.
· It is remained to prove that for our T and A. the condition (37) holds.

Indeed, in view of (41 ), (40) and (38) we have

~ lcu l

2

G(.lij

l~O(l

)+

(%.u ,~J
+

2

lcij

1G<.lu

)+A,~ lc;j 1y;6j <
2

since, for example, by (4 l ), (40) and (38)
= ,p

L

p
2

lcij l C(?,iJ) :SL

iJ=p,O

Theorem I 0 is proved.

=

L lcij

j=O i=p

p

2
l

CO.;p) :S Aop

=

LL lcij l2Yi = 0(1).
j=O i=p

oo,
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Analogous to Theorem I 0 is in fact proved in [5]. We remark, that the
following question is open: May be exists the function g, a method T, a
double sequence A. and a system cp from Theorem l 0 such that together with
the condition (36) the conditions
L':in ( T; x)

= 0(11.mn)

are also satisfied µ-almost everywhere on Q?
Taking g(x) = (x 1x2)a with a 2: l we from Theorem 10 yields the following
COROLLARY 11. There exist a method of summability T with regular
factors and a monotone increasing unbounded double sequence A. such that
the double sequence (IAmn /a) for none a ?: l is not a Weyl multiplier for
T-summability of the double orthogonal series (32), in spite of the fact that
the condition (36) holds.
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ON CONTROL TIIEORY I
(MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE)
By
I. JOO*
Department of Analysis, EOtvos Lorand University, Budapest
(Received July 4, 1995)

1. Introduction
Consider a system of equations
i=l, ... n

Xi= fi(x,u)

controlled by the piecewise continuous function u(t). The trajectory x(t) E Rn
goes from x(t0 ) = x<O) to x(t 1) = x< 1). Given t0 , x<0>, x<l) we intend to
minimalize a functional
t1

. J(x,u,t1)

= j fo(x,u)dt.
to

The triplet (x,u,il) giving a minimum for J is called optimal, x(t) is the
optimal trajectory, u(t) is the optimal control. Several necessary conditions
for optimality are known. The first one is the Euler-Lagrange equation. ·If
u(t) EU a.e. for some fixed open domain Uc R.r, a necessary condition has

been given by WEIERSTRASS, see e.g. [19). In the applications arises the need
of considering closed .domains U for which the Weierstrass theorem can not
be applied. For this case PONTRYAGIN [10] and his coworkers developed the
so-called Pontryagin maximum principle stating

A 0 • If (x,u,t 1) is optimal then there exist functions
'¥ =(qt l • ... ,qtn ), qt = qt(t) and a constant A ~ 0 such that
THEOREM

.

•

I -

-

'¥=_qt ·fx(x(t),u(t),t),

f

=if1,. .. .fn) T

and the function

* Supported by National Scientific Research grant OTKA N° 014244
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H(x, '¥,u)
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='¥ -f(x,u) +Afo(x,u)

takes its maximum at u =u(t) i. e. for all t
H(x(t), 'f'(t), u(t))

=o

H(x(t), \J'(t),u):::; O if u EU.

I

REMARKS . I. We can fix the time t 1 by introducing a new component
Xn+l by
Xn+I = l,

x11+1Uo)=to,

2. The original proof of PONTRY AGIN uses analytical arguments based
on the variation of the trajectory x(t) as the function of x 0 . This idea of
linearizing the changement of quantities can be treated abstractly in terms of
functional analysis . This functional analytic background has been developed
by DUBOVITSKII and MIL YUTIN [ 13]. The topic is discussed in details in the
excellent course book of GIRSANOV [ 19]. Later on, most of versions of the
maximum principle were proved through the Dubovitskii-Milyutin theorem.
Now a very huge amount of maximum principles are known; we refer e.g. to
[20], [21]. In what follows we recall a version given in [20], [21].
Namely consider the fo ll owing
PROBLEM A.
( 1.1)

.t = f (x , u , t )

where x(t) is absolutely continuous on [O, T], the control u(t) E U for a.e.
E [O, T] where U C JPl.11 is a fixed arbitrary subset, u E Loc,(0, T, JPl.r ). Denote

t

xo = x(O)

XT = x(T)

and consider the set of equality type endpoint constraints
( 1.2)

K (xo,xr) = 0.

We don't specify the size dk of the vector K (in the classical case of Pontryagin there are 2n equatio ns, x 0 =x(O), xT =.x< 1)). Introduce further some
inequality type endpoint constraints
( 1.3)

and other constraints
(1.4)

<l>s(X(t),t) :::; 0

1 :::; s .:::; dct>.

We set the following assumptions
a). The functions K and <p are continuously differentiable in all of their
variables
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b) The <l>s are continuously differentiable in x, <l>s and <I>i.x<= gradx<l>s)
are continuous in x, t
c) f is continuously differentiable in x, continuous in u and measurable
int.

Problem A is how to minimalize the functional
( 1.5)

J = <Po(xo,xr) --> min
under the constraints (1.1 )-(1.4) and assumptions a), b), c). The following necessary condition of optimality is given in LEVITAN, MILYUTIN, OsMOLOVSKII [ 18] (in fact in [ 18], Theorem D.2. 1 only the local version is
proved, but there is a standard tool of converting local version to the above
type maximum principle by making a variable substitution, see e.g. GIRSANOV
[19], Chapter 12).

Let x(t ), u(t) be an optimal solution of Problem A and

THEOREM A.

suppose that
<l>s(:X y, T) < 0.

(1.6)

Then we can construct a function H = H(t,x,u) which is maximal in u for
u =u(t) in the sense that for almost all t E (0, T] we have
(1.7)
H(t,x(t),u(t)) = maxH(t,x(t),u).
uEU .

This function has the form
H = \}1-j,

( 1.8)

where the function lfl(t) = (lfl 1(t ), . .. , '¥ 11 (t)) is described by the following
boundary value problem:
a) There exist nondecreasing filnctions µs (t ) with µ s (0) = 0 such that
·

(l.9) - lfl

= lfl .Jx·I -

'\:"'

L

I
dµ s I
I I
<l>s,x · dt' fr= fx (x(t),u(t),t), <1> 5 ,x

= <1>5I ,x(x(t),t).

s

Here the rows of the matrix f,' are the gradients of the components off and

(1.9) means that
I

( l. IO)

'I'(t) - '¥(0)

=- /

I

'¥

1; + L / <l>~,xdµs.
s 0

0

.

b) There exist vectors a= (ao, ... ,adcp), b = (b1, ... ,bdK) with ai ~ 0,
bj E lRl. such th;1t the bounda1y conditions on '¥ can be expressed by the
endpoint Lagrange fun ction
l

='L,ai<Pi +b · K ,
i;:::O

l

=l(xo,xr)
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by the rule
(1.11)
c) For alls the support of the measuredµ 5 is contained in {t: <l>5 (x(t),t)=

O}. In other words, the function µs is constant in every open subinterval of
{t: <l> 5 (x(t),t) < O}.
d) Except for the index i

=0,

(1.12)
e)

i ?. I.

Nontriviality condition:

L>i + L

(1.13)

i20

lb) I+ Lµs(T) > 0.

j

REMARK 1. In the literature (I. I 0) is called adjoint (or co-state) equation, c) and d) is named complementary slackness ( l. l l) the transversality
conditions, A.= (a,b,µ(t) , "¥(!))is called Lagrange multiplier of the problem.
2. Like in PONTRYAGIN theorem (Theorem A 0 ), the cost function J
does not depend only on the endpoints but on some integral involving the
trajectory. E. g. in [7] the author considers
J

=

(!

F1(x,u,t)dt)

(!

a,· ~(x,u,t)dt) a,

These functionals can easily be transformed to the form (1.5) by introducing
new state variables

Fi= F;(x(t),u(t),t)
and then J becomes of the form ( 1.5)

3. We formulated here the MP as a necessary condition for a strong
local minimum. In fact [l]-[4], it is a necessary condition for the so-called
Pontryagin minimum, which is a minimum with respect to variations under
"Pontryagin convergence". The latter means that

llxn - xi loo

-t

0,

llun - ulloo : : ; Const.,

llun - uil 1 - t 0.

Roughly speaking, a Pontryagin minimum differs from a weak one by taking
into account so-called "needle-type" variations . Obviously, a Pontryagin minimum occupies an intermediate position between a weak and strong minima.
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Further we will replace the state constraints by multipoint ones with
the purpose to prove a 1.imit property. But we need (a maximum principle)
necessary conditions of optimality for problems with multipoint constraints.
We give them in the next Section.
4. If A. is a-multiplier in Theorem A and c > 0 then cA. is also a multiplier
because then '¥ becomes c'I' and H becomes cH.

2. A maximum principle for problems with multipoint constraints.
Consider here the following problem (Problem B):
(2.1)

(2.2)
(2.3)

(2.4)

x =f(x,u,t),
I

u EU

K(xo,x1, ... ,xN)
<l>i(xo, x 1, ... ,xN)::; 0,

J =<I>o(XQ,X]' ... ,XN)

=0,
i = l,. . . ,d(<l>)
-t

min.

where xk =x(tk), k = 1, ... ,N, 0 =to< t1 < t2 < ... < tN-1 < tN = T, K, <I>i
are continuously differentiable and all the other objects are the same as in
Section 1.
The Problem B seemingly doesn ' t belong to the class of Problems A,
but however, it can be easily reduced to the problem A. as we'll show below.
Now we formulate necessary optimality conditions (a maximum principle) for
Problem B.

Let (x 0 ,u 0 ) be a Pontryagin minimum point of Problem B.
Then there exist a collection of Lagrange multipliers (a,b, 'I'(t)), of the same
nature as in Theorem A , such that with the Lagrange function l = a</J + bK
and Pontryagin function H =\.I'f . the following conditions hold:
a) nontriviality condition
THEOREM I .

lal+lbl >0,
b) complementary slackness ( 1.10);

(2.5)

c) adjoint equation of the form:

(2.6)

-'P-'¥•'
Jx

and
(2.7)
on every interval(tk-1,tk), k = 1, ... , N - I ;
d) transversulity conditions ( 1.13);
e) maximum conditions ( 1.14).
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=

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Denote t:ik [O, tk ],
new state variables Yk subject to equatious:

(2.8)

Yk

k

=f(x,u,t)Xt:i.k(t),

Then obviously x(tk)
(2.9)

=xo + ydt) -

k = 1, ... , N - 1, and introduce

= l, .. .,N-1.

Yk(O), furthermore

</>(xo,x1,. .. ,xr) = ¢(xo,xo +YI (T) - YI (0), ... ,xo + Yk (T) - Yk(O),. . .,xr)

and a similar form takes K .
Thus, the multipoint constraints with interior time points are reduced to
standard endpoint constraints with respect to the old (x) and new (y) state
variables. Therefore, we can apply Theorem A to this reduced problem.
According to Theorem A there exist Lagrange multipliers a, b, 'I'(t)
of the above mentioned nature, and functions r; k (t) (related to new state
variables), such that lal + lbl > 0, and with
l =a¢+bK,
l(xo ,Y1, ... ,YN- 1,xr)

=l (xo, ... ,xo + Yk (T) -

Yk(O),. .. ,xr),

N-1

(2.10)

H = 'f'f +

L

r;kfxt:i.k

I

the conditions (I. I 0)-( 1.14) holds:
Let us consider the adjoint equations and transversality conditions. Since
iJk =-Hy= 0, we have 1'/k = const, and
al

(2.11)

1'/k

=1'/k(O) = aYk (O) = -lxk ·

The adjoint equation for 'f' is:
(2.12)

while
(2.13)

{ 'f'(O)~l~0-=l~ +lx 1

+ . .. +lxN-1'

'f'(T) - -lxT - - lxr

Introduce the new function
N-1

(2.14)

'f ='f' + L
I

1'/x Xt:i.k.
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Then from (2..12) it follows that on every interval (tk-J,tk), k

= 1, ... , N

-'¥='Pf

(2.15)
and

L1~(tk) = -rJk
(2.16)
{

!(0)

= lxk '

=\f'(O) + LY/k =lx0 ,

l{i(T) = l{i(T) = lxr

Finally, since H satisfies the maximum condition with respect to u, the
function fl=~! satisfies it too.

I

Theorem I is proved.

Let us now consider a special case of Problem B, which arises from
the Problem A if we consider the state constraint (1.2) not at the all points
t E [0, T], but only at some a' priori chosen and fixed points t 1, . .. , tN- l · That
is, instead of ( 1.2) we have now the following constraints:

k

(2.17)
Denote this problem as Problem

= 1,. . .,N -

l.

B.

2. Let (x 0 ,u 0 ) be a Pontryagin minimum point in Problem
B. Then there is a collection of Lagrange multipliers X= (a ,b,µ(t), \{i(t)) of
the same nature as in Theorem A. such that all conditions (l.9)-(1.14) are
valid with the additiom1/ property: functionµ (t) is constant on every interval
Ctk-J,tk) k = 1, .. ., N (and so, it can generate onlyo-functions in the right
hand side of the adjoint equation ( 1.12)).
THEOREM

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. According to Theorem 1, there exist a 2: 0,
b E Illd(K),

g=

(g 1,. . .,gN - 1) :;:: 0, s uc h that

lal+lbl+l~ I >0,

(2.18)
N-1

and with l =a¢+ bK +

L

~k <D(xk ,td,

H

=l{ij the corresponding conditions

I

hold, from which we have to consider in detail only the complementary
slackness condition
k=l,. . .,N-1

(2.1,9 )

and the. adjoint equation (2.6) with jump conditions

(2.20)

L1\f'(tk) = lxk

=£°k <l>~(xk,tk),

k

= 1,. .. ,N -

l.
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Denote D.k = [tk> T] and consider the vector-function
N- 1

(2.21)

µ(t)=

L

t;,kXt,k(t),

k=I

every component of which is obviously nondecreasing.
Then (2. I 9) is equivalent to ( 1.11 ), and (2.6) together with (2.20) (1. I 2), whereas (2. I 8) is equivalent to ( J.9).
Theorem 2 is proved.

to

I

3. A limit approach in the multipoint maximum principle
Let us now return to initial Problem A, and try to find it's solution in the
following way. We fix an arbitrary finite set r of time points 0 =to< t 1 < . . . <
< tN - 1 < tN = T and consider Problem B(r) of the form (1.1), (1.2)-(1.6),
(2.9), which differs from Problem A by replacement of the state constraints
t E [O, T]

<l>s(X(t),l) '.SQ,

by constraints on the state variable only at the chosen points:
k =! , ... ,N-1.

We assume that there is an optimal pair (x.0 , u2) in the Problem B(r), and
that it converges in uniform and weak-* topology (resp.) to a pair (x 0 , u 0 )
as the number of points tk grows in such a manner that the length of the
largest interval of [tk- I , tk] tends to zero. Since Ur converge only in weak-*
topology, hence we should assume that the system ( 1.1 ), i.e. the function f is
linear with respect to u. A limit property of the pair is then described in the
next
THEOREM 3. Assume that for every T Problem B(r) has an optimal pair
(x~, u2). Assume forth er that there are x 0 , u 0 such that as T grows

(3.3)

x.0 --. x 0

uniformly and

Assume that there exists a point t* at which

(3.4)

s = 1, ... d(<t>).

Then the pair(x 0, u 0 ) ::,:atisfies the MP for Problem A.
Along with this, if Ar= (ar,br,µr,'I'r) are Lagrange multipliers with
larl + lbrl + lµrCT)I =I for a pair (x.0 ,u~) in the sense of Theorem 2, then
it is possible to take as a collection of Lagrange multipliers for (x 0 , u 0 ) any
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limit point of the sequence (net) Ar regarding the convergence of a., b-r as
finite-dimensional vectors andµ., 'P-r almost everywhere.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We apply Theorem 2 to the Problem B(r).
Since all the sequences a,, b-r, µ, ( T) are uniformly bounded, hence
passing if necessary to subsequence, we can consider ar: --+a, b-r --+ b, where
a, b are some vectors, and µr; (t) --+ µ (t) a.e., where µ is a nondecreasing
function with µ (0) = 0.
Moreover, it is true that µ. (t) --+ µ (t) at any point of continuity of
Similarly, since 'Pr: form a uniformly bounded sequence of function of
bounded variations, we can suppose that there is a function 'P(t) of bounded
variation such that 'P-r(t)--+ 'P(t) at any point of continuity of 'P (and hence,
a.e.).

µ.

It is clear that the normalization and complementary slackness conditions
hold also for (ao , b0 ,µ 0 ) since they hold for (ar:, br: ,µr: ).
From here and (3.4) it follows that in a neighbourhood oft* µs(t)=const.
'is= l, ... ,d(<l>), and hence,'¥ is continuous, whiCh implies that
(3.5)

To establish a limit property of the adjoint equation we write it in an
integral form :

(3.6)
I

I

'Pr: (t) ='Pr: (t*) + / Y.1-r

(s )J; (x~(s ), u~(s ), s) ds - /<I>~ (x2(s ), s) dµT (s ).

0

0

From (3.3), (3 .5), the linearity of fx in u and the convergence a.e. of 'P-r, µ.
it can be shown that
I

(3.7) 'Pr: (t) = 'Po(t*) + / Y.J(s )j~(x 0 (s ), u 0 (s ), s)ds 0

t

j <I>~

0

(x (s), s)dµ (s),

0

which is the adjoint equation in problem A for the trajectory (x 0 , u 0 ). It
remains only to check the maximality condition. Since it holds for (x}l,u2),
we know that for any measurable u(t) E U, for all r
T

(3.8)

/'Pr(t)
0

v· (x~(t),u(t),t)-1 (x~(t),u~(t),t)] dt :S 0.
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From here, the linearity off in u, the weak-* convergence of u2 and a.e.
convergence of \JI, it follows that

l

v· (xo(t ), u(t), t) - f (xO(t ), uo(t),t)] dt =
= J (H (x 0 (t),u(t),t) - H (x 0 (t),u 0 (t),t)) dt ~ 0.
l¥T, (t)

(3.9)

1

0

From this and the measurable choice theorem [6, Section 8.1] it follows that
for a.e. t the function H satisfies the maximality condition ( 1.14).
Theorem 3 is proved.
I

4. Examples
In this part we provide a few examples illustrating the above theorem.
EXAMPLE I . For fixed values h, T

> 0 consider the problem

x =u,
x(O)=x(n=O,

iu(t)I ~ I

V t E [0, T],

x(t) ~ h \it E [O, T].
Under these assumptions maximize the area below x(t):
T

J

= ; ·x---+ max .
0

The direct solution of this problem is easy; the optimal trajectory can be given
for T '2. 2h by
t ~ h,
h "S

X(t) = { :

T-t

t

T- h

"S T - h,
~ t,

and for T 5, 2h by
x(t)=

t
{ T - t

t

<I

- }'
t '2, 2 .

.

Now we interpret this problem as Problem A and solve it by Theorem A. To
transform the cost function J we need a new state function
I

y(t)= -

Jx.
0
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Then the Problem A equivalent to Example 1 reads as follows
.X =u =f1(t,x,y,u),

y = -x =fz(t ,x,y ,u),
Ki(xo,xT,Yo,YT) =xo =0,
K1(xo,xT,Yo,YT) =Yo= 0,
K3(xo,xT,Yo,YT) =XT =0,
u(t) E V = [-1, 1) for all t E [O, T],

<1>1 (x ,y,t) = x - h; i.e. x(t) - h ::; 0 for all t E [0, T]. Under these
assumptions minimize YT:
J

= <po(xo,XT,Yo.YT) =YT

----t

min.

Here Theorem A applies since
<1>1 (x(O),y(0),0) = <1>1 (x(T),y(T), T) = -h < 0.

By Theorem A there exist a 0 ~ 0 , bl> b2 , b 3 E JR, a monotone increasing
function µ 1(t) with µ 1(0) = 0, µ 1 is left-continuous and there are functions
'I' 1 'I'2 satisfying the following properties:
a) ao + [b1 I+ [b2I + /b3/ +µ1(T)>0,

b) cl>1(x(t),y(t),t)dµ1(t)

= 0,

. which means thatµ 1 is constant on the open intervals where x (t) < h,
c) - (\jJJ, \jl2) =('I' J, 'I'2)
.

-'Pi= -'I'2 -

_qi2

(~I ~) - (1 O)<if[f

i.e.

dµ
ri.

=0.

d) Let L(xo, xT,Yo,YT) =aoyo+b1 K1 +b2K2 +b3K3 =a0Yr+b1 xo +b2Yo+
+b3xr.

Then

=t;0 =bl>
\f1 2 (0) = 1;0 = bz,

'I' J (0)

'PI (T)

= -l~T = -b3,

'I'2( T)

=-1;T =-ao.

By c) this implies that
(4.1)

(4.2)

and 'P 1( T) = - b3 implies
(4.3)

- ao = b2,
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Consequently from a) it remains
a 0 +lb1l+µ1(T)>O.

(4.4)

=

e) The function H '¥ 1u - 'P2x takes its maximum in u
assumption Iu I :S 1. This means that

=u(t) under the

{'Pi

(t) > 0::::} u(t) = 1,
'¥1 (t) < 0::::} u(t) = -1

(4 .S)
LEMMA

1.

ao > 0.

Suppose indirectly that a0 =0.
a) If b1 > 0 then '¥1 (t) ~ b1 > 0 i.e. i = u = 1 on (0, T); this contradicts
x(O) = x(T) = 0.
b) If bi= 0 then by (4.4) µi(T) > 0. Since µ1 is left-continuous, there
exist a minimal value to such that on (to, T] µ 1(t) ='¥I (t) > 0. In this segment
x =1 which implies from x(T) =0 that x(t0 ) < 0. Hence in the neighbourhood
of to, µ 1 is constant which contradicts the definition of to unless to = 0. But
if to= 0 then '¥1 < 0 on (0, T) which is impossible, see a).
c) If b 1 < 0 then '¥I (t) = bi < 0 until x (t) reaches h. But starting from
t =0, x =-1 i.e. x(t) is negative, hence µ 1(t) 0 and x = -1 on (0, T) and
I
this contradicts to x (0) = x ( T) = 0.
PROOF.

=

Dividing all the constants and functions by a0 we can suppose that a0 =0
hence
'¥1(t)=b1 - t+µ1(t).
LEMMA 2. Ifx(t1)=x(t2)=h

then on [t1,t2] x(t)=h.

PROOF. Suppose the contrary. Changing the values t1 , t1 if necessary we
can obtain that
·
x (t1) =x(t2) = h and on Ct1,t2)
x(t) < h.
This means that on (t], t2) µ 1 is constant and

'¥1(t)=b1 -t+µ1Ct2).
This is a decreasing linear function. Since x (t) :S h everywhere, x(ti)= xU2) =
=0 and hence '¥ 1(t1) ='¥ 1(t2) =0; contradiction.
I
LEMMA 3.

If T 2:: 2h then there exists t with x(t) = h .

PROOF. Indirect: x < h. Then µ 1 = 0, '¥ i (t) = bi - t. It can not have
constant sign in (0, T) since x (0) =x ( T) =0 and by the same reason we must

have b1

= f. But then x

REMARK.

(

f) = f 2:: h, contradiction.

The above proof shows the optimal trajectory for T < 2h.

I
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LEMMA 4. lfT 2 2h then b1

= h.

PROOF. a) If b1 < h then on (O,b 1) x(t) is growing, on (b 1,h) it is
decreasing, hence can not reach h, contradiction.
b) If b 1 > h then '¥ 1(h) > 0, x(h) = 1, x(h) = h which is again a contra-

I

~tioo.

~EMMA

5. If T 2 2h thenµ l ( T) = T - 2h . .

~

PRooF. Symmetrical to Lemma .4.

I

~

Now the optimal trajectory on [O,t] is x (t)=t withµ(t) = 0, '¥ 1(t)=h - t
by Leriuna 4; on (T- h, T] x(t) = T- t, µ(t) = T- 2h, '¥ 1(t) = T- h - t;
on (h, T- h] by Lemma 2 x(t) = h , hence '¥1(t)=0, µ(t) =t - h. The results
are stretched in the following figures.

·~

h

x(t)

~

T-h

h

T
-h

u(t)
I
I

I

I
I
I

A

Tlh

t

I

-1

I

T-2h
I
I

h

I
I
L._J

yl h
I
I

I
I

r

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following discretized version of Example 1.
Let NE N and
T
k =0, ... ,N.
tk =hN
Modify Example 1 such that x (t) ~ h be assumed only at the nodes t =th.
We give interpretation of this as a Problem B.
By Theorem 2 all the statements (4.1)-(4.5) remain valid with the additional assumption
N-1

(4.6)

µi(t)=Lak
k=I
tk <t
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where
(k = l , . .. ,N - 1).

(4.7)

By immediate considerations we can describe the optimal trajectory x(t) as

[co,O),(f,f)]

[(f,f) ,cr,o)].

If
strictly below this polygon there is no point (tb h) then this is the graph of
the optimal trajectory . Otherwise let h 1 and h 2 be defined by
follows. Draw the line segments

tk, :Sh< tk,+l•

tki-l < T-h

and

:S tk2 ;

then h1 + 2 :S h2 and

k=k1+l, ... ,k2-2

Now the same result can be obtained by Theorem 2 as follows
LEMMA

6.

ao > 0.

PROOF. The same as in Lemma I.

I

Consequently we can suppose

a0 = 1,
LEMMA

7. Ifx(tk 1 )=x(tk 2 )=h thenfork1 :Sk :Sk2,x(tk)=h.

PROOF. Suppose the contrary. Redefining k1 and k2 we can obtain that
x(tk 1) = x (tk2 ) =h but x(tk) < h for k1 < k < k2. Then in (k1>k2) µl is constant

hence the proof of Lemma 2 applies.
LEMMA

I

8. h :S h1 < tk,+I if T 2: 2h.

PROOF. a) If h > h 1 then on (0,h) \J'1 (t) =bi - t hence fort ~ b1 x(t)
becomes decreasing before reaching h. This implies that µI = 0, \J'1 = b - t
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on (0, T) and then i = 1 on (O,b1), i = -1 on (bi, T). From x(O) =x(T) = 1 it
implies that b1 = which contradicts b 1 < h if T ~ 2h.

f

b) If tk 1+I :S b1 then we argue as follows : '¥1 (t) ~ b1 - t > 0 if t E (O,b1),
hence i = 1 on (O,b1) and then x(tk 1+1) = tk 1+1 > h, contradiction.
, I
Now we can build the optimal trajectory .. Suppose for the case of simplicity that hf=tk1 • Then on (0,tk 1+1) we have '¥1(t)=b1 -t. Hence approaching
tk 1+1 from the left x(t) becomes decreasing. If x(tk 1+1) < h, then '¥1 (t) =bi - t
on (0, tk 1+2) and x (t) continues decreasing, i.e. i = -1 on (tk 1+ 1, T). This
is possible only if such a trajectory ends at x ( T) =0. Otherwise we must
have x(tk 1+1) =hand on (tk 1+1,tk 1+2) '¥1(t) = b1 +a1 - t with some a1>0.
Now the value '¥ 1(t) in the halving point of the segment (tk 1+1, tk 1+z) is :S 0,
otherwise x (tk 1+2) > h . If this value is negative then x (tk 1+2) < h hence x
continues decreasing in (tk 1+2 , T) and this can be so only if this trajectory
ends in x(T) = 0. Otherwise '¥ 1(t) will be positive in the left half and negative
in the right half of (tk 1+1,tk 1+2) and x(tk 1+2) = h . Then we repeat the same
arguments for the segment (tk 1+2,tk 1+3) and so on. We can thus build up
the optimal trajectory described above. In order to distinguish it from that of
Example 1 we use the notation x N(t), '¥1 ,N(t), µ1 ,N(t), uN(t) instead of x(t),
'¥ 1(t), µ1 (t) and u(t). The obtained result are drawn in the following figures.

T
t~l
I
I

-I

Since XN(t) - t x(t) uniformly and UN(t) - t u(t) weakly, Theorem 3 can
be applied. It can be seen that '¥1,N - t '¥1 (t) and µ1,N(t)-+ µl (t), both
uniformly. On the other hand, '¥2,N = -1 = 'l'z, -1 = b2,N = bz, b1,N =

='¥1,N(O)-+ '¥1 (0) =b1 , b3 ,N =T-µ1 ,N(T) - b1,N - t T-µ1 (T) - b1 =b3
fo. the Lagrange multiplier has indeed the limit property stated in Theorem 3.
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the problem

i = y,
)' =u ,

x(O) =x(T) = 0,
x(t) :Sh

Vt E [O, T],

ju(t)I :S 1 Vt E [O, T].

Under these circumstances maximize the area below x :
T

f =

j

x-+

max.

0
t

Rewrite this as Problem A: Introduce the variable z = -

Jx; then
0

i =y =fi(t,x,y , z ,u),

y =u =h(t, x,y , z ,u ),

z = - x =f:,(t ,x,y , z ,u),
K 1 =xo =0,
K2 = zo = 0,
K3 =XT = O,
u(t)E U=[--:-1,1],
<I>(x,y,z ,t)=x-h 1.e. x(t) -h:SO VtE[O, n.

We minimize ::. T J

=<po= ZT-+ min.

It can be directly seen that the optimal solution is for T < 2v'2h the
concave parabola going throug h (0,0) and (T, O); for T ~ 2VZh we have

a) in [0, J2h] x(t) is the concave parabola going through·(0,0) whose

J2h is the line y = h ,
[J2h, T - J2hl x (t) = h,

tangent line at t =
b) in

c)in[T - /2h,T]

x(tl = x (T - t).

By Theorem A , there exist ao ~ 0, b 1,bz,b3 E ~.an increasing function
µ 1(t) withµ 1(0)=0, which is left-continuous and functions '¥1, '¥2.• '¥3 with
the properties
a) ao +lb 11 + lb2I + lb3j +µ1 ( T) > 0.
b) µ 1(t) in constant on the open intervals where x(t) < h.
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~ ('I' 1, '1'2, '1'3) (~I ~

c) -('i' I• 'i',, '¥3)
.

-\f/1 = - \f/3 -

dµ

.

ri,

g) -(I,0, 0)*

i.e.

-\j'3 = 0.

-\f/2 = \f'i.

d) Denote l =aozr+b1xo+b2zo+b3xr; then

'!11 (0) == b1

'I' 1(T) = -b3

\!12 (0) = 0

'I'z(T)=O

'¥3(0) = b2

'¥3(T) = -ao.

This implies by c) that ·
(4.8)

'¥3

= -ao

(4.9)
(4.10)

and hence by a),
(4.11)

ao + µ (T) > 0.

e) The function H
1, hence

lul ::::;

= '¥1Y + \f'zu -

'¥3x is maximal in u provided that

*

'I'2(t) > 0
u(t) = 1,
{ '¥2(t) < 0 =? u(t) = - 1.

(4. 12)

LEMMA 9. ao > 0 if T > 2

/2ii..

PROOF. If a 0 = 0 then \j' 2 = - 'I' 1 is decreasing, hence \f/2 is concave.
Since \{12(0) =\{12(T) =0, there are two possibilities
a) 'l'z 0. Then b 1 =0, contradiction with (4.11).
b) \f/2 > 0 on (0, T); then i = 1, x(t) is convex, hence x(t) < 0 on (0, T)
which is obviously not optimal.
I

=

Suppose that

ao = I .

LEMMA 10. Ifx(t1) =x (t2)=h thenx(t) = h on [t1>t2] .

=

=

PROOF. Suppose indirectly that x(t1) x (tz) h and that on (ti, t2) x(t) <
< h. Then on [t 1, T2 ] '¥2 is a convex parabola. Since x(t1) h , we have
x(t 1 ) ::::; 0 (otherwise x (t) > h somewhere near t1), hence \f'2(t1):::; 0. By the

=
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same reason 'P2(t2)::; 0. Taking into account the convexity of '¥2, we get that
'¥2 < 0 on Ct1, t2) i.e. i = -1, x is concave on [t1, t2]. But then x(t) goes over
h which is not allowed. Lemma 10 is proved.
I
LEMMA 11. For T?. 2,fih there exists t with x(t)

=h.

PROOF. If it is not so, '¥2 = it 2 - b1t < 0 on (0, D, hence x(t) is a
concave parabola through (0, 0) and (T, 0). But this is impossible, since its
maximal height is 2': h.
I

So if T > 2../ih then there exists 0 < t 1 ::; t 2 < T such that in (0, t 1) and
(tz, T), x(t) < h and in [t1,t2], x(t) = h . In (O,t1) '1'2 is a convex parabola,
0 = '1'2(0), 0;::: 'P2Ct1), hence 0 > '¥2 on (0, t1). This implies that x(t) = -1, x
is a concave parabola going through (0, 0), (ti. h ).
Since x(t) is maximal in ti. i(t) = 0. This defines uniquely t 1(= ../ih)
and the trajectory x(t). On U2, T) we can argue symmetrically. Since '¥2 is
continuous, 'P2(t 1) = 0 (otherwise i = -1 in a neighbourhood of t 1, which is
impossible). So the optimal solution for T > 2../ih is
h
u(t)

./2Fz

T-

./2Fz

T

-

-1-i----;

T

T - ~/2h

__;71
____

v'zh

I
I
. I

T - /2h

-z

- - - - - - - --6-----!
I

--

II

I µI (t)
I
I
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EXAMPLE 4. We discretize Example 3: let NE N be fixed and change in
Example 3 the condition x (t) :S h by
k=O, . . . ,N,
By Theorem 2 the same statements (4.8)-(4.12) hold as above with the additional assumption
µ1(t)=

Lak
tk<t

k21

where
(k

LEMMA 12.

=1, ... ,N -1).

ao > 0.
I

PROOF. The same as Lemma 9.
Suppose in what follows that

ao =I.
LEMMA 13. For T > 2.J2h there exists tk with x(tk) = h.
Proof as in Lemma 11.

I

LEMMA 14. Ifx(tk ) =x(tk2 ) =h then between ki and k1 there are no two
1
consecutive indices k tor which x(tk) < h.
PROOF. Let x(tk
to show that k2
the points

-

(0,h)

)
1

=x(tk

2

)

=hand between k 1 and ki, x(tk) < h. We have

k 1 :S 2. Consider the parabola
and

(ft,h)

-!t

2

+at +{3 going through

and denote m* its derivative at t = 0. Clearly

m* = o(l) as N ----* co. Since the trajectory x(t) is a smooth function making

piecewise from the shifted parabolas
x(tk) = h

*

ir 2 and -it 2, hence
li(tk)I :Sm* .

Indeed, x(tk) > m* would imply x(tk+J) > h and x(tk) < - m* that x(tk-I) > h.
We see also that
x(tk)=h, i(tk)=m* =¢>- x(tk+1)=h
X(tk)=h, X(tk)=-m* =?X(tk-t)=h

We investigate the sign of '¥2 on (tk 1,tk2 ). Since on (tk 1 ,tk2 ) '¥2 is a convex
parabola, we have the following four cases
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a) '¥2 has constant sign on Ctk 1 ,tk2 ). Then x(t) is a parabola going
through (tk 1, h) and (tk2 ,h) which is possible only w_h en k2 =k 1 +1 (otherwise
li(tk 1 )1 > m* by the definition of m*).
b) There exists tk 1 < t* < tk2 such that '¥2 is positive on (tk 1 ,t*) and
negative on (t*, tk2 ). Since x(t) is convex on [tkl' t*] and x(tk 1) =h, x(tk 1+1) <
< h hence t* < tk 1+1 (otherwise li(tk 1)1 > m*), further we see that li(t*)I < m*.
Indeed, if lx(t*)I > m* then i(t*) > m * and x(t*) > h. Since on (t*,t2 ) x(t) is
concave, x (t) > h on (t *, t* + f,) which is a contradiction, since then x (tk1+1) >

> h . Since li(t *)I < m* then from li(tk2 )1:::::; m* we get that tk
2
in (t+,tk2 ) x is concave). This is possible only if k1=ki+1.

-

t* < {; (since

c) There exists tk 1 < t* < tk2 such that '¥2 is negative on (tk 1 , t*) and
positive on (t*,tk2 ) . This implies k1=k 1 +1 by the arguments symmetrical to
those of b).
d) There exists tk 1 < tj <ti< tk2 such that '¥ 2 is positive on (tk 1,tj) and
(ti,t 12 ) and negative on (tj,ti). As in b) we see that tj < tki+I'
tk2 -1

ti>

and li(t/)I < m*. Hence ji(tj)I < m* and ji(ti)I < m* and then ti hence k1 - k1 :::::; 2. Lemma 14. is proved.

tj < {;
I

Denote tk 1 and tk2 the first and the last node with x(tk) = h.
LEMMA

a) tk1

15. IfT > 2 $ then

=V2h +o(l), tk2 =T- $

b) '¥2Uk 1 ) = o(l), '¥2Ctk2 )

+o(l) if N

--HXJ,

= o(l).

PROOF. '¥2 is a convex parabola on [0, tk 1 ] and '¥2(0) = O; hence the
following cases arise.
1) \JI2 > 0 on (0, tk 1 ) . Then x (t) is convex there and x (0) =0 which implies
for large N that x(tk ) > m *, which is a contradiction.
1

2) '¥2 < 0 on (0, tk 1), then x (t) is concave there. Since x (0) =0, x(tk1 ) =h,
Ii (tk 1)I ~ m * =o(l) hence x (t) approximates uniformly the optimal solution

of Example 3 on (0, $ ) and tk 1 = V2h + o(l). Denote t* the smallest value
for which '¥2 (!*) = 0. Since on (O,t *) the parabola x(t) can take the value
h only twice, this means by Lemma 14 that t * = tk 1 + o(l). We know that
'i'2Ctk 1 - )

2: 'i'2 Ctk 1+), hence 'I'2Ctk 1) =o(l).

3) There exists 0 < t* < tk 1 such that '¥2 < 0 on (0, t*) and '¥2 > 0 on
(t*,tk 1 ). Since x(tk 1 ) = h and i(tk 1 ) = o(l), it implies that tk 1 - t* = o(l)
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(otherwise there exists t* < tk < tk 1 with x(tk) > h). Consequently x(t*) =h +

V2fi. + o(l ), tk 1 = V2fi. + o(l) and 'P2(tk 1) =
tk 1 = V2fi. + o(l) and 'P2 (tk 1 ) = o(l). The analogous

+ o(l) i(t*) = o(l) and then t* =

= o(l). So in all cases
statements for tk 2 can be proves symmetrically. Lemma 15 is proved.

I

Introduce the notations
XN, UN,'P1N,'P2N,µIN
'
'
'
'P 1, '112 , µ 1 in Example 4 and the original notations

for the functions x, u,
means the functions from Example 3.

LEMMA 16. XN-> x uniformly, UN-> u . weakly.
PROOF. We have seen in proving Lemma 15 that in [O,tk 1 ] Xn - x =o(l)
uniformly and by symmetry the same is true in [tk 2 , T]. Between tk 1 and
tk2 XN -> h uniformly (see Lemma 14 and the fact that x(tk) = h implies
li(tk)I :=:; m * =o(l)). Since tk 1 -> vl2h, tk 2 -> T-vf2h this means that XN-> x
uniformly. In (0,tk 1 ) and (tk2 , T) uN = -1. In (tk 1,tk2 ) i(t)=o(l) uniformly.
Since luN I = ± l and i is the integral function of uN, we get that uN -> 0
weakly on Uk, ,tk2 ), which proves Lemma 16.
I

So the conditions of Theorem 3 are checked. To see the consequences we
shall prove first that on a segment [tk 1 +o(l),tk2 - o(l)] we have '¥1,N(t) =
= o(l). Indeed, '¥1 N can have positive jumps at the nodes tk and between
the nodes it decre~ses linearly, its derivative being -1. Now if '¥1,N(t);i
;ta(l), \f'1 N(t) > 0 for some t from this interval then \f'1 N > 0 in some
interval [t, +o], o ;to( 1) hence '11 2 N is strictly monotone th~re i.e. '¥2 N can
have only one zero in [t, t + o] which contradicts Lemma 14. Analogously .
if '¥1 N(t);io(I), \f'1 N(t) < 0 for some t then '¥1 N < 0 in some interval
[t-b,t] o;to(I) which is impossible as well. So 'in [tk 1 +o(l),tk2 -o(l)]
'¥1,N(t)-> 0 uniformly. Since '¥2,N(O) =0, 'P2,NCtk ) = o(l) hence 'Pz,N
1
decreases almost precisely on the left half of [0, tk 1 ] and increases on the right

t

!

half. This means by tk 1 = V2fi. + o(I) and ~I ,N = -1 that bl ,N -> V2fi. = b1
and \f/1,N - \f/1 = o(l) uniformly on [O,tk 1 ), on [tk 1 +o(l),tk2 - a(l)] and
because of symmetry on (tk 2 , T]; finally \f/1 ,N = 0(1) on [tk 1,tkl_°'.o(l)] and
on [tk 2 - o(l ),tk2 ]. Hence \fl I,N -> \f' 1 a.e. on [O, T] follows from 't'2,N(O) =0,
\f'2,NCtk 1) = o( 1) that \f'2,N - \f'2 = o( I) uniformly in [0, tk 1] and similarly in
[tk , T]. In [tk ,tk ] '¥2,N have zeros at a distance o(l) by Lemma 14 and
2
1 2
we have seen that \f' 1 N = -~2 N is uniformly bounded hence 'Pz N = o(l)
uniformly on [tk ,tk2 ]'. Compafi°ng this with Lemma 15 we get that \f'2,N 1
- \f' 2 = o( 1) unitormly on [0, T]. Finally since µ 1,N(t) = t - b1,N +\fl I ,N(t)
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), [tk +o(l), tk -a(l)] and (tk , T]
1
1
2
2
and thenµ 1 N----+ µ 1 a.e. on (0, T] . Thus all statement of Theorem 3 are shown
'
in the situation
of Examples 3 and 4.

henceµ 1,N-µ =o(l) uniformly on [O,tk

5. Some spectral properties of the Schrodinger and Dirac operators
In the final part of the paper we investigate some spectral properties of
the Schrodinger and Dirac operators. In several papers on equiconvergence
of spectral expansions the authors use the boundedness of the difference of
the so-called spectral functions.
If the Schrodinger operator has discrete spectrum then its spectral function is defined to be

8(x,y,µ)

L

=

un(x)un(Y)

.Ji<µ

and it turns out that if we consider Schrodinger operators L 1 = -u" + q 1u,
Li= -u" +q2u then 81(x,y,µ) - 82(x,y,µ) is locally uniformly bounded.
Here we want to remark that we know more, namely 81 - 82 tends to zero
asµ ----+ oo locally uniformly . Namely let
(5.1)

q E Lt(O,n)

and consider the eigenvalue problem
(5.2)

[-u~ +qun] =AnUn
u~(O)

The corresponding problem for q

(n

2: 0),

=u~(n) =0.

=

0 has system of solutions
n 2 0.

(5.3)

Consider further the system
(5.4)

-<p" +q<p =A<p ,

<p(O) = 1,

rp 1(0) = 0.

It has solution for all A. We choose An from the equality
(5.5)

rp 1(n) =0

then the corresponding function cp (x ,An)= Un (x) · Cn .
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LEMMA 1.
(5.6)

cp (x)

(1)

sin~Jx
= cos vr.:Ax +
vA q + 0 I
2

0

PROOF. The mean value formula

j sin vA(x
vI -r) q(T)cp(r)dr.
x

r.:cp(x)=COSVAX+

(5.7)

0

implies
x .

11'1' ll oo S

1+J~lq I ·11'1' ll oo
0

hence llrp ll oo is bounded in .A for .A

~.Ao.

Consequently

J
:re

11

lcp(x)- cosvAxl S I

1
c
c
y;:lq(r)ldr · ll'l' ll oo S \/'Ill'l'll oo S yX

0

i.e.
cp(x) =cos v'Ix + 0 (

)x).

Substitute this into (5.7) we get

j
x

r.:
rp (x) =cos v Ax +

sin \/I(x - r)cos \/'Ir ( )d

vA

q r

r+

0(I1)

0

which gives (5 .6).

I

LEMMA 2.
(5.8)

<P'(x) = - v'lsin v'.lx +cos; x

J o (:a).
q+

0

PROOF. Similar to that of Lemma 1.

I

COROLLARY.

v): = n + 0

( nl2) .
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(5.10)

<p(x,An)

J06

sinnx
= cosnx + ~

ix q + 0 ( 1 )

n?: 1

n2

0

(5.11)

Un (x)

=

v{2rr [

COS nx

ix

(1)

sin nx Q q + Q
+~

n2

l
'

n ?: 1

if u11 (x) are the normed eigenfunctions of(5.2) in Lz(O, T).
PROOF. From 0 = <p 1(n) we get by (5.8) and (5.1) J,f,;°sinJ,f,;°n

=

k). Consequently we get (5.9) Putting this into (5.6) implies (5.10).

=0

(
Finally,

11'1'11~ =J[<p(x,!.,)] dx = J
2

(cos 2 nx +

si~~nx j q) dx + 0 (n1

n

0

j

2

=

0

JC

=

2)

cos nxdx

+0

(n

1

~ + 0 (n 2 )
1

2) =

0

which gives (5 . i I) since Un (x)

= P1 ~;fi;).

I

Consider the spectral functions
8(x,y,N)

=L

Un(x)un(Y)

n S:_N

and
8o(x, y, N) =

L

u~O) (x )u~O) (y)

nS:_N

We know from (5.11) that
(5.12)

= ~ cosnxsinny · /3(y)+cosnysinnx ·/3(x)
n
x

where f3(x)

= Jq.
0

2n

+.O(-1)
n2
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Add to the above assumption that q E C[O,n]. Then
lim (0(x,y,N) - 0 0 (x,y,N)) = 0

(5.13)

N-.=

uniformly in 0 < E::; x,y::; n -

E

for every E > 0.

PROOF. We know from the equiconvergence theorem (see e.g. [20]) and
from the orthogonality of eigenfunctions that for any <fJ E D(O,n ),

L

Un (x )(<fJ, Un)

=<fJ (x ).

n=O

This means that for every x E (O,n)
L

Un(X)Un (·)=Ox(·).

The same is true for 'l:u~(x)u~(-), hence
(5.14)

L(un(x)unO- uR(x)uR(·)) =0 in D (0,n).
1

From (5.12) we see that the series of (5.14) converges in £i(O,n) for every
fixed x and hence the equality (5.14) holds also in Li-sense.
In ZYGMUND [9], Chapter I, Theorem 2.6 is proved that for any given
E > 0 the series
sinuy,
cosny
n
n
are convergent uniformly in 0 < E ~ y ~ 2JT: - E. Now (5.12) implies that

L

L

L(u11 (x )un (y) - u~(x )uR(Y)) =

(5.15)
_

. ""(sin(x - y)[,B(x) -,B(y)] + sinn(x +y)[,B(x) +,B(y)]
D
+O
n
Here the uniformity of the convergence of
-C

[.B(x)+{3(y)]

L

(-1))
n

2

.

sinn~ + y)

follows immediately from 2E '.S x +y '.S 2Jr - 2E. We shall prove on the other
hand that
(5.16)

L[,B(x)-,B(y)]sinn~ -y)

is uniformly convergent for

Ix - yl <br:

- E.

Indeed, it is immediate for x, y satisfying Ix - y I > E. In case Ix - y I ~ E we
argue as follows. Introduce the conjugate Dirichlet kernel
-

k

.

Dk(t) = ""smvt =

0

v=I

cos ~ - cos ( k +
.
2sm~1
,i,

1) t
.
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Apply a usual Abel transformation to get

L
M

(5.17)

sink~-y)=

k=N+I

=

L
M

-

-

Dk(x-y)-:k-i(x-y)=

k=N+J

DM(X - y)

M

DN(X - y)

-

N

~I

-

+ Lt Dk (x - y

)( 1

k-

1 )

k +1 .

k=N+l

Clearly:

lit Dk (t) II L

00 ( -

l, I) = 0(1)

and

l/3Cx)-/3(y)i :S llqlloo ·Ix -yj;
hence by (5 .17) we get
M

L

I

sink~

- y) [/3(x) -/3(y)] I:::;;

k=N+I

S c[[qll= (

~+ ~

+.E G- k!
1

1)

)= 0 (~)

So we have proved (5.16) and this means that the series (5.15) converges
uniformly for E :::;; x, y :::;; :re - E. We have seen on the other hand that for every
fixed x this series converges to zero in Lz,y (0, :re), so the local uniform limit
must be also zero. Theorem 4 is proved.
I
6. Next we shall prove the following formula for the eigenvalue problem
(5.2).
7l

THEOREM 5. Let q E C 1 [0,:rr],fq=0. Then

0

(6.1)

f o.

n - n2)

= q(O) :q(:rc).

n=O

REMARK. Analogous statement is given

Ill

LEVITAN, SARGSYAN [8],

00

Chapter VIII, Section 5 for the sum

I:

An, where An are the eigenvalues of

n=-oo

the (one-dimensional) Dirac operator. Since for large n, An ,,almost" equals
ton, An +A-n is small; this is substituted in (6.1) by An - n 2 .
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For the proof of Theorem 5 we introduce the parametric eigenvalue
problem where in (5.2) the potential q is substituted by tan(x ), 0 ::; t ::; 1.
To this, consider the system
(6.2)

-cp 11 + tan(x )cp = Acp,

cp = cp (x ,A, t ),

cp (0) = 1,

cp 1(0) = 0.

Since this equation is linear int and A., we get from known theorems (see e.g.
HARTMAN [21), p. 100) that cp, cp', cp" E C 00 in the variables (A,t) provided
that q E C[O, n]. Consequently
F(A,t) :=cp 1(n)

also belongs to C 00 in (A,t). We know from (5.7) that
x
1

cp (x) = -VX"sin VX"x + / cosv0:°(x -r) · tan(r)cp(r)dr,
0

v'I,

Hence, using the notation of s =

:n:

(6.3)

F= -ssinsn + / coss(.n -'-r)-tan(r)cp(r)dr,
0

(6.4)

~~ = - sncossn -

:n:

sinsn+ /cr - n)sins(.n - r) · tan(r)<P(r)dr
0

If A(t) denotes any solution of the eigenvalue problem with potential
tan(x ), t fixed, then
:n:

0 = F(A(t),t) = - sin sn +

j

coss(n - r) · tan(r)cp(r)dr

0

i.e.
sins.n = 0(1)
which means that
(6.5)

and for these value of s ,

s =k+o(~)
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which is not zero, at least for large k. Hence by the implicit function theorem
An(t) E C 00 [0, l].

Now the system

,. . . .
II

(6.6)

-

-un (x, t) + tan(x )un (x, t) =An (t )un (x, t)

has solution u where u, u 1 and u 11 are C 00 int .
LEMMA 3.
7f.

j

(6.7)

Un Un= 0

0
1

(6.8)

7f.

JJ

q(x)u;(x, t)dx dt =An - n

2

(An =An(l)).

0 0
.

PROOF.

.

7f.

(6.7) is obtained by differentiating Ju; .= 1 in J . To see (6.8) we
0

differentiate first (6.6) :
-it~ +qun +taniln =A-nun +A.nun .

Multiplying by Un and integrating in (0, 1) x (0,.n) we get that

0 0

0 0

0

=An(l) - An(O)-

0 0

0
l

JJ
JJ

tanunUn +

0 0
I n

=A.n(l)-A.n(O)-

0 0
l :re

:n;

JJu~un =
0 0

.

Anunitn =An(l)-An(O).

0 0
PROOF OF THEOREM

5 By (6.8)

N

L)An - n
n=O

N
2

)

=L
n=O

I n

JJ

qu;

o o

=

I
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j j q L (u,7 - u~0)2) + JJq L u~0)2
N

'· n.

0 0

I

N

TC

0 0

n=O

+Ji

=: 11

n=O

We have seen in proving (5. I 1) that
Un (x,

t)

sin nx · t ix q + 0
=y{2
; ( cos nx + 2;;-

n2

n ?:. 1

,

0

C'

where the implicit constant in 0

(I ))

is bounded in (x,t). Consequently the

2)

series

~
2
L ( un(x,t)u11(0)?-(x) )

=;2 ~
L ( t(3(x) sinn2nx + 0

I

( n1 ) )
2

,

I

x

{J(x)

= Jq

is convergent in LiC(O,n) x (0, 1)). By Theorem 4, the series

0
00

l:Cu~ -

(0)2

Un

)

tends to zero locally uniformly for any fixed t. Hence

0
oc
~

L(u112 - u11(0)2 )=0 in £i((0,n) x (O,l))
()

and then
1. n.

Ii=

N

~

j .I q L(u

2

11

() ()

(0)2

-Un

)-0

(N ____. oo).

0

;r

In counting

Ji

J

we use several times that q = 0
.
0
N

I n

Ji=

=

jj

0 0

N

TC

.

//q 2:u,~0) /q L ~cos uxdxdt
0 0

.. 1 n

I

2

2

=/

I

0 0

I
I n

N

q ·~

=

L cos2uxdxdt = ~ j j q(x)DN(2x)dxdt
I

0 0

when
I
DN(x)=

2

N

+ Lcosnx
n= l
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is the usual Dirichlet kernel. By the theory of Fourier series
1 2Jt

· 2nljj q (x)Z
Ji=

2Jt

DN(x)dxdt

0 0

1 lj

= 2· n

q

(x)
2 DN(x)dx

-4

2lq(O)+q(n)
2

0

Theorem 5 is proved.

I
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REMARKS ON OUR ARTICLE ON LEBESGUE FUNCTIONS

By
S. BARON and I. JOO
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Bar-llan University, Ramat Gan and
Department of Analysis, Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest .

In our paper "Lebesgue functions for convergence and summability of
double function series", Annales Univ. Sci. Budapest., Sectio Math., 37
( 1994), 73-84, for an unknown reason some references are wrong. The correct
references are the following:

111 l ALEXITS, G., Konvergenzprobleme der Orthogonalreihen, Akademiai Kiad6,
Budapest, 1960.
ll61 KAMKE, E ., Das Lebesgue- Stieltjes-Integral, 2nd edition, Teubner Verlag,
Leipzig, 1960.
f201 M6RICZ, F., On the regular summability of multiple function series and
Lebesgue functions, Anal. Math., 9 (1983), 57-67.
l221 ZYGMUND, A., Trigonometrical Series, Warsawa-Lwow, 1935.

It must be on the page 74 line 3 from below the following:

s

= s(m,n, x),

t

=t(m,n,x)

Similar changes are in the last line on page 75.
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